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Summary
Despite the rapid progress of the previous decades, information system engineering is still
not as mature as many other engineering disciplines like electronics. A prominent aspect
in which this can be observed is the toolset an engineer has to his disposal for design and
development. For example, an electronics engineer can perform advanced analyses on a
schematic circuit design to predict the behaviour of the circuit in time. Tools developed
for information system engineering have not yet arrived at a comparable level of maturity.
One of the causes of the inability to develop such tools is that the specification languages
used to decribe a design fall short on several aspects compared to the circuit diagrams: (1)
the specifications are in some circumstances susceptible to multiple interpretations, i.e.,
their meaning is not clear with the mathematical precision needed for advanced analysis,
and (2) an overall well-suited combination of modelling primitives has not been found yet
resulting in some system properties being described with too much detail, while others
cannot be described accurately enough or not at all. Although researchers roughly agree
on the concepts needed for modelling in an object-oriented way (this thesis follows the
object-oriented the approach), these concepts are not understood well enough to come to
a precisely defined common object-oriented modelling language.

One of the central topics of the database group at the University of Twente is the spec-
ification of database schemas in an object-oriented way. The specification language TM
was developed for this purpose. It was given a formal semantics to achieve an unam-
biguous meaning for all specifications and to pave the way for the development of ad-
vanced tool support in the sense mentioned above. In the IMPRESS project (see Chap-
ter 6), the Database Design Tool (DDT) was developed, a CASE-like specification envi-
ronment based on TM, which includes a number of verification and validation tools that
allow specifications to be analysed for important properties. Experiences with the DDT
have revealed that TM can be improved on several aspects. For a large part, these aspects
are related to the topic of operation definition. First, support for more polymorphism is
desired, heterogeneous collections and type-dependent queries, in particular. Secondly, a
more satisfactory way for specifying update operations is needed. This thesis reports on
an investigation of these aspects of operation definition in this context.

In Chapter 2, we present relevant results of progress made on the subject of object-
orientation in both the database and programming language community. In this thesis, we
attempt to apply a few promising results related to the aspects of operation definition men-
tioned above into one specification language for object-oriented databases. The goal of
this is twofold: to contribute to the general understanding of object-orientation at a formal
level, and to investigate the interaction between the various aspects of object-orientation
which are often researched in isolation. The first goal is mainly addressed in Chapter 3.
It provides a formal investigation of the fundamental aspects underlying the desired poly-
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morphism: a general form of heterogeneity, run-time type information, and late-binding.
This investigation is presented as a step-wise enhancement of a ‘core’ language called
CORINE. The eventually resulting ‘most enhanced’ language is called FLORENCE, which
is used as a formal foundation for the subsequent chapters. Chapters 4 and 5 focus on the
second goal. The former chapter defines the syntax, typing, and semantics of a language
called TAMARA, and the latter provides argumentations for important design decisions to
supplement the comments in the preceding chapter. TAMARA is a redefinition of TM that
incorporates the desired polymorphism. By defining the semantics of TAMARA in terms
of FLORENCE, a similar general form of heterogeneity is supported in combination with
advanced support for method overloading and overriding. A striking achievement of this
research is the ability to deduce the typing rules of method overloading and overriding
from its semantics and the typing rules of FLORENCE (see Section 5.2). TAMARA is also
used to study the specification of update operations. This is investigated on both the level
of semantics paying special attention to ambiguity of specifications, and the level of typing
with respect to type-safety of the language (see Section 5.3).



Samenvatting
Ondanks de snelle vooruitgang van de afgelopen decennia op het gebied van ontwerp en
realisatie van informatiesystemen, blijkt dit gebied vergeleken met andere ingenieursdis-
ciplines zoals bijvoorbeeld de electronica, nog lang niet volwassen. Dit is met name goed
te zien aan de gereedschappen die een ingenieur tot z’n beschikking heeft. Een ingenieur
in de electronica kan geavanceerde analyses uitvoeren op een schematisch ontwerp van
een electronische schakeling, waarmee bijvoorbeeld het gedrag van de schakeling voor-
speld kan worden. De gereedschappen voor ontwerp en realisatie van informatiesystemen
gaan duidelijk nog niet zo ver. Eén van de oorzaken dat dergelijke gereedschappen nog
niet ontwikkeld konden worden, heeft te maken met de specificatietaal (of -talen) waarmee
een ontwerp van een informatiesysteem wordt beschreven. Vergeleken met de schema’s
van electronische schakelingen komen deze specificatietalen op een aantal punten tekort:
(1) specificaties zijn soms op verschillende manieren te interpreteren, m.a.w. de betekenis
van een specificatie is niet met wiskundige precisie vastgelegd, wat wel nodig is voor gea-
vanceerde analyses, en (2) men heeft nog niet een beste combinatie van modelleringsprim-
itieven gevonden die voor de meeste situaties geschikt is, waardoor bepaalde zaken te
gedetailleerd beschreven moeten worden, terwijl andere niet of nauwelijks beschreven kun-
nen worden. Wetenschappers zijn het ruwweg wel eens over de benodigde concepten voor
object-georiënteerd modelleren (in dit proefschrift wordt de object-georiënteerde aanpak
gevolgd), maar onze kennis van deze concepten is nog niet grondig genoeg ontwikkeld om
tot een exact gedefinieerde standaardtaal te komen voor object-georiënteerd modelleren.

Eén van de centrale thema’s van de databasegroep van de Universiteit Twente is het
specificeren van database schema’s op een object-georiënteerde manier. Voor dit doel is
de specificatietaal TM ontwikkeld. Om alle denkbare legale specificaties een ondubbelzin-
nige betekenis te geven, is de formele semantiek van TM is volledig uitgeschreven, dit met
name om de ontwikkeling van geavanceerde gereedschappen zoals hierboven geschetst
op termijn mogelijk te maken. In het IMPRESS-project (zie hoofdstuk 6) is een CASE-
achtige specificeeromgeving gebaseerd op TM ontwikkeld genaamd de Database Design
Tool (DDT). De DDT bevat een aantal verificatie- en validatiegereedschappen die het mo-
gelijk maken specificaties te analyseren op bepaalde belangrijke eigenschappen. Ervarin-
gen met de DDT hebben echter aangetoond dat TM op een aantal punten nog verbetering
behoeft. Grotendeels vallen die punten onder het kopje “het specificeren van operaties”.
Ten eerste is meer polymorfisme gewenst, met name heterogene verzamelingen en type-
afhankelijke queries. Bovendien bleek de manier waarop update-operaties gespecificeerd
werden in TM niet helemaal bevredigend. Dit proefschrift beschrijft onderzoek naar deze
aspecten van het specificeren van operaties in deze context.

Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een overzicht van relevante resultaten op het gebied van object-
oriëntatie uit zowel het database- als programmeertaalonderzoek. In dit proefschrift wordt
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geprobeerd een paar resultaten gerelateerd aan het definiëren van operaties toe te passen en
te integreren in één specificatie voor object-georiënteerde databases. Dit heeft een twee-
ledig doel: een bijdrage te leveren aan de algemene kennis over object-oriëntatie op een
theoretisch niveau, en de interactie te onderzoeken tussen de verschillende aspecten van
object-oriëntatie die veelal in isolement onderzocht worden. Hoofstuk 3 betreft hoofdza-
kelijk het eerste doel. Het hoofdstuk beschrijft namelijk een theoretisch onderzoek naar
de fundamentele aspecten die aan de gewenste polymorfie ten grondslag liggen, te weten
een algemene vorm van heterogeniteit, run-time type-informatie en late-binding. Dit on-
derzoek wordt gepresenteerd als een stapsgewijze verrijking van een ‘kern’-taal genaamd
CORINE. De uiteindelijke ‘meest rijke’ taal heet FLORENCE, die in de daaropvolgende
hoofdstukken gebruikt wordt als formele onderbouwing. De hoofdstukken 4 en 5 betreffen
hoofdzakelijk het tweede doel. Het eerste van de twee definieert de syntax, typering en se-
mantiek van de taal TAMARA en de tweede beargumenteert belangrijke ontwerpbeslissin-
gen ter aanvulling op de commentaren in het eerste van de twee hoofdstukken. TAMARA

kan gezien worden als een nieuwe versie van TM die de gewenste polymorfie wel onderste-
unt. Door de semantiek van TAMARA te definiëren in termen van FLORENCE ondersteunt
TAMARA een soortgelijke algemene vorm van heterogeniteit welke gecombineerd is met
een geavanceerde vorm van ‘method overloading en overriding’. Een opzienbarend re-
sultaat van dit promotieonderzoek is de mogelijkheid de typeringsregels van method over-
loading en overriding af te leiden uit de semantiek van TAMARA en de typeringsregels van
FLORENCE (zie paragraaf 5.2). TAMARA wordt ook gebruikt om het specificeren van up-
date operaties te bestuderen. Hierbij wordt zowel op semantisch als op typeringsniveau
naar update operaties gekeken. In het eerste geval wordt speciale aandacht gegeven aan
suggestieve dubbelzinnigheid van operatiedefinities en in het tweede geval aan type-safety
van de taal (zie paragraaf 5.3).



Chapter 1

Introduction
Untitled

Shall Earth no more inspire thee,
Thou lonely dreamer now?
Since passion may not fire thee
Shall Nature cease to bow?
Thy mind is ever moving
In regions dark to thee;
Recall its useless roving —
Come back and dwell with me —
I know my mountain breezes
Enchant and soothe thee still —
I know my sunshine pleases
Despite thy wayward will —

When day with evening blending
Sinks from the summer sky,
I’ve seen thy spirit bending
In fond idolatry —
I’ve watched thee every hour —
I know my mighty sway —
I know my magic power
To drive thy griefs away —
Few hearts to mortals given
On earth so wildly pine
Yet none would ask a Heaven
More like this Earth than thine
Then let my winds caress thee —
Thy comrade let me be —
Since nought beside can bless thee
Return and dwell with me —

Emily Jane Brontë (1818–1848)

1.1 Information system engineering

Information system analysis, design, and implementation has witnessed rapid progress.
Effective techniques have been developed to support all stages of information system de-
velopment, methodologies have integrated these individual techniques into one process,
and tools have been built to automate the process and assist the developer in his tasks.
These developments have made the profession of information system developer more ma-
ture, but, compared to other engineering disciplines, there is still a long way to go.

In electronics, for example, work is professionally divided over many different spe-
cialisms. In the development of a television, an artist/engineer designs an outside casing
with an appealing appearance, another engineer is responsible for the functionality of the
device, yet another must make sure that it can be mass-produced. Not only the device
itself, but also the components inside the device undergo continuing development: com-
ponents with tighter specifications, complex modules with high-level functionality inte-
grating huge amounts of simpler components, etc.

Furthermore, an electronics engineer has many techniques and tools to his disposal.
Well-known are the schemas used to describe circuits. Over the years, the standardized
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schemas have been adopted internationally. Since a schema unambiguously lays down a
particular circuit, it is an ideal medium for communication between engineers, possibly en-
gineers with different specialisms. Moreover, the advanced understanding of the processes
involved in electronics has made it possible to predict the behaviour of a circuit with math-
ematical precision. Analysis and simulation software have made prediction practical even
for larger, commercial-size circuits. As a result, designs can be tested without the need to
build a prototype.

Information system development as an engineering discipline has clearly not arrived
at a comparable level of maturity. Although existing tools already support the developer
considerably, a prediction of the behaviour of the system being designed is not feasible on
a practical scale. Our understanding of the processes involved in an information system is
clearly not good enough for this purpose. A related problem is that the description tech-
niques currently used are far from optimal: the best (combination of) modelling primitives
has not been found yet, some system properties cannot be described accurately enough,
some have to be described with too much detail, some are even susceptible to multiple in-
compatible interpretations. For rapid and reliable information system development, high-
level specification languages need to be developed that allow designs to be analysed for
the key properties they are required to have.

In the search for a better combination of modelling primitives, object-orientation has
been embraced with enthusiasm. Its appeal is mainly attributable to the intuitively attrac-
tive metaphor. Information systems used to be designed with abstract, hard to imagine
primitives. An object-oriented design, however, pictures an information system as a world
of autonomous and interacting objects. This metaphor proved powerful in practice. Being
able to better picture a design allows a designer to keep a better overview of the system,
which may contribute to her/his ability to design larger and more complex systems. Be-
cause of these and other aspects, object-orientation is commonly regarded as a technique
that is to stay for a while.

As a step towards a better understanding of the processes involved in the design of
information systems, researchers have tried to define a common object-oriented model.
Although important steps forward are being made frequently, the end of the path to a thor-
oughly understood and commonly accepted OO-model is not within sight. There is gen-
eral agreement on many of the concepts involved such as ‘object’, ‘method,’ and ‘inheri-
tance,’ but when it comes to details, this situation quickly turns around. Many attempts at
formalizing the various aspects of object-orientation have encountered problems that have
yet to be overcome. A formalization would not only benefit the understanding of object-
orientation, it is also of vital importance for the development of tool support for the design
process. If design specifications of information systems are to be analysed for key proper-
ties, then a formal foundation of the specification is necessary for the construction of tools
that reason about specifications.
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1.2 Research context and goals

The PhD research presented in this thesis is part of ongoing research of the database group
at the University of Twente. The research concerns the design of database schemas for
next-generation database systems, especially object-oriented ones. A formal specification
language, called TM, was developed for this purpose. In the IMPRESS project (see Chap-
ter 6), a toolset, called Database Design Tool (DDT), was built around this specification
language [FKS94b, FKS94a]. The rigorous formal foundation of TM allowed the con-
struction of advanced verification and validation tools.

The practical experience acquired with this toolset has indicated several areas in need
of improvement. Domain experts using TM and the DDT expressed the need for more
advanced object-oriented features. An example of a kind of commonly occurring query
that illustrates some of these features is given below. Shape and line are classes and line
is a subclass of shape.

SELECT �

FROM set of shape
WHERE shape is actually a line AND

some line-property holds

The predicate ‘shape is actually a line’ makes this a type-dependent query. Furthermore,
whereas TM only provided homogeneous collections, the use of ‘set of shape’ points out
that an object-oriented style of specification demands support for heterogeneous collec-
tions of objects.

To facilitate advanced verification and validation of specifications, a functional style
of specification was adopted in TM. Functional programming and assignments (updates),
however, do not match well. It is, therefore, not surprising that the initial approach for
specification of update operations in TM proved rather imperfect. Hence, the specification
of update operations is also a focus point in this thesis.

Obviously, the feedback provided to us in the IMPRESS project covered more aspects.
The ones mentioned, however, are related to a single fundamental topic: operation defini-
tion. Within this topic, we focus on acquiring more polymorphism to enable specification
on a high level of abstraction and with minimal overhead. Secondly, special attention is
paid to the development of a proper way to define update operations. We adhere to one note
of caution, however: enhancement of language primitives for operation definition should
not endanger the ability to provide tool-support at a similar level as the DDT.

During the period of research on the applicability of the ideas of our research group,
research on object-orientation has progressed significantly, also in areas concerning the
issues mentioned above. In this thesis, we examine the results of this progress and attempt
to integrate them in one specification language for object-oriented databases. The goal of
this is twofold: to contribute to the general understanding of object-orientation at a formal
level, and to investigate the interaction between the various aspects of object-orientation
which are often researched in isolation.
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1.3 Thesis structure

The aforementioned goals will be addressed in the following way. In Chapter 2, we dis-
cuss research on polymorphism and assignments in functional programming. We limit this
discussion to results of research on these topics that influenced the work in this thesis most
or that are relevant to the understanding of the general issues involved. Chapter 3 contains
a formal investigation of several fundamental aspects behind polymorphism, namely the
concepts of heterogeneity, run-time type information, and late-binding. The meaning of
these terms will become clear in the text below. Chapters 4 and 5 focus on the integra-
tion of the desired features for operation definition in one specification language. We do
this by defining an enhanced version of TM, called TAMARA. To keep the presentation as
clear as possible, only enhancements pertaining to the aforementioned issues concerning
operation definition will be presented, even though other improvements could have been
included on the basis of feedback we received.

Our investigation of the aspects heterogeneity, run-time type information, and late-
binding is presented as a step-wise enhancement of a ‘core’ language, called CORINE.
CORINE can be characterised as a simply typed lambda-calculus with subtyping. The set
of types includes record types hhl1:�1; : : : ; ln:�nii, variant types [jl1:�1; : : : ; ln:�nj], list
types L � , and set types P�. The expression language evidently contains the necessary
primitive operations to manipulate values of these types. The consistency of the language
and subsequent enhancements is demonstrated by proofs of important properties like “for
all correctly typed expressions e of type � (notation T ` e : �), the semantics of e is a
member of the semantics of � (notation [[e]]V 2 [[�]]).”

In CORINE, not only does each expression have exactly one type, all elements of a
collection are also restricted to be all of the same type, i.e., collections are homogeneous.
To be able to put the results of two expressions into one set where the expressions have
different types, these expressions need to be coerced to a common supertype. The coercion
expression (e as �) can be used for this purpose. Unfortunately, the semantics of coercion
is not information-preserving. For example, hha=1; b=2ii as hha:intii, i.e., the coercion of
the record value hha=1; b=2ii of type hha:int; b:intii to supertype hha:intii, is equivalent to
hha=1ii. Hence, the value of the b-attribute is lost in the coercion. The experience with TM
has made us believe that this loss of information lies at the heart of some of the problems
with the definition of batch operations.

With HELEN, a solution is given for this problem. HELEN is a redefinition of CORINE

that adds a general form of heterogeneity by disposing of the non-information-preserving
coercions. One of the measures to achieve this is the introduction of a subsumption rule
to the type system. Informally, the subsumption rule states that, whenever T ` e : �, then
also T ` e : � for all supertypes � of �. As a result, expressions can have many types,
namely a minimal one and all its supertypes. Accordingly, the semantics of a type� in HE-
LEN includes the semantics of supertypes of �, i.e., 8�; � 2 � : � � � ) [[�]] � [[� ]]. This
semantics differs fundamentally from CORINE’s and allows the conversion functions in the
semantics of the coercion expression of CORINE to become identity functions in HELEN,
which means that they can be abolished altogether. To illustrate that this indeed provides
us with the desired heterogeneity, observe that heterogeneous sets can be constructed in
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HELEN. If two differently typed expressions e and e0 have a common supertype �, then
T ` e : � and T ` e 0 : � (subsumption rule) and fe; e 0g is correctly typed. Moreover, in
the absence of non-information-preserving conversions, all information is retained in the
constructed set, which is, therefore, a heterogeneous set.

As we have seen in the SELECT-FROM-WHERE-example, heterogeneity alone is not
enough for the definition of generic operations on collections. The ability to put values
of different types1 into one set calls for an enhancement of the expression language with
primitives that allow type-dependent calculations. This is called ad-hoc polymorphism in
the literature. Enhancement of HELEN with this functionality is achieved in two steps.
First, a new language, called TANYA, is defined as a redefinition of HELEN that is based
on a different notion of value. In TANYA, a value is a tuple containing a value in the old
sense, and a tag that is an encoding in the semantics of a type. In this way, run-time type
information is carried along with a value.

In a final redefinition, called FLORENCE, the expression language is enhanced with
primitives for late-binding. The primitives for late-binding are an adaptation of Castagna’s
overloaded functions [Cas97]. An overloaded function can be considered as a set of func-
tions, called branches, that operates as a single unit. Overloaded function application can
informally be described as the selection at run-time of a branch that matches best with the
argument. It is the run-time type of the argument that determines which of the branches
is ‘best-matching.’ In this way, overloaded function application formalizes the concept of
late-binding as it is, in general, statically unknown which branch is selected at run-time.

The redefinitions described above are shown to be conservative, i.e., it is shown that
important properties are still respected, albeit sometimes in a slightly adapted form.

As an illustration of how the concepts of heterogeneity and late-binding can be incor-
porated in an object-oriented language, TM is redesigned in Chapter 4. The semantics of
the resulting database specification language, called TAMARA, is defined in terms of FLO-
RENCE. In this way, the obtained heterogeneity of FLORENCE can directly be propagated
to TAMARA. Late-binding is presented in TAMARA as overloading (non-conflicting use of
the same name for related but different methods) and overriding (introduction of a different
method as a replacement of one that would otherwise have been inherited from a super-
class). Both techniques are common in object-oriented programming. Evidently, in the
semantics of method-related concepts, overloaded functions play an important role. The
typing rules for the correct use of overloading and overriding vary from language to lan-
guage. In TAMARA, the typing rules are deduced from the semantics of methods and the
typing and well-formedness rules of overloaded functions (see Section 5.2). In this way,
type-safety can be guaranteed while preventing overly restrictive rules. Furthermore, as
TAMARA’s sorts and classes can have other kinds of members as well, appropriate forms
of overloading and overriding can also be provided for these members using this approach.

TAMARA is also used to illustrate other problems with respect to operation definition.
Especially database aspects, such as update operations and persistency, need special atten-
tion. The problems with updates can roughly be divided in two categories. As mentioned

1This is not an accurate formulation, because values are semantical objects whereas types are syntactical ob-
jects. ‘Results of expressions of different types’ would have been a more accurate formulation. With the intro-
duction of run-time type information in TANYA, however, this becomes a void issue.
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before, it is not trivial to incorporate updates in a functional language. The syntax and
type system of TAMARA are designed in such a way that update expressions can be given
a clear, intuitive, and unambiguous semantics. The second category of update problems
concern the influence of the added polymorphism on the type-safety of update operation
definitions. It turns out that, without additional measures, the added polymorphism al-
lows undesired updates to be performed, e.g., a value of a certain type can be assigned to
an attribute of a subtype in certain circumstances. Section 5.3 is specifically devoted to an
explanation of the problems and an argumentation of the chosen approach.



Chapter 2

Related research
Their Lonely Betters

As I listened from a beach-chair in the shade
To all the noises that my garden made,
It seemed to me only proper that words
Should be withheld from vegetables and birds.

A robin with no Christian name ran through
The Robin-Anthem which was all it knew,
And rusling flowers for some third party waited
To say which pairs, if any, should get mated.

No one of them was capable of lying,
There was not one which knew that it was dying
Or could have with a rhythm or a rhyme
Assumed responsibility for time.

Let them leave language to their lonely betters
Who count some days and long for certain letters;
We, too, make noises when we laugh or weep:
Words are for those with promises to keep.

W.H. Auden (1907–1973)

2.1 Trends in database programming

Database management systems were originally primarily used for office information sys-
tems. Their successful role in office automation resulted in attempts to apply the same
database management systems in other areas. Although these attempts often proved fruit-
ful, in some areas they fell short. The primary reason was that the data to be managed in
these areas was rather complex in nature and, therefore, demanded also more complex data
structuring facilities. Clearly, all data can be structured as relational tables, but doing so
requires access to and manipulation of this data to follow the thus laid down access paths.
Hence, the definition of these operations becomes rather complex also. The database sys-
tem, in the spirit of data independence, is supposed to protect the user from the complexity
of physical data structuring. With data that is complex in nature, this complexity of data
structuring and operation definition thus re-appears on a logical level.

This problem has been approached from two directions. It is possible to add another
logical layer that provides a high-level interface to the user that offers more complex data
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structuring and operation definition capabilities. The promise of object-orientation has
made it an often chosen candidate for this high-level interface. An object-oriented layer
translates object-oriented requests to relational ones as well as the relationally structured
results back to the object-oriented level. The traditional division between data definition.
data manipulation, and query languages cannot be maintained, because a description of
an object (class) includes both data and behaviour. Therefore, this object-oriented layer
should also contain object manipulation ad object querying components. Translating these
to their relational counterparts is no easy task.

A more rigorous approach is to build more advanced data structuring facilities directly
into the DBMS. This can be realised with database systems based on enhancements of
the relational model [DD95], full object-orientation [BDK92], or combinations of object-
oriented and relational features (object-relational database systems). An often-used hy-
brid approach requires methods to be programmed in an object-oriented programming lan-
guage. Method signatures provide the integration with, for example, an object-oriented
query language from which the methods can be invoked. The hybrid approach can be
found in SQL3 [MD94], ODMG [Cat93], and O2 [BDK92]. In the database research com-
munity, examples of a non-hybrid approach can be found where data definition, data ma-
nipulation, and querying have been integrated into one object database language, such as
BCOOL [LS93b], Machiavelli [OBB89], and TM [BBZ93].

Progress with respect to object-orientation is made both in the programming language
as well as the database community. We, therefore, believe that it is important to review
results of programming language research on issues related to object-orientation. Unfor-
tunately, object-orientation is a subject of ongoing research and not all aspects are fully
understood yet. An adaptation to database context of these results obviously gives rise to
additional problems, for example, with respect to declarativity and optimisability of query
languages.

Of special interest to the topic of this thesis are advances in type theory. Programming
languages with type systems of varying degrees of complexity have existed next to each
other. Examples of largely untyped languages are Assembler, LISP, and SmallTalk. Many
general purpose languages (e.g., Pascal and C) have simple type systems. In recent years,
languages with ever more complex type systems have been developed.

We will present related research in this chapter on a topic-by-topic basis referring to
the particular research papers that influenced the work in this thesis most. In Section 2.2,
the concept of polymorphism is used to categorize type systems and explain in more de-
tail known issues and techniques. Aside from a general discussion of the two kinds of
polymorphism, parametric and ad-hoc polymorphism, special attention is paid to subtyp-
ing/inheritance and dynamic typing, two notions central to object-orientation. Both allow
a high degree of polymorphism in a first-order type system. Subsequently, we provide
an overview of research on the combination of assignments and functional programming.
This research is of particular interest for Section 5.3 that discusses the language issues in-
volved in the specification of update operations. The research on typing presented in this
chapter is, aside from a few exceptions, not database specific but general programming lan-
guage research. Therefore, the final section of this chapter (Section 2.4) returns to database
context and evaluates what is relevant to databases, operation definition in particular, how
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it can be used, and what specific database issues need to be addressed before it can be used.

2.2 Polymorphism

Cardelli and Wegner begin their excellent paper “On understanding types, data abstrac-
tion, and polymorphism” [CW85] with the question: “Why are types needed in program-
ming languages?” Some of the purposes of type systems that can be identified are [CW85,
DT88]:

� Categorization. For example, in a computer’s memory, certain memory cells are
used to store characters, others to store numbers, or even operations. Yet, they are
all represented as bit strings.

� Avoiding misinterpretation of data. The thus obtained classes of values exhibit uni-
form behaviour, hence feedback can be given to the user about an inappropriate op-
eration being performed on them by mistake.

� Aid in coercion/conversion. Some programming languages provide, for example,
different types for numbers of varying width (the number of bytes used to represent
the number). It is clearly desirable that operations such as addition and multiplica-
tion function correctly with arguments of arbitrary width. To avoid having to use
different functions for all combinations of arguments, numbers are often converted
to another width. Since improper coercions can have severe consequences, for ex-
ample, ones that cause a number to overflow, it is important to ensure that such prob-
lems cannot occur [Rey80].

� Performance. The struct type constructor of C, for example, is designed to be highly
optimisable. The fields of a struct-value have a fixed lay-out in memory, hence the
knowledge that an expression is of a specific struct-type allows an access to a field
of its result to be compiled to an access to a relative memory address.

Of the above purposes, the “avoiding misinterpretation of data” is perhaps the most
prominent one. The idea of a static and strong type system is to guarantee before the pro-
gram is executed that no misinterpretation can occur. The predicates ‘static’ and ‘strong’
of a type system are frequently confused. According to [CW85]:

Programming languages in which the type of every expression can be de-
termined by static [compile-time] program analysis are said to be statically
typed. [: : :] If a language is strongly typed, its compiler can guarantee that
the program it accepts will execute without typing errors.

To absolutely guarantee that no accepted program will exhibit typing errors is certainly
not trivial as can be illustrated by type-safety breaches that were found in some otherwise
carefully designed languages: Eiffel [Mey92], O2 [ES94], Java [DFW96].

There are two distinct approaches to the verification of the correctness of a program
with respect to typing, namely type checking and type inference. Some languages require
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the programmer to insert type assertions into the program. A type checker can then verify if
the usage of operations involving expressions of certain types is correct. Examples of such
languages are Pascal, C, C++, Java. With type inference, the programmer is not required to
insert type assertions. Instead, the usage of operations provides clues about the intentions
of the programmer with certain expressions. These clues are used to infer possible types
of expressions. Subsequently, it can be verified if these inferred types correspond. The
most notable example of a language with a type system based on type inference is ML
[Sok91, MTH90, MT91].

The particular choices concerning typing made by object-orientation are of special in-
terest for this thesis. A good source for a clear presentation of the many facets of object-
orientation can be found in [PS94]. Although, we discuss in this chapter typing in general,
topics relevant to object-orientation are highlighted.

2.2.1 Untyped and monomorphic programming languages

To illustrate the need and potential of both kinds of polymorphism, let us look at untyped
and monomorphic languages first. Consider, for example, a list type with the operation
head programmed in monomorphic pseudo-code below.

type ElementType = some type description

type List = array of ElementType

function head(lst:List) : ElementType = return lst[1]

In monomorphic languages, the above code can only be used for lists with elements
that are precisely of type ElementType. If lists with elements of other types are desired, the
code has to be duplicated.1 Therefore, a monomorphic type system can limit a programmer
in writing generic code. The definition of the head-function, however, does not inherently
depend on what particular elements are contained in the argument list as can be observed
in the untyped version of the head-function:

function head(lst) = return lst[1] (2.1)

This function works for any lst for which a first element can be obtained using the no-
tation lst[1]. Note that in this description, no reference is made to the nature of the element,
i.e., any kind will do. This natural polymorphism of untyped languages can only be ap-
proximated with a type system. In the design of a type system for a particular language, a
balance has to be found between the capabilities for generic programming, its effectiveness
in catching programming errors, and the added complexity of the type system. Monomor-
phic programming languages are examples of languages where much genericity has been
sacrificed for a simple type system that is effective in catching programming errors. Dy-
namic typing (see Section 2.2.5) is an attempt at increasing the capabilities for generic

1Tricks that bypass the type system are often used instead, such as an array of untyped pointers which are
(possibly unsafely) cast to appropriate types in the various functions operating on lists.
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programming while retaining the simplicity of the type system, thus sacrificing some of
the effectiveness of the type system.

The third alternative is to equip a language with a complexer type system that allows
more genericity while still retaining an effective means for the verification of a program
for errors. Type quantification is a technique that is often used, albeit usually implicitly:

8ET:type List[ET] = array of ET

8ET:function head(lst:List[ET]) : ET = return lst[1]

The declaration above describes lists with elements of arbitrary type ranged over by the
type variable ET. In a sense, quantification describes infinitely many List-types and cor-
responding head-functions. Note that it is up to the compiler to decide whether or not the
code is actually duplicated (this could be beneficial for performance reasons). This form
of polymorphism is called parametric polymorphism. The other form of polymorphism
identified in [CW85] is ad-hoc polymorphism. The definitions of parametric and ad-hoc
polymorphism are

Parametric polymorphism is obtained when a function works uniformly on
a range of types; these types normally exhibit some common structure. Ad-
hoc polymorphism is obtained when a function works, or appears to work, on
several different types (which may not exhibit some common structure) and
may behave in unrelated ways for each type.

2.2.2 Parametric polymorphism

The fundamental concepts behind many attempts at making type systems more flexible
are described in [CW85]. In the previous section, we have seen an example of universal
quantification. As can be expected, there is also existential quantification on types, which
can be used for data abstraction (see [CW85, PT93]). An interesting form of universal
quantification is bounded universal quantification, which can be used for specialization
(see Section 2.2.3).

Much research on parametric polymorphism is done in the context of the functional
programming language ML. For an ML-equivalent of Example 2.1, the type (List �)! �

is inferred, i.e., for any instantiation of � (universal quantification), head accepts one ar-
gument of type List � and returns a value of type �. Although the flexibility of ML’s type
system closely approximates the natural polymorphism of untyped languages, there re-
main cases where the type system is still limiting. Well-known is the let-construct:

let id = �x:x
in if id(true) then id(1) else id(2)

In standard ML, the type system infers the type (�! �) for the function id. Unfortu-
nately, only one instantiation for the type variable � is allowed. Since there is no single
instantiation for � that satisfies both uses of the function in the example, the program is
rejected. A polymorphic let allows both uses of id to instantiate � with a different type.
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We will not elaborate on parametric polymorphism any further, because type quantifi-
cation does not play such a prominent role in the languages that are defined in this thesis.
The reader is referred to the wealth of literature that exists on the subject.

2.2.3 Subtyping vs. Inheritance

Inheritance is considered to be a fundamental ingredient of object-orientation. Unfortu-
nately, people disagree about what inheritance exactly is. Moreover, the terms inheritance,
subtyping and subclassing circulate extensively, often with different meanings. Several
researchers have pointed out that what people describe with these terms is an (often ill-
chosen) mixture of related but fundamentally different concepts [CHC90, Cas95]. In this
section, we will explore these concepts.

In programming language theory, a type is often regarded as a domain of values. The
fact that an expression is of a certain type means that the result of evaluating the expression
will be a value of the domain corresponding to its type. On the other hand, a type is also
often seen as a set of operations. In this view, the fact that an expression is of a certain type
means that only operations corresponding with the expression’s type may be performed on
it (i.e., on its evaluation result).

In the first view, the concept of subtyping naturally emerges. If a certain type is a sub-
type of another type (the supertype), it simply means that the domain corresponding with
the subtype (the subdomain) is a subset of the domain corresponding with the supertype
(the superdomain). For example, the type int is a subtype of real (notation int � real),
because Z � R . Another approach is to work with conversion functions that map values
from subdomains to superdomains [Car88, BF91, Rey80]. In this approach, a subtype can
be regarded as a ‘subset modulo conversion.’ For example, values of type int and real are
often represented differently in a computer’s memory. If this is an important aspect of a
certain language, the semantics of the language should make this explicit, i.e., numbers of
type int should be converted to the representation of real before they can take part in calcu-
lations involving real numbers. Either way, the property of subtyping that corresponding
domains are subsets (modulo conversion) ensures that where in a certain expression an ar-
gument is expected of a certain type, one can use an expression of a subtype instead (we
will call this the subtyping principle in the sequel). This use is safe, because the expression
of the subtype can never result in a value outside the superdomain (modulo conversion).
In fact, a language that does not use conversion functions can be regarded as a special case
where the conversion functions are identity functions.

In the second view, a type as a set of operations, the notion of inheritance naturally
emerges. If a new type is declared to be a subtype of another, all operations corresponding
to that type are supposed to be also applicable to the subtype, hence are inherited by the
subtype. The subtype is a specialization, i.e., in the declaration of the subtype, the set of
operations may be extended with new operations or, within certain bounds, change certain
inherited operations. The rules for and restrictions on changing inherited operations vary
from language to language.

Both views not necessarily conflict with each other. The simplest case is where the
conditions for specialization permit only operations to be added. If a certain value is a
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member of a certain domain then only a certain set of operations can be performed on this
value. If this value also happens to be a member of a subdomain (modulo conversion), then
the same operations can be performed on it exhibiting the same behaviour. Hence, with
the restriction that only operations may be added, the terms subtyping and inheritance can
be used interchangeably.

A conservative extension of the simple case above, is to also allow a restricted form of
adaptation of inherited operations. The necessary condition is that, while the code of the
operation may be adapted, the behaviour of the operation remains the same for the values
of the subtype. For example, the area of a circle can be computed more efficiently using a
specific algorithm for circles rather a general one inherited from an ellipse type. This form
of specialization is called behavioural subtyping [DL96].

Going one step further, one could allow the behaviour of an inherited operation to
be changed. This is common in many object-oriented programming languages under the
name method overriding. For example, in practice, it is often the case that managers do
not get paid for working overtime, while other employees are (C++ syntax):

class Employeef
public :

char �name;
int base;
int overtime;
virtual int Salary() f return base + overtime� some factor; g

g;

class Manager : public Employeef
public :

virtual int Salary() f return base; g
g;

In attempts at formalizing inheritance, researchers have stumbled on several problems.
It is a common approach to regard methods as residing ‘inside’ the object [CHC90, CW85,
BCC+96, PT94]:

Employee � hhname:string;
base:int;
overtime:int;
Salary:Employee ! intii

(2.2)

Manager � hhname:string;
base:int;
overtime:int;
Salary:Manager ! intii

Unfortunately, Manager 6� Employee, because (Manager ! int) is not a subtype of
(Employee ! int) according to the commonly accepted contravariant rule for subtyping
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on function types. This rule states that (�0 ! � 0) � (� ! �) if and only if � � �0 and
� 0 � � . For method overriding, the covariant rule seems more appropriate. The covariant
rule states that (�0 ! � 0) � (�! �) if and only if �0 � � and � 0 � � .

This observation has sparked a hot debate over whether the covariant rule or the con-
travariant rule should be used. Some researchers concluded that subtyping and inheritance
are different things altogether [CHC90, BGS95, Cas95], the one based on contravariance
and the other on covariance.

Solutions for separating subtyping and inheritance are sought in different directions.
One solution is to separate the ordering on types used for substitution (i.e., the ordering
‘�’) from the one that is used for specialization [BGS95, BCC+96]. The latter is called
matching (notation ‘<#’). Additionally, the type variable MyType is introduced to repre-
sent the type of the class-at-hand. The adaptation of Example 2.2 to this context becomes:

Employee � hhname:string;
base:int;
overtime:int;
Salary:MyType ! intii

(2.3)

Manager � hhname:string;
base:int;
overtime:int;
Salary:MyType ! intii

The matching relation is defined by rules similar to subtyping except for an additional
rule MyType <# MyType. In this way, Manager <# Employee is obtained. Unfortunately,
since Manager is still not a subtype of Employee, an expression of type Manager cannot be
used in a situation where an expression of type Employee is expected (subtyping principle).
To solve this, bounded quantification of types is used. For example, if some operation o has
an argument a for which it should be possible to substitute expressions of types Employee
and Manager, then o should be declared with a signature like o(a <# Employee) such that
its type becomes All(� <# Employee) �! some type making the desired genericity with
respect to the argument a type correct.

In the context of specialization of attributes, more is needed to indicate complex typing
relationships that may arise in this way. In [BBV95], a construct ‘�’ is introduced simi-
lar to MyType, that can be used to construct type expressions with which it is possible to
express more complex typing relationships. Let us extend the example with an attribute
jobs:set of Job that holds the jobs an employee is currently engaged in. Moreover, suppose
that managers are willing to only do a specific subset of these jobs. This can be realized by
specializing the attribute jobs in class Manager to set of ManagerJob. The ‘�’-construct
can be used to assign types to parameters or the result that vary along with the class-at-
hand. For example, elmt(��jobs) denotes the element type of the jobs-attribute, i.e., the
particular kind of job which is ManagerJob in case of the Manager-class and Job in case
of the Employee-class.

The Mytype and ‘�’ constructs are type variables. Hence, by definition, the type sys-
tems they are part of are second order, albeit rather restricted in that aspect. Research on
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full second order type systems is centered around F� [CMMS94]. As mentioned before,
we will not expand on these, because full type quantification does not play role in the lan-
guages of this thesis.

Although not as relevant as the above, we would also like to pay some attention to
subtyping in logic programming and deductive databases. In this paradigm, subtyping is
often approached differently. The data structures of Life [AK91b, AK91a, AKP93] (or
LOGIN [AKN86], a predecessor of Life) are  -terms of the form (simplified):

sort(l1 )  1; : : : ; ln )  n)

A subtyping hierarchy is defined by the programmer on the sorts. Attributes are not closely
tied to types; additional attributes can be attached to any  -term, although separate type
declarations may define a minimal set of attributes for specific sorts.

The role played by these  -terms is different from anything encountered so far. They
denote the information known about a certain object. In the deduction process, more in-
formation is uncovered. The unification mechanism is designed to take into account the
subtyping relationships between sorts and related type declarations such that it only suc-
cessfully unifies two  -terms, if a greatest lower-bound exists for their sorts and the cor-
responding attributes can be unified. In the example below, it is uncovered that X, a work-
student with a scholarship of 10, has a salary of 10 and that X must also have a name which
is unknown yet.

:: person(name ) string):
:: student(scholarship ) int):
:: employee(sal ) int):
::workstudent(scholarship ) X; sal ) X):

student / person:
employee / person:
workstudent / student:
workstudent / employee:

> X = workstudent(scholarship ) 10)?

*** Yes
X = workstudent(name ) string; sal ) 10; scholarship ) 10):

Life has been shown to be usable as a deductive database programming language on
top of a relational DBMS [MBAK93]. Other deductive database research that is of interest
to this thesis is DTL [BB93, Bal94] which is a deductive query language designed to query
object-oriented databases, specifically those specified in TM. Because of this angle, DTL
does not have a type system often encountered in logic programming, but one that is more
common in the database community.
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2.2.4 Ad-hoc polymorphism

The confusion between subtyping and inheritance is caused, according to Castagna, pri-
marily by an inappropriate mix between parametric and ad-hoc polymorphism. In his pa-
per “covariance and contravariance: conflict without a cause” [Cas95], he clearly explains
the fundamental mechanisms that underly subtyping and inheritance and shows how they
can safely be combined. To support and illustrate the argument, �&-calculus [CGL95]
is defined, which is an extension of typed �-calculus with overloaded functions with as-
sociated types, subtyping rules, and reduction rules. Below, we only briefly introduce the
relevant concepts of�&-calculus; a more detailed description can be found in Appendix A.

An overloaded function is a term of the form

" & M1 & : : : & Mn

An overloaded function is a concatenation of ‘normal’ functions, called branches. The ‘&’
is the overloaded function concatenation operator and " is the empty overloaded function.

An overloaded function type is a type of the form

fU1 ! V1; : : : ;Un ! Vng

The types Ui and Vi (i 2 1::n) are called input type and output type, respectively. If
an overloaded function of the above type is applied (overloaded function application) to a
termM of typeU, the ‘best matching’ branch is selected from the overloaded function and
the selected branch is applied (normal function application) to M. Which branch is ‘best
matching’ is determined by a rule that selects the branch with the least input type (with
respect to the subtyping relation ‘�’) that is still a supertype of U. Certain conditions are
given for an overloaded function type to be well-formed, that ensure that the selection can
work properly. First, it must always be the case that a unique selection can be made, i.e.,

Ui uUj exists ) 9!h 2 1::n : fUhg = LB(Ui;Uj) (2.4)

(the notation LB(U;V) stands for the set of common lower bounds of U and V)
Secondly, the overloaded function type must be consistent in the sense that during com-

putation the types of terms may only decrease (see also Theorem A.1 on page 211), i.e.,

Ui � Uj ) Vi � Vj (2.5)

Note that the latter rule prescribes covariance for functions ‘inside’ an overloaded func-
tion, while the contravariant rule in �&-calculus for ‘isolated’ normal functions.

Instead of putting methods inside objects, Castagna proposes to gather methods in-
side messages (i.e., inside overloaded functions). Example 2.2 adapted to �&-calculus
becomes:

Employee � hhname:string;
base:int;
overtime:intii

(2.6)
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Manager � hhname:string;
base:int;
overtime:intii

Salary = "& (�e:Employee:e � base + e � overtime� some factor)
& (�m:Manager:m � base)

Salary : fEmployee ! int;Manager ! intg

The overloaded function Salary can be applied to any subtype of Employee. The best
matching branch will then be chosen at run-time, hence employees (and objects of non-
manager subtypes of Employee) will get paid for their overtime, while managers (and ob-
jects of subtypes of manager) do not.

This approach can be used to support binary methods as well [BCC+96]. The idea
behind binary methods is that a message is sent to more than one object at a time and se-
lection of the appropriate branch (method dispatch) is not based on the type of a single
receiver object, but on all receivers. In Section 4.3 on page 87, we encounter an example
of a distinctly binary method: the distance between two shapes. There are different kinds
of shapes (points, lines, circles, etc., all subtypes of Shape). The algorithm for calculat-
ing the distance between two shapes can be different for different combinations of specific
kinds of shapes. By sending the message ‘distance’ to both shapes at once, the appropriate
branch can be dispatched on the particular combination of the kinds of shapes involved.

Castagna proposes a general approach to the mapping of methods (including binary
ones) to overloaded functions. Suppose, we have methodsmi, each with receivers of types
Ui1 ; : : : ;Uin , parameters of types Vi1 ; : : : ;Vim , and result of typeW. Then, a branch for
each mi can be constructed that has the following type (Castagna uses unlabelled product
types while we have been using labelled record types in the above. We use our record
notation and just omit the labels):

hhUi1 ; : : : ;Uinii| {z }
U0

i

! hhVi1 ; : : : ;Vimii !W| {z }
V0

i

An overloaded function with branches like this, is able to select an appropriate method
based on the types of more than one receiver and also pass a number of ‘normal’ parameters
to this method. The difference between covariance and contravariance can be seen clearly.
If for two methods mi and mj , U0

i � U0
j , then method mi overrides method mj , hence

specialization is governed by a covariant rule. The ‘normal’ parameters of the method
are governed by a contravariant rule, since well-formedness requires that V0

i � V0
j , hence

each Vjk must be a subtype of the corresponding Vik . In short, inheritance and subtyping
are two separate things that can be combined, inheritance being governed by a covariant
and subtyping by a contravariant rule.

The difference between parametric and ad-hoc polymorphism is rather subtle. Type
quantification abstracts from concrete types, i.e., type quantification, in a sense, describes
genericly what in monomorphic languages could only be achieved by duplication of code.
If restrictions are applied that ensure that the behaviour of the code is the same for all types
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over which is quantified, then this is, by definition, parametric polymorphism. Castagna
[CGL95] observes that

the various (higher order) calculi, such as Girard’s System F and its exten-
sions, allow abstraction w.r.t. type variables and the application of terms to
types, but the “value” of this application does not truly depend on the argu-
ment type, and more generally the semantics of an expression does not depend
on the types which appear in it. Indeed, this “parametricity” or “type-erasure”
property plays a crucial rule in the basic proof-theoretic property of these cal-
culi: the normalization (cut-elimination) theorem.

In this sense, these calculi all exhibit forms of parametric polymorphism and not of
ad-hoc polymorphism. Note that dependency on the argument type is considered to be a
crucial ingredient of ad-hoc polymorphism. The related concept of run-time type informa-
tion conveys this dependency, because if a language needs type information at run-time,
then the evaluation of expression of that language is likely to be type dependent, hence the
language will probably support some form of ad-hoc polymorphism.

Castagna’s overloaded functions are examples of functions that work on arguments of
different types. Moreover, they may behave in unrelated ways for each type (the type de-
termines the branch that is selected). This is also known as late-binding: it cannot be deter-
mined staticly (i.e., at compile-time) which of the branches will be chosen. Therefore, the
distinction between a compile-time type and a run-time type is important. Consider Exam-
ple 2.6. In an overloaded function application expression, such as (Salary �M) where M
has (compile-time) type Employee, this not necessarily means that the (Employee ! int)-
branch is chosen at run-time. The compile-time type of an expression is determined by ap-
plying the typing rules of �&-calculus directly to the expressionM. Since �&-calculus has
an operational semantics, the same procedure can be carried out on the result of an n-step
reduction of M. One of the (proven) properties of �&-calculus is that the thus obtained
type is always a subtype of the compile-time type, i.e., the type of an expression is said to
only decrease during reduction. The run-time type ofM is the type obtained by first reduc-
ingM to normal form. The normal form of an expression is what is obtained by reducing it
until it cannot be reduced any further. An important aspect of the semantics of overloaded
function application, is that the argument expression is reduced to normal form before an
appropriate branch is selected, i.e., branch selection depends on the run-time type of the
argument. It is, therefore, possible that the argument M of compile-time type Employee
reduces to an expression of type Manager in which case the (Manager ! int)-branch is
chosen.

While ad-hoc polymorphism is uncommon in the various calculi, it abounds in object-
oriented programming languages. We have already seen an example of a C++ program ex-
hibiting a virtual method that is overridden in a subclass. Virtual method invocation is like
overloaded function application in the sense that, at run-time, it is decided which method is
actually invoked. Also, many object-oriented database systems have programming/query
languages that support ad-hoc polymorphism, e.g., O2 [BDK92], ODMG [Cat93], and
SQL3 [MD94].
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2.2.5 Dynamic typing

As indicated in the previous section, it is crucial for ad-hoc polymorphism that there is a
difference between a compile-time and a run-time type. If the result of an expression does
not truly depend on types in that expression, then one cannot speak of ad-hoc polymor-
phism anymore. We have already seen that in �&-calculus, the type of an expression only
decreases during reduction, which means that the run-time type is always a subtype of the
compile-time type. This difference between a compile-time and a run-time type inherently
requires a form of heterogeneity. For example, the compile-time type of a variable xU is
U. Its run-time type, however, can be any subtype of U. In a sense, xU is heterogeneous,
because it is a place-holder for a value of any of the subtypes of U.

A language that supports heterogeneity should also adopt a weaker type system. Sup-
pose in a particular situation, an expression with a certain compile-time type is expected.
Then, the run-time type of this expression may be a subtype thereof. Consequently, the
language can naturally allow expressions with a compile-time type that is a subtype of the
expected type in this situation (subtyping principle). A type system that orthogonally al-
lows this, is often indicated as having a dynamic type system. Examples of such languages
are C++, Java, Eiffel, �&-calculus. The term dynamic type system is, unfortunately, also
commonly used for type systems that are purely based on run-time checks (e.g., Smalltalk).

A technique for an orthogonal incorporation of the subtyping principle is the adoption
of a subsumption rule [Car88]: if e : � and � � �0, then also e : �0. In this way, an ex-
pression can acquire multiple types, which makes it possible to use the expression in the
various situations where an expression of one of its types is expected. The paper [BBO89],
gives a good overview of the consequences of such a typing rule of which some are ad-
dressed in this thesis. There is no subsumption rule in �&-calculus. Its typing rules in-
clude clauses making those rules accept subexpressions of all subtypes of certain types.
In [CGL95], this type system is shown to be equivalent to one including a subsumption
rule. The advantage of a type system without subsumption that is put forward in the pa-
per, is that every expression has one unique type, which simplifies the definition of the
semantics and some proofs at the expense of a more complex system of typing rules.

A consequence of the subsumption rule that troubles many is the fact that the typing
rule of an equality expression e1 = e2 cannot enforce that e1 and e2 can only be compared
if they have the same run-time type. A typing rule can only enforce such a restriction on
compile-time types. Hence, although a comparison between two expressions of compile-
time type Fruit is statically correct, comparisons between subtypes thereof, e.g., apples and
pears, can take place at run-time. It is even of no use for a language designer to include
the restriction that the compile-time types of e1 and e2 should be the same, because this
restriction can easily be circumvented, e.g.,

(�x :Fruit : x )(anApple) = (�x :Fruit : x )(aPear)

Therefore, the strictest, but still sensible and orthogonal, realisation of dynamic typ-
ing has a typing rule for equality that requires a least upper-bound to exist between the
types of both expressions. In languages that support record types and subtyping on record
types, all record types are a subtype of the empty record type. As a consequence, the least
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upper-bound of two record types always exists and the type system, therefore, allows com-
parisons between expressions of arbitrary record type, e.g., hha=1ii = hhb=trueii. Albeit
awkward for someone used to a strong type system, it is a logical consequence of the de-
sired functionalities.

The language Amber [Car86] is an interesting example of an approach that combines
heterogeneity with a conventional type system by strictly separating the two, i.e., by sep-
arating dynamic and ‘normal’ values. A dynamic value can be constructed from a nor-
mal value v with the expression dynamic(v). Regardless of the type of v, this expres-
sion is of type Dynamic. Two important operators for dynamic values are typeOf(e) and
coerce e to �. The former returns the type of the dynamic value e (types are first-class
values in Amber) and the latter is the inverse of dynamic(e 0), where e 0 is of type �. If the
value ‘inside’ the dynamic value e is not of type �, a run-time error is produced.

The heterogeneity of dynamic values can be illustrated as follows. Collections seem
to be homogeneous, because the type system enforces all elements of a collection to be of
the same type. The type of a dynamic value is Dynamic regardless of the run-time type
of the value inside it. Therefore, a collection of dynamic values is type correct, because
all elements have the same compile-time type. Since the values inside these elements can
have other run-time types, a collection of dynamic values can be regarded as a heteroge-
neous collection. Unfortunately, since the type system does not enforce any restrictions
on the values inside dynamic values, this technique, in a sense, temporarily circumvents
the type system. It cannot guarantee type-safety anymore and a programmer has to cope
with the possibility of run-time type errors.

The dynamic values of Amber resemble the concept of run-time type information. The
expression dynamic(v) can be regarded as the construction of a tuple (v; �). The ex-
pression typeOf(e) simply returns the second element of this tuple, and the expression
coerce e to �0 simply returns the first (after checking that �0 = �). A dynamic value is
thus nothing more than a value that carries its type (or an encoding thereof) with it.

A language that also supports dynamic values, but that does enforce type-safety, is the
database programming language Machiavelli [OBB89, BO96, BO91]. It also makes use
of the operator dynamic, but Machiavelli exposes more of the type information of the dy-
namic value. If a dynamic value is constructed from a record value (notation adapted)
hhl1=e1; : : : ; ln=eniiwith type hhl1:�1; : : : ; ln:�nii, then it does not have a type but the kind
<l1:�1; : : : ; ln:�n>. A kind should be read as ‘a record with at least attributes l1; : : : ; ln
of types �1; : : : ; �n, respectively.’ The fact that an expression e has kind<l :�> provides
enough information to guarantee that e�l does not project on an attribute e does not have.
Furthermore, a subkind relation is defined analogous to the subtype relation. By requiring
a least upper bound to exist of the kinds of all elements of a collection, generic operations
working on heterogeneous collections of record values can be statically type checked.

We would like to conclude our investigation of dynamic typing with something that is
coined by its originators as Soft typing [CF91]. A few observations about type systems in
general are at the basis of their work, such as

No type checker can always decide whether or not a program will generate
any undefined applications. Therefore, the type check must err on the side of
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safety and reject some programs that do not contain any semantic errors [: : :;
these errors just] lie beyond the limited deductive power of the type-checking
system.

Other observations concern the limitations a type system puts on modularity and se-
mantic simplicity (one of the three trade-offs in the design of type systems that we ac-
knowledged in Section 2.2.2). Soft typing tries to combine the advantages of static type
checking and run-time type checks by permitting the type checker to insert explicit run-
time checks around arguments of “suspicious” applications. In this way, the programmer
can enjoy the flexibility and genericity of untyped languages without the burden of hav-
ing to insert run-time type checks himself, because type safety is still guaranteed (i.e., it
is guaranteed that run-time type errors are always caught at run-time, which is a weaker
form of type safety than we have used in this chapter). With this pragmatic attitude to-
wards typing, they endorse our statement that the design of a type system is about finding
the right balance between several counteracting aspects:

The key technical obstacle to constructing a practical soft type system is de-
vising a type system that is rich enough to type most program components
written in a dynamic typing style without inserting any run-time checks, yet
simple enough to accommodate automatic type assignment (often called type
inference or type reconstruction).

2.3 Assignments and functional programming

A specific subfield of functional programming language research addresses the topic of
enhancing functional programming languages with assignable references to shared values.
A functional program may ordinarily be evaluated according to various evaluation strate-
gies each prescribing a different order of expression evaluation. An important property
of a functional language is that it is confluent, i.e., the meaning of the program is inde-
pendent of the chosen strategy. With assignable references to shared values, this property
is lost, because the meaning of a program may depend on the order of assignments and
inspections of referenced values. This problem closely resembles a problem with object-
orientation addressed in Section 5.3. Objects can be viewed as shared values being referred
to by their object-identifiers. Methods can assign to their attributes. The order of the evalu-
ation of an object-oriented program is not prescribed, because methods are invoked on the
basis of asynchronous messages. Because of the resemblance between object-orientation
and functional programming languags with assignments, results of research on such func-
tional languages may be benificial to object-orientation as well.

First, let us introduce some notation that we will use to describe the various interesting
papers in this research field. The notation below is chosen with the intention to be intuitive
enough to understand the subsequent argument.

e ::= c j x j �x�:e j e e j e + e j x := e j x ! jmkref e j (e; : : :)
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constants, variables, lambda abstraction (variable introductions are indexed with
their type), function application, addition, assignment, inspection, creation of ref-
erences, and sequential composition.

� ::= � j � ! � j ref �

constant types, function types, and reference types.

Let e be the expression (�x ref int:(x := 10; x !) + x !) (mkref 5). This expression is
an application of a function to a newly created reference to the integer value 5. The func-
tion body contains an addition that accesses this reference in both subexpressions. More-
over, the left-hand side also assigns to the reference. Our intuition lets us down and we
say that the expression is ambiguous, because its result depends on the evaluation strat-
egy if the assignment on the left-hand side of the addition is evaluated before or after the
inspection on the right-hand side.

There is a trivial solution to this problem: enforce a fixed order of evaluation [Oho90].
If function application and addition are evaluated left-to-right, then the above expression
has an unambiguous result, namely 20. The semantics of languages that involve state (like
the functional languages with assignments discussed here) usually incorporate the concept
of a store of locations and associated values. Enforcing a fixed evaluation order for addi-
tion amounts to evaluating the left-hand side in the context of a certain store. Aside from
a result, this evaluation will also produce a possibly mutated store. The right-hand side is
evaluated in the context of that store.

More formally, let E [[e]]� be the semantics of e in the context of the store � where
Store � P Location �Value , E 2 (Expression � Store)! (Value � Store), and
� 2 Store. The semantics of an addition using a fixed order of evaluation can be described
by

E [[e1 + e2]]� � (v1 + v2; �2) where (v1; �1) = E [[e1]]�

(v2; �2) = E [[e2]]�1

(note the use of the particular versions �, �1, and �2 of the store)
Unfortunately, properties such as commutativity of additions are lost in this solution.

Therefore, solutions are often sought in different directions. The reduction rules of �var
[ORH93] are defined in such a way that no assignments are performed if they have the
potential to cause side-effects. This is accomplished by distinguishing state transformers
and pure expressions. The syntax for introducing references is var x :e. A pure expres-
sion e can be used as a state transformer by return e and pure e coerces a state trans-
former e to a pure expression (under certain conditions). The reduction rules are designed
to localize state, i.e., ‘push it inwards’ until the conditions are respected for reducing the
pure-expression (this is called effect masking). It is proven that �var is confluent.

The above illustrates that there is a class of expressions containing assignments that
are not ambiguous. Therefore, researchers tried to find a way to statically limit the allowed
combinations of assignments, inspections, and other expressions. Since the type system
is a mechanism to limit the set of allowed expressions to type correct ones, it is a logical
approach to incorporate assignment-related restrictions in the type system.
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Linear logic [Wad93] is a constructive logic designed to capture linear computations.
Variables can be ‘used’ only once in linear logic which allows an implementation to reuse
the occupied space immediately thus abolishing the need for garbage collection. Although
not designed for our purpose, enforcing a linear combination of assignments to references
and inspections of referenced values can successfully be used to define a confluent lan-
guage with assignable references, because side-effects are avoided (e.g., PFL [SS95]). Un-
fortunately, linear logic does not distinguish between destructive and non-destructive ac-
cesses which makes it overly restrictive for our purpose.

In �st [GH90], aside from a conventional notion of type, abstract uses are assigned to
variables capturing three properties of how a reference is used: mutability (read-only or
written to), sharing (free or captured, i.e., shared as a substructure), and linearity (single-
threaded, i.e., used at most once, or multiple-threaded). Abstract uses encode conjunc-
tions and disjunctions of these properties. Only seven abstract uses encode interesting
combinations. The abstract use wm denotes ‘potential error’ (i.e., written to and multiple-
threaded). A partial order on the set of abstract uses allows for a convenient propagation
of how references are used. This enhancement of a conventional type system with abstract
uses effectively enforces a linear combination of destructive and non-destructive accesses
to references.

The type system of ILC (Imperative Lambda Calculus) [SRI91] is stratified into three
layers: applicative types, mutable types, and observer types. Otherwise, it is similar to�st .
By using the term world for store, nice philosophical remarks can be made such as “the
world only exists to be observed,” paraphrased later as “the lifetime of a mutable world
(i.e., a collection of references) is limited to its observation.”

So far, we have concentrated on means to restrict a language enough to make it con-
fluent again. Programming with assignments in a functional language, however, requires
more. Hudak observes in his paper about different design of a mutable abstract data type
concept (MADT) [Hud92]:

[MADT’s] most serious drawback is the need to program in a “continuation
passing style” [...]. On the other hand, this requirement does not permeate an
entire program: it is only necessary in those portions of a program dealing
directly with the state.

Continuation passing is a technique to express sequential composition without the use
of an expression like (e; : : :). For example, (�x ref int:(x := 10; x ! + x !)) (5) can be ex-
pressed without assignments and sequential composition as follows (we use store � int

to distinguish the store of one integer value from other integer values in the expression): 
�x store1 :

�
�contstore!int

1 :cont1 x1
��

�x store2 :(�contstore!int
2 :cont2 10) (�x

store
3 :x3 + x3)

�
!  

5

!

A continuation denotes the ‘rest of the computation’ encoded as a function that maps a
store to a final result. Each step in a sequential composition — in our case, the creation of
a reference with initial value 5, the assignment of 10 to this reference, and the computation
of twice the reference value — can be expressed as functions that take a continuation as
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input. The store is passed on to the next step by applying the continuation to the new value
of the store.

Sequential composition has a foundation in continuation passing. Many other useful
language constructs can be designed in a similar way to allow imperative programming
within an otherwise functional programming language. For example, in [PJW93], an IO
monad is described with combinators likedoneIO,seqIO,unitIO, etc. Unfortunately,
also ‘dangerous’ combinators are included like performIOwhich re-introduce the side-
effects that we were so anxiously trying to avoid.

The incorporation of assignments also has other undesired effects on the original func-
tional programming language. A well-known example (ML-style syntax) is:

let x = mkref(�y :y)

in (x := (�n:n + 1);

(x !) true)

The most general type for mkref(�y :y) is ref(�! �). Generalizing � yields the type
scheme 8�:ref(�! �) for x which can be instantiated to both ref(int! int) and
ref(bool! bool). Hence, both expressions in the in-clause are correctly typed accord-
ing to the conventional approach to a polymorphic let, but the second application produces
a type-error at run-time nonetheless. The acknowledgment of the problem is, in this case,
already a big step towards a solution [Wri92, Ler93].

Since subtyping is a special kind of parametric polymorphism, similar problems exist
in object-oriented languages. This is illustrated quite clearly in [CMM91] (example sim-
plified):

type car is [model : string]
type jaguar is car with [extraFuelTanks : int]
type employee is [vehicle : car]
type director is employee with [vehicle : jaguar]

let changeCar : employee ! void :=

proc(e : employee) : void
vehicle � vehicle := car[model := "model T ford"]

let ronald : director :=
director[vehicle := jaguar[model := "Etype"; extraFuelTanks := 1]]

changeCar(ronald)
let f : int := ronald � vehicle � extraFuelTanks

// Error, because extraFuelTanks no longer exists

The paper also gives a systematic presentation of the various approaches to solving the
problem. Within a more elaborate case than we showed above, eleven desirable features
were identified. The various approaches were examined in failure capture capabilities and
modelling ability according to the desired features. The used formalization discriminates
three types for locations: a creation type (the type of a newly created location) an r-value
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minimum type (the minimal type of the object in a location), and a view type (the type
statically determined for the particular occurrence of a location).

� Substitution context limitation. Bounded type quantification can be used to statically
restrict the applicability of procedure invocations, e.g.,

let changeCar := proc [s � car; t � [vehicle : s]] (Emp : t;Car : s)
Emp � vehicle := Car

� Substitution mutability limitation. Discrimination between non-mutable and muta-
ble values allows restriction of the subtyping capabilities of mutable value types.

� Substitution dynamic failure. More discriminative checks can be performed at run-
time. Also, a remarkable solution allows an object to migrate to a supertype as result
of an assignment.

In retrospect, some important concepts keep re-occurring. First, shared values can ef-
fectively be formalized with a store, although some papers stress the importance to keep
state localized for which a formalization with a central store might be obstructive. Sec-
ondly, to avoid ambiguities, it is important that a single thread of assignments to and in-
spections of this store is enforced. The type system of a language can be enhanced in
several ways to realise this enforcement. Finally, not only ambiguity, but also paramet-
ric polymorphism, including subtyping, is affected by the presence of assignments. For
these problems, also several solutions exist with known advantages and disadvantages.

2.4 The database perspective

The presentation of literature in this chapter is for a large part programming language re-
search. Requirements on general-purpose programming languages, however, differ con-
siderably from those on database specification languages. It would be unwise, therefore,
to adopt these results without proper scrutiny. The differences in requirements are mostly
differences in priority. For example, databases are designed to manage voluminous col-
lections of data. With such a prominent role for data, the approach to database languages
is usually data-oriented as opposed to the operation-oriented approaches often found in
general-purpose programming language research. The style of programming is also more
collection-oriented in database languages.

Data is not only voluminous, it is often also mission critical. The worst nightmare
for a database person is data corruption. Hence, much effort is put into the verification
of well-behaviour of operations manipulating the data. In general-purpose programming
languages, certain design flaws are commonly accepted (see Sections 2.2 and 2.3); the
database community is not so forgiving, so these design flaws need to be identified and
eliminated. Also, the preferrability of static checks over run-time checks is much higher,
even up to the point where features are sacrificed to enable certain properties to be verified
statically, hence to increase the (confidence in the) quality of a specification.
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Even with these differences of priority in mind, programming language research has
much to offer to the database community. Some papers discussed in this chapter present
attempts to adapt achievements from programming language research into database lan-
guages or involve research that can be of benefit to programming languages as well. The
contribution of the research presented in this chapter can be roughly divided into three cat-
egories:

� A type system of a database language is preferrably strong, statically checkable, and
offers many data structuring facilities. Research on the formal foundation of type
systems is usually general enough to both benefit general purpose programming lan-
guages as well as database languages. More advanced data modelling can only be
effectively used if accompanied by advanced static verification, for which a firm
formal understanding is indispensable.

� The balance between advanced data modelling and operation specification facili-
ties should not grow crooked. Whereas advanced data modelling is often achieved
by more complex data structuring, more advanced operations specification can be
achieved by adding more polymorphism. Both kinds of polymorphism, parametric
and ad-hoc, deserve consideration. As much is the subject of on-going research, un-
solved problems exist. Furthermore, the incorporation of some of the encountered
features may endanger the ability to statically verify certain properties of specifica-
tions with current technology. These features should only reluctantly be adopted.

� The specification of update operations requires special attention. Query languages
are often declarative, hence mathematically attractive. Data manipulation, on the
other hand, has an operational (imperative) ring to it. As shown in Section 2.3, the
incorporation of assignments may result in the loss of certain desirable properties
such as confluence. Restrictions aimed at re-acquiring these properties are not triv-
ial to design, but enhancement of the type system with update-related measures have
shown to be effective. Aside from being helpful, typing of update operations has
problems of its own. As mentioned in this chapter, many object-oriented languages
are not completely type-safe with respect to assignments. It is, for example, possi-
ble under certain circumstances to assign a value of a certain type to an attribute of a
subtype. Universal quantification over types can be helpful [CMM91], but the thus
introduced degree of parametric polymorphism can also complicate matters consid-
erably.

In the following, the achievements and ideas contained in the literature as presented
in this chapter are put to the benefit of operation definition. To be able to forge together
these ideas into one language, a systematic approach is required. In Chapter 3, the fun-
damental concepts heterogeneity (also called dynamic typing in the above), late-binding,
and the combination thereof are investigated thoroughly. This is done by a step-by-step en-
hancement of an originally straightforward calculus with the intention not to bite more off
than we can chew and to organise the discussions about the interaction between the various
concepts. The special attention for ad-hoc polymorphism arises from the relatively poor
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attention paid to this topic compared to parametric polymorphism. Chapter 4 shows how
these concepts can be incorporated in a practical database specification language, called
TAMARA. Chapter 5 subsequently provides an argumentation for the design choices made
in TAMARA to complement the preceding chapter, which only provides a definition of the
language with little discussion and explanation. Argumentation is given about typing of
method overloading and overriding (i.e., ad-hoc polymorphism), the semantics and typing
of update operations, and briefly about the concept of persistency.
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Chapter 3

FLORENCE: formal foundation
A Little Learning

A little learning is a dangerous thing;
Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring:
There shallow draughts intoxicate the brain,
And drinking largely sobers us again.
Fired at first sight with what the Muse imparts,
In fearless youth we tempt the heights of Arts;
While from the bounded level of our mind
Short views we take, nor see the lengths behind,
But, more advanced, behold with strange surprise
New distant scenes of endless science rise!
So pleased at first the towering Alps we try,
Mount o’er the vales, and seem to tread the sky;
The eternal snows appear already past,
And the first clouds and mountains seem the last:
But those attained, we tremble to survey
The growing labours of the lengthened way;
The increasing prospect tires our wandering eyes,
Hills peep o’er hill, and Alps on Alps arise!

Alexander Pope (1688–1744)

3.1 Introduction

The desired additional polymorphism for the TM language cannot be achieved without a
thorough investigation of the fundamental aspects of polymorphism. An extension of TM
with more polymorphism, heterogeneous collections and method overloading and overrid-
ing in particular, requires that these concepts are integrated in the formal foundation. Some
aspects can be expressed in FM, while others (the more fundamental aspects) need to be
embedded in FM itself. We have chosen for a combined approach where FM is extended
with a general notion of heterogeneity and late-binding, and where these two notions to-
gether provide the necessary fundamental mechanisms for an extension of TM with the
desired concepts. In this chapter, we will describe this extension of FM. The subsequent
extension of TM is described in Chapter 4.

As mentioned earlier, TM is geared towards verification and validation capabilities for
which, among other things, proof tools are used. The technological advancement of these
proof tools has only recently come to a high enough level for applications like this. We
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should, therefore, proceed with caution and not introduce mechanisms that exceed the ca-
pabilities of these proof tools. Research on polymorphism in programming languages of-
ten involves the introduction of higher-order type systems. There are accounts, however,
of languages with first-order type systems that provide forms of heterogeneity and/or late-
binding (e.g., �&-calculus [CGL95], Machiavelli [OBB89], Amber [Car86]). Based on
the experiences with these languages, it is our conviction that the desired polymorphism
can be achieved in TM while retaining a first-order type system as a measure against the
risk of exceeding the capabilities of proof tools.

In short, we aspire to extend TM with heterogeneous collections and method overload-
ing and overriding. This extension is accomplished by extending FM with a general notion
of heterogeneity and late-binding. With these facilities, the desired additional polymor-
phism for TM can be given a formal foundation. To make the results of this research suit-
able for application to similar languages, a systematic three-step approach is used. This
approach also allows more insight into the underlying mechanisms of object-orientation
which may contribute to the development of a common object model. The three steps cor-
respond to the following three ingredients

� Heterogeneity: compile-time types are only an approximation, i.e., if an expression,
e.g., a variable, has a certain compile-time type, it may at run-time result in (or in
this case be bound to) a value of a subtype thereof; when applied orthogonally, this
allows for the construction of, for example, heterogeneous sets, i.e., sets consisting
of differently typed elements.

� Run-time type information: if evaluation involves type-dependent choices, type in-
formation must be retained in the semantics, e.g., method invocations involving late-
binding require information about the type of the receiver object.

� Late-binding.

The chapter is organized as follows. First, we will define CORINE, which is similar
to FM, but slightly modified to provide a good starting point for the three-step extension.
After exploring its insufficiencies concerning an extension with late-binding, a syntacti-
cally similar language is defined using a different approach to a semantics (HELEN) to
obtain heterogeneity (Section 3.5). Heterogeneity is supported in a general way by the in-
clusion of a typing rule that is known under the name subsumption rule. Informally, the
rule states that for every expression that requires an argument of a certain type, an argument
of a subtype may be used instead. Thirdly, late-binding requires that type information can
influence the result of the evaluation of an expression. More concretely, the availability of
run-time type information is essential. Therefore in Section 3.6, the semantics of HELEN

is redefined by attaching a tag to all values (tagged values). Finally, we will extend the re-
sulting language TANYA with late-binding related syntax (overloaded functions and over-
loaded function types [CGL95]) in Section 3.7. The language thus obtained is called FLO-
RENCE. This language supports ad-hoc polymorphism in the same way as �&-calculus,
but now in the context of a database programming language (DBPL). In Chapter 4, the
language TM is redefined and given a semantics expressed in FLORENCE. This redefined
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Figure 3.1: The various languages with their characterizing keywords.

language is called TAMARA. The names for these languages are chosen to resemble certain
characterizing keywords to help discriminating between them (see Figure 3.1).

3.2 Definition of CORINE

In this section, the syntax and semantics of the language CORINE are defined. First, the
types of CORINE and a subtyping relation on them are defined in Section 3.2.1. Subse-
quently, the expressions of CORINE are defined together with typing rules in Section 3.2.2.
The same organization is used for the description of the denotational semantics of CORINE,
i.e., the semantics of types in Section 3.2.3 are followed by the semantics of expressions
in Section 3.2.4.

Notational convention 3.1. To enhance the readability of definitions, we use the notation
A � B for A is defined by B. We will use the notation �i(d) to denote the ith element of
a tuple d . We let 1::n stand for the set fk 2 N j k � 1 ^ k � ng. The notation A stands
for the complement of A with respect to a certain domain D, i.e., A � fd 2 D j d 62 Ag;
it is usually clear from the context with respect to which domain the complement should
be taken. Total and partial functions with domain A and range B are denoted by A! B

and A ; B, respectively. The notations A
�n
! B and A

�n
; B are used to denote their

finite counterparts. The symbol ‘�’ denotes function composition, i.e., f1 � f2 denotes the
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function f(a; f1(f2(a))) j a 2 dom(f2)g. The notation for function restriction is f � A,
i.e., (f � A) � f(a; f(a)) j a 2 Ag. We let

F
A and FA stand for (if they exist) the

least upper-bound (LUB) and greatest lower-bound (GLB), respectively, of the setA with
respect to a certain ordering relation; it is usually clear from the context with respect to
which relation. We also use the LUB and GLB as a binary operator, i.e., a t b �

F
fa; bg

and aub � Ffa; bg. When it is obvious that (
F
A) 2 A or ( FA) 2 A, we will sometimes

use the notation maxA or minA, respectively.

3.2.1 CORINE types

The same kinds of types as in FM [BF91] are present in CORINE, viz. basic types, func-
tion types, list and set types, and record and variant types. A set of basic types is postulated
(Postulate 3.2) together with a subtyping relation (Postulate 3.6), constants (Postulate 3.8),
a semantics for both types and constants (Postulates 3.17 and 3.23), and a semantic conver-
sion function (see Definition 3.21). The set of basic types can easily be extended, provided
that the related postulates and definitions are extended as well.

Postulate 3.2. Let�� be the set of basic types foid; int; real;bool; char; string;Nilg.
We let � vary over �� .

A set of labels is also postulated for use in record and variant types and their expres-
sions. To avoid the mathematical cluttering that deals with the intuitive equivalence of
permutations of the labels of records and variants, a canonical form is enforced that uses
a total ordering on labels. In practice, this requirement can be eliminated easily, because
the canonical form can be obtained by reordering the labels according to the total order
on labels. Furthermore, it follows from the semantics of types (see Definition 3.20) that
ordering has no semantical meaning.

Postulate 3.3. Let (L; <L) be a countably infinite, totally ordered set of labels. Let the
ordering <L be irreflexive. We let l vary over L.

Notational convention 3.4. Although we aspire to be as exact as possible in all defini-
tions, we have chosen to permit ourselves some syntactic freedom with respect to record
and variant types (see Definition 3.5). They are constructed from sequences of attribute
types, i.e., label-type pairs. We use the symbol S for these attribute type sequences. The
sequence can be empty (e.g., hhii is the empty record type), it can contain one pair (e.g.,
hha:intii is a record type with only one attribute type), or it can be a concatenation of an
attribute type sequence and a label-type pair, i.e., S ; l :�. We regard an attribute type se-

quence as a partial function from labels to types (i.e., S 2 L
�n
; �) in which the ordering

<L imposes a canonical form on the sequences. The following notation will be used:

� dom(S ) stands for the set of labels in S ,

� (S �A) for the function S restricted to domain A, and

� S (l) for the type at label l .
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We also define the concatenation S ; l :� to be correct iff l 62 dom(S ); in this case S ; l :� �
S[f(l ; �)g. The reader should be aware that the notation hhS ii does not exclude the empty
record type, and that this notation does not represent real syntax, but is only used as short-
hand.

Definition 3.5. The set � of valid CORINE types is inductively defined below. We let �
and � vary over �.

[basic]
� 2 ��

� 2 �

�; � 2 �

(� ! �) 2 �
[function]

[set]
� 2 �

P� 2 �

� 2 �

L � 2 �
[list]

[record]
S 2 L

�n
; �

hhS ii 2 �

S 2 L
�n
; � dom(S ) 6= ;

[jS j] 2 �
[variant]

Below, a subtyping relation � in the spirit of Cardelli [Car88] is defined. Our use of
subtyping, however, is quite different from [Car88]; we will come back to this at the be-
ginning of Section 3.2.3.

Postulate 3.6. Let �� be a relation on �� � �� fully defined by

� int �� real

� 8� 2 �� : � �� �

Definition 3.7. Let � be a relation on �� � defined by induction as follows:

[basic]
�0 �� �

�0 � �

� 0 � �

(� ! � 0) � (� ! �)
[function]

[set]
�0 � �

P�0 � P�

�0 � �

L �0 � L �
[list]

[record]
dom(S ) � dom(S 0) 8l 2 dom(S ) : S 0(l) � S (l)

hhS 0ii � hhS ii

[variant]
dom(S 0) � dom(S ) 8l 2 dom(S 0) : S 0(l) � S (l)

[jS 0j] � [jS j]

Observe that we do not allow subtyping on the domain type of function types as opposed
to Cardelli [Car88]. We will explain the reason for this in Section 3.9.
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3.2.2 CORINE Expressions

Postulate 3.8. For each � 2 �, let C� be a (possibly empty) set of constants, mutually
disjoint. We assume some standard notation for the constants in the sets C� . Illustrations
of these constants follow in the text below. We let c vary over C� .

Postulate 3.9. Let X be a countably infinite set of variables disjoint from the sets C� . We
let x vary over X .

Actually, the above postulate is far from complete. Many necessities like arithmetic
functions, logical connectives, negation, aggregate functions, etc. are not present in the
definition of expressions below. Since constants are not restricted to basic types, those
necessities are assumed to be postulated as function constants. Many of these necessities
are highly polymorphic in nature, hence they have to be postulated as families of function
constants. Table 3.1 contains a list of function constants that are considered necessary in
our language. Types for these functions are also given. The ‘quantification’ column pro-
vides a description of the types for which a family of function constants is assumed to be
defined. The contents of the ‘type’ column should, therefore, be seen as a type scheme.

Notational convention 3.10. Analogously to attribute type sequences (Notational conven-
tion 3.4), we also permit ourselves some syntactic freedom with respect to record and vari-
ant expressions. Here, label-expression pairs (i.e., attributes) are of concern. We use the
symbol s for attribute sequences. A sequence s can be empty (e.g., hhii is the empty record
expression), it can contain one pair (e.g., hha=1ii is a record expression with only one at-
tribute), or it can be a concatenation of an attribute sequence and a label-expression pair,
i.e., s; l=e. We regard an attribute sequence as a partial function from labels to expressions

(i.e., s 2 L
�n
; E ) in which the ordering<L imposes a canonical form on the expressions.

The following notation will be used:

� dom(s) stands for the set of labels in s ,

� s(l) for the expression at label l .

We also define the concatenation s; l=e to be correct iff l 62 dom(s). The reader should
be aware that the notation hhsii does not exclude the empty record, and that this notation
does not represent real syntax, but is only used as shorthand.

Definition 3.11. The set E of expressions is inductively defined below. We let e vary over
E .

[constant]
c 2 C�

c 2 E

x 2 X

x 2 E
[variable]

[function]
x 2 X � 2 � e 2 E

(�x :� : e) 2 E

e; e 0 2 E

e(e 0) 2 E
[func app]

[pred set]
x 2 X � 2 � e 2 E

fx :� j eg 2 E

e; e 0 2 E

(e 2 e 0) 2 E
[set memb]
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Name Type Quantification Description
: bool! bool - Negation
) bool! bool

! bool

- Implication

+ � ! � ! (� t �) 8�; � 2 � : �; � � real Addition
- � ! � ! (� t �) 8�; � 2 � : �; � � real Subtraction
* � ! � ! (� t �) 8�; � 2 � : �; � � real Multiplication
/ � ! � ! real 8�; � 2 � : �; � � real Division
ˆ � ! � ! (� t �) 8�; � 2 � : �; � � real Power
div int! int! int - Integer division
mod int! int! int - Remainder
< � ! � ! bool 8�; � 2 � : �; � � real Less than
countset P� ! int 8� 2 � Set cardinality
countlist L � ! int 8� 2 � List cardinality
sumset P� ! � 8� 2 � : � � real Set summation
sumlist L � ! � 8� 2 � : � � real List summation
sumOverlset P � ! � 8l 2 L 8�; � 2 � :

� � real ^ � � hhl :�ii

Set summation over
record label

sumOverllist L � ! � 8l 2 L 8�; � 2 � :

� � real ^ � � hhl :�ii

List summation over
record label

maxset P� ! � 8� 2 � : � � real Maximum element
of a set

maxlist L � ! � 8� 2 � : � � real Maximum element
of a list

minset P� ! � 8� 2 � : � � real Minimum element
of a set

minlist L � ! � 8� 2 � : � � real Minimum element
of a list

abs � ! � 8� 2 � : � � real Absolute value
sin � ! real 8� 2 � : � � real Sine
other geometric functions like cos, tan, asin, acos, and atan.

Table 3.1: Necessary function constants assumed to be defined.
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[unique]
e 2 E

unique(e) 2 E

� 2 �

[ ]� 2 E
[emp list]

[cons]
e; e 0 2 E

cons(e; e 0) 2 E

e 2 E

head(e) 2 E
[head]

[tail]
e 2 E

tail(e) 2 E

s 2 L
�n
; E

hhsii 2 E
[record]

[rec proj]
e 2 E l 2 L

e�l 2 E

e 2 E l 2 L

enl 2 E
[rec res]

[rec ov]
e 2 E s 2 L

�n
; E

e except (s) 2 E

e 2 E l 2 L

[jl=ej] 2 E
[variant]

[case]
e 2 E 81 � i � n : ei 2 E ^ xi 2 X ^ li 2 L

(case e of l1=x1 : e1; : : : ; ln=xn : en) 2 E

[equality]
e; e 0 2 E

(e = e 0) 2 E

e 2 E � 2 �

(e as �) 2 E
[as]

[if]
e; e1; e2 2 E

(if e then e1 else e2) 2 E

x 2 X e; e 0 2 E

(8 x 2 e j e 0) 2 E
[forall]

Most of the expressions above speak for themselves, but some may need explanation.
In the realm of functions, the standard lambda abstraction (�x :� : e) and function appli-
cation e(e 0) are offered. The predicative set expression fx :� j eg can be used to con-
struct the (potentially infinite) set of all values of type � for which e is true. To retrieve
the sole element of a set e, unique(e) can be used. Note that this expression is only par-
tially defined, viz. only on singleton sets. Lists can be constructed by combining the typed
empty list expression [ ]� and the list concatenation expression cons(e; e 0), in which e

is an element and e 0 is a list. Records can be constructed by the hhsii expression. The s
stands for a sequence of l = e pairs separated by commas. The record overwrite expres-
sion e except (s) can be seen as the functional overwrite of the labels in e with those in
s . Overwrites on different labels are independent of each other and can, therefore, be re-
garded as happening concurrently. A record can also be extended with new attributes in
this way. Additionally, the record restriction expression enl removes an attribute from a
record value. The case expression case e of l1=x1 : e1; : : : ; ln=xn : en can be used to se-
lect the appropriate ei based on the label present in the variant e. The expression (e as �)
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can be used to coerce a value from a specific type to the supertype � of that type.
In the typing rules for these expressions, we use a type assignment T , which is a func-

tion that assigns a type to each variable in scope. The variable binding clauses [function],
[pred set], [case], and [forall] below use the type assignment overwrite T [x 7! �] to as-
sign the type � to the variable x in the scope of their subexpressions. The typing rules
themselves are straightforward.

Definition 3.12. A type assignment is a partial function T 2 X ; �. We define a type
assignment overwrite function as

(T [x 7! �])(x 0) �

�
� if x 0 = x

T (x 0) otherwise

Definition 3.13. The typing relation : on E � � is defined inductively as follows

[constant]
c 2 C�

T ` c : �

x 2 dom(T )

T ` x : T (x )
[variable]

[function]
T [x 7! �] ` e : �

T ` (�x :� : e) : (� ! �)

[func app]
T ` e : (� ! �) T ` e 0 : �

T ` e(e 0) : �

[pred set]
T [x 7! �] ` e : bool

T ` fx :� j eg : P�

T ` e : � T ` e 0 : P�

T ` (e 2 e 0) : bool
[set memb]

[unique]
T ` e : P�

T ` unique(e) : � T ` [ ]� : L �
[emp list]

[cons]
T ` e : � T ` e 0 : L �

T ` cons(e; e 0) : L �

[head]
T ` e : L �

T ` head(e) : �

T ` e : L �

T ` tail(e) : L �
[tail]

[record]

hhS ii 2 � dom(S ) = dom(s)

8l 2 dom(s) : T ` s(l) : S (l)

T ` hhsii : hhS ii

[rec proj]
T ` e : hhS ii l 2 dom(S )

T ` e�l : S (l)
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[rec res]
T ` e : hhS ii l 2 dom(S )

T ` enl : hhS � flgii

[rec ov]

T ` e : hhS ii T ` hhsii : hhS 0ii

8l 2 dom(S ) \ dom(S 0) : S (l) = S 0(l)

T ` e except (s) : hhS [ S 0ii

[variant]
T ` e : �

T ` [jl=ej] : [jl :�j]

[case]

T ` e : [jS j] dom(S ) = fl1; : : : ; lng

81 � i � n : T [xi 7! S (li)] ` ei : �

T ` (case e of l1=x1 : e1; : : : ; ln=xn : en) : �

[equality]
T ` e : � T ` e 0 : �

T ` (e = e 0) : bool

T ` e : � � � �

T ` (e as �) : �
[as]

[if]
T ` e : bool T ` e1 : � T ` e2 : �

T ` (if e then e1 else e2) : �

[forall]
T ` e : P� T [x 7! �] ` e 0 : bool

T ` (8 x 2 e j e 0) : bool

Remark 3.14. It may seem that with a type system as defined above, it is impossible to
construct variant expressions with more than one label. This is not the case as the following
examples partially show:

� if : : :

then [ja=4j] as [ja:int; c:stringj]

else [jc="a string"j] as [ja:int; c:stringj]

� �x :[ja:int; c:stringj] : case x of : : :

Definition 3.15. An expression e is closed iff ; ` e : � for some � 2 �.

Definition 3.16. For each type assignment T and each � 2 �, we define

[expressions of type �] ET
� � fe 2 E j T ` e : �g

[correctly typed expressions] ET
� fe 2 E j 9� 2 � : T ` e : �g

[closed expressions] E� � E;
�
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[correctly typed closed expressions] CCE � E;

3.2.3 CORINE semantics of types

As the careful reader may have observed, the role of subtyping is much more limited than
in [Car88]. For example, a function (�x :� : e) of type (� ! �) can be applied only to
an argument e 0 precisely of type �. In the Cardelli system, however, an argument of any
subtype �0 of � would suffice. More accurately, one would have expected a typing rule
like

T ` e : (� ! �) T ` e 0 : �0 �0 � �

T ` e(e 0) : �

allowing (a limited form of) subsumption with function application. A first observation
is that, although the typing rules of CORINE are stricter, it does not restrict the use of the
language in any way. Any function application e(e0) that would be type-correct, can be
expressed in CORINE by e(e 0 as �). We have deliberately defined our typing rules stricter
to make this form of subsumption explicit, because it allows a careful examination of the
implications of coercion in the semantics.

Suppose the semantics of a language is defined by a function [[ ]]� that maps each type
to some semantical domain, and a function [[ ]]E that maps each correctly typed expression
to an element of the corresponding domain. Then, for an expression e0 of type �0 to be co-
erced to �, one must make sure that the semantics of this coerced expression is an element
of [[�]]�. In the design of the semantics of a language, this can be achieved in two ways:

� Inclusion approach. One can define the semantics of types in such a way that �0 �
� ) [[�0]]� � [[�]]�, so that the as-expression can simply be interpreted as the iden-
tity function in the semantics.

� Conversion approach. One can define a conversion function cv�0�� for each pair
(�0; �) that maps each element of [[�0]]� to an appropriate element of [[�]]�.

Note that in the second approach, a conversion function need not necessarily be informa-
tion preserving, i.e., it may map different elements of [[�0]]� to the same element of [[�]]�.
In FM [BF91], the conversion functions are indeed not information preserving. For exam-
ple, cv hha:intii�hhii([[hha=1ii]]E ) is the same as cv hha:intii�hhii([[hha=2ii]]E ). It is clear that de-
cisions concerning conversion functions have consequences for the capabilities of the lan-
guage once we like to extend it with heterogeneity and run-time type information. There-
fore, no subsumption in CORINE is allowed. As a consequence, whenever one would or-
dinarily make use of subsumption, an explicit as-expression is needed in CORINE. This
exposes all cases of possible information loss (the a-attribute in the example), which in
turn facilitates an investigation of its implications for late-binding.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we define the semantics
of CORINE using the conversion approach. An elaborate example will provide a general
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flavour of the language and its weak points. Secondly, the language is redefined to incor-
porate the ingredient of heterogeneity. This redefined language is called HELEN. Another
redefinition (called TANYA) enhances the language with run-time type information. Fi-
nally, TANYA is extended with overloaded functions [CGL95], both to provide syntax to
exploit late-binding, and as an illustration that the concepts of heterogeneity and run-time
type information are indeed the necessary ingredients for late-binding. This final language
is called FLORENCE.

Postulate 3.17. For each � 2 �� , let [h�i] be the obvious corresponding (non-empty) math-
ematical domains. (i.e., [hinti] � Z, [hreali] � R, [hbooli] � ftt ;� g (i.e., boolean true
and false), [hNili] � funitg, etc.) Let [hoidi] be a set of object identifiers (we will not
detail this any further as it only matters that a useful basic type like oid can be added to
CORINE without problems). Let B be

S
�2��

[h�i].

Remark 3.18. The postulations and definitions concerning basic types should desirably
be open to extension. Although we often make use of a specific set of basic types, it is not
hard to generalize definitions and theorems to allow additional basic types. It is important,
however, that the following property holds for an extended set of basic types.

8�0; � 2 �� : �0 � � , [h�0i] � [h�i]

Before we proceed with the definition of the semantics of types, we first define a uni-
verse U of values in which the semantics takes place.

Definition 3.19. For each n 2 N , let Un be defined by induction on n as follows

U0 � B

Un+1 � Un [ (L� Un) [ (Un ; Un) [ P (Un)

The universe U can now be defined as

U �
[
n2N

Un

We let d vary over U .

The careful reader may wonder if U is indeed a set in the sense of Zermelo-Fränkel
set theory (ZF). A good description of the axioms of ZF can be found in [DDS78], pages
137–145. The Axiom of Replacement states that “the image ft(x) j x 2 Sg of any set S
under an operation t is again a set.” Hence, if N is a set and t(n) = Un is an operation,
then ft(n) j n 2 Ng is also a set. The Sum-set axiom then guarantees that there exists a
unique set

S
n2Nft(n) j n 2 Ng which is exactly our universe U . Since it is proven that

N is an existing set in ZF, it remains to be shown that t is an operation. An operation is
nothing more than a functional correspondence, i.e., 8x9!y : t(x) = y. Since we only
use cartesian products, function spaces, and power sets, it is evident that each Un is an
existing set that can uniquely be derived in a finite number of steps (provided that B is a
set). Therefore, we can conclude that the definition of U is an existing set that stays within
the confines of ZF.
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Definition 3.20. For each � 2 �, a set [[�]] is defined by induction on the structure of � as
follows

[basic] [[�]] � [h�i]

[function] [[(� ! �)]] � [[�]]; [[� ]]

[set] [[P�]] � P [[�]]

[list] [[L �]] � fd 2 N
+ �n
; [[�]] j 9k 2 N : dom(d) = 1::kg

[record] [[hhS ii]] � fd 2 L
�n
; U j dom(d) = dom(S ) ^

8l 2 dom(S ) : d(l) 2 [[S (l)]]g

[variant] [[[jS j]]] � f(l ; d) j l 2 dom(S ) ^ d 2 [[S (l)]]g

Theorem 3.1.

8� 2 � : [[�]] � U

Proof
See Section B.2.

Below, the conversion functions are defined. These conversion functions map an el-
ement of the semantics of a certain type to an element of the semantics of a supertype of
that type. Theorem 3.2 proves that it performs this function.

Definition 3.21. For each pair of types �0; � 2 � where �0 � �, we inductively define a
function cv�0�� 2 [[�0]]! [[�]] as follows

[basic] cv���(d) � d

[int real] cv int�real(d) � d

[function] cv (�!� 0)�(�!�)(d) � cv� 0�� � d

[set] cvP�0�P�(d) � fcv�0��(d
0) j d 0 2 dg

[list] cvL�0�L�(d) � cv�0�� � d

[record] cv hhS 0ii�hhSii(d) � f(l ; cvS 0(l)�S(l)(d(l))) j l 2 dom(S )g

[variant] cv [jS 0j]�[jS j](d) � (�1(d); cvS 0(�1(d))�S(�1(d))(�2(d)))

Theorem 3.2. 8�0; � 2 � : �0 � � ) (8d 2 [[�0]] : cv�0��(d) 2 [[�]])

Proof
See Section B.3.
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3.2.4 CORINE semantics of expressions

Similar to the typing rules, we need an assignment function in the definition of the se-
mantics of expressions to represent the bindings of variables to values. We will call this
assignment function a value assignment, because it not only records the type of a vari-
able, but also its value. Accordingly, the value assignment overwrite operation provides
the functionality of adding variable bindings to a value assignment.

Definition 3.22. A value assignment is a partial function V 2 X ; (��U) for which we
have V(x ) = (�; d)) d 2 [[�]]. We define the value assignment overwrite V[x 7! �; d ]

by

V[x 7! �; d ](x 0) �

�
(�; d) if x 0 = x

V(x 0) otherwise

To convert a value assignment into a type assignment, we define

V +� f(x ; �) j 9d 2 U : V(x ) = (�; d)g

Postulate 3.23. For each c 2 C� , let [hci] have its obvious definition (i.e., [htruei] � tt ,
[h1i] � 1, etc.) such that [hci] 2 [[�]].

Definition 3.24. Let V be a value assignment. A function [[ ]]V 2 EV+
; U is defined as

follows by induction on the structure of e (observe that our semantics is partial because
some undefined cases exist; see Section 3.3 for details).

[constant] [[c]]V � [hci]

[variable] [[x ]]V � �2(V(x ))

[function] [[�x :� : e]]V � �d 2 D:[[e]]V[x 7!�;d]

where D = fd 2 [[�]] j [[e]]V[x 7!�;d] definedg

[func app] [[e(e 0)]]V �

8<
:

undefined if [[e]]V or [[e 0]]V undefined
or [[e 0]]V 62 dom([[e]]V)

[[e]]V([[e
0]]V) otherwise

[pred set] [[fx :� j eg]]V �

�

8<
:

undefined if 9d 2 [[�]] :

[[e]]V[x 7!�;d] undefined
fd 2 [[�]] j [[e]]V[x 7!�;d] = ttg otherwise

[set memb] [[e 2 e 0]]V �

8<
:

undefined if [[e]]V or [[e 0]]V undefined
tt if [[e]]V 2 [[e 0]]V
� otherwise
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[unique] [[unique(e)]]V �

�
d if [[e]]V = fdg

undefined otherwise

[emp list] [[[ ]�]]V � ;

[cons] [[cons(e; e 0)]]V �

�

�
undefined if [[e]]V or [[e 0]]V undefined
f(1; [[e]]V)g [ ([[e 0]]V � succ

�1) otherwise

[head] [[head(e)]]V �

8<
:

undefined if [[e]]V undefined or
dom([[e]]V) = ;

[[e]]V(1) otherwise

[tail] [[tail(e)]]V �

8<
:

undefined if [[e]]V undefined or
dom([[e]]V) = ;

([[e]]V � f1g) � succ otherwise

[record] [[hhsii]]V �

8>><
>>:

undefined if 9l 2 dom(s) :

[[s(l)]]V undefined
f(l ; [[s(l)]]V) j

l 2 dom(s)g

otherwise

[rec proj] [[e�l ]]V �

�
undefined if [[e]]V undefined
[[e]]V(l) otherwise

[rec res] [[enl ]]V �

�
undefined if [[e]]V undefined
[[e]]V � flg otherwise

[rec ov] [[e except (s)]]V �

�

8<
:

undefined if [[e]]V undefined or
[[hhsii]]V undefined

([[e]]V � dom(s)) [ [[hhsii]]V otherwise

[variant] [[[jl=ej]]]V �

�
undefined if [[e]]V undefined
(l ; [[e]]V) otherwise
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[case] [[case e of l1=x1 : e1; : : : ; ln=xn : en]]V �

�

8>>>><
>>>>:

undefined if [[e]]V undefined or
91 � i � n : [[e]]V = (li; d) ^

[[ei]]V[xi 7!�i;d] undefined
where V +` ei : �i

[[ei]]V[xi 7!�i;d] if [[e]]V = (li; d) (1 � i � n)

[equality] [[e = e 0]]V �

8<
:

undefined if [[e]]V or [[e 0]]V undefined
tt if [[e]]V = [[e 0]]V
� otherwise

[as] [[e as �]]V �

�
undefined if [[e]]V undefined
cv���([[e]]V) otherwise where V +` e : �

[if] [[if e then e1 else e2]]V �

�

8>>><
>>>:

undefined if [[e]]V undefined
or [[e]]V = tt ^ [[e1]]V undefined
or [[e]]V = � ^ [[e2]]V undefined

[[e1]]V if [[e]]V = tt

[[e2]]V otherwise

[quant] [[8 x 2 e j e 0]]V �

�

8><
>:

undefined if [[e]]V undefined or
9d 2 [[e]]V : [[e 0]]V[x 7!�;d] undefined

tt if 8d 2 [[e]]V : [[e 0]]V[x 7!�;d] = tt

� otherwise
where V +` e : P�

The semantics of a particular expression (if defined) must always be an element of the
semantics of the type of the expression. This notion of correctness of semantics is proven
in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3. For all expressions e 2 E and value assignments V , we have

(V +` e : � ^ [[e]]V defined)) [[e]]V 2 [[�]]

Proof
See Section B.4
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3.3 Partiality

Definition 3.24 is explicit about which expressions have a defined semantics and which
do not, in other words, which expressions are defined and which are undefined. It is com-
mon practice to only pay attention to defined expressions in the definition of specification
languages and not to make a fuzz about undefinedness (e.g., in Z [Spi89]). With CORINE,
however, we have chosen to be more exact about undefinedness of expressions. Specifi-
cations that contain expressions that may be undefined in some cases are not robust with
respect to those cases. If the specifier is not aware of those particular cases, the system that
may ultimately be built according to that specification may sometimes be at fault. Useful
tool-support for a specifier would, therefore, be a verification tool that can identify those
expressions that may be undefined in certain cases and give feedback to the specifier about
these cases. Before an expression can be identified as being undefined, an exact definition
of which expressions are defined and which are not is needed. Therefore, we have chosen
to be rather explicit about the definedness of expressions.

The fact that an expression of CORINE is undefined is formalized by the partiality of
the semantics function. More concretely, an expression e is undefined iff:

e 62 dom([[ ]]V)

This partiality conveys the fact that certain expressions do not denote an object of the uni-
verse U . For example, the expression head([ ]�) is a legal expression, it even has a type,
but, as it does not have a ‘result,’ i.e., it does not denote an object of U . The expression
head([ ]�) is, in a sense, a meaningless sequence of symbols.

Having established this clearly, it should be noted that Definition 3.24 is actually not
defined with optimal accuracy. Often, we have written [[e]]V undefined, whereas we should
have written e 62 dom([[ ]]V). It would have been even better from a mathematical point-
of-view to define the set of defined expressions first and then define [[ ]]V as a total function
from this set to U . As this would have made the definitions even more cumbersome than
they already are, we have allowed ourselves some freedom of notation.

Before continuing the discussion about undefinedness in CORINE, we must first deter-
mine which kind of undefinedness we are talking about. There are two1 kinds of unde-
finedness [Kup94]:

� partiality in existence, and

� partiality in information.

The former refers to the possibility that for some expressions, there does not exist an ob-
ject in the universe that is denoted by the expression. For the latter, such an object might
exist, but, possibly due to non-termination, it is unknown which object the expression de-
notes. Obviously, the kind of undefinedness that we have been talking about previously
is partiality in existence. As we are not working with an operational semantics here, the

1Perhaps there are even more kinds of undefinedness, but for the discussion here, it is important that at least
these two are distinguished.
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true false

u

Figure 3.2: Partial order on behalf of undefinedness.

concept of termination does not make sense here. Hence, we need not be concerned about
partiality in information.

When undefinedness is acknowledged as an important concept, an often-used tech-
nique is to define a partial order as in Figure 3.2. This partial order expresses the fact that
during evaluation, it is unknown which object of the universe the expression denotes, but
that this may ultimately be discovered, in this case, whether it denotes true or false. It
is possible to perform sensible calculations in the presence of undefined. Unfortunately,
as this technique has an operational character and as it only makes sense for partiality in
information, it does not seem to be useful for FLORENCE.

Worth mentioning is, that in certain languages, e.g., VDM [Jon90], there is no dis-
tinction between partiality in existence and partiality in information. The above described
technique is applied in VDM to make it possible to evaluate expressions that may con-
tain undefined subexpressions. What is often not realised, however, is that regarding both
kinds of partiality as equivalent, in fact, may lead to an inconsistency [Kup94].

Our intention with partiality is to allow verification of specifications with respect to ‘il-
legitimate calculations.’ Any feedback about, for example, possible divisions by zero or
taking the head of an empty list can be useful for a specifier. An implementation, however,
may use various algorithms to calculate the result of an expression, each of which may per-
form illegitimate calculations in different cases. To be able to say something sensible about
undefinedness, we assume a specific relationship between the denotational semantics of an
expression and the various implementations it may have (its operational semantics): the
operational semantics must be more robust than the denotational semantics, i.e.,

8e 2 E : e 2 dom([[ ]]V)) e 2 dom([[ ]]op)

where [[ ]]op is the operational semantics function and defined refers to partiality in exis-
tence. Only then does a proof based on the denotational semantics that e 2 dom([[ ]]V)

actually imply that e’s implementation always provides a sensible and defined answer.
In the design of a language, there are many choices to be made about which expressions

are defined and which are not. The main criterion for deciding between alternatives is to
define a denotational semantics that does not restrict possible implementations because of
the aforementioned relationship. The choices come down to deciding between being strict
or not. For example, 1=0 is obviously undefined, but what about (1=0 = 1=0) or f (1=0)?
With respect to equality, it is a choice between the following two definitions:

[strict] [[e = e 0]]V �

8<
:

undefined if [[e]]V or [[e 0]]V undefined
tt if [[e]]V = [[e 0]]V
� otherwise
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[non-strict] [[e = e 0]]V �

8<
:
tt if [[e]]V and [[e 0]]V undefined, or

[[e]]V and [[e 0]]V defined and [[e]]V = [[e 0]]V
� otherwise

For function application only a strict semantics can be defined, because, if either the
function or the argument is undefined, no sensible result other than undefined can be given
(this does not mean that other expression forms such as if -then-else cannot be given a
non-strict semantics):

[strict] [[e(e 0)]]V �

8<
:

undefined if [[e]]V or [[e 0]]V undefined, or
[[e 0]]V 62 dom([[e]]V)

[[e]]V([[e
0]]V) otherwise

A decision between strict or not has profound implications for the properties of cer-
tain expressions, hence for certain equivalence that may hold. For example, is the expres-
sion (e = e) equivalent with true, i.e., does the property 8e 2 E : [[e = e]]V = [[true]]V
hold (non-strict and semi-strict semantics of equality)? Or, does only the weaker property
8e 2 E : [[e]]V defined ) [[e = e]]V = [[true]]V hold (strict semantics for equality).

It is especially difficult to make a good decision about strictness with sets. The two
primary candidates are:

[strict] [[fx :� j eg]]V �

8>><
>>:

undefined if 9d 2 [[�]] :

[[e]]V[x 7!�;d] undefined
fd 2 [[�]] j

[[e]]V[x 7!�;d] = ttg

otherwise

[non-strict] [[fx :� j eg]]V � fd 2 [[�]] j [[e]]V[x 7!�;d] defined ^
[[e]]V[x 7!�;d] = ttg

Take, for example, the expression fx :int j x = 4 _ x = 1=0g. Table 3.2 shows the
semantics of this expression in each of the four combinations of semantics for equality and
sets. Note that ‘_’ is defined as a function constant is CORINE, hence is implicitly strict
due to the strictness of function application.

The relationship between equality and set membership calls for a decision between a
purely strict or purely non-strict approach. The reader may judge the plausibility of this
statement by examining examples like fx :int j x = 4 _ x = 1=0g or head([ ]int) = 1=0

for their characteristics concerning undefinedness and the conditions under which the usual
equivalences with other expressions are valid. There are no theoretical reasons to choose
either approach. We have chosen the purely strict approach, because of the aforementioned
relationship between a denotational and operational semantics. A semantics that quite ea-
gerly designates an expression as being undefined allows much freedom for implemen-
tations to optimize evaluation in a way that, as a side-effect, defines some behaviour for
undefined expressions.

Unfortunately, a purely strict semantics restricts expressibility. For example, the set
informally described as ‘all integers x such that 1=x � 1.’ Anyone will agree that the
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strict predicative sets non-strict predicative sets

strict equality undefined ;

non-strict equality f4g f4g

Table 3.2: The meaning of fx :int j x = 4 _ x = 1=0g for different strictness choices.

set contains all integers zero excluded. Any attempt to declaratively express this set in a
purely strict CORINE (i.e., the if -expression is also strict in all arguments) fails:

� [[fx :int j 1=x � 1g]]V is undefined.

� [[fx :int j x 6= 0) 1=x � 1g]]V is undefined.

� [[fx :int j if x = 0 then false else 1=x � 1g]]V is undefined.

Some non-strictness is, therefore, needed and we have chosen to isolate non-strictness in
the if -expression, which is actually a quite common approach. In the semantics of CORINE

as defined in Definition 3.24, the latter attempt obtains the desired set.
This choice for generally being strict except for the if -expression sends a clear signal

to the specifier. A warning from a verification tool that the first two attempts are possibly
undefined is supposed to incite him to insert a guard to exclude the problematic case x = 0.
The verification tool may even insert it for him, but with the difference that the specifier
is kept aware of the robustness of the expressions he constructs.

A consequence of the chosen semantics of expressions is that rewriting of expressions
becomes conditional. As mentioned before, the expression (e=e) is, in general, not equiv-
alent to the expression true. The equivalence only holds for defined expressions e. The
rewrite rule (e = e) ; true can, therefore, only be applied if it can be proven that e is
defined. Since many common equivalences turn out to be similarly conditional, checks for
definedness of expressions is rather important for a rewrite system for CORINE.

This may seem a significant disadvantage of CORINE, but is actually quite common.
In CORINE, we are only explicit about it. Remember your math teacher drawing a huge
red line through your answer y = x=z for the assignment “given x, z, and the equation
x = y � z, calculate y?” Often, these wise lessons are neglected during rewriting of
computer programs. Considering that we allow an operational semantics of CORINE to be
more robust that its denotational semantics, this neglect is actually permitted. If a spec-
ification contains expressions that are only used in contexts where they are defined, an
implementation of such a specification may safely introduce behaviour for undefined ex-
pressions; this behaviour is only never exhibited.

Insight into the concept of undefinedness provokes wondering about the possibility of
adding an element undefined to U denoting the undefined value. This would, among other
things, allow a ‘test for undefinedness.’ The reader may verify that a semantics based on
this idea actually leads to an inherently non-strict semantics. This semantics does not suf-
fer from a non-intuitive semantics concerning sets as it allows the ‘undefined value’ itself
to be a first-class element of the set. Another idea would be to add a symbol u to CORINE
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‘denoting the undefined value’ without actually having such a value in our universe. More
specifically, u 2 E , 8� 2 � : T ` u : �, and u 62 dom([[ ]]V). In fact, such a sym-
bol already exists in CORINE with the difference that there is one for each type, namely
head([ ]�). In the sequel, we will use it as such.

3.4 An example in CORINE

Since FLORENCE, and thus all of its definitional predecessors, is to be used in a database
context, we have selected an example illustrative for that context. In this section, we will
develop a CORINE program for a simple case. In Section 3.8, the example is re-examined
for FLORENCE to illustrate the potential of the achieved increase in polymorphism.

The example case is a simple diagram storage system likely to be found in, for ex-
ample, CASE-tools. We restrict ourselves to points, lines, circles, rectangles, boxed text,
and composite shapes (composed of a number of shapes). All shapes have anchor coor-
dinates. The shapes have the following characteristics: a point has no additional features
besides its anchor coordinates, a line an end-anchor, a circle a radius, a rectangle a width
and height, boxed text a width, height, and the text itself, and a composite has components.
This structure can be specified in CORINE with the following types.

Anchor � hhx :real; y :realii

Obj � hhid :oidii

Shape � hhid :oid; anchor :Anchorii

Point � hhid :oid; anchor :Anchorii

Line � hhid :oid; anchor :Anchor ; endpoint :Anchorii

Circle � hhid :oid; anchor :Anchor ; r :realii

Rectangle � hhid :oid; anchor :Anchor ;width:real; height :realii

BoxedText � hhid :oid; anchor :Anchor ;

width:real;height :real; text :stringii

Composite � hhid :oid; anchor :Anchor ; components:Poidii

The reader may verify that Point , Line , Circle , Rectangle, BoxedText and Composite
are subtypes of Shape and Obj , and that BoxedText is a subtype of Rectangle.

To establish a database universe (i.e., the set of all valid database states), the next
thing needed is a database type. There are several different approaches for structuring a
database type. To avoid unnecessary distraction from the purpose of this example, i.e., as
an illustration of CORINE, we have chosen a common and non-controversial approach.
The database is a record with a set-valued attribute for the types Point , Line, Circle,
Rectangle, BoxedText , and Composite. We use the term class for these types. Each at-
tribute will contain only those records that represent an object precisely of that type. A
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point object, for example, is represented as a single record value in the POINTS attribute.
We have not included an attribute for the types Shape and Obj , because we are only in-
terested in shapes of the specific kinds we mentioned (our classes).

In CORINE, this amounts to the following database type:

DBtype � hhPOINTS :PPoint ;

LINES :PLine;

CIRCLES :PCircle;

RECTANGLES :PRectangle ;

BOXEDTEXTS :PBoxedText ;

COMPOSITES :PCompositeii

Before we proceed, we first define some functions for object and extension retrieval. We
define the extension of a type the set of all objects of a that type or a subtype thereof that
exist in a given database state.

ExtObj � �db:DBtype : fo:Obj j o 2 (db�POINTS as PObj ) _
...
o 2 (db�COMPOSITES as PObj )g

ExtShape is defined analogously

ExtRectangle � �db:DBtype :

fr :Rectangle j r 2 db�RECTANGLES _

r 2 (db�BOXEDTEXTS as PRectangle)g

ExtPoint � �db:DBtype : db�POINTS

ExtLine , ExtCircle , ExtBoxedText , and ExtComposite are defined analogously

GetShapeObj �

�db:DBtype : �sid :oid :

unique(fs:Shape j s 2 ExtShape(db) ^ s�id = sidg)

GetPointObj , GetLineObj , GetCircleObj , GetRectangleObj ,
GetBoxedTextObj , and GetCompositeObj are defined analogously

Naturally, not every database state is a valid one. Certain constraints should be maintained:

� Referential integrity: The attribute components contains a set of object identifiers
which should refer to existing objects.

� Oid-unicity: All objects should have a unique id -attribute.

� Positive: The attributes r , width, and height should contain strictly positive values.

These constraints can be expressed in CORINE as follows (the constraints make use of
some functions that are defined further on):
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ReferentialIntegrity �

�db:DBtype :

(8 c 2 ExtComposite(db) j (8 sid 2 c�components j

9 s 2 ExtShape(db) j s�id = sid)

OidUnicity �

�db:DBtype :

countset(db�POINTS ) + : : :+ countset(db�COMPOSITES)

=

countset(ExtObj (db))

Positive �

�db:DBtype :

(8 c 2 ExtCircle(db) j c�r > 0) ^

(8 r 2 ExtRectangle(db) j r �width > 0 ^ r �height > 0)

With these constraints defined, we can now give a CORINE expression for the database
universe, i.e., the set of all valid database states:

DBuniverse � fdb:DBType j ReferentialIntegrity(db) ^

OidUnicity(db) ^

Positive(db)g

A database is not very useful without queries or updates. The two example queries defined
below calculate a bounding box for a composite and the area of a shape. We calculate the
area of a composite as the summed up areas of its components, hence do not take overlap-
ping of shapes into account as this would require complex calculations that go beyond the
scope of this example. The example update defined below moves a shape (i.e., move its
anchor ).

CalcMinX �

�c:Composite :

minset(fleftx :real j 9 sid 2 c�components j

leftx =GetShapeObj (db)(sid)�anchor �xg)

CalcMinY , CalcMaxX , and CalcMaxY are defined analogously

BoundingBox �

�c:Composite :

hhanchor=hhx=CalcMinX (c); y=CalcMinY (c)ii;

width=CalcMaxX (c)� CalcMinX (c);

height=CalcMaxY (c)� CalcMinY (c)ii
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Area �

�db:DBtype : �s:Shape :

if 9 p 2 ExtPoint(db) j s�id = p�id

then PointArea(db)(GetPointObj (db)(s�id))

else if 9 l 2 ExtLine(db) j s�id = l �id

then LineArea(db)(GetLineObj (db)(s�id))

else if 9 c 2 ExtCircle(db) j s�id = c�id

then CircleArea(db)(GetCircleObj (db)(s�id))

else if 9 r 2 ExtRectangle(db) j s�id = r �id

then RectangleArea(db)(GetRectangleObj (db)(s�id))

else if 9 c 2 ExtComposite(db) j s�id = c�id

then CompositeArea(db)

(GetCompositeObj (db)(s�id))

else head([ ]real) // undefined

PointArea �

�db:DBtype : �p:Point : 0:0

LineArea �

�db:DBtype : �l :Line : 0:0

CircleArea �

�db:DBtype : �c:Circle : pi � (c�r ^ 2) // with pi 2 Creal

RectangleArea �

�db:DBtype : �r :Rectangle : r �width � r �height

CompositeArea �

�db:DBtype : �c:Composite :

sumOverareaset (fx :hhid :oid; area:realii j

9 sid 2 c�components j

x �id = sid ^

x �area =Area(db)(GetShapeObj (db)(sid)))g

Move �

�db:DBtype : �s:Shape : �to:Anchor :

db except (

SHAPES = fnewp:Point j

(9 oldp 2 db�POINTS j

oldp�id = s�id ^

newp = oldp except (anchor = to)) _

(newp 2 db�POINTS ^ newp�id 6= s�id)g;
...

COMPOSITES = fnewc:Composite j

(9 oldc 2 db�COMPOSITES j

oldc�id = s�id ^

newc = oldc except (anchor = to)) _

(newc 2 db�COMPOSITES

^newc�id 6= s�id)g)
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Certain observations can be made concerning this example. Several aspects needed to be
specified quite redundantly, i.e., for each (sub)type individually. Below, these aspects are
examined in more detail to find out if it is possible and desired to improve CORINE to
facilitate the specification of such aspects.

� Attributes like id and anchor .
In [BBZ93], it is shown that these fully specified types can be easily derived from
a specification style where, for example, the type Circle is defined as a subtype of
Shape with an extra attribute r : real. Furthermore, for verification and validation
purposes it is beneficial that types are always fully specified and as FLORENCE is
intended for these purposes, this is actually a desired form of redundancy.

� Functions Get � � �Obj and Ext � � �
For each type, we have defined a GetObj - and Ext-function that, respectively, re-
trieve an object from the database based on its object-identifier, and retrieve the set
of all objects from the database of that type or a subtype thereof (the extension).
A generic GetObj - and ExtObj -function would be desirable, but not achievable in
CORINE. In Section 3.8, we will see that heterogeneity and late-binding can be used
to improve this situation although it will not be solved entirely.

� Type-dependent functions like Area .
The calculation of the area of a shape depends on what type of shape it is. Therefore,
it is not surprising to see a different function for each of the shapes. Unfortunately,
there is also a need for a kind of dispatching function that chooses the appropriate
function for a particular shape. The only way of finding out the type of a shape is to
determine the extension the shape is a member of. This approach is still overseeable
in this small example, but the function code size grows with the number of subtypes.
Actually, the dispatching function implements a poor form of late binding. In Sec-
tion 3.8, we will see how the language can take care of this when late binding is built
into it.

� Updates
As can be observed in the Move-function, applying an update to a database struc-
tured in this way is quite laborious. In Section 3.8, we will see how heterogeneity
can be of help here.

3.5 Definition of HELEN: Heterogeneity

The first ingredient to be added is heterogeneity. The type system of CORINE requires, for
example, all elements of a set to be of the same type. The only way to put differently typed
elements into a set is to convert them to a common supertype, for example:

fhha=1; b=trueii as hha:intii; hha=1; c="abc"ii as hha:intiig
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But because conversion may lose information, it may convert two different elements to
the same value, which causes the example set above to contain only one element. This il-
lustrates the essence of the problem: coercion (change of type) implies conversion, hence
does not preserve inequality. Therefore, we redefine our language so that coercion does
preserve inequality. At the level of semantics, we will achieve this by using the inclusion
approach of Section 3.2.3, and at the level of syntax, by introducing a typing rule that is
known under the name subsumption rule, which represents the idea of “whenever an argu-
ment of a specific type is required, an expression of a subtype is allowed to be used instead”
(subtyping principle; see Section 2.2.3).

A notable consequence of the subsumption rule is that expressions can have more than
one type. Because the minimal type of an expression is a proper characterization of all
types of that expression, we introduce this notion as a relation ‘::’ on E � � to be able to
speak conveniently of the type of an expression.

Another consequence of the subsumption rule is that the typing restrictions for record
overwrite (i.e., an attribute can only be overwritten with an expression of the same type)
loose their effect. This can be illustrated by a simple example:

E � hha=1ii except (a = "abc")

Because of the subsumption rule, hha=1ii does not only have type hha:intii, but also hhii.
In the context of this type for hha=1ii, the [rec ov] rule is applicable and, consequently, E
is correctly typed. In general, the subsumption rule states that the empty record type is
always among the many types a record expression can have (provided that it is correctly
typed, i.e., that it has at least one type). This difference between CORINE and HELEN can
also be explained from the character of both languages. In CORINE, all expressions have
exact types, because no heterogeneity is allowed. In a strongly typed context like this,
prohibiting an attribute to be overwritten by an expression of a different type is a natural
restriction. The idea behind HELEN, however, is to use a weaker type system that allows
heterogeneity. It is, therefore, not surprising that this restriction has no place in HELEN.
To emphasize this difference, the [rec ov] rule is replaced by one without the typing restric-
tions.

The following examples illustrate the flexibility of the thus obtained heterogeneity:

f � �x :hha:intii : x (f :: hha:intii ! hha:intii)

S � fhha=1; b=trueii; hha=1; c="abc"iig (S :: P hha:intii)

e � f(hha=1; b=falseii) 2 S ([[e]]V = � )

Below, a new language, which we will call HELEN, is defined according to the in-
tentions described above. The language HELEN is much like CORINE, therefore we can
reuse many of the postulates and definitions: basic types �� (Postulate 3.2), labels L (Pos-
tulate 3.3), types � (Definition 3.5), subtyping relation ‘�’ (Definition 3.7), variables X
(Postulate 3.9), constants C� (Postulate 3.8), expressions E (Definition 3.11) except for
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the removal of the as-expression, typing relation ‘:’ (Definition 3.13) except for the re-
moval of the typing rule for as, the modification of the [rec ov] rule, and the extension with
the subsumption rule (see Definition 3.26), special subsets ET

� , ET , and E� of the set of
expressions (Definition 3.16), semantics of basic types [h�i] (Postulate 3.17), universe U
(Definition 3.19), and the semantics of constants [hci] (Postulate 3.23). The definition for
conversion functions (Definition 3.21) has become obsolete. The semantics of types [[�]]
(Definition 3.20) and the semantics of expressions [[e]]V (Definition 3.24) are redefined (see
Definitions 3.29 and 3.31, respectively). The appropriate theorems are re-examined.

Remark 3.25. With reuse of postulates and definitions, we mean the same postulates and
definitions, but now in the context of HELEN, i.e., they must be read using the ‘new’ defi-
nitions of the semantics of types and expressions. This also holds for the definition of the
languages TANYA and FLORENCE (see Sections 3.6 and 3.7).

Definition 3.26. (extension of Definition 3.13)

[subsumption]
T ` e : � � � �

T ` e : �

[rec ov]
T ` e : hhS ii T ` hhsii : hhS 0ii dom(s) = dom(S 0)

T ` e except (s) : hh(S � dom(S 0)) [ S 0ii

Remark 3.27. Note that the typing rules as defined above correctly type expressions like
hha=1ii= hhb="abc"ii. This may seem awkward and undesired, but, as explained in Sec-
tion 2.2.5, it is a logical consequence of heterogeneity.

Definition 3.28. The minimal type of an expression is the least of the types an expression
can have. This notion is defined as a relation :: on E � � by

� = minf� 2 � j T ` e : �g

T ` e :: �

Theorem 3.4. The definition of a minimal type should respect certain properties:

[soundness] T ` e :: � ) T ` e : �

[completeness] T ` e : �0 ) T ` e :: � for some � 2 �

[minimality] T ` e : �0 ^ T ` e :: � ) � � �0

Proof
See Section B.5

The differences in the type system between CORINE and HELEN are only minor com-
pared to the ones between their semantics. Consider, for example, the semantics of the
empty record type. As HELEN is to use the inclusion approach (see Section 3.2.3), it is
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required for any � � hhii that [[�]] � [[hhii]]. Because any record type is a subtype of the
empty record type, this means that [[hhii]] should contain all possible record values. A first
attempt at defining such a set would be

[[hhii]] � L
�n
; U

Unfortunately, this violates Theorem 3.1, (L
�n
; U) 6� U . We can, however, approximate

the desired set as follows:

[[hhii]] �
[
n2N

L
�n
; Un

Since for arbitrarynwe haveUn � U , we also have (L
�n
; Un) � U , and thus Theorem 3.1

holds: [[hhii]] � U .
The proof of Theorem 3.1 for CORINE made use of the lemma

8� 2 � 9n 2 N : [[�]] � Un (see Section B.2)

This lemma does not hold for the definition of [[hhii]] given above, which illustrates the sub-
tle difference between our first attempt and the approximation. To ensure that [[�]] � U

holds for any � 2 � in HELEN, we have to use this technique of approximation in the def-
inition of the semantics of types and expressions. Obviously, the technique also appears
in the proofs of Appendix B where an explicit treatment of approximations is required.

Definition 3.29. (redefinition of Definition 3.20)
Below, for each � 2 �, sets [[�]] are defined by induction on the structure of �. To

improve the readability of definitions and proofs, we use the shorthand [[�]]n to stand for
([[�]] \ Un).

[basic] [[�]] �
[
�0��

[h�0i]

[function] [[� ! � ]] �
[
n2N

[[�]]n ; [[� ]]n

[set] [[P�]] �
[
n2N

P [[�]]n

[list] [[L �]] �
[
n2N

fd 2 N
+ �n
; [[�]]n j 9k 2 N : dom(d) = 1::kg

[record] [[hhS ii]] �
[
n2N

fd 2 (L
�n
; Un) j dom(S ) � dom(d) ^

8l 2 dom(S ) : d(l) 2 [[S (l)]]g

[variant] [[[jS j]]] �
[
n2N

f(l ; d) j l 2 dom(S ) ^ d 2 [[S (l)]]ng
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Theorem 3.5. (re-examination of theorem 3.1)
8� 2 � : [[�]] � U

Proof
Follows from the proof for FLORENCE (see Section B.7).

Theorem 3.6. (adaptation of theorem 3.2)
8�; �0 2 � : �0 � � ) [[�0]] � [[�]]

Proof
Follows from the proof for FLORENCE (see Section B.8).

Remark 3.30. In HELEN, the semantics of a type contains the semantics of all of its sub-
types. This principle, however, has one at least suspicious consequence. We have de-
scribed an operation on record types to remove an attribute. When we examine the se-
mantics, we observe that [[hhS � flgii]] includes, surprisingly, records with label l (because
hhS ii � hhS � flgii). In practice, this can lead to expressions like (�x :hhS � flgii : e) to be
applicable to arguments containing attribute l .

What should be noted, however, is that hhS � flgii is only a shorthand for a particular
record type and that � is not a type operator. Therefore, it is not a deficiency in the lan-
guage, although it may seem so at first. In [CM91], Cardelli describes a type system with
genuine record type operators like the above. The paper provides an in-depth investigation
of operators for record types and values.

Definition 3.31. (redefinition of Definition 3.24)
Let V be a value assignment. A function [[ ]]V 2 EV+

; U is defined by induction
on the structure of e by the same rules as Definition 3.24 with the exception of the ones
below.

[function] [[�x :� : e]]V �
S
n2N �d 2 D

n:[[e]]V[x 7!�;d]

where Dn = fd 2 [[�]]n j [[e]]V[x 7!�;d] definedg

[pred set] [[fx :� j eg]]V �

�

8>><
>>:

undefined if 9d 2 [[�]] :

[[e]]V[x 7!�;d] undefined[
n2N

fd 2 [[�]]n j

[[e]]V[x 7!�;d] = ttg

otherwise

Observe that [[�x :� : e]]V is always a function, because the result of [[e]]V[x 7!�;d] does
not depend on n, and for all n, Dn � Dn+1. Also observe that the different semantics of
types influences the meaning of the expressions above which becomes radically different
from those in CORINE. For example, the set fx :hha:intii j trueg contains all record val-
ues with at least an integer-valued attribute a , and not only those with exactly one integer-
valued attribute a as was the case in CORINE.

Theorem 3.7. (re-examination of theorem 3.3)
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For all expressions e 2 E and value assignments V , we have

(V +` e : � ^ [[e]]V defined)) [[e]]V 2 [[�]]

Proof
Follows from the proof for FLORENCE (see Section B.10).

3.6 Definition of TANYA: Run-time type information

In Chapter 2, a thorough description of Castagna’s �&-calculus [CGL95] was given. The
reason for this became clear in Section 3.1, where we disclosed our intention to base syn-
tax for late-binding on the novel feature of this calculus. The feature we refer to is the
overloaded function. An overloaded function can simply be regarded as a collection of
ordinary functions which respect certain properties, and can, therefore, also be regarded
as a special kind of function itself (hence the term ‘overloaded function’). An example of
the use of such an overloaded function in the context of HELEN is

Length �

"&(�s:Shape :head([ ]real))

& (�p:Point : 0)

& (�l :Line : sqrt(abs(l �endpoint �x � l �anchor �x ) ^ 2 +

abs(l �endpoint �y � l �anchor �y) ^ 2))

T ` Length : fShape ! real;Point ! real;Line ! realg

This overloaded function calculates the length of a shape. Since length only makes sense
for points and lines, the overloaded function contains three branches: one for points, one
for lines, and one for all other kinds of shapes. Overloaded function applicationLength�e
selects one of these branches based on the run-time type of e, i.e., if e happens to be an
line, the third branch is chosen and the result is the length of that line, but if it is a rectangle,
the first branch is chosen and the result is undefined.

This is a form of late-binding, because, it cannot a priori be determined which of the
three branches will be chosen. The reason is that the choice is based on the run-time type
and not on the compile-time type, which is the difference between late-binding and early-
binding. The same typing rules of �& are used to determine the compile-time and run-time
type of an expression. It is just, as the name suggests, a matter of when these typing rules
are applied. The compile-time type of an expression is the one derived by applying the
typing rules immediately, and the run-time type is the one derived by first reducing the
expression to normal form (�&-calculus is defined by an operational semantics) and then
applying the typing rules to the result.

The primary benefit of heterogeneity is the ability to work with heterogeneous collec-
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tions. Consider the following example:

TotalLength �

�S :P Shape : sumOver lenset (fx :hhsh:Shape; len:realii j

x �sh 2 S ^

x �len = Length � (x �sh)g)

This example illustrates the importance of combining heterogeneity with late-binding. The
compile-time type of x �sh is Shape. At run-time, however, x �sh may stand for a point or
a circle. In case of early-binding, the compile-time type determines the selection of the
branch in Length � (x �sh), hence the result will always be undefined, which is surely not
what is intended. With late-binding, branch selection is based on what particular shapes
occur at run-time, which would lead to defined results when S is a (heterogeneous) col-
lection of points and lines.

If we like to extend HELEN with late-binding, we have to devise a distinction between
compile-time and run-time type. Unfortunately, we cannot use Castagna’s approach, be-
cause we operate in the context of a denotational semantics. Since types and typing rules
are syntactic constructs, they have no meaning in the semantical domain. There are two
approaches:

� determine a run-time type based on the semantics of an expression, or

� introduce an equivalent of types in the semantics.

The first approach depends on the preservation of the distinction between types by the se-
mantics of expressions. Unfortunately, this distinction is not preserved by either CORINE

or HELEN. For example, the semantics of hha=1; b=trueii is the set f(a; 1); (b; tt)g. The
same semantics can be obtained with a set of variants:

fx :[ja:int; b:boolj] j x = [ja=1j] _ x = [jb=truej]g

Consequently, it is not possible to determine whether the run-time type of f(a; 1); (b; tt)g
is hha:int; b:boolii or P [ja:int; b:boolj]. There are even simpler examples: the seman-
tics of both 4:0 and 4 is the value 4. Moreover, the semantics of empty sets and lists of
arbitrary type is the same.

With the first alternative ruled out, we are left with the approach of introducing an
equivalent (an encoding) of types in the semantics. This approach is an explicit form of
run-time type information. An encoding of a type in the semantics is called a tag. A tag
is attached to each value, which is then called a tagged value. For example, suppose that
the tag g represents the record type hha:int; b:trueii, then in (g ; f(a; 1); (b; tt)g), the tag
g encodes the fact that f(a; 1); (b; tt)g represents a value of type hha:int; b:trueii. Pos-
tulate 3.32 postulates a set of tags G and a one-to-one relation between types and tags G.
To indicate that a specific tag represents a specific type, we often use a subscript on the
tag with the type, for example, (gint; 4). If all values are tagged in this way, selection
of branches can be based on these tags and this allows to select the appropriate branch.
Returning to our example function TotalLength , because the elements of S are tagged,
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branch selection can be based on the tag of x �sh resulting in the use of the appropriate
calculation method for each of the shapes in S .

Below, a new language, called TANYA, is defined according to the above intentions.
The language TANYA is much like CORINE and HELEN, therefore we can reuse2 many of
the postulates and definitions: basic types�� (Postulate 3.2), labelsL (Postulate 3.3), types
� (Definition 3.5), subtyping relation ‘�’ (Definition 3.7), variables X (Postulate 3.9),
constants C� (Postulate 3.8), expressions E (Definition 3.11) but with the as-expression
omitted, typing relation ‘:’ (Definition 3.13) except for the removal of the typing rule for
as and the extension with the subsumption rule (see Definition 3.26), special subsets ET

� ,
ET , andE� of the set of expressions (Definition 3.16), semantics of basic types [h�i] (Pos-
tulate 3.17), and the semantics of constants [hci] (Postulate 3.23). The universe U (Defini-
tion 3.19), the semantics of types [[�]] (Definition 3.29) and the semantics of expressions
[[e]]V (Definition 3.31) are redefined (see Definitions 3.34, 3.36 and 3.37, respectively).
The appropriate theorems are re-examined.

Postulate 3.32. Let G be a countably infinite set of tags. We let g vary over G . Let
G 2 � ! G be a bijective tag assignment function. This induces an ordering �G on G
isomorphic with� on �. Consequently, we adopt the same notation concerning LUB and
GLB, i.e., ‘

F
,’ ‘ F,’ ‘t,’ ‘u,’ ‘min,’ and ‘max’ (see Notational Convention 3.1).

Notational convention 3.33. Since all elements of our universe are (tag,value)-pairs, �1
and �2 will be used frequently to extract the tag and value of such a pair. To distinguish
and emphasize this particular use of �1 and �2, we will write �tag and �val, respectively.
Set-oriented versions of these operators are also used. The notation �tag(S) stands for
f�tag(g) j ed 2 Sg and �val(S) stands for f�val(d) j ed 2 Sg. Another convention is that
d is used for untagged values while ed is used for tagged ones. Universes Un and U and
subsets S thereof are distinguished analogously.

Below, the semantics of types is redefined in such a way that all elements of the sets
[[�]] are tagged values, i.e., pairs of tags and values in the sense of the previous sections.
Consequently, the universe of FLORENCE will consist of tagged values only.

Definition 3.34. (redefinition of Definition 3.19)
For each n 2 N , let eUn be defined by induction on n as follows

eU0 � G � BeUn+1 � eUn [G � (eUn [ (L� eUn) [ (L
�n
;
eUn) [ (eUn ; eUn) [ P ( eUn))

The (tagged) universe eU and untagged universe U can now be defined as

eU �
[
n2N

eUn
U = �val( eU)

We let ed and d vary over eU and U , respectively.

2See Remark 3.25
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Note that the untagged universe U is not the same as the universe used for CORINE

and HELEN (see Definition 3.19). The untagged universe is only untagged in the sense
that it has its ‘top-level’ tags removed, i.e., complex values constructed from subvalues
are constructed from tagged subvalues.

The concept of tagged values in itself is quite simple. The difficulty lies in the construc-
tion of appropriate tags in the semantics. Therefore, before proceeding with the semantics
of types and expressions, we first define a tag construction functionTg� for each of the six
kinds of type constructors: basic, function, set, list, record, and variant types (the � stands
for any of B, !, P, L, hhii, [jj], and & representing each of the six kinds, respectively).
These tag construction functions take an untagged value and return a tagged one, i.e., they
determine the appropriate tag for the untagged value and attach it to the value. The tag
construction functions for function, list, and set types take a second argument, namely the
tag to be used for, respectively, all functions, an empty list or an empty set. In latter two
cases, it is impossible to determine an appropriate tag based on the untagged value only.

Definition 3.35. Tag construction functions TgB, Tghhii, Tg[jj] 2 U ; eU and Tg!,

TgP, TgL 2 (U �G); eU are defined as follows:

[basic] TgB(d) � (G(�); d)

where d 2 [h�i]^ 6 9�0 � � : �0 6= � ^ d 2 [h�0i]

[func] Tg!(d ; g) �

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

(g ; d) if d = ;

undefined if
F
�tag(ran(d))

does not exist
(G(� ! � 0); d)

where
(� ! �) = G�1(g);

� 0 = G�1(
F
�tag(ran(d)))

otherwise

[set] TgP(d ; g) �

8>>>><
>>>>:

(g ; d) if d = ;

undefined if
F
�tag(d)

does not exist
(G(P�); d)

where � = G�1(
F
�tag(d))

otherwise

[list] Tg
L
(d ; g) �

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(g ; d) if d = ;

undefined if
F
�tag(ran(d))

does not exist
(G(L �); d)

where A = ran(d);

� = G�1(
F
�tag(A))

otherwise
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[record] Tghhii(d) � (G(hhS ii); d)

where dom(S ) = dom(d);

8l 2 dom(S ) : S (l) = G�1(�tag(d(l)))

[variant] Tg[jj](d) � (G([jl :�j]); d)

where l = �1(d); � = G�1(�tag(�2(d)))

To simplify definitions below, set-oriented analogons of these functions TgSB, TgShhii,

TgS[jj] 2 P (U) ; eU and TgS!, TgSP, TgSL 2 (P (U) � G) ; eU are defined as
follows

TgS�(S) � fTg�(d) j d 2 Sg ([basic],[record], and [variant])

TgS�(S; g) � fTg�(d ; g) j d 2 Sg ([func],[set], and [list])

Definition 3.36. (redefinition of Definition 3.29)
For each � 2 �, sets [[�]] are defined by induction on the structure of � as follows:

[basic] [[�]] � TgSB
�
[h�i]

�

[function] [[� ! � ]] � TgS!
�[
n2N

[[�]]n ; [[� ]]n;G(� ! �)
�

[f(g ; ;) j g 2 G ^ g �G G(� ! �)g

[set] [[P�]] � TgSP
�[
n2N

P [[�]]n;G(P�)
�

[f(g ; ;) j g 2 G ^ g �G G(P�)g

[list] [[L �]] � TgSL
�[
n2N

fd 2 N
+ �n
; [[�]]n j

9k 2 N : dom(d) = 1::kg;G(L �)
�

[f(g ; ;) j g 2 G ^ g �G G(L �)g

[record] [[hhS ii]] � TgShhii
�[
n2N

fd 2 (L
�n
;
eUn) j

dom(S ) � dom(d) ^

8l 2 dom(S ) : d(l) 2 [[S (l)]]ng
�

[variant] [[[jS j]]] � TgS[jj]
�[
n2N

f(l ; ed) j l 2 dom(S ) ^ ed 2 [[S (l)]]ng
�
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Theorem 3.8. (re-examination of theorem 3.5)
8� 2 � : [[�]] � eU

Proof
Follows from the proof for FLORENCE (see Section B.7).

Theorem 3.9. (re-examination of theorem 3.6)
8�0; � 2 � : �0 � � ) [[�0]] � [[�]]

Proof
Follows from the proof for FLORENCE (see Section B.8).

Theorem 3.10.
8� 2 � : ed 2 [[�]]) �tag(ed) �G G(�)

Proof
Follows from the proof for FLORENCE (see Section B.9)

Theorem 3.9 is a first step to ensure that heterogeneity is retained, i.e., in TANYA, it is
also the case that “whenever an argument of a specific type is required, an expression of a
subtype is allowed to be used instead.” This principle can also be viewed from a different
perspective: “whenever an expression of a specific type occurs, it may result in a value of
a subtype.” In terms of tags, this amounts to saying that the tag attached to the result of a
certain expression should encode a subtype of the type of that expression (Theorem 3.12).
This theorem is also proven in two steps: a step on type-level (Theorem 3.10) combined
with a step on expression-level (Theorem 3.11).

Definition 3.37. (redefinition of Definition 3.31)
Let V be a value assignment. A function [[ ]]V 2 EV+

;
eU is defined by induction

on the structure of e as follows (the definition only differs from the one of HELEN in the
addition of tag attachments and removals in the appropriate places).

[constant] [[c]]V � TgB([hci])

[variable] [[x ]]V � �2(V(x ))

[function] [[�x :� : e]]V � Tg!
�[
n2N

�ed 2 Dn:[[e]]V[x 7!�;ed]
;G(� ! �)

�
where Dn = fed 2 [[�]]n j [[e]]V[x 7!�;ed]

definedg
V +` (�x :� : e) :: (� ! �)

[func app] [[e(e 0)]]V �

8<
:

undefined if [[e]]V undefined or
[[e 0]]V undefined

�val([[e]]V)([[e
0]]V) otherwise
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[pred set] [[fx :� j eg]]V �

�

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

undefined if 9ed 2 [[�]] :

[[e]]V[x 7!�;ed]

undefined

TgP
�[
n2N

fed 2 [[�]]n j

�val([[e]]V[x 7!�;ed]
) = ttg;

G(P�)
�

otherwise

[set memb] [[e 2 e 0]]V �

8<
:

undefined if [[e]]V or [[e 0]]V undefined
TgB(tt) if [[e]]V 2 �val([[e 0]]V)
TgB(� ) otherwise

[unique] [[unique(e)]]V �

� ed if �val([[e]]V) = fedg
undefined otherwise

[emp list] [[[ ]�]]V � TgL(;; L �)

[cons] [[cons(e; e 0)]]V �

�

8>><
>>:

undefined if [[e]]V or [[e 0]]V undefined
TgL

�
�val([[e

0]]V) � succ
�1

[f(1; [[e]]V)g; g
�

for any g 2 G

otherwise

[head] [[head(e)]]V �

8<
:

undefined if [[e]]V undefined or
dom(�val([[e]]V)) = ;

�val([[e]]V)(1) otherwise

[tail] [[tail(e)]]V �

�

8>><
>>:

undefined if [[e]]V undefined or
dom(�val([[e]]V)) = ;

Tg
L

�
�val([[e]]V) � f1g � succ;

�tag([[e]]V)
� otherwise

[record] [[hhsii]]V �

8>>>><
>>>>:

undefined if 9l 2 dom(s) :

[[s(l)]]V
undefined

Tghhii
�
f(l ; [[s(l)]]V) j

l 2 dom(s)g
� otherwise
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[rec proj] [[e�l ]]V �

�
undefined if [[e]]V undefined
�val([[e]]V)(l) otherwise

[rec res] [[enl ]]V �

�
undefined if [[e]]V undefined
Tghhii(�val([[e]]V) � flg) otherwise

[rec ov] [[e except (s)]]V �

�

8>>><
>>>:

undefined if [[e]]V undefined or
[[hhsii]]V undefined

Tghhii

��
�val([[e]]V) � dom(s)

�
[

�val([[hhsii]]V)
� otherwise

[variant] [[[jl=ej]]]V �

�
undefined if [[e]]V undefined
Tg[jj]

�
(l ; [[e]]V)

�
otherwise

[case] [[case e of l1=x1 : e1; : : : ; ln=xn : en]]V �

�

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

undefined if [[e]]V undefined or
91 � i � n : �val([[e]]V) = (li; ed) ^

[[ei]]V[xi 7!�i;ed]
undefined

where V +` ei : �i

[[ei]]V[xi 7!�i;ed]
if �val([[e]]V) = (li; ed) (1 � i � n)

[equality] [[e = e 0]]V �

8<
:

undefined if [[e]]V or [[e 0]]V undefined
TgB(tt) if [[e]]V = [[e 0]]V
TgB(� ) otherwise

[if] [[if e then e1 else e2]]V �

�

8>>><
>>>:

undefined if [[e]]V undefined or
�val([[e]]V) = tt ^ [[e1]]V undefined or
�val([[e]]V) = � ^ [[e2]]V undefined

[[e1]]V if �val([[e]]V) = tt

[[e2]]V otherwise

[quant] [[8 x 2 e j e 0]]V �

�

8>>><
>>>:

undefined if [[e]]V undefined or
9ed 2 �val([[e]]V) : [[e 0]]V[x 7!�;ed]

undefined

tt if 8ed 2 �val([[e]]V) : �val([[e 0]]V[x 7!�;ed]
) = tt

� otherwise
where V +` e : P�
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Theorem 3.11. (re-examination of theorem 3.7)
For all expressions e 2 E and value assignments V , we have

(V +` e : � ^ [[e]]V defined)) [[e]]V 2 [[�]]

Proof
Follows from the proof for FLORENCE (see Section B.10)

Theorem 3.12. For all expression e 2 E and value assignments V 2 X ; (�� eU):
V +` e : � ) �tag([[e]]V) �G G(�)

Proof
Trivial consequence of theorems 3.10 and 3.11.

3.7 Definition of FLORENCE: Late-binding

For tagged values and heterogeneity to be useful, it must be possible to perform operations
involving late-binding. TANYA provides the necessary expression forms for expressing
type-dependent choices. For example, suppose S � fhha=1ii; hhb=2iig and we would like
to express ‘if a record of this set has an a-attribute, multiply it by 2, if it has a b-attribute,
multiply it by 4, and collect the results in a set.’ This type-dependent query can be ex-
pressed in TANYA as follows

fx :int j 9 r 2 fy :hha:intii j trueg j r 2 S ^ x = 2� r �a

_9 r 2 fy :hhb:intii j trueg j r 2 S ^ x = 4� r �ag

As we have already argued in Sections 3.1 and 3.6, Castagna’s �&-calculus [CGL95] pro-
vides a more promising approach to late-binding in the form of overloaded functions and
overloaded function types. Overloaded functions and �&-calculus were described in depth
in chapter 2. To demonstrate the purpose and power of tagged values, we will extend
TANYA with overloaded functions and overloaded function types.

Note that we have concentrated on a denotational semantics for FLORENCE, while
Castagna concentrates on an operational semantics. Chapter 7 of [CGL95] does provide
a denotational semantics of �&-calculus, but this is only a denotational semantics of an
early-bound version of it. He argues that late-binding is essentially a higher-order concept
and continues by investigating higher-order versions of �&-calculus.

In this section, FLORENCE is also extended with the concept of unit types. FLORENCE

being intended as a formal foundation for TAMARA (see Chapter 4) must provide support
for the foundation of sorts and classes. For the moment, it suffices to regard both as kinds
of abstract data types (ADTs). Among other things, an ADT has an underlying type. Two
ADTs with a different underlying type are considered to be different in TAMARA and this
difference must be preserved by a formalization of the ADT concept. Unit types are intro-
duced to facilitate the foundation of ADTs in FLORENCE.
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Postulate 3.38. We parameterize FLORENCE with a finite set of unit typesK and a partial
ordering �K on K. Both K and �K are intended to be directly corresponding to ADT
declarations. We vary � over K.

Definition 3.39. (extension of Definition 3.5)

[ofunc]
81 � i � p : �i; �i 2 � p 2 N

f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg 2 �

� 2 K

� 2 �
[unit]

Notational convention 3.40. An overloaded function type not only has a notation that re-
sembles a set of function types, we also regard it as such. That is, we allow ourselves a
similar degree of syntactic freedom as in Notational Convention 3.4 in assuming that an
overloaded function type is independent from the order of the function types.

Definition 3.41. (extension of Definition 3.7)

[ofunc]
p 2 N 81 � i � p : �i; �i; �

0
i 2 � ^ � 0i � �i

f�1 ! � 01; : : : ; �p ! � 0pg � f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg

[unit]
�0 �K �

�0 � �

Observe that the subtyping rule for overloaded function types is a direct consequence of
subtyping on normal functions. As opposed to [CGL95], no additional potential for sub-
typing on overloaded functions is exploited.

As Castagna has pointed out, overloaded function types as liberally defined as in Defi-
nition 3.39 are not desirable. Therefore, we will also introduce a notion of well-formedness
of types.

Definition 3.42. A type is well-formed if all overloaded function types
f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg occurring in it respect the following properties.
81 � i � p 81 � j � p :

� �i � �j ) �i � �j

� �i u �j exists) 9!1 � k � p : �k = �i u �j

In the sequel, we will assume all types to be well-formed unless stated otherwise.

Postulate 3.43. Aside from the set of unit typesK and a partial ordering ‘�K ,’ we further
parameterize FLORENCE with a total function K 2 K ! � denoting the underlying type
of unit types. We require:

� 8�0; � 2 K : �0 �K �) K(�0) � K(�)

� 8� 2 K : K(�) does not contain �.
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With the extension of the set of types with overloaded function types and unit types,
we assume that G , G, and �G of Postulate 3.32 are extended correspondingly to include
overloaded function types.

Definition 3.44. (extension of Definition 3.11)

[ofunc init]
" 2 E

e; e 0 2 E

e & e 0 2 E
[ofunc]

[ofunc app]
e; e 0 2 E

e � e 0 2 E

[in]
e 2 E � 2 K

in�(e) 2 E

e 2 E � 2 K

out�(e) 2 E
[out]

Similar to Castagna’s �&-calculus, " represents the empty overloaded function (i.e., an
overloaded function without any branches). If e is an overloaded function and e0 is a nor-
mal function, then e & e 0 is the overloaded function with the set of branches of e extended
with the branch e 0. This operation is referred to as overloaded function concatenation. An
overloaded function e can be applied to an expression e0 with the overloaded function ap-
plication expression e�e 0. The expression in�(e) constructs a value with unit type � from
a value e of its underlying type. The inverse operation can be performed with out�(e).

Definition 3.45. (extension of Definition 3.26)

[emp ofunc]
T ` " : f g

[ofunc]

T ` e : f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg T ` e 0 : (� ! �)

f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �p; � ! �g well-formed

T ` e & e 0 : f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �p; �! �g

[ofunc app]

T ` e : f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg

T ` e 0 : � 91 � k � p : � = �k

T ` e � e 0 : �k

[in]
� 2 K T ` e : K(�)

T ` in�(e) : �

T ` e : �

T ` out�(e) : K(�)
[out]

In notational convention 3.40, we stated that we regard overloaded functions as sets
of normal functions to permit ourselves some syntactic freedom. This can even be car-
ried over to the semantics, i.e, an overloaded function is represented in the semantics as
a (tagged) set of (tagged) functions. Overloaded function concatenation then amounts to
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nothing more than an insertion of a ‘new’ branch into this set of functions. In the seman-
tics of overloaded function application, the appropriate branch can be selected based on
the tags that are naturally attached to the branches and the argument followed by a nor-
mal function application of the selected branch to the argument. Note that this semantics
of overloaded functions justifies the syntactic freedom we permitted ourselves because of
the commutativity of overloaded function concatenation.

Definition 3.46. (extension of Definition 3.35)
The tag construction function Tg& is defined as follows:

[ofunc] Tg&(d) �
�
G(f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg); d

�
where �tag(d) = fG(�1 ! �1); : : : ;G(�p ! �p)g

[unit] TgK(d ; �) � (G(�); d)

Definition 3.47. (extension of Definition 3.36)

[ofunc] [[f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg]] �

� TgS&
�[
n2N

ffed1; : : : ; edpg j 81 � i � p : edi 2 [[�i ! �i]]
n
g
�

[unit] [[�]] �
[

�0�K�

TgSK(
[
n2N

[[K(�)]]n; �0)

Definition 3.48. (extension of Definition 3.37)

[emp ofunc] [["]]V � Tg&(;)

[ofunc] [[e & e 0]]V �

8><
>:

undefined if [[e]]V or [[e 0]]V undefined

Tg&(�val([[e]]V)

[f[[e 0]]Vg)

otherwise

[ofunc app] [[e � e 0]]V �

�

�
undefined if [[e]]V or [[e 0]]V undefined
�val(edk)([[e 0]]V) otherwise

where fed1; : : : ; edpg = �val([[e]]V);

(�i ! �i) = G�1(�tag(edi)) for all 1 � i � p;

�k = minf�i j 1 � i � p ^ �tag([[e
0]]V) �G G(�i)g

[in] [[in�(e)]]V = TgK([[e]]V ; �)

[out] [[out�(e)]]V = �val([[e]]V)
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Theorems 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 should be re-examined with respect to the
extension with overloaded function types and unit types. Appendix B is actually organ-
ised the other way around. It contains full proofs of these theorems for FLORENCE (Sec-
tions B.7, B.8, B.9, and B.10). The proof of theorem 3.12 is again a trivial consequence
of theorems 3.10 and 3.11. Since TANYA is a redefinition of HELEN that only concerns
the incorporation of run-time type information and FLORENCE is merely an extension of
TANYA with overloaded functions, these full proofs can be converted to HELEN and FLO-
RENCE context quite easily and have therefore been omitted from Appendix B.

3.8 The example revisited in FLORENCE

In this section, we will re-examine the example of Section 3.4 to investigate the improve-
ments FLORENCE provides over CORINE. At the end of that section, it was observed that
no improvements were desired for the types Shape, Point , etc. It was mentioned that the
database could benefit from a restructuring in which all objects are stored in one collection
in the database.

DBtype � hhOBJS :PObj ii

Note that this database structure is not possible in CORINE, because CORINE lacks the in-
gredient of heterogeneity, i.e., in CORINE, a database structured as above can only store
object-identifiers and nothing else. In FLORENCE, values of additional attributes that el-
ements of OBJS may have are preserved. The restructuring of the database record is re-
flected in the constraints and methods. More specifically, the access functions for exten-
sions and individual objects need to be rewritten.

ExtObj � �db:DBtype : db�OBJS

ExtShape �

�db:DBtype :

fs:Shape j 9 o 2 db�OBJS j

("&�x :Shape : x = s &�x :Obj : false) � og

ExtPoint , ExtLine , ExtCircle , ExtRectangle , ExtBoxedText ,
and ExtComposite are defined analogously

GetObj �

�db:DBtype : �i :oid :

unique(fo:Obj j o 2 ExtObj (db) ^ o�id = ig)

GetShapeObj �

�db:DBtype : �sid :oid :

("&�o:Obj :head([ ]Shape)&�s:Shape : s) � (GetObj (db)(sid))

GetPointObj , GetLineObj , GetCircleObj , GetRectangleObj , GetBoxedTextObj ,
and GetCompositeObj are defined analogously
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Retrieving an individual object from the database by its object identifier can now be spec-
ified generically. Unfortunately, FLORENCE suffers from the well-known ‘loss of infor-
mation problem’ [CW85], i.e., although theGetObj -function can retrieve an object of any
type from the database, its compile-time (static) type DBtype ! oid ! Obj prohibits
access to any of the attributes the object may have. Therefore, an additional function for
each of the object types is necessary to perform some kind of type-cast. See Section 3.9
for a more elaborate discussion on this issue. Another small but notable improvement is
the fact that no cumbersome as-expressions are needed.

Constraints ReferentialIntegrity and Positive unchanged.

OidUnicity �

�db:DBtype :

8 o1 2 db�OBJS j 8 o2 2 db�OBJS j o1 �id = o2 �id ) o1 = o2

Only one thing has changed with respect to the constraints. The trick of counting objects
in the OidUnicity-constraint cannot be applied in this context. It has been replaced with
a different (but more generic) expression that enforces unicity of object identifiers. The
effects of restructuring the database type are localized in theExt � � � andGet � � �Obj func-
tions, which also applies to the queries and updates below.

DBuniverse unchanged

Functions CalcMinX , CalcMinY , CalcMaxX , CalcMaxY ,
and BoundingBox unchanged

Area �

�db:DBtype : �o:Obj :0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

"&�p:Point : 0:0

&�l :Line : 0:0

&�c:Circle : 2:0� 3:141536� c�r

&�r :Rectangle : r �width � r �height

&�c:Composite :

sumOverareaset (fx :hhid :oid; area :realii j

9 sid 2 c�components j

x �id = sid ^

x �area =Area(db)

(GetShapeObj (db)(sid))g)

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

� o

Move �

�db:DBtype : �s:Shape : �to:Point :

db except (OBJS =

fnewo:Obj j (9 oldo 2 db�OBJS j

oldo�id = s�id ^

newo = oldo except (anchor = to�id)) _

(newo 2 db�OBJS ^ newo�id 6= s�id)g)
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As expected, the update method Move benefits greatly from the different organisation of
the database record.

Another big improvement that can be observed in theArea-function. The original ver-
sion in CORINE needed a large dispatching function to assure that the function is evaluated
corresponding to the type of the object. Because, the type of the object cannot be deter-
mined in CORINE, this was simulated by determining the extension in which the object
could be found. This is, to say the least, an improper use of extensions, which can be elim-
inated with late-binding. Moreover, the solution with late-binding is more generic which
improves the extensibility of the example.

3.9 FLORENCE in retrospect

In this chapter, we started with a simple functional language called CORINE with a type
system based on [Car88], extended with collection types (as in [BV91]). A semantics for
the language was given in a similar way as in [BF91]. Aside from a few exceptions, it is
the same as the language FM that was developed as a formal basis for the database spec-
ification language TM [BBZ93, BBB+96]. The type system of CORINE, however, was
held very strict — on purpose. As Reynolds already noted in 1980 [Rey80], type coer-
cions are not trivial and a language that contains type coercions should be designed care-
fully in this respect. Therefore, we have chosen to give CORINE a strict type system that
forces all coercions to be programmed explicitly using as-expressions, while in FM these
coercions were in many cases implicit. For example, in FM one could write f(e) with
f : (� ! �) and e : �0 where �0 � �. A coercion of the argument to the input type
of the function was done implicitly in the semantics, i.e., [[f(e)]] = [[f ]](cv�0��([[e]])).
In CORINE, this type coercion must be programmed explicitly (i.e., f(e as �0). Semanti-
cally this is equivalent, because [[e as �0]]V = cv�0��([[e]]V) and [[f(e0)]]V = [[f ]]V([[e

0]]V),
hence [[f(e as �0)]]V = [[f ]]V(cv�0��([[e]]V)).

Coercion in CORINE (and FM for that matter) involves (non-information-preserving)
conversion and, therefore, the inverse operation is in general not possible. This observa-
tion makes one become aware of the serious consequences coercion has for the capabilities
of expressions involving collections. A collection in CORINE is necessarily homogeneous
meaning that differently typed elements can only be put together in a collection if they are
all coerced to a common supertype. Once coerced, expressions using such a collection can
only involve operations on that supertype. As an illustration, observe that in the example
in Section 3.4, the method Area necessarily retrieves objects again from the database to
obtain the information that was lost during conversion.

The example given earlier of a kind of commonly occurring query that cannot (without
considerable effort) be expressed in CORINE is given below:

SELECT �

FROM set of shape
WHERE shape is actually a line ^

some line-property holds
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The recognition of this shortcoming was the basis of a redesign and extension of CORINE.
Because we have observed that conversions were partly responsible for this, the language
was redesigned in such a way that conversions are no longer necessary.

HELEN

In Section 3.5, the language HELEN was defined based on this idea. In CORINE, the
semantics of the different types are only related by the property that it is always possible
to convert an element from the semantics of a subtype to an appropriate element of each
of its supertypes, i.e.,

8�0; � 2 � : �0 � � ) (8d 2 [[�0]] : cv�0��(d) 2 [[�]])

This approach was called the conversion approach in Section 3.2. A different approach,
called inclusion approach, is used in HELEN. Here, the semantics of a particular type di-
rectly includes the semantics of all of its subtypes:

8�; �0 2 � : � � �0 ) [[�]] � [[�0]]

This property could also have been achieved by defining the semantics of HELEN-types
indirectly in terms of CORINE-types (similar to FM [BV91]):

[f�g] �
[
�0��

[[�0]]

Unfortunately, this does not achieve the desired heterogeneity. For example, [fP�g] only
includes homogeneous sets. Therefore, it is crucial that the semantics of subtypes is in-
cluded directly in the semantics of a particular type as done for HELEN. Only then does
the semantics of P� defined as P [[�]] naturally include heterogeneous sets. For example,
[[P Shape]] now contains sets with a mixture of points, lines, circles, etc. The orthogonal
approach has made it possible to obtain a similar form of heterogeneity not only with sets,
but with all types of the language.

TANYA

Although HELEN is a step in the right direction, simply adapting the semantics together
with all logical consequences is not enough to support our SELECT-FROM-WHERE exam-
ple. For deciding if shape is actually a line, it is required that it is possible to deduce the
type of a certain denotation. Unfortunately, the semantics of HELEN maps certain concep-
tually different things to the same element of the universe (in Section 3.5 several exam-
ples of this are given). Therefore, HELEN had to be adapted to account for this require-
ment, forming the language TANYA. The adaptation is based on the idea to attach a tag
to all values denoting the (original) type of the value. A function G represents that rela-
tion between tags and types. For example, a set of a line l and a point p will be denoted
by (gPShape ; f(gLine ; l); (gPoint ; p)g). The function G can be used to determine that, for
example, the second element of this set of shapes is, in fact, a point.

As we have seen in Section 2.2.5, The idea of attaching a tag to values is not new. The
approach in Amber [Car86] is to render the type system inactive, hence type checking is
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not much of an assurance for a correct program with respect to dynamically typed expres-
sions. In Machiavelli [OBB89, BO91], a similar but subtler approach is used. By making
the distinction between record types and kinds, more type information is exposed. There-
fore, the type system is not temporarily bypassed as in Amber, but is allowed to do what
it was meant to do, namely check programs for typing errors. Where Machiavelli only al-
lows dynamic records, TANYA allows dynamic versions of all types exposing as much type
information as possible. Another difference between TANYA and both other languages, is
that in TANYA everything is a dynamic value, i.e., there is no notion of exact type in the
sense of Machiavelli, only kinds.

FLORENCE

The tagged values of TANYA only provide a potential for type-dependent expressions.
Language constructs that actually allow such expressions to be specified still needed to
be added. The same operations as in Amber and Machiavelli could have been introduced,
but there is another language construct that can capture this potential more satisfactorily,
namely Castagna’s overloaded functions [CGL95]. Both as a finishing touch as well as an
illustration of the potential of tagged values, overloaded functions were added to TANYA.
The resulting language, called FLORENCE, fully covers the notion of ad-hoc polymor-
phism.

Although FLORENCE meets our objectives, there are still some open issues. Also, a
critical look at what has been achieved may identify some aspects that might need future
improvement. In the following, we highlight the important aspects on an issue-by-issue
basis.

Subtyping on function types
An open issue with FLORENCE is subtyping on function types. In FLORENCE, there

is only subtyping on the output (or range) of function types. For our purposes as a formal
foundation for a specification language, subtyping on the input (or domain) of function
types is not required, but for other purposes it may be desired. Subtyping on the input of
function types in FLORENCE introduces several difficult problems that are not easily over-
come. First of all, there is the decision between a covariant or a contravariant subtyping
rule. Only recently have researchers from object-oriented programming language theory
and practice begun to understand the fundamental issues involved here. An excellent pa-
per on this topic [Cas95] sheds some light on the issue. In a few words, its message is that
contravariance correctly captures substitutivity, or a subtyping relation (that established
which expressions can replace in every context another expression), while covariance, in-
stead, characterizes specialization of code (i.e., the definition of new code that replaces an
old one in some particular cases). FLORENCE provides overloaded functions for special-
ization (as the paper advises), so subtyping on function types in FLORENCE should only
be focussed towards substitutivity.
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The paper suggests that for substitutivity a contravariant rule should be chosen, i.e.,

� � �0 � 0 � �

(�0 ! � 0) � (� ! �)

Theorem 3.9 imposes the requirement that (�0 ! � 0) � (� ! �) ) [[�0 ! � 0]] �

[[� ! � ]] in a context where [[�]] � [[�0]] and [[� 0]] � [[� ]]. When considering the fact that
the semantics of function types is based on partial functions, the following mathematical
property comes to mind: (A0 � A ^ B0 � B) ) (A0

; B0) � (A ; B). These two
considerations seem to conflict with each other.

Even if the problem mentioned above is solved, another problem is immediately en-
countered, namely tag construction. If subtyping on the input of function types were to be
introduced, a different tag construction function should be used (otherwise, Theorem 3.9
would not hold anymore), i.e., something like

Tg!(d ; g 0) �

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

(g 0; d) if d = ;

undefined if
F
�tag(dom(d)) orF
�tag(ran(d))

does not exist
(g1 ! g2; d)

where g1 =
F
�tag(dom(d));

g2 =
F
�tag(ran(d))

otherwise

The same problem with covariance and contravariance plays a role here as can be observed
in the determination of tag g1. Note also that the tag is derived from the complete domain
and range of the function. This is clearly not very constructive which has implications for
implementability. Finally, note that this problem propagates to overloaded functions as
well.

Heterogeneity and typing
A type system which accepts expressions like hha=1ii = hhb=trueii is considered by

some to be not useful at all. An aid to write correct and reliable programs is definitely
among the purposes of a type system [PS94, CW85]. As argued in Remark 3.27, it is a
logical consequence of heterogeneity that such comparisons are correctly typed in FLO-
RENCE. For two expressions that have the same compile-time type, may have different
run-time types. From the perspective of a compile-time type being an approximation of
the meaning of an expression [DT88], one can state that a language that supports hetero-
geneity does not allow these approximations to be as precise as in CORINE. In fact, an
attempt at a stronger type system is likely to damage the potential of heterogeneity.

‘Loss of information problem’
The above two issues are rather FLORENCE-specific. Some commonly known prob-

lems in OOPLs affect the language too. For example, the ‘loss of information problem’
[CW85] is also present in FLORENCE as can be observed in the example of Section 3.8.
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Although one can specify a generic function like GetObj to retrieve an arbitrary object
from the database by its object identifier, the type system does not allow access to any of
the attributes the object may have. The reason is that types are an abstraction of all pos-
sible outcomes of an expression, and since the object retrieved can be of any object type,
the output type of the function is Obj . Unfortunately, approaches involving quantification
over types abound in the quest to solve this problem, and since we decided to stick to a
first order type system (see Section 3.1), we cannot solve it for FLORENCE.

Implementation
The purpose of FLORENCE is to be a formal foundation for the database specification

language TAMARA (see Chapter 4). It is geared towards (semi-)automatic verification of
specifications. Therefore, implementation is not an issue for FLORENCE. On the other
hand, the semantics of TAMARA is based on FLORENCE, so we have to be careful with
any non-constructive aspect that may creep into TAMARA as well. The only real non-
constructive aspect of FLORENCE is predicatively defined sets. Research on this aspect
has shown that it is often possible to rewrite expressions that use predicatively defined sets
into expressions that are constructive [Ben94]. Also the use of predicative sets for type-
dependent expressions can simply be rewritten to expression that use overloaded functions
as indicated in Section 3.7.

Concluding
The concepts that were introduced in this chapter can have considerable potential to

make specification of database schemas more flexible. Heterogeneous collections can pre-
vent much specification overhead by allowing many operations to be specified generically
for a number of specialized data types. Late-binding, on the other hand, allows things like
method overriding, multi-methods, etc. But only combined does their true suitability for
database specification emerge. As we have seen in the example of Section 3.8, the area of
different shapes is calculated in a different way. Heterogeneous sets allow these different
shapes to be collected in one set and late-binding makes sure that, when calculating the
area of all shapes in one query, the area is always calculated in the appropriate way.

When incorporating new features in a language, there is always the danger of loos-
ing important properties. As FLORENCE is to be used as a formal foundation for other
languages, it is important that it remains suitable for verification using proof tools. An ex-
haustively written out language definition is one of the requirements that is met by FLO-
RENCE. Another requirement is to stay within the limits of what proof tools can handle.
Refraining from a second or higher order type system is a measure that was taken for this
reason. All in all, we believe that FLORENCE can successfully be used for this purpose
with the added value compared to FM of heterogeneity and late binding.

In the following chapter, we will see how FLORENCE can provide the formal basis for
a user-oriented object-oriented formal specification language that, although it carries the
predicate formal, provides many of the commodities of current object-oriented program-
ming languages.



Chapter 4

TAMARA: specification language
Paradise Lost (Book V, 507–534)

(Adam replies to the Angel Raphael)
O favourable spirit, propitious guest,
Well hast thou taught the way that might direct
Our knowledge, and the scale of Nature set
From center to circumference, whereon
In contemplations of created things
By steps we may ascend to God, But say,
What meant that caution joind, if ye be found
Obedient? Can we want obedience then
To him, or possibly his love desert
Who formd us from the dust, and plac’d us here
Full to the utmost measure of what bliss
Human desires can seek or apprehend?

To whom the Angel, Son of Heav’n and Earth,
Attend: That thou art happie, owe to God;
That thou continu’st such, owe to thy self,
That is, to thy obedience; therein stand.
This was that caution giv’n thee; be advis’d.
God made thee perfet, not immutable;
And good he made thee, but to perservere
He left it in thy power, ordaind thy will
By nature free, not over-rul’d by Fate
Inextricable, or strict necessity;
Our voluntarie service he requires,
Not our necessitated, such with him
Finds no acceptance, nor can find, for how
Can hearts, not free, be tri’d whether they serve
Willing or no, who will but what they must
By Destinie, and can no other choose?

John Milton (1608–1674)

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have examined a few fundamental principles of object-oriented
specification. As a result, a language was defined to be used as a foundation for a practi-
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cally usable specification language. Two concepts have received special attention: hetero-
geneity and late-binding. In this and the following chapter, we will investigate the appli-
cation of these concepts by means of enhancing the object-oriented database specification
language TM [BBZ93, BBB+96]. This resulting language, called TAMARA, incorporates
these concepts in the following way:

� TAMARA embraces heterogeneity in a similar way as FLORENCE. To simplify the
construction of a type checker, expressions do not have more than one type due to a
subsumption rule, but only one type corresponding to the minimal type and clauses
that ensure that wherever an expression of a certain type is expected, an expression
of a subtype may be used instead. As in FLORENCE, heterogeneity is not only re-
stricted to expressions, it also appears in the data structures, for example, by allow-
ing heterogeneous sets.

� Operation specification is facilitated by advanced support for overloading and over-
riding. Not only methods benefit from this support, but the full range of domain
members (constants, constructors, constraints, methods, and transactions), because
an all-embracing approach to overloading and overriding is adopted in TAMARA.
Moreover, TAMARA supports the specification of binary methods (methods with
more than one receiver object) using the same approach.

TAMARA is a specification language positioned between the initial analysis phase and
the implementation phase of the software development process. That is, TAMARA is in-
tended for abstract specification based on inexact ideas from a previous analysis phase, as
well as more constructive specification that already incorporates certain design choices.
This positioning is important as it has significant consequences for the design of TAMARA.

As a database language, a significant part of a specification shall be devoted to the spec-
ification of database operations. In Section 5.3, several problems concerning update spec-
ification are examined. As a result, the design of TAMARA deviates from some traditional
approaches to update specification. Various aspects to update specification are included
in this investigation such as type safety, ambiguity in the meaning of expressions, object
creation, and extension management.

There are clearly more aspects important in the design of a specification language.
Although many have been examined, only the above are covered in this and the follow-
ing chapter. For other aspects, the reader is referred to other publications concerning TM
(the language [BBZ93, BBB+96], its formal foundation [BV91, BF91], its tool support
[FKS94b, FKS94a], and its role in a methodology [KSA+95a, KSA+95b, CMKB96]).

4.2 Informal description of TAMARA

In this section, we will give a general introduction to TAMARA. We assume some famil-
iarity with object-orientation and object-oriented programming languages. Features com-
mon to object-oriented programming languages are only briefly mentioned. Throughout
this introduction, a single example is used to illustrate the various features. The example
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concerns CAD-drawings made up of points, lines, circles, and rectangles. These shapes
may be grouped together into composed shapes. Complex query and update operations
will be specified for this database of CAD-drawings.

A general flavour of the language is given below by means of a step-by-step specifi-
cation of the class Point. The position of a point is determined by an x- and y-coordinate.
In TAMARA, this can be specified as follows:

Class Point
attributes

x : real;
y : real

end Point

This specification declares a type Point of objects having x and y attributes of type
real. The type of an attribute may be an arbitrary complex type (more on types later). In
TAMARA, being a specification language, this not necessarily means that points are phys-
ically stored by means of x- and y-attributes. It only means that the information we are in-
terested in pertaining to points can be described by an x- and y-attribute. These attributes
may as well be viewed as methods calculating the x- and y-coordinates of a point object.

Besides the attribute section initiated by the attributes-keyword, there are other sec-
tions corresponding to the various class members: methods, transactions, constraints, con-
stants, and constructors. They will each be explained below. The method section is initi-
ated by the keyword methods. For example:

methods
Distance(other:Point) : real =

sqrt((other�y � y)^2 + (other�x � x)^2)

If this section is included in the Point class, it declares a method Distance that calculates
the distance between two points. It takes one parameter other of type Point and yields a
value of type real. The expression other�y obtains the y-attribute of the other object. To
emphasize that attributes should be regarded as methods, the ‘�’ is both used for attribute
selection as well as method invocation. The second expression y is actually shorthand for
self�y where self stands for the receiver object. The common rule is that ‘self�’ may be
omitted. As this may lead to ambiguities, we will return to this later.

Contrary to common object-oriented programming languages, a method may not up-
date the object, i.e., change its state. As argued in Section 5.3, allowing updates would
have made the language non-deterministic: an expression can produce different results
if different evaluation strategies are used. Therefore, a special kind of method is intro-
duced, called transaction, in which object updates are allowed but in a restricted form.
The transaction expressions in the body of a transaction allow a more imperative style of
specification ensuring deterministic behaviour. A transaction expression can describe both
a change in database state (the effect) and a query result. An example of a Move transaction
that changes the coordinates of a point, is given below
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transactions
Move(dx:real;dy:real) =

(self oexcept (x = x + dx) ; self oexcept (y = y + dy))

The object update expression oexcept changes a single attribute of a certain object.
Update operations can be concatenated using (E1 ; : : : ; En) which can be regarded as
evaluating the Ei sequentially. The query result of such a concatenation is the result of
En. Transactions may only be invoked from other transactions. The body of a transaction
may also be something of the form begin transactionE default abort E0 end transaction.
This evaluates the transaction expression E and additionally ensures that the resulting data-
base state respects all defined constraints. If not, the transaction is aborted. More details
on this construct and the role of E0 are given later.

TAMARA also allows the specification of constraints. These are conditions that must
hold for the objects in the database. To be more accurate, constraints may temporarily be
violated during a transaction provided that they hold again at the end of it. Constraints can
also be invoked as if they were special methods without parameters and with output type
bool. The example constraint below requires points to have positive coordinates (this is a
ridiculous constraint, of course; it is just used as an illustration and will not appear in the
final version of this example):

constraints
Positive = (x � 0) and (y� 0)

For convenience, TAMARA also provides a constants section. A constant in TAMARA

is not only a named value, but can be an arbitrary function. A notable difference between
constants and methods is that a constant does not have a receiver. Another difference is
the scope of a constant (more on this later).

constants
pi : real = 3:1415927

sqr(x:real) : real = x^2

Finally, constructors are a special kind of constants used to initialize a newly created
object. A constructor should return a value of the underlying type of the class. This value
is then used to initialize the object.

constructors
Point(initx:real; inity:real) = hhx=initx; y=inityii

The underlying type of the point class is hhx:real; y:realii. In a transaction, the expres-
sion new Point(1; 1) will invoke the above constructor which results in the record value
hhx=1; y=1ii. This record value is then used by the new-expression to create a point object
with coordinates (1; 1).
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A TAMARA-specification can be split into modules. A module’s structure is much like
a class: it also contains attribute and member sections except for a constructor section. Ad-
ditionally, a module can contain several class declarations (these are called the embedded
classes of the module). Other modules can be ‘imported’ using an includes-declaration.
One effect of this is that it makes the imported classes available in the module. The effect
on attributes and members is the same as with subclassing which will come back to later.
The general structure of a module is as follows

Module module name

includes some other module(s)

constants
// module constant declarations

// class declarations

attributes
// module attribute declarations

constraints
// module constraint declarations

methods
// module method declarations

transactions
// module transaction declarations

end the same module name

Modules also play an important role in the persistency of objects. The database can
be considered as a collection of objects which can be accessed through the attributes and
members of the module. This approach to persistency is similar to that of O2 [BDK92].
The attributes can be compared to O2’s root names. In O2, all objects (directly or indi-
rectly) reachable from these root names are persistent. Hence, the removal of an object
from the database amounts to removing all references to the object. The implicit persis-
tency of objects in module attributes and all objects reachable therefrom, provides the same
behaviour as in O2. In Section 5.4, this and other approaches to persistency are compared
as an argument for this approach. Besides the attributes and members of a module, one can
access the objects of the database in another way. The expression extent(Point), for ex-
ample, returns all objects of class Point in the database. Update operations on the database
are carried out within the transactions of the module in the same way as with classes.

Finally, a module defines the external interface of the database. Although not explic-
itly enforced, we regard the attributes, constraints, methods, and transactions of the mod-
ules to be externally available for use by database applications. We make an exception for
transactions without a begin transaction and end transaction in their bodies. They are,
together with domain members of sorts and classes, considered to be for internal use only.
This is based on the perception of the database as an instance of a ‘top-level’ module (the
root object).
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The top-level module is an artificial module that includes all specified modules. The
root object is the only object known to an external database application, hence only its
attributes and members can be invoked by the application. Furthermore, this also explains
why a constructor section in a module is not useful: there is only one database which is
assumed to be created and initialized.

TAMARA contains a rich expression language with a powerful type system. In the
above, we have seen several examples of the data structuring and manipulation capabili-
ties. We will continue our introduction by explaining the various supported data structures.

First of all, basic data types like numbers (types int and real), characters (type char),
strings (type string), and true and false(type bool) are obviously provided. Additionally,
there is one other basic type, namely Nil. There is only one value nil that is of type Nil. We
will see later, how it can be used.

The type int is a subtype of real, notation int � real. Whenever an expression of
type real is expected, an expression of type int is also allowed. We have already made
use of this feature in the expression new Point(1; 1). The constructor for Point expects
arguments of type real. Here, however, we pass values of type int. For numbers, this may
sound obvious, but the rule is generally applicable to all types and their subtypes. More
complex values can be constructed as follows:

� We have already encountered the expression hhx=initx; y=inityii denoting a record
with two attributes x and y with values initx and inity, respectively. The type of this
expression is hhx:real; y:realii.

� Suppose, the class Point has an attribute of type [jcolor:string; nocolor:Nilj]. Infor-
mally, this expresses that a point can be in two states: having a color or not. In case
it has a color, this color is represented by a string. If it is in the nocolor-state, no ad-
ditional information is relevant, hence the use of Nil. The expression [jnocolor=nilj]
denotes a variant value of type [jnocolor:Nilj]. Because this variant type is a subtype
of [jcolor:string; nocolor:Nilj], this can be a value of the attribute of Point. More de-
tails on subtyping can be found in Section 4.5.2. In variant values and types, the
Nil and nil may be omitted. This allows the use of variants as enumerations, e.g.,
[jpurple; blue; green; yellow; orange; redj].

� The expression fE1; : : : ; Eng denotes a set with elements Ei. For example, f1; 2g
is a set with two elements, the integers one and two. The type of this expression is
P int denoting that it is a set of integers.

� TAMARA also supports lists. Lists are also collection types with the difference that
the order of its elements makes a difference and that duplicates matter. For example,
the expression [1; 2; 1] denotes the list elements one, two, and one, in that order.

� TAMARA also supports sorts which are like abstract data types. For example, we
could have modelled coordinates and operations on them as a sort Coordinate (see
Figure 4.1). All coordinate calculations are now specified separately, facilitating fu-
ture reuse. The example also illustrates that a class or sort (we will use the term do-
main to denote either a class, sort, or module) may have more than one constructor.
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Sort Coordinate
type hhx:real; y:realii
constructors

Coordinate(x:real; y:real) = hhx=initx; y=inityii
methods

Distance(other:Coordinate) : real =
sqrt((other�y � y)^2 + (other�x� x)^2)

end Coordinate

Class Point
attributes

coord : Coordinate
constructors

Point(x:real; y:real) = Point(Coordinate(initx; inity))
methods

x : real = coord�x
y : real = coord�y
Distance(other:Point) : real =

coord�Distance(other�coord)
transactions

Move(dx:real;dy:real) =
self oexcept (coord = Coordinate(x + dx; y + dy))

end Point

Figure 4.1: Example to illustrate sorts.

This is called overloading and is allowed for the other kinds of domain members as
well. It is important to understand the difference between a class and a sort. Objects
(class instances) can be persistent and can be shared; sort values are just complex
values which cannot be persistent or shared unless contained in an object as attribute.

The elements of a list or set need not be the same, e.g., fhha=1; b=2ii; hha=1; c=trueiig.
The type of such a set is the least upper bound (LUB) of the types of its elements. In words,
the LUB of two types T1 and T2 is that type T for which T1 � T and T2 � T and there is no
other type T0 � T that also respects this condition. In this case, the LUB of hha:int; b:intii
and hha:int; c:boolii is hha:intii, i.e., the above set denotes a set of record with at least an at-
tribute a of type int. Such a set with differently type elements is called a heterogeneous
set. As we will extend this example with other shapes like lines and circles, it will be-
come clear that heterogeneous sets are an important feature of TAMARA. It allows lines
and circles to be put together into one ‘set of shapes’ making it possible to define generic
operations on arbitrary sets of shapes.

The expression language provides many expression forms for querying and manipu-
lating these data structures. We will not go into detail about these expression forms here.
In Section 4.4, the definition of the syntax of TAMARA is accompanied by explanations
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and examples of the various expression forms.

As in many OOPLs, TAMARA allows the specification of subdomains. For example,
we could define a class Shape and then define Point as Point ISA Shape which declares
Point to be a subclass of Shape (see Figure 4.2). As a consequence, the type Point is a
subtype of Shape, i.e., whenever an expression of type Shape is expected, an expression
of type Point may be used. This allows one to specify operations generically for arbitrary
shapes regardless of the specific kinds of shapes specified. Another consequence of the
ISA-declaration is that all attributes, constraints, methods, and transactions of Shape are
inherited to Point. The Move-method, for example, can be used to move Point-objects as
well. Attributes may also be specialized, i.e., an attribute may be re-declared in a subclass.
In that case, the greatest lower bound (GLB) of both types (declared and inherited) will be
the type of the attribute in the subclass. The GLB is the counterpart of the LUB. In words,
the GLB of two types T1 and T2 is that type T such that T � T1 and T � T2 and there is
no other type T0 (T � T0) that also respects this condition. Attribute specialization could
be used, for example, to specify 2D- and 3D-shapes based on two sorts 2DCoordinate and
3DCoordinate. The inclusion of a module N in another module M has, besides importing
all class definitions of N into M, also the effect of inheriting all attributes and members of
N to M in the same way.

TAMARA also supports overloading. Overloading is the specification of two inten-
tionally different domain members with the same name. Provided that the type system
can keep them apart based on the types of the receiver and the parameters, they may be
considered as unrelated. For example, we could define an additional constructor for class
Point that takes a Coordinate as parameter:

constructors
Point(x:real; y:real) = Point(Coordinate(initx; inity))
Point(c:Coordinate) = hhcoord=cii

Since there is no subtyping relationship between Coordinate and real, the type of the first
parameter in an invocation of this constructor determines which of the two is intended to
be invoked. This works for arbitrary domain members, also for inherited ones.

Suppose we would extend our example with a class Composite for shapes that are com-
posed of other shapes:

Class Composite ISA Shape
attributes

elements : PShape
end Shape

It is obvious that the inherited Move-method is not correct for composed shapes, because it
only moves the coordinate of the composed shape and not the coordinates of its elements.
TAMARA allows us to redefine it specifically for composed shapes (and its subclasses):
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Module DrawingDatabase

// Declaration of sort Coordinate

Class Shape
attributes

coord : Coordinate
methods

x : real = coord�x
y : real = coord�y
Distance(other:Shape) : real =

coord�Distance(other�coord)
transactions

Move(dx:real;dy:real) =
self oexcept (coord = Coordinate(x + dx; y + dy))

end Shape

Class Point ISA Shape
constructors

Point(x:real; y:real) = hhcoord=Coordinate(initx; inity)ii
// Other Point-specific declarations

end Point

attributes
SHAPES : PShape

end DrawingDatabase

Figure 4.2: Illustration of subclassing in TAMARA.
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transactions
Move(dx:real;dy:real) =

(oreplace e�Move(dx;dy) for e in elements ;
self oexcept (coord = Coordinate(x + dx; y + dy)))

This technique is called overriding. Whenever the Move-method is invoked on a com-
posed shape, this redefined version of it overrides the version Composite inherits from
Shape. It is crucial to understand that the decision which of the two versions is invoked is
made at run-time. For example, elements may be a heterogeneous set possibily containing
composed shapes. Hence, e�Move(dx; dy) will alternately invoke either version of Move,
namely the one corresponding to the class e belongs to.

Overloading and overriding is not new. It is supported in many object-oriented lan-
guages. TAMARA, however, extends it to what is known as multi-methods or binary
methods [BCC+96]. The original principle behind methods is that a message is sent to
a receiver object and that the object decides how to respond to that message (i.e., which
method to invoke). Sometimes, however, this principle does not suffice. Calculating the
distance between two shapes, for example, is a mutual affair. The method to calculate the
distance between two points is different from the one for two composed shapes (which
could be defined as the distance between the closest elements of both). It is as if the mes-
sage Distance is sent to two shapes at once and that they both decide how to respond to
it.

This has been realised in TAMARA by distinguishing two kinds of parameters: dis-
patching and normal parameters. Dispatching parameters are those that participate in the
decision which method should be invoked, i.e., to which actual method the message should
be ‘dispatched.’ They are separated from normal parameters by a ‘j’ in the parameter list
of a method or transaction declaration or invocation. Consequently, when overloading or
overriding a method, the typing of normal parameters needs to be retained, while the typing
of dispatching parameters may be varied within certain bounds. Without a ‘j’, parameters
are considered to be normal by default. All parameters of constants and constructors are
dispatching parameters. The ‘j’ has been omitted in the examples upto now to avoid un-
necessary disconcertion. The Distance-method for the various classes should be specified
as follows:

// Sort Coordinate
Distance(other:Coordinatej) : real =

sqrt((other�y � y)^2 + (other�x � x)^2)

// Class Shape
Distance(other:Shapej) : real =

coord�Distance(other�coord)

// Class Composite
Distance(other:Shapej) : real =

min e�Distance(other) for e in elements
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Another uncommon feature of TAMARA is its, albeit limited, support for parametric
polymorphism. In constraints, methods, and transactions, types are in fact type expres-
sions. There is a special type expression selftype which stands for ‘the type of self.’ In
the declaration of a parameter of some method, one could, for example, use the type ex-
pression selftype�coord to stand for ‘the type of the coord-attribute of the self argument.’
When such a method is inherited to a subclass that specializes this attribute, the parameter
automatically specializes along with it. This is especially useful for the specification of
transactions, for example:

// Class Shape
transactions

MoveTo(c:selftype�coordj) =
self oexcept (coord = c)

If the coord-attribute is specialized in a subclass of Shape, then specifying MoveTo as
above ensures that the MoveTo-method inherited to that subclass remains correct. The type
system verifies this by taking selftype as the default output type of methods and transac-
tions.

A domain member specified using selftype can be regarded as a specification of many
domain members, one for each subdomain the member is inherited to, all appropriately
overloading and overriding one another. In a sense, selftype is a type variable, but only
a limited one, because TAMARA does not have a second order type system where type
variables would be first-class citizens.

This concludes the introduction to TAMARA. As mentioned earlier, TAMARA is based
on TM, the result of earlier research efforts of our research group. The most important
improvements that TAMARA makes compared to TM are: heterogeneity of data and ex-
pression, method overloading and overriding, and typing and semantics of update spec-
ification. In Sections 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6, a formal definition of TAMARA is given without
discussing certain design decisions. In Chapter 5, an argumentation is given for design
decisions concerning these aspects. In this section, we have seen only bits and pieces of
an example case, and some pieces were even refinements of other pieces. The following
section will provide a more complete and refined version of the DrawingDatabase example
case.

4.3 An example

The informal understanding of TAMARA given above should be sufficient to comprehend
a more elaborate example. The purpose of this example is to both extend the informal un-
derstanding and, at the same time, illustrate the use of some of TAMARA’s features. The
example still concerns a database of CAD-drawings. Note that the terms used in CAD
design for some geometric shapes used are not accurate from the point-of-view of geom-
etry. For example, line and circle are actually line segment and disc, respectively. In the
example, we will use the CAD terms and specify their exact form.
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To illustrate the positioning of TAMARA as a specification language ranging from ab-
stract specification based on inexact ideas from a previous analysis phase, to more con-
structive specification that already incorporates design choices, we will provide both an
early abstract version as well as a refined and more constructive one. Both versions use a
module VectorLib which contains a class Vector with basic vector calculation operations,
and a subclass 2DVector denoting two-dimensional vectors. This module is presented in
Section 4.3.1. The two versions of the example, the abstract and more constructive one, are
presented in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, respectively. The latter also provides an argument
for the plausibility of the constructive version being a proper refinement of the abstract
one. Please bear in mind that these examples are intended to illustrate the usage of the
language and not to achieve completeness. To keep them readable, some definitions were
simplified, for example, no attention is paid to the possibility of overlapping shapes in the
specification of distance. Also, many useful operations have been omitted when they of-
fered no additional illustrative value.

4.3.1 Module VectorLib

The sort Vector defines, in a rudimentary way, the mathematical notion of a vector. As
vectors can, in general, be N-dimensional, the underlying type of this sort is a list of real-
values. Only a few basic operations are defined: Head and Tail assist recursive definitions,
Add gives the sum of two vectors, Length calculates the length of a vector, Multiply gives
a vector with an f times greater length with the same bearing, and Negate give the vector
of the same length with the opposite bearing.

Module VectorLib

Sort Vector
type L real
constructors

Vector(lst:L real) = lst
methods

Head : real = head(self)
Tail : Vector = Vector(tail(self))
Add(other:selftypej) =

if count(self) = 0

then self
else selftype([Head + other�Head] concat Tail�Add(other�Tail))
endif

Length : real = sqrt(sum x^2 for x in self)
Multiply(f:real) = selftype(collect x � f for x in self)
Negate = Multiply(�1)

end Vector
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Sort 2DVector ISA Vector
constructors

2DVector(lst:L real) = lst
2DVector(x:real; y:real) = [x; y]

constraints
NrCoords = (count(self) = 2)

methods
x : real = self at 1
y : real = self at 2

end 2DVector

Sort 3DVector ISA Vector
// Analogous to 2DVector

end 3DVector

end VectorLib

There are a few interesting points to note in this module. An output type declaration of
selftype for a method or a leading ‘self�’ in a method invocation has been omitted where
allowed. This resulted, for example, in a concise definition of the Negate-method which,
without these short-hands, would have been specified as follows:

Negate : selftype = self �Multiply(�1)

In several methods, sort constructors have been invoked using a type expression, i.e.,
selftype(� � �). This allows these methods to be correctly inherited to subdomains. For ex-
ample, the Multiply-method constructs a ‘new’ 2DVector if invoked on a 2DVector and so
on provided that an appropriate constructor is available in these subdomains (i.e., one with
a single ‘lst:real’-parameter). The same technique is used in the Add-method. The pres-
ence of a second dispatching parameter with associated overriding behaviour complicates
matters here. The interesting specification problems exposed by this method are too tech-
nical, however, to be discussed at this point. Therefore, we will come back to this later.

4.3.2 Module AbstractExample

In a first abstract specification of a database of CAD-drawings, it is important to define a
notion of shape. We have chosen to define a shape as a set of two-dimensional vectors. For
example, a point would be a single vector and a line infinitely many vectors describing the
points on the line. This representation of shapes allows generic definition at a high level
of abstraction of notions like the distance between two shapes and scaling of a shape by a
certain factor. Informally, the distance between two shapes is the distance between their
closest points. Scaling a shape by a certain factor f comes down to ‘moving’ all points away
from the center of shape such that the distance between a point and the center increases by
f. Specializations of some shapes are also given to provide information as to what special
shapes we are interested in and what precisely defines these special shapes.
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Module AbstractExample

includes VectorLib

constants
VecDistance(v1:Vector; v2:Vector) : real =

v2�Negate�Add(v1)�Length

Class Shape
attributes

points : P2DVector
constructors

Shape(p:P2DVector) = hhpoints=pii
constraints

NotEmpty = (points 6= emptyset(2DVector))
methods

BelongsToShape(v:Vector) : bool = v in points
Distance(other:Shapej) : real =

min VecDistance(v1; v2)
for v1 in points; v2 in other�points

Center : 2DVector =
let maxdistances = fx:hhvec:2DVector;maxd:realii j

x�maxd = max VecDistance(x�vec;p)
for p in pointsg

in unique in(fx:hhvec:2DVector;maxd:realii j
x�maxd = min r�maxd

for r in maxdistancesg)�vec
transactions

Move(v:Vector) =
self oexcept (points = replace p�Add(v) for p in points)

Scale(f:real) =
self oexcept (points =

replace p�Add(Center�Negate)�Multiply(f)�Add(Center)
for p in points)

end Shape

Class Point ISA Shape
constraints

IsAPoint = count(points) = 1

end Point

Class Circle ISA Shape
constraints

IsACircle = exists center : 2DVector; r : real j
points = fx:2DVector j VecDistance(center; x)� rg

end Circle
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p1

p2

p3

Figure 4.3: Illustration of the Center-method.

// Classes Line and Rectangle analogously

end AbstractExample

The highly non-constructive method Center may require some additional explanation.
The infinite set maxdistances contains, for all points in the two-dimensional plane, its dis-
tance to the farthest corner of the shape. The center of a shape is that particular point of
maxdistances for which this maximal distance is the least. This procedure is illustrated in
Figure 4.3 with three points. Lines are drawn to the farthest corner(s) of the shape. The
lines associated with p2 are the shortest, hence p2 is the center of the shape.

Note that the methods and transactions of class Shape are generically applicable to
all kinds of shapes with no exception. No overriding is necessary in subclasses to deal
with exceptional cases. For the specified subclasses Point and Circle, this is fairly straight-
forward. The Scale-method maps the single vector describing a back to the same vector
regardless of the scaling factor. For circles, it can be proven that the IsACircle-constraint
is still respected after a scaling operation.

4.3.3 Module DrawingDatabase

This module is a refinement of AbstractExample. The refinement concerns a determination
of a suitable representation for the various special shapes. Since we are not interested in
storing arbitrary shapes in our database of CAD-drawings, the Shape class will become
an abstract class and a dedicated underlying type is specified for each specialization of
Shape. For example, a line can be described by a begin- and end-point and a circle by a
center-point and a radius. These representations are illustrated in Figure 4.4.

Dedicated underlying types require dedicated definitions for notions like distance and
scale. This module illustrates how overloading and overriding allows us to define these
dedicated operations for each of the specializations of shape. For example, a distance be-
tween two shapes depends on the specific kind of both shapes, i.e., for each combination
of kinds of shapes, there could be a different method to calculate the distance. Fortunately,
some of these methods are the same (e.g., because of symmetry), so not all combinations
need to be specified separately.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of shape representations.

Module DrawingDatabase

includes VectorLib

constants
pi : real = 3:1415927

VecDistance(v1:Vector; v2:Vector) : real =
v2�Negate�Add(v1)�Length

min2(v1:real; v2:real) : real =
min v for v in fv1; v2g

Class Shape
attributes

vec : 2DVector // Replacement of Center-method of AbstractExample.
constructors

Shape(x:real; y:real) = Shape(2DVector(x; y))
Shape(v:2DVector) = hhvec=vii

methods
x : real = vec�x
y : real = vec�y
BelongsToShape(v:Vector) : bool
Area : real
Distance(other:Shapej) : real

transactions
Move(v:2DVector) = MoveTo(vec�Add(v))
MoveTo(v:2DVector) = self oexcept (vec = v)
Scale(f:real)

end Shape

Class Point ISA Shape
constructors

Point(x:real; y:real) = Shape(x; y)
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methods
BelongsToShape(v:Vector) : bool = (v = vec)
Area : real = 0

Distance(other:Shapej) : real = other�Distance(self)
Distance(other:Pointj) : real = VecDistance(vec;other�vec)

transactions
Scale(f:real) = self

end Point

Class Circle ISA Shape
attributes

radius : real
constructors

Circle(x:real; y:real; r:real) = Shape(x; y) except (radius = r)
methods

BelongsToShape(v:Vector) : bool =
abs(VecDistance(v; vec))� radius

Area : real = pi � (r^2)
Distance(other:Pointj) : real =

min2(0;VecDistance(vec;other�vec)� radius)
Distance(other:Circlej) : real =

min2(0;VecDistance(vec;other�vec)� radius� other�radius)
// other combinations omitted

transactions
Scale(f:real) = self oexcept (radius = f � radius)

end Circle

Class Line ISA Shape
attributes

line : 2DVector
constructors

Line(x1:real; y1:real; x2:real; y2:real) =
Line(2DVector(x1; x2);2DVector(x1; x2))

Line(begin:2DVector;end:2DVector) =
let v = end�Add(begin�Negate)
in Shape(begin�Add(v�Multiply(0:5))) oexcept (line = v)

methods
beginpoint : 2DVector = vec�Add(line�Multiply(�0:5))
endpoint : 2DVector = vec�Add(line�Multiply(0:5))
Area : real = 0

// BelongsToShape- and Distance-methods omitted
transactions

Scale(f:real) = self oexcept (line = line�Multiply(f))
end Line
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Class Rectangle ISA Shape
attributes

diagonal : 2DVector
constructors

Rectangle(x1:real; y1:real; x2:real; y2:real) =
Rectangle(2DVector(x1; x2);2DVector(x1; x2))

Rectangle(topleft:2DVector;bottomright:2DVector) =
let v = bottomright�Add(topleft�Negate)
in Shape(topleft�Add(v�Multiply(0:5))) oexcept (diagonal = v)

methods
topleft : 2DVector = vec�Add(diagonal�Multiply(�0:5))
bottomright : 2DVector = vec�Add(diagonal�Multiply(0:5))
width : real = abs(diagonal�x)
height : real = abs(diagonal�y)
Area : real = width � height
// BelongsToShape- and Distance-methods omitted

transactions
Scale(f:real) = self oexcept (diagonal = diagonal�Multiply(f))

end Rectangle

Class Composite ISA Shape
constants

Center(elset:PShape) : 2DVector =
if count(elset) > 0

then let minx = min e�x for e in elset;
miny = min e�y for e in elset;
maxx = max e�x for e in elset;
maxy = max e�y for e in elset

in 2DVector�(minx + (maxx�minx)=2;
miny + (maxy�miny)=2)

else 2DVector(0; 0) // Dummy center for empty composite
endif

attributes
elements : PShape

constructors
Composite(x:real; y:real) =

Shape(x; y) except (elements = emptyset(Shape))
Composite(elset:PShape) =

Center(elset) except (elements = elset)
constraints

NotEmpty = count(elements) > 0

CenterOK = vec = Center(elements)
methods

BelongsToShape(v:Vector) : bool =
exists x in elements j x�BelongsToShape(v)

Area : real = sum e�Area for e in elements
Distance(other:Shapej) : real =

min e�Distance(other) for e in elements
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transactions
Move(v:2DVector) =

(oreplace c�Move(v) for c in elements ;
MoveTo(vec�Add(v)))

Scale(f:real) =
oreplace Move(vec�Add(v�Negate))�Scale(f) for e in elements

AddShape(e:elmt(selftype)) =
self oexcept (elements = elements union feg)

end Composite

attributes
DRAWINGS : PComposite // Persistent root

end DrawingDatabase

This module is intended to be a refinement of AbstractExample. It is, however, diffi-
cult to ascertain that it is truly a proper refinement. Therefore, we will review the Shape-
class of AbstractExample and compare its attributes and members to the corresponding
attributes and members of DrawingDatabase, which hopefully is sufficient to indicate the
plausibility of a proper refinement.

The representation of a shape as a collection of vectors has been replaced by dedicated
representations for each of the subclasses of Shape. These subclasses have a common at-
tribute vec representing the center (as defined by the Center-method in AbstractExample)
of the shape. Furthermore, a dedicated NotEmpty-constraint had to be defined in class
Composite, because the representation of Composite allows an object to be ‘empty.’

As mentioned earlier, dedicated representations require dedicated expressions to spec-
ify, for example, what it means for a vector to ‘belong’ to a specific shape. Therefore,
BelongsToShape-methods have been defined for each of the subclasses of Shape. The al-
gorithm for the classes Line and Rectangle is rather complex, however, so we have omitted
them for the sake of clarity of the example. Dedicated Distance-methods have to be de-
fined as well, but for each combination of shapes. The two Distance-methods of class Point
illustrate how the symmetry of the concept of distance can be used to reduce the overhead
of specification. The first defers the calculation of the distance between a point and another
shape to the method calculating the distance between the reverse combination. Obviously,
this may lead to infinite recursion in case of the distance between two points, hence the
second method is defined to override the first to provide a result for this special case. The
dedicated versions of the Scale-methods are fairly straightforward aside from the one for
composite shapes. According to the abstract specification, it is not sufficient to only scale
the elements of a composite shape. The element shapes should also move away from the
center by the same factor. It can be proven that for objects of all subclasses of Shape, the
Scale-method behaves in exactly the same way as the abstract version.

Since all representations use the vec-attribute as the basis for positioning, the refined
version of Move can be defined genericly as a change of the vec-attribute. The represen-
tation of Composite, however, is redundant, because the center can be calculated from the
information in the elements-attribute. To account for this exception, a Move-transaction
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Figure 4.5: Inaccuracy of the algorithm used to calculate the center of a composite.

is defined in class Composite to override the default Move. Furthermore, the CenterOK-
constraint had to be defined to ensure that the redundant information remains consistent.
Note that our refinement with respect to Center is not perfect. The constant Center defined
in class Composite uses an algorithm based on the bounding box of the element shapes to
calculate the center. This is only an approximation of the center (see Figure 4.5).

4.4 The syntax of TAMARA

To define the syntax of TAMARA, we use BNF notation (see Table 4.1). We use the fol-
lowing priorities of operators (in decreasing order): ‘j’, � and +, ‘,’, and [ ]. As usual,
brackets are used to override priorities.

Since TAMARA is, not unlike other user languages, quite large, we have divided the
definition of its syntax in a few parts. We start with identifiers and some often occurring
combinations involving identifiers, types, type expressions, and expressions. We then de-
fine the top level of our syntax, i.e., the start token TamaraSpec and domain declarations.
Subsequently, types and type expressions are defined, followed by the query expressions.
Finally, we define the transaction sublanguage of TAMARA.

Preliminaries

Identifiers frequently occur in combination with types (Type), type expressions (Type-
Expr), expressions (X), and transaction expressions (TrX). Below, the various combina-
tions are defined to make subsequent declarations more concise and easier to read. Several
conventions have been used. Non-terminals ending in NEList refer to non-empty lists with
the elements separated by commas. Non-terminals ending in List refer to possibly empty
lists.

Ident ::= Some non-empty sequence of characters from
f‘A’::‘Z’; ‘a’::‘z’; ‘0’::‘9’; ‘ ’g not beginning with
a number or an underscore.
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Notation Description
ClassDef Non-terminals use a serif font
except Keywords are typeset in boldface
‘=’ Symbols are enclosed in quotes
Name ::= : : : Defines Name as the sequence of tokens ‘: : :’
Token1;Token2 Token1 followed by Token2
Token1 j Token2 A choice between Token1 and Token2
[Token] An optional occurrence of Token
Token� A (possibly empty) list of multiple occurrences of Token
Token1 � Token2 A (possibly empty) list of multiple occurrences of Token1

separated by Token2
Token+ A non-empty list of multiple occurrences of Token
Token1 + Token2 A non-empty list of multiple occurrences of Token1 sepa-

rated by Token2

Table 4.1: BNF notation

IdentType ::= Ident; [‘:’;Type]

An empty (‘:’;Type)-clause defaults to (‘:’;Nil) unless stated otherwise.

IdentTypeList ::= IdentType � ‘,’

IdentTypeNEList ::= IdentType + ‘,’

IdentTypeExpr ::= Ident; [‘:’;TypeExpr]

An empty (‘:’;TypeExpr)-clause defaults to (‘:’;Nil) unless stated otherwise.

IdentTypeExprList ::= IdentTypeExpr � ‘,’

IdentTypeExprNEList ::= IdentTypeExpr + ‘,’

IdentX ::= Ident; [‘=’;X]

An empty (‘=’;X)-clause defaults to (‘=’;nil) unless stated otherwise.

IdentXList ::= IdentX � ‘,’

IdentXNEList ::= IdentX + ‘,’

IdentTrX ::= Ident; [‘=’;TrX]

An empty (‘=’;TrX)-clause defaults to (‘=’;nil) unless stated otherwise.

IdentTrXList ::= IdentTrX � ‘,’

IdentTrXNEList ::= IdentTrX + ‘,’

All lists in the above (i.e., —List and —NEList) require all identifiers in the list to be dif-
ferent unless stated otherwise in syntax rules where these non-terminals are used.
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XList ::= X � ‘,’

XNEList ::= X + ‘,’

TrXList ::= TrX � ‘,’

TrXNEList ::= TrX + ‘,’

A TAMARA-specification is simply a module declaration. A module declaration con-
tains sort and class declarations and possibly includes other modules. A domain decla-
ration is divided into sections: a constant, attribute, constructor, constraint, method, and
transaction section. A sort declaration does not have a transaction section and, instead of
an attribute section, it has a type clause. A module declaration lacks a constructor section.

TamaraSpec ::= ModuleDef+

ModuleDef ::= Module; Ident; [Includes]; [Constants];SortClassDefList;
[Attributes]; [Constraints]; [Methods]; [Transactions];

end; Ident

Both Idents must be the same.

Includes ::= includes; IdentList

SortClassDefList ::= (ClassDef j SortDef)�

ClassDef ::= Class; Ident; [ISA; IdentList]; [Constants]; [Attributes];
[Constructors]; [Constraints]; [Methods]; [Transactions];

end; Ident

Both Idents must be the same.

SortDef ::= Sort; Ident; [ISA; IdentList]; [Constants]; [SortTypeDef];
[Constructors]; [Constraints]; [Methods];

end; Ident

Both Idents must be the same. If the ISA-clause is not present, the SortTypeDef-clause is
required.

Other modules may be included in a certain module. For example, we could create
a module CoordinateLib containing the sort Coordinate of Figure 4.1 possibly extended
with other coordinate-related declarations. Not only could DrawingDatabase include this
module, but it can also be (re-)used in other specifications. An includes CoordinateLib
clause in module DrawingDatabase has the effect of making available all sort and class
declarations of CoordinateLib in DrawingDatabase. Furthermore, all module attribute and
member declarations in CoordinateLib would be inherited to DrawingDatabase. Note that
instead of mere textual inclusion, inheritance allows attribute specialization, overloading
and overriding, etc.

A constant may be a simple constant like pi : real = 3:1415927 or a function like
sqr(x:real) : real = x^2. The scope of a constant declared in a module is the module
itself and all domains declared in it. A constant declared in a domain is only available in
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the domain itself. Constants may be overloaded by other constants in scope provided that
one definition can always be uniquely chosen based on the name of the constant and the
types of its parameters. The type system will enforce this.

Constants ::= constants;Constant�

Constant ::= Ident; [‘(’; IdentTypeList; ‘)’]; ‘:’;Type; ‘=’;X

The structure of a representation of the state of an object can be specified by means
of attributes. These attributes can be regarded as parameterless methods and can be freely
accessed by other domain members. The underlying type of a class is a record type with
attributes as declared possibly combined with inherited ones. The underlying type of a sort
can be an arbitrary type with the restriction that the sort type may not be recursive.

Attributes ::= attributes; IdentTypeList

SortTypeDef ::= type;Type

A constructor is a special kind of constant used to initialize newly created sort values
or objects. The output type of a constructor of a class is the underlying type of the domain,
the output type of a sort constructor is the sort type itself. The similarity between a con-
structor and a constant does not hold for its scope; a constructor can be invoked wherever
the domain is in scope, i.e., freely throughout the module.

Constructors ::= constructors;Constructor�

Constructor ::= Ident; [‘(’; IdentTypeList; ‘)’]; [‘=’;X]

The Ident should be the same as the sort or class name.

A constraint of a certain class is a condition that must hold for all objects of that class
and its subclasses. Analogously, a module constraint must hold for the contents of the
database. A constraint can be considered as a parameterless method with output type bool,
hence it may be invoked from other domain members as explained earlier.

Constraints ::= constraints;Constraint�

Constraint ::= IdentX

An empty (‘=’;X)-clause in IdentX is prohibited.

In object-oriented languages, methods ordinarily define the behaviour of objects. In
TAMARA, behaviour specification is divided into two sections: the method and transaction
section. Methods can only be used to query an object. Updates of the state of an object
are only allowed in transactions. This is enforced by two kinds of expressions used for
their bodies: query expressions X and transaction expressions TrX, respectively. A trans-
action body can optionally be surrounded with a begin transaction and end transaction
to ensure that the resulting database state respects all defined constraints.
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The parameters of a method or transaction can be declared as either dispatching or
normal. Dispatching parameters participate in the selection of an appropriate method or
transaction, hence play an important role in overloading and overriding, while normal pa-
rameters do not. Consequently, the typing rules treat both kinds of parameters differently.
Normal parameters are the default, because they are most frequently used and have the
strictest typing requirements. The use of type expressions makes it possible to control the
inheritance of methods and transactions in the presence of attribute specialization.

Methods ::= methods;Method�

Method ::= Ident; [‘(’; [IdentTypeExprList; ‘j’]; IdentTypeExprList; ‘)’];
[‘:’;TypeExpr]; [‘=’;X]

An empty (‘:’;TypeExpr)-clause defaults to (‘:’;selftype).

Transactions ::= transactions;Transaction�

Transaction ::= Ident; [‘(’; [IdentTypeExprList; ‘j’]; IdentTypeExprList; ‘)’];
[‘:’;TypeExpr]; [‘=’;TrBody]

An empty (‘:’;TypeExpr)-clause defaults to (‘:’;selftype).

TrBody ::= TrX
j begin transaction;TrX + ‘;’; [default abort;X];

end transaction

An empty ‘default abort’-clause defaults to self

Types and type expressions

TAMARA allows the construction of complex types using the record, variant, set, and list
type constructors. Domain declarations implicitly declare a domain type which allows
abstraction from complex type structures. Type expressions can be used in method and
transaction declarations. They control the inheritance by having selftype denote the type
of self, i.e., the domain at hand. Definition 4.17 on page 113 describes type expression in-
stantiation, the process of converting a type expression to a concrete type for a particular
domain.

BasicType ::= int j real j char j string j bool j Nil

Type ::= BasicType j Ident
j ‘hh’; IdentTypeList; ‘ii’
j ‘[j’; IdentTypeNEList; ‘j]’
j ‘L’;Type
j ‘P’;Type
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TypeExpr ::= selftype j BasicType j Ident
j ‘(’;TypeExpr; ‘)’
j ‘hh’; IdentTypeExprList; ‘ii’
j ‘[j’; IdentTypeExprNEList; ‘j]’
j TypeExpr; ‘�’; Ident
j ‘L’;TypeExpr
j ‘P’;TypeExpr
j elmt; ‘(’;TypeExpr; ‘)’

Query expressions

There is a single expression language for constant, constructor, constraint, and method
specification. This expression language is a pure query language and the expressions are
called query expressions. Further on, we will describe transaction expressions which are
used for transaction specification. As we will see then, the set of query expressions is a
subset of the set of transaction expressions. The various expression forms are divided into
categories and are described category-by-category below.

X ::= Cons j ‘(’;X; ‘)’ j CallX j RecordX j VariantX j SetX j ListX
j IterateX j AggrX j ChoiceX j AbbrevX j ArithmeticX j PredX

Basic constants
Values of one of the basic types can be constructed using standard syntax as below.

Cons ::= Number; [(‘E’ j ‘e’);Number]
j ‘’’; any legal character; ‘’’
j ‘"’; any legal sequence of characters; ‘"’
j true j false j nil

Legal character specifications are the usual ASCII characters extended with C-style quoting
(‘n’ prefix) and exceptions (nn for newline, nt for tab, etc.)

Number ::= [‘+’ j ‘-’]; (DigitList; [‘.’;DigitList] j ‘.’;DigitList)

DigitList ::= Some non-empty sequence of characters from f‘0’::‘9’g.

Variables and domain member invocation
Below, the syntax for invoking domain members is given. The X; ‘�’ is optional for con-
straints, methods, and transactions where the expression X stands for the receiver object.
The default ‘self�’ is used in case the clause is omitted. As constants and constructors do
not have a receiver, the clause should be omitted for constant and constructor invocation.
In a method and transaction declaration, the expressions on the left-hand side of the ‘j’
symbol are dispatching parameters and the ones on the right are normal parameters. This
separation is not necessary for invocations. The second form of CallX extends constructor
invocation. Instead of a concrete domain name, a constructor may also be invoked using
a type expression. The type expression will be appropriately instantiated in each of the
domains to which the the domain member in which it occurs inherits.
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It is possible that ambiguities occur. For example, the expression m may be interpreted
as a variable m, an invocation of a constant or constructor m with no parameters, or as
self�m, i.e., an invocation of a parameterless constraint, method, or transaction m. The
rules for overloading ensure that in the worst case, the choice is between three possibili-
ties, one for each of the mentioned cases. This ambiguity is solved by precedence rules:
the variable interpretation takes precedence over the constant/constructor interpretation,
which in turn takes precedence over the constraint/method/transaction interpretation.

CallX ::= [X; ‘�’]; Ident; [‘(’;XList; ‘)’]
j TypeExpr; [‘(’;XList; ‘)’]

Record expressions
An example of a record construction expression is hha=1; b=hhp=trueiiii. This constructs a
record value with two attributes, the attribute a with value 1 and the attribute b which has
a record value itself. The except-expression can be used to construct a new record value
similar to another, but different in the values of the attributes mentioned. For example,
hha=1; b=2ii except (b = 3) is equivalent to the expression as hha=1; b=3ii. The except-
expression can also be used to add attributes, e.g, hha=1ii except (b = 3).

RecordX ::= ‘hh’; IdentXList; ‘ii’
j X;except; ‘(’; (Ident; ‘=’;X) � ‘,’; ‘)’

Variant expressions
Expression forms specifically intended for the manipulation of variant values can be found
below. The expression [ja=1j] denotes a variant value of type [ja:intj]. Since a variant
value can only have one attribute, a variant type with more than one attribute exhibits a
choice. The case-expression can be used to specify different behaviour for these choices.
For example, case E of a=v : E0 else E00 endcase evaluates to E0 if E has attribute a.
Otherwise, it evaluates to E00. The variable v can be used in E0 and it contains the value
of the attribute. The is- and on-expressions are shorthands for case-expressions: (E is a)
is shorthand for case E of a : true else false endcase, and (E on a) is shorthand for
case E of a=v : v else undefined endcase.

VariantX ::= ‘[j’; IdentX; ‘j]’
j case;X;of; (Ident; [‘=’; Ident]; ‘:’;X)�; [else;X];endcase
j X; (is j on); Ident

Set expressions
The expression emptyset(T) denotes the empty set of elements of type T. Examples of set
enumeration expressions can be found in previous sections. TAMARA also supports pred-
icative sets. The expression fx:int j x > 10g, for example, denotes the (infinite) set of
all integers greater than 10. Any type may be used except for class types. This language
construct is especially useful for abstract specification in early modelling phases. Expres-
sions with predicative sets should be rewritten into more constructive ones in subsequent
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modelling phases. The common set manipulation expressions union, intersection, and set
difference are obviously supported. Finally, extent(I) stands for the extension of the class
with name I. The extension of a class D is the collection of all objects in the database of
type D or a subtype thereof.

SetX ::= emptyset; ‘(’;TypeExpr; ‘)’
j ‘f’;XNEList; ‘g’
j ‘f’; IdentType; ‘j’;X; ‘g’
j ‘f’; Ident; in;X; ‘j’;X; ‘g’
j X; (union j intersect j minus);X
j extent; ‘(’; Ident; ‘)’

List expressions
Analogous to sets, emptylist(T) denotes the empty list of elements of type T. List enu-
merations are surrounded by square brackets. The expressions head and tail have their
obvious meanings. The expression listtoset(E) converts the list E to a set. Lists can be
concatenated using concat, e.g., [1; 5] concat [3; 2; 2; 4] is the list [1; 5; 3; 2; 2; 4]. Fi-
nally, the at-expression extracts an element of a list at a certain position. For example,
[1; 5; 3; 2; 2; 4] at 2 is 5 (the first position in a list has index 1).

ListX ::= emptylist; ‘(’;TypeExpr; ‘)’
j ‘[’;XNEList; ‘]’
j (head j tail j listtoset); ‘(’;X; ‘)’
j X; (concat j at);X

Iteration expressions
In database context, one often works on collections of objects rather than on individual
objects. Therefore, the iterate expressions below play an important role in TAMARA. In
general, the expression collect E for x in E0 iff E00 selects those elements of E0 for which E00

holds (the variable x is bound to individual elements of E0). For these elements, the results
of evaluating E are collected. The replace-expression is similar; it additionally injects the
elements for which E00 does not hold into the result. Both can be used with sets and lists
for E0. If used with a list, the order is preserved in the list resulting from the collect- or
replace-expression. The iff-clause may be omitted which is equivalent to iff true. Multiple
for-clauses have the effect of iterating over all combinations. For example:

collect hhx=x; y=yii
for x in f1; 2g; y in f2; 3g
iff y > x

This expression is equivalent to fhhx=1; y=2ii; hhx=1; y=3ii; hhx=2; y=3iig.
The unique in-expression extracts the only element of the argument set. This expres-

sion is undefined for arguments with more than one or with no elements. The expression
unique for x in E iff E0 is equivalent with unique in(collect x for x in E iff E0) The unnest-
expression removes one level of nesting. For example, unnest(ff1; 2g; f2; 3gg)evaluates
to f1; 2; 3g.
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The nest-expression is suitable for grouping elements based on a certain criterion. For
example, nest f1; 2; 3; 4g for x by (x > 2) evaluates to ff1; 2g; f3; 4gg. The by-clause
defines the equivalence classes and may contain an arbitrary expression. For example,
nest f1; 2; 3; 4g for x by (x) evaluates to ff1g; f2g; f3g; f4gg.

Finally, the order-expression can convert a set into a list. This conversion cannot be
done deterministically without determining an order for the elements. The expression in
the by-clause should produce a different number (int or real) for each of the elements.
This number enforces the order. The requirement is obviously that no two elements should
produce the same number. The order-expression is undefined for these cases. Since this
is hard to verify, a specifier should be extra careful with this expression. An example:
order f1; 2; 3; 4g for x by (�x) evaluates to [4; 3; 2; 1].

IterateX ::= collect;X; for; (Ident; in;X) + ‘,’; iff;X
j replace;X; for; Ident; in;X; iff;X
j unique for; Ident; in;X; iff;X
j (unique in j unnest); ‘(’;X; ‘)’
j (nest j order);X; for; Ident;by;X

Aggregation expressions
With the aggregate expressions below, for elements that satisfy a given condition, a sum,
average, minimum, or maximum of a set of values can be calculated. The expressions have
the same style as the collect- and replace-expressions and work similarly. For example,
the result of sum x�a for x in fhha=1; b=1ii; hha=2; b=3iig is 3. Aggregate expressions can
also be used on both sets and lists. With count(E), one can determine the number of ele-
ments of a set or list E.

AggrX ::= count; ‘(’;X; ‘)’
j (sum j avg j min j max);X; for; (Ident; in;X) + ‘,’; iff;X

If-then-else, abbreviation, and arithmetic expressions
Below, standard if-then-else, abbreviation, and arithmetic expressions are defined.

ChoiceX ::= if;X; then;X;else;X;endif

AbbrevX ::= let; IdentXList; in;X

ArithmeticX ::= (abs j sqrt j sin j cos j tan j asin j acos j atan); ‘(’;X; ‘)’
j X; (‘+’ j ‘-’ j ‘*’ j ‘/’ j ‘^’ j div j mod);X

Predicate expressions
For predicate specification, TAMARA supports the usual comparisons, connectives and
quantifications. The sublist-, key-, and partition-expressions are less common. The ex-
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pression E sublist E0 can be defined as:

exists k : int j
0� k and k� count(E0)� count(E) and
(forall i : int j (i � 1 and i � count(E)) implies (E at i) = (E0 at i + k))

The key-expression can determine if a certain combination of attributes forms a key for a
certain set of records. This set may also be a set of sort values or objects. For example,
suppose PS is a set of points, then PS key (x; y) is true if all elements of PS have different
combinations of x- and y-coordinates, i.e., if PS contains no two point objects that occupy
the same spot in a 2-dimensional plane. The partition-expression determines if a certain
set of sets partitions another set. For example, f1; 2; 3g partition ff2g; f1; 3gg is true,
because f2g intersect f1; 3g is empty and f2g union f1; 3g is f1; 2; 3g.

PredX ::= (forall j exists); (Ident; in;X) + ‘,’; ‘j’;X
j (forall j exists); (Ident; ‘:’;Type) + ‘,’; ‘j’;X
j not;X
j X; (and j or j implies j equiv);X
j X; (‘=’ j ‘ 6=’ j ‘<’ j ‘>’ j ‘�’ j ‘�’ j in j subset j sublist);X
j X;key; ‘(’; IdentNEList; ‘)’
j X;partition;X

Transaction expressions

Transaction expressions can be used to specify updates. They have two results: a query
result and an effect (a change in the current database state). The syntax of transaction ex-
pressions is structured in such a way that there is only one order in which the effects take
place. A query expression is a special kind of transaction expression, namely one that does
not have an effect. Transaction expressions can be concatenated using (E1 ; : : : ; En). The
query result of such a concatenation is the query result of En, and the effect is the sequen-
tial effect of all Ei combined. The expression new I(E1; : : : ; En) creates a new object of
class with name I initialized with the result of an invocation of the appropriate constructor.
An abort E00 expression encountered as a subexpression of E in

begin transaction E default abort E0 end transaction

causes its effect to be undone and produce the query result E00. If E00 is omitted, the default
abort query expression E0 will be used instead.

Among the transaction expressions, there are several ‘o’-versions of some of the query
expressions, namely oexcept, oreplace, olet, ocase, and oif. These are similar to their
query counterparts except for the fact that they have an imperative ring to them and that
they permit transaction expressions in some of their subexpressions. For example, the def-
initions of the olet-expression should be interpreted as occurring in the order specified, and
all occurring before the in-clause. For many other query expressions, an ‘o’-version could
be defined, but the ones defined here are the most important. Moreover, others can often
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also be specified using an olet-expression in conjunction with the corresponding query ex-
pression. For example, the sum of the query results of two transaction expression E1 and
E2 can be calculated as follows: olet result1 = E1; result2 = E2 in result1 + result2.

TrX ::= X
j ‘(’;TrX + ‘;’; ‘)’
j new; Ident; [‘(’;XList; ‘)’]
j abort; [X]
j X;oexcept; ‘(’; IdentXNEList; ‘)’
j oreplace;TrX; for; Ident; in;X; iff;X
j olet; IdentTrXList; in;TrX
j ocase;X;of; (Ident; [‘=’; Ident]; ‘:’;TrX)�; [else;TrX];endcase
j oif;X; then;TrX;else;TrX;endif

4.5 The TAMARA type system

4.5.1 Introduction

Some of the advanced features of TAMARA make its type checking rather intricate. There-
fore, type checking is divided into several phases. First, the underlying types of domains
are determined. In the declarations for domain members, type expressions containing the
type variable selftype can be used. As explained in the previous section, the type variable
selftype is not a first-class citizen of TAMARA, but it declares an automatic redefinition
of the class member. This redefinition is apparent when we check domain member signa-
tures. In this phase, it is determined which domain members are ‘visible’ in the context
of which domains. Type expressions occurring in these domain members are replaced by
concrete types which can be determined for each of the individual domain contexts. The
final phase concerns type checking of domain member bodies. Typing rules for expres-
sions define which expressions are correctly typed. Figure 4.6 shows all phases of this
type checking process.

In the following section, we will name various parts of a TAMARA-specification. For
example, that part of module VectorLib (see Section 4.3.1) that ranges from ‘Sort Vector’
to ‘end Vector’ declares a sort, i.e., this sequence of symbols is a member of the set of
sorts S (see Definition 4.2). To be able to quickly define this correspondence in a generic
way, we loosely say ‘a sort corresponds to (the syntax rule) SortDef.’ To facilitate the
conciseness of definitions even more, we often present a general form of a certain part of
a TAMARA-specification. A general form is a mixture of mathematical notions and sym-
bols from TAMARA syntax. It represents any instantiation of a certain syntax rule. We use
this to quickly define to which parts these distinct mathematical notions correspond. This
formalization is followed in subsequent sections by a more detailed description of each of
the phases of the type checking process.
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Determine underlying types of domains
1.

functions and members
Check signatures of domain

2.

functions and members
Check bodies of domain

3.

Figure 4.6: Division in phases of the type checking process.

4.5.2 Preliminaries

Definition 4.1. Let Ident be the set of identifiers as produced by the syntax rule Ident ex-
tended with the internally used identifiers sorttype, pi (i 2 N), trinput, trresult, success,
and failure. We let I vary over Ident. We will assume some (alphabetical) ordering ‘<I’
on Ident. Identifiers are used for various purposes: names of domains, domain members,
variables, and attributes. Since the purpose of an identifier can only be determined on the
basis of its context, not by its appearance alone, we will not distinguish separate sets of
identifiers for each of these purposes as this may foster invalid assumptions.

Definition 4.2. Let M, C and S be the sets of defined modules, classes and sorts, respec-
tively. A module, class, and sort corresponds to the syntax rule ModuleDef, ClassDef and
SortDef, respectively. Let D =M [C [ S be the set of domains. We let D vary over D.
Let EmbD be the set of embedded domains of a module D. Let EmbD contain the sorts
and classes corresponding to the non-terminal SortClassDefList occurring in the syntax
rule ModuleDef. Let EmbD = ; for domains D 2 (C [ S). Let ID 2 Ident be the
name of a domain. The name ID corresponds to the identifier declared directly behind
the keyword Module, Class or Sort. Duplicate names are not allowed among domains:
8D; D0 2 D : D 6= D0 ) ID 6= ID0 .

Definition 4.3. The relation ISA � (M � M) [ (C � C) [ (S � S) represents di-
rect includes- and ISA-relationships between domains. Includes-relationships correspond
to the non-terminal Include occurring in the syntax rule ModuleDef. ISA-relationships
correspond to the [ISA; Ident]-clause occurring in the syntax rules ClassDef and SortDef.
Since domain names uniquely refer to a specific domain, we assume an implicit derefer-
encing here. The relation ISA denotes the transitive closure of ISA. A domain D0 is called
a subdomain of D iff (D0; D) 2 ISA. Domains partipating in an ISA-relationship should
be in scope:

8(D0; D) 2 ISA : D0 2 (C [ S)) 9Mod 2M :

fD; D0g � EmbMod _

9(Mod; Mod0) 2 ISA : D0 2 EmbMod0
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Furthermore, no cycles are allowed: 6 9D 2 D : (D; D) 2 ISA.

Definition 4.4. LetAttrD be the set of attributes of a domain D. The attributes of a module
or class correspond to the non-terminal Attributes occurring in the syntax rule ModuleDef
or ClassDef, respectively. We let A vary over AttrD. The general form (corresponding to
the non-terminal IdentType in the unfolding of Attributes) of an attribute A is IA : TA,
where IA and TA are the name and the type of attribute A, respectively. To facilitate a uni-
form treatment of domains, we define the underlying type of a sort to be an attribute as
well, i.e., 8D 2 S : AttrD = f sorttype:TAg where TA is the type corresponding to the
non-terminal SortTypeDef (see Definition 4.8 for the definition of types).

Definition 4.5. Let MembD be the set of (domain) members of a domain D. A domain
member is a constant, constructor, constraint, method, or transaction. These kinds of do-
main members correspond to the syntax rules Constant, Constructor, Constraint, Method,
and Transaction, respectively. The latter three are referred to as CMT, and the former two
as non-CMT. We assume domain members of different kinds to be syntactically distin-
guishable. We let m vary over MembD. The general form of a domain member m is

Im(p
m
1:T

m
1; : : : ; p

m
n:T

m
n j q

m
1:U

m
1; : : : ; q

m
m:U

m
m) : T

m
o| {z }

sigm

= bodym

where Im is the member’s name, pm1; : : : ; p
m
n are its dispatching parameters, qm1; : : : ; q

m
m,

are its normal parameters, Tmo is its output type, bodym is its body, and sigm is its signature.
According to the syntax rules, several of these are optional or non-existent for specific
kinds of domain members. A domain member m is abstract, notation abstract(m), iff it
has no body. Constructors do not have an output type. We define Tmo = D for sorts D 2 S

and Tmo = type(D) for classes D 2 C (type(D) is the underlying type of D; see Defi-
nition 4.16). A constraint does not have any parameters and its output type is bool. For
constants and constructors, there is no distinction between dispatching and normal param-
eters, all parameters are by convention dispatching parameters. Let jmjd be the number of
dispatching parameters and jmjn the number of normal parameters. Let Memb� be the
set domain members of all domains, i.e.,

S
D2DMembD and let MembI be the set of

domain members with name I, i.e., fm 2 Memb� j Im = Ig. Only CMT members are
allowed to be abstract and only classes are allowed to contain abstract domain members:
8D 2 D 9m 2 MembD : abstract(m) ) (m is a CMT) ^ D 2 C. Furthermore, domain
names represent a distinct class of names; they are preserved for domains and constructors:
8D 2 D 8m 2MembD : (m is a constructor), Im = ID.

The notion of abstract domain member is a generalization of the notion of abstract
method commonly found in object-oriented programming languages. The purpose of an
abstract member is to specify a common signature for any member that overrides it in sub-
classes. Since it has no body, it should be avoided that the domain member is invoked. This
is solved by prohibiting the creation of objects of an abstract class (i.e., a class that con-
tains or inherits abstract members). This is also the reason why sorts cannot be abstract:
sort values are not objects, hence their creation cannot be avoided.
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Postulate 4.6. LetBT be the set of basic types as produced by the syntax rule BasicType.
We let BT vary over BT.

Notational convention 4.7. We will use a similar convention concerning record and vari-
ant types as in FLORENCE (see Notational Convention 3.4) to permit ourselves some syn-
tactic freedom. Record and variant types defined in Definition 4.8 are constructed from
sequences of attribute types (not to be confused with the type of an attribute TA), i.e., label-
type pairs. We use the symbol S for these attribute type sequences. The sequence can be
empty (e.g., hhii is the empty record type), it can contain one pair (e.g., hha:intii is a record
type with only one attribute type), or it can be a concatenation of an attribute type sequence
and a label-type pair, i.e., S; I:T. We regard an attribute type sequence as a partial func-

tion from labels to types (i.e., S 2 Ident
�n
; T) in which the ordering ‘<I’ imposes a

canonical form on the sequences. The following notation will be used:

� dom(S) stands for the set of labels in S,

� (S �A) for the function S restricted to domain A � Ident, and

� S(I) for the type at label I.

We also define the concatenation S; I:T to be correct iff I 62 dom(S); in this case S; I:T �
S[f(I; T)g. The reader should be aware that the notation hhSii does not exclude the empty
record type, and that this notation does not represent non-terminal syntax; it is only used as
shorthand. Analogously, we permit ourselves some syntactic freedom w.r.t. type expres-
sions (see Definition 4.9). To distinguish record and variant type expressions from record

and variant types, we use SE 2 Ident
�n
; TE instead of S in the definitions below.

Definition 4.8. The set T of types is inductively defined as follows:

[basic]
BT 2 BT

BT 2 T

D 2 D

D 2 T
[domain]

[set]
T 2 T

P T 2 T

S 2 Ident
�n
; T

hhSii 2 T
[record]

[list]
T 2 T

L T 2 T

S 2 Ident
�n
; T dom(S) 6= ;

[jSj] 2 T
[variant]

Observe that T contains exactly what is syntactically produced by the syntax rule Type
(see Section 4.4). We let T vary over T. As mentioned before, BT 2 BT are called basic
types and D 2 D are called domain types or simply domains. All other types are called
anonymous types.

Definition 4.9. The set TE of type expressions is inductively defined as follows:

[selftype]
selftype 2 TE

BT 2 BT

BT 2 TE
[basic]
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[domain]
D 2 D

D 2 TE

TE 2 TE

(TE) 2 TE
[brackets]

[set]
TE 2 TE

P TE 2 TE

SE 2 Ident
�n
; TE

hhSEii 2 TE
[record]

[list]
TE 2 TE

L TE 2 TE

SE 2 Ident
�n
; TE

dom(SE) 6= ;

[jSEj] 2 TE
[variant]

[rec/var sel]
TE 2 TE I 2 Ident

TE�I 2 TE

TE 2 TE

elmt(TE) 2 TE
[set/list elmt]

Observe thatTE contains exactly what is syntactically produced by the syntax rule Type-
Expr (see Section 4.4). We let TE vary over TE. Observe that T � TE.

Definition 4.10. A type expression TE is concrete iff TE 2 T. A domain member is poly-
morphic if it contains a non-concrete type expression in its signature or body. Otherwise,
the domain member is concrete. An error should be generated for any constant or con-
structor that is polymorphic.

Definition 4.11. Let ‘�’ be the subtyping relation on types inductively defined as follows:

[basic]
int � real

(D0; D) 2 ISA

D0 � D
[domain]

[basrefl]
BT 2 BT

BT � BT

D 2 D

D � D
[domrefl]

[list]
T0 � T

L T0 � L T

T0 � T

P T0 � P T
[set]

[record]
dom(S) � dom(S0) 8I 2 dom(S) : S0(I) � S(I)

hhS0ii � hhSii

[variant]
dom(S0) � dom(S) 8I 2 dom(S0) : S0(I) � S(I)

[jS0j] � [jSj]

Definition 4.12. The TAMARA-operations least upper-bound (LUB) t and greatest lower-
bound (GLB) u (t;u 2 (T � T) ; T) are defined as relations T1 t T2 = T3 and
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T1 u T2 = T3, respectively, as follows

[bas/dom LUB]

Ti 2 A (i 2 1::3) T1 � T3 T2 � T3
8T 2 A : (T1 � T ^ T2 � T)) T3 � T

T1 t T2 = T3
A 2 fBT;Dg

[bas/dom GLB]

Ti 2 A (i 2 1::3) T3 � T1 T3 � T2
8T 2 A : (T � T1 ^ T � T2)) T � T3

T1 u T2 = T3
A 2 fBT;Dg

[list/set LUB]
T1 t T2 = T3

C T1 t C T2 = C T3
C 2 fL ;P g

[list/set GLB]
T1 u T2 = T3

C T1 u C T2 = C T3
C 2 fL ;P g

[record LUB]

dom(S3) = dom(S1) \ dom(S2)

8I 2 dom(S3) : S1(I) t S2(I) = S3(I)

hhS1ii t hhS2ii = hhS3ii

[record GLB]

dom(S3) = dom(S1) [ dom(S2)

8I 2 dom(S3) : S3(I) =8<
:

S1(I) if I 2 dom(S1) ^ I 62 dom(S2)

S1(I) u S2(I) if I 2 dom(S1) ^ I 2 dom(S2)

S2(I) if I 62 dom(S1) ^ I 2 dom(S2)

hhS1ii u hhS2ii = hhS3ii

[variant LUB]

dom(S3) = dom(S1) [ dom(S2)

8I 2 dom(S3) : S3(I) =8<
:

S1(I) if I 2 dom(S1) ^ I 62 dom(S2)

S1(I) t S2(I) if I 2 dom(S1) ^ I 2 dom(S2)

S2(I) if I 62 dom(S1) ^ I 2 dom(S2)

[jS1j] t [jS2j] = [jS3j]

[variant GLB]

dom(S3) = dom(S1) \ dom(S2)

8I 2 dom(S3) : S1(I) u S2(I) = S3(I)

[jS1j] u [jS2j] = [jS3j]

Note that, according to the above rules, a LUB or GLB of two types may not exist. Fur-
thermore, observe that ‘t’ and ‘u’ commute which justifies writing n-sequences without
brackets (e.g., T1t : : :tTn = T). We also use set-oriented notation (e.g.,

F
AwhereA �
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T).

Definition 4.13. For each BT, let BCBT be the set of basic constants of type BT. The sets
BCBT are comprised of the obvious subsets of what is produced by the syntax rule Cons.
We let bc vary over BCBT.

Definition 4.14. Let EX be the set of query expressions as produced by the syntax rule X.
Let ETrX be the set of transaction expressions as produced by the syntax rule TrX. Note
that EX � ETrX. When the distinction between the two kinds of expression is irrelevant,
we use E = ETrX as the set of expressions.

4.5.3 Underlying type of classes and sorts

Based on the ISA-relation, the underlying types of domains represented by the function

type 2 D
�n
! T can be determined. The direct underlying type of a class or module is a

record type constructed from the attributes declared in that class. The underlying type of
the class or module is determined by constructing the greatest lower bound of the direct
underlying type and the underlying types of the superclasses or included modules, respec-
tively. This automatically takes care of attribute specialization as well. The underlying
type of a sort is determined in a similar way. The only difference is that a sort can have an
arbitrary type as underlying type, whereas a class or module can only have a record type
as underlying type.

Definition 4.15. The direct underlying type dtype(D) of a domain D is

�
hhI1:T1; : : : ; In:Tnii if D 2 (M [C) and AttrD = fI1:T1; : : : ; In:Tng

T if D 2 S and AttrD = f sorttype:Tg

Definition 4.16. The underlying type function is a function type 2 T; (T nD) which
describes the underlying types of domains. It is defined as follows:

[domain] type(D) � F�fdtype(D0) j (D; D0) 2 ISAg [ fdtype(D)g�

[other] type(T) � T

If type(D) does not exist for a certain domain, because the greatest lower bound does not
exist, an error should be generated, explaining that ISA- and attribute declarations are in-
correctly combined, for example, an attribute is defined in both the super- and subclass
with the intention to specialize the attribute, but the greatest lower bound of the types of
both attributes does not exist, hence the declaration does not constitute proper attribute
specialization.
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4.5.4 Type checking of domain member signatures

TAMARA provides a restricted form of parametric polymorphism by supporting, in some
type declarations, type expressions containing the type variable selftype. Such a declara-
tion does not define just one domain member, but defines one for each subdomain of the
domain. In each of these members, selftype stands for ‘the type of self,’ i.e., the type of
the corresponding subdomain. For example, the output type of the method Move of class
Shape of the example specification (see Section 4.3) is selftype (this is the default output
type if it is omitted). It defines a Move-method for each of the subclasses of Shape. The
output type selftype is instantiated with Point in the class Point, with Line in class Line, and
so on. These instantiated types are called concrete types and will be members of T. The
resulting domain members are called concrete domain members. Hence, type checking of
a domain member requires an examination for each possible instantiation of selftype. The
purpose of what we call type expression instantiation is to convert all type expressions into
concrete types.

Unfortunately, type expression instantiation is not as straightforward as it appears as
polymorphic domain members may also be subject to overriding. Domain members are
formalized as overloaded functions in FLORENCE (see Section 4.6.3). Overloaded func-
tion types containing two or more branches with identical input types are not well-formed.
Therefore, a domain member overridden by another with an identical set of dispatching
parameters should be explicitly discarded. In case overriding of a domain member dec-
laration involves specialization of the type of the receiver or one or more dispatching pa-
rameters, no special measures are needed, because the corresponding branches will have
different input types, hence the behaviour of overloaded functions takes care of the over-
riding (see Section 3.7).

Although constant and constructor declarations are not allowed to contain type ex-
pressions, we will incorporate them in the type expression instantiation as argued in Sec-
tion 5.2.5. This allows a generic treatment of all kinds of domain members.

Definition 4.17. The type expression instantiation functions IT 2 TE ; T (T 2 T) are
inductively defined as follows:

[selftype] IT(selftype) � T

[basic] IT(BT) � BT

[domain] IT(D) � D

[brackets] IT((TE)) � IT(TE)

[set] IT(P TE) � P IT(TE)

[list] IT(L TE) � L IT(TE)

[record] IT(hhSEii) � hhIT � SEii
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[variant] IT([jSEj]) � [jIT � SEj]

[rec/var sel] IT(TE�I) �

8<
:

S(I) if type(IT(TE)) = hhSii or
type(IT(TE)) = [jSj]

undefined otherwise

[list/set elmt] IT(elmt(TE)) �

8<
:

T0 if type(IT(TE)) = P T0 or
type(IT(TE)) = L T0

undefined otherwise

As a shorthand, we will write IT(m) for the domain member m in which all occurrences of
type expressions TE are replaced by IT(TE). A ‘bad type expression’ error should be gen-
erated if there exists a member m of some domain D for which Itype(D)(m) is undefined.
Observe that for all D0 � D, if Itype(D)(m) is defined, then Itype(D0)(m) is also defined.
Hence, this error handles all cases of undefinedness in the use of type expression instanti-
ation in the sequel.

As explained in Section 5.2, we use record formalization in the semantics of domain
members. Consequently, typing restrictions on domain member signatures are formulated
in terms of the member’s dispatching and normal parameter record type. These record
types are constructed from the member’s dispatching and normal parameters, respectively.
The labels for the attributes of these record types are taken from the identifiers pi (i 2 N)

which were especially introduced for this purpose in Definition 4.1.

Definition 4.18. The dispatch record type Rdm and normal parameter record type Rnm of a
domain member m 2MembD with a signature as in Definition 4.5 are defined as follows:

[dispatch] Rdm �

�
hh p1:Tm1; : : : ; pn:Tmnii if m is a non-CMT
hh p0:D; p1:Tm1; : : : ; pn:Tmnii if m is a CMT

[normal par] Rnm � hh p1:U
m
1; : : : ; pn:U

m
nii

Since undefined type expression instantiations are handled with error messages, we may
assume that both are always defined.

A polymorphic domain member declares many concrete domain members, one for
each subdomain. Type expression instantiation functions were defined above to generate
the individual concrete members for each of the subdomain contexts. In Definition 4.20,
we will define domain member expansions Memb

exp
D which, as opposed to MembD,

contain also inherited members which have all been appropriately instantiated.
Identically named domain members are mapped in the semantics to a single overloaded

function. As mentioned earlier, a naive mapping could result in overloaded functions that
are not well-formed. This happens if, for example, a method is overridden in a subclass by
a method with an identical dispatch record type. To ensure well-formedness, we formalize
this condition as an equivalence relation ‘b=D’ which is used in the definition of domain
member expansion to discard the because of this reason undesired domain members.
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Definition 4.19. Two domain members m and m0 are said to be identically dispatching in
domain D, written as m b=D m

0, iff Im = Im0 and RdItype(D)(m)
= RdItype(D)(m0)

.

Definition 4.20. The domain member expansionMemb
exp
D is the set of all domain mem-

bers of D, possibly inherited, and made concrete by type expression instantiation. It is de-
fined as follows

[local]
D 2 D m 2MembD

Itype(D)(m) 2Memb
exp
D

[inheritance]

D; D0 2 D D � D0 m 2MembD0 m is a CMT
6 9D00 2 D 9m00 2MembD00 :

D � D00 ^ D00 � D0 ^ m00 6= m ^ m00 b=D m

Itype(D)(m) 2Memb
exp
D

[constant]

D0 2M D 2 EmbD0 m 2MembD0 m is a constant
6 9m0 2MembD : m

0 6= m ^ m0 b=D m

Itype(D)(m) 2Memb
exp
D

[constructor]
D0 2 D m 2MembD0 m is a constructor

Itype(D)(m) 2Memb
exp
D

We define Membexp� and Memb
exp
I analogously to Definition 4.5.

The use of domain member overloading and overriding is checked on the basis of their
signatures. The conditions for the proper use of overloading and overriding as defined be-
low are deduced from the semantics of domain members in terms of FLORENCE’s over-
loaded functions and the well-formedness conditions on overloaded functions (see Defi-
nition 3.42). Section 5.2 provides a justification for the type checks below.

Definition 4.21. A TAMARA-specification makes correct use of overloading an overriding
iff for all domains D 2 D and all pairs of domain members m; m0 2 Memb

exp
D such that

Im = Im0 , the following two conditions hold:

� Rdm0 � Rdm ) Rnm0 = Rnm ^ Tm
0

o � Tmo

� Rdm u Rdm0 exists ) 9m00 2Memb
exp
D : Rdm u Rdm0 = Rdm00

If the former does not hold for a certain pair of domain members, an ‘improper overrid-
ing’ error should be generated. If the latter does not hold, an ’ambiguous overloading or
inheritance’ error should be generated with the advice that the specifier should specify an
additional member m00 in domain D such that Rdm u Rdm0 = Rdm00 .
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4.5.5 Type checking of domain member bodies

Type checking of domain member bodies is performed on a domain-by-domain, member-
by-member basis (see Definition 4.28 on page 125). TAMARA supports a wealth of differ-
ent kinds of expressions. For each, it must be defined under which conditions it is correctly
typed. Analogous to FLORENCE, a typing relation is defined for this purpose. Some typ-
ing rules depend on the domain context. Therefore, the typing rules are parametrized with
the domain-at-hand �D which refers to the domain in whose context the expression is ex-
amined. The notation T �̀D

E : T should be read as follows: in the context of domain �D and
with the variables of type assignment T in scope, E is correctly typed and has type T.

To improve the conciseness and readability of the definition of the typing relation, a
few supporting notions and shorthands are defined first. Below, the notion of abstractness
of domain members is lifted to domains.

Definition 4.22. A domain D is abstract, notation abstract(D) iff it contains or inherits
an abstract member, i.e., abstract(D), 9m 2Memb

exp
D : abstract(m).

Quantification over class types does not seem to make much sense. The reader may
confirm this by contemplating the intuitive contents of a predicatively defined set like
fc:Composite j trueg. Moreover, quantification over the extent of a class can be specified
using the extent-expression, e.g., fc in extent(Composite) j : : :g. Therefore, we define
below the notion of value type which is used in the typing rules for predicative expressions
and quantification to prohibit quantification over class types.

Definition 4.23. A type T is a value type, notation v(T), if it is not a class type or module
type, and no class type or module type occurs in it. Formally:

[basic]
BT 2 BT

v(BT)

D 2 S v(type(D))

v(D)
[domain]

[set]
v(T)

v(P T)

v(T)

v(L T)
[list]

[record]
8I 2 dom(S) : v(S(I))

v(hhSii)

8I 2 dom(S) : v(S(I))

v([jSj])
[variant]

In an overloaded function application in FLORENCE or �&-calculus, the run-time type
of the argument determines which branch of the overloaded function is selected as ‘best
matching.’ We have seen that this dependence on the run-time type is the mechanism be-
hind late-binding in these calculi. An overloaded function application expression, how-
ever, has also a compile-time type. This type is statically determined by a similar selection
of a branch on the basis of the compile-time type of the argument (see the [ofunc app]-rule
of Definition 3.45 and the [fgElim]-rule of Section A.2.5). Hence, the type of an overloaded
function application expression is approximated with early-binding. This approximation
is valid, because the run-time type of the result of the overloaded function application will
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be a subtype of the thus approximated type. This is proven for FLORENCE with Theo-
rem 3.12 and for �&-calculus with Theorem A.1 (Generalized Subject Reduction). Below,
best match functions are defined that statically determine the ‘best matching’ method on
the basis of a domain member name and the compile-time type of the dispatching param-
eters. Best match functions are obviously used to determine the type of domain member
invocation expressions.

Definition 4.24. The best match functions BMCMT

D ;BM:CMT

D 2 (Ident � T) ;

Memb
exp
D (D 2 D) are defined as follows

BMCMT

D (I; hhSii) �

�
undefined if A = ;

m 2Memb
exp
D such that Rdm = min A otherwise

where A = fRdm j m 2Memb
exp
D ^ m is a CMT ^ Im = I ^ hhSii � Rdmg

BM:CMT

D (I; hhSii) �

�
undefined if A = ;

m 2Memb
exp
D such that Rdm = min A otherwise

where A = fRdm j m 2Memb
exp
D ^ m is a non-CMT ^ Im = I ^ hhSii � Rdmg

The best match functions determine on the basis of the dispatching record type hhSii a best
matching domain member with name I visible in the scope of domain D. Note that the typ-
ing restrictions of Definition 4.21 guarantee that (min A) is defined provided thatA 6= ;.
Undefinedness in the best match functions corresponds with the infamous ‘message not
understood’ error.

Definition 4.25. Similar to FLORENCE, we define a type assignment as a partial function
T 2 Ident; T and a type assignment overwrite function as

(T [I 7! T])(I0) �

�
T if I0 = I

T (I0) otherwise

Notational convention 4.26. We use the following shorthands

� C T for either P T or L T, for example, T �̀D
E : C T means (T �̀D

E : P T) _ (T �̀D

E : L T)

� T [Ii 7! Ti]i21::n for T [I1 7! T1] : : : [In 7! Tn]

� T �̀D
E : T � T0 for T �̀D

E : T ^ T � T0

(if the exact type T of E is not relevant, we simply omit it and write T �̀D
E � T0)

� T �̀D
E : T_ T0 for T �̀D

E : T ^ type(T) = T0

(if the exact type T of E is not relevant, we simply omit it and write T �̀D
E_ T0)

� R
arg
T1::Tn

for hh p1:T1; : : : ; pn:Tnii (j � i)
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� Rarg
D;T1::Tn

for hh p0:D; p1:T1; : : : ; pn:Tnii (j � i)
As opposed to Rdm and Rnm which construct a record type from the dispatching and nor-
mal parameters, respectively, of a domain member declaration,Rarg

T1::Tn
andRarg

D;T1::Tn

construct a similar record type from the parameters of a domain member invocation.

Definition 4.27. The typing rules for TAMARA are defined by induction on the structure of
expressions in a similar fashion as in FLORENCE using a typing relation ‘:’. The domain
�D is used to denote the domain-at-hand.

[brackets]
T �̀D

E : T

T �̀D
(E) : T

[basic cons]
bc 2 BCBT

T �̀D
bc : BT

[variable]
I 2 dom(T )

T �̀D
I : T (I)

[non-CMT 1]
I 62 dom(T ) m = BM:CMT

�D (I; hhii) defined

T �̀D
I : Tmo

[self CMT 1]

I 62 dom(T ) T �̀D
self�I : T

BM:CMT
�D (I; hhii) undefined

T �̀D
I : T

The above three rules correspond to the three possible interpretations of the ex-
pression I: as a variable, as a non-CMT member invocation, or as a CMT member
invocation with self as receiver, in this order of precedence (see Section 5.2.6 on
page 154).

[non-CMT 2]
T �̀D

Ei : Ti (i 2 1::n) m = BM:CMT
�D (I; Rarg

T1::Tn
) defined

T �̀D
I(E1; : : : ; En) : T

m
o

[self CMT 2]

T �̀D
Ei : Ti (i 2 1::n) T �̀D

self�I(E1; : : : ; En) : T
BM:CMT

�D (I; R
arg
T1::Tn

) undefined

T �̀D
I(E1; : : : ; En) : T
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The above two rules correspond to the two possible interpretations of the expres-
sion I(E1; : : : ; En): as a non-CMT member invocation or as a CMT member in-
vocation with self as receiver, in this order of precedence (see Section 5.2.6 on
page 154).

[rec sel]
T �̀D

E : T_ hhSii I 2 dom(S)

T �̀D
E�I : S(I)

[CMT 1]

T �̀D
E : D type(D) = hhSii ) I 62 dom(S)

m = BMCMT

D (I; hh p0:Dii) defined jmj
d
+ jmj

n
= 0

T �̀D
E�I : Tmo

The above two rules correspond to the two possible interpretations of the expres-
sion E�I: as attribute selection as a CMT member invocation, in this order of prece-
dence (see Section 5.2.6 on page 154).

[CMT 2]

T �̀D
E : D T �̀D

Ei : Ti (i 2 1::n)

k = jmj
d
+ 1 jmj

d
+ jmj

n
= n R

arg
Tk::Tn

� Rnm
m = BMCMT

D (I; R
arg
D;T1::Tn

) defined

T �̀D
E�I(E1; : : : ; En) : T

m
o

[record]
T �̀D

Ei : Ti (i 2 1::n)

T �̀D
hhI1=E1; : : : ; In=Enii : hhI1:T1; : : : ; In:Tnii

[except 1]

T �̀D
Ei : Ti (i 2 1::n) T �̀D

E : hhSii

S0 = (S � fI1; : : : ; Ing) [ f(Ii; Ti) j i 2 1::ng

T �̀D
E except (I1 = E1; : : : ; In = En) : hhS

0ii

[except 2]

T �̀D
Ei : Ti (i 2 1::n) T �̀D

E : D_ hhSii D 2 S

8D0 2 S : D0 � D) hhS0ii � type(D0)y

where S0 = (type(D0) � fI1; : : : ; Ing) [ f(Ii; Ti) j i 2 1::ng

T �̀D
E except (I1 = E1; : : : ; In = En) : D

See Section 5.3.6 for an explanation of the type-safety measure marked with y.

[variant]
T �̀D

E : T

T �̀D
[jI = Ej] : [jI:Tj]
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[case 1]

T �̀D
E : T_ [jSj] T [I0i 7! S(Ii)] �̀D

Ei : Ti (i 2 1::n)

dom(S) = fI1; : : : ; Ing
F
fT1; : : : ; Tng exists

T �̀D

0
@case E of

I1=I
0
1 : E1 � � �In=I

0
n : En

endcase

1
A :

F
fT1; : : : ; Tng

[case 2]

T �̀D
E : T_ [jSj] T �̀D

E0 : T0 fI1; : : : ; Ing � dom(S)

T [I0i 7! S(Ii)] �̀D
Ei : Ti (i 2 1::n)

F
fT1; : : : ; Tn; T

0g exists

T �̀D

0
BB@

case E of
I1=I

0
1 : E1 � � �In=I

0
n : En

else E0

endcase

1
CCA :

F
fT1; : : : ; Tn; T

0g

[emptyset]
T �̀D

emptyset(T) : P T

[enum set]
T �̀D

Ei : Ti (i 2 1::;n)
F
fT1; : : : ; Tng exists

T �̀D
fE1; : : : ; Eng : P

F
fT1; : : : ; Tng

[pred set 1]
T �̀D

E_ C T T [I 7! T] �̀D
E0 : bool

T �̀D
fI in E j E0g : P T

[pred set 2]
v(T) T [I 7! T] �̀D

E : bool

T �̀D
fI:T j Eg : P T

[union]
T �̀D

E_ P T T �̀D
E0 _ P T0 T t T0 exists

T �̀D
(E union E0) : P (T t T0)

[intersect]
T �̀D

E_ P T T �̀D
E0 _ P T0 T u T0 exists

T �̀D
(E intersect E0) : P (T u T0)

[minus]
T �̀D

E_ P T T �̀D
E0 _ P T0 T t T0 exists

T �̀D
(E minus E0) : P T

Note the remarkable differences in the typing restrictions of the above three rules.
Regarding a type as an approximation of the result of an expression is insightful.
For example, since the resulting set of a intersect-expression will contain elements
that are present in both argument sets, they will exhibit the characteristics of both
argument types, hence the type assigned to the expression can be more accurate
that the individual argument types.
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[extent]
D 2 C

T �̀D
extent(ID) : P D

[emptylist]
T �̀D

emptylist(T) : L T

[enum list]
T �̀D

Ei : Ti (i 2 1::;n)
F
fT1; : : : ; Tng exists

T �̀D
[E1; : : : ; En] : L

F
fT1; : : : ; Tng

[head]
T �̀D

E_ L T

T �̀D
head(E) : T

[tail]
T �̀D

E_ L T

T �̀D
tail(E) : L T

[listtoset]
T �̀D

E_ L T

T �̀D
listtoset(E) : P T

[concat]
T �̀D

E_ L T T �̀D
E0 _ L T0 T t T0 exists

T �̀D
(E concat E0) : L (T t T0)

[at]
T �̀D

E_ L T T �̀D
E0 : int

T �̀D
(E at E0) : T

[collect set]

T �̀D
Ei _ P Ti (i 2 1::n)

T [Ii 7! Ti]i21::n �̀D
E : T

T [Ii 7! Ti]i21::n �̀D
E0 : bool

T �̀D
(collect E for I1 in E1; : : : ; In in En iff E0) : P T

T �̀D
Ei _ P Ti (i 2 1::n) should not be interpreted as ‘all Ei should be set types

or all list types,’ but as ‘each Ei may be either a set type or a list type.’

[collect list]

T �̀D
Ei _ L Ti (i 2 1::n)

T [Ii 7! Ti]i21::n �̀D
E : T

T [Ii 7! Ti]i21::n �̀D
E0 : bool

T �̀D
(collect E for I1 in E1; : : : ; In in En iff E0) : L T
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[replace]

T �̀D
E00 : T_ C T0

T [I 7! T0] �̀D
E � T0 T [I 7! T0] �̀D

E0 : bool

T �̀D
(replace E for I in E00 iff E0) : type(T)

[unique]
T �̀D

E_ P T

T �̀D
unique in(E) : T

[unnest set]
T �̀D

E_ PP T

T �̀D
unnest(E) : P T

[unnest list]
T �̀D

E_ L L T

T �̀D
unnest(E) : L T

[nest]
T �̀D

E_ P T T [I 7! T] �̀D
E0 : T0

T �̀D
(nest E for I by (E0)) : PP T

[order]
T �̀D

E_ P T T [I 7! T] �̀D
E0 : real

T �̀D
(order E for I by (E0)) : L T

[count]
T �̀D

E_ C T

T �̀D
count(E) : int

[aggr]

T �̀D
Ei _ C Ti (i 2 1::n)

T [Ii 7! Ti]i21::n �̀D
E : T � real

T [Ii 7! Ti]i21::n �̀D
E0 : bool

T �̀D
(op E for I1 in E1; : : : ; In in En iff E0) : T

op 2

8<
:

sum
min
max

9=
;

[avg]

T �̀D
Ei _ C Ti (i 2 1::n)

T [Ii 7! Ti]i21::n �̀D
E � real

T [Ii 7! Ti]i21::n �̀D
E0 : bool

T �̀D
(avg E for I1 in E1; : : : ; In in En iff E0) : real

[choice]
T �̀D

E : bool T �̀D
E0 : T0 T �̀D

E00 : T00 T0 t T00 exists

T �̀D
if E then E0 else E00 endif : T0 t T00

[abbrev]

T �̀D
Ei : Ti (i 2 1::n)

T [Ii 7! Ti]i21::n �̀D
E : T

T �̀D
(let I1 = E1; : : : ; In = En in E) : T
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[abs]
T �̀D

E : T � real

T �̀D
abs(E) : T

[un arith]
T �̀D

E : T � real

T �̀D
op(E) : real

op 2

�
sqrt; sin; cos; tan
asin; acos; atan

�

[bin arith]
T �̀D

E : T � real T �̀D
E0 : T0 � real

T �̀D
(E op E0) : T t T0

op 2 f+;�; �; ^g

[division]
T �̀D

E : T � real T �̀D
E0 : T0 � real

T �̀D
(E=E0) : real

[div mod]
T �̀D

E : int T �̀D
E0 : int

T �̀D
(E op E0) : int

op 2 fdiv;modg

[quant 1]

T �̀D
Ei _ C Ti (i 2 1::n)

T [Ii 7! Ti]i21::n �̀D
E : bool

T �̀D
(op I1 in E1; : : : ; In in En j E) : bool

op 2

�
forall
exists

�

[quant 2]

v(Ti) (i 2 1::n)

T [Ii 7! Ti]i21::n �̀D
E : bool

T �̀D
(op I1:T1; : : : ; In:Tn j E) : bool

op 2

�
forall
exists

�

[not]
T �̀D

E : bool

T �̀D
not(E) : bool

[connec]
T �̀D

E : bool T �̀D
E0 : bool

T �̀D
(E op E0) : bool

op 2

8>><
>>:

and
or

implies
equiv

9>>=
>>;

[equality]
T �̀D

E : T T �̀D
E0 : T0 T t T0 exists

T �̀D
(E op E0) : bool

op 2 f=; 6=g

[comp]
T �̀D

E : T � real T �̀D
E0 : T0 � real

T �̀D
(E op E0) : bool

op 2 f<;>;�;�g
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[in]
T �̀D

E : T T �̀D
E0 _ C T0 T t T0 exists

T �̀D
(E in E0) : bool

[subset]
T �̀D

E_ P T T �̀D
E0 _ P T0 T t T0 exists

T �̀D
(E subset E0) : bool

[sublist]
T �̀D

E_ L T T �̀D
E0 _ L T0 T t T0 exists

T �̀D
(E sublist E0) : bool

[key]
T �̀D

E_ C T type(T) = hhSii fI1; : : : ; Ing � dom(S)

T �̀D
E key (I1; : : : ; In) : bool

[partition]
T �̀D

E0 : PP T0 T �̀D
E : P T T t T0 exists

T �̀D
(E partition E0) : bool

[trans]
T [ trresult 7! Tn] �̀D

Ei : Ti (i 2 1::n) T �̀D
E : T � Tn

T �̀D

0
BB@

begin transaction
E1 ; : : : ; En
default abort E

end transaction

1
CCA : Tn

[tr concat]
T �̀D

Ei : Ti (i 2 1::n)

T �̀D
(E1 ; : : : ; En) : Tn

[new]

D 2 C ID = I :abstract(D)

T �̀D
I(E1; : : : ; En) � type(D)

new I(E1; : : : ; En) : D

[abort 1]
trresult 2 dom(T ) T 2 T

T �̀D
abort : T

[abort 2]
trresult 2 dom(T ) T �̀D

E � T ( trresult) T 2 T

T �̀D
abort E : T

Note that according to the above two rules, an abort-expression is of any
type. This allows it to be used anywhere provided that it is within the con-
text of a begin transaction-end transaction which is ensured by the condition
trresult 2 dom(T ).
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[oexcept]

T �̀D
E0 : T0 T �̀D

E : D_ hhSii D 2 (M [C)

8D0 2 C : D0 � D) hhS0ii � type(D0)y

where S0 = (type(D0) � fI1; : : : ; Ing) [ f(Ii; Ti) j i 2 1::ng

T �̀D
E oexcept (I = E0) : D

See Section 5.3.6 for an explanation of the type-safety measure marked with y.

[oreplace set]

T �̀D
E00 : T_ P T0 type(T ( trresult)) = P T00

T [I 7! T0][ trresult 7! T00] �̀D
E � T0 T [I 7! T0] �̀D

E0 : bool

T �̀D
(oreplace E for I in E00 iff E0) : P T0

[oreplace list]

T �̀D
E00 : T_ P T0 type(T ( trresult)) = L T00

T [I 7! T0][ trresult 7! T00] �̀D
E � T0 T [I 7! T0] �̀D

E0 : bool

T �̀D
(oreplace E for I in E00 iff E0) : L T0

The typing rules for olet, ocase, and oif are identical to their query counter-parts.

Definition 4.28. A TAMARA-specification is type correct if the following holds:

8�D 2 D 8m 2Memb
exp
�D

: :abstract(m))

�
T �̀D

bodym : T ^ (T � Tmo)
�
_�

T �̀D
bodym : T ^ (T � type(Tmo)) ^ �D 2 S ^ m is a constructor

�

where T =

8<
:
; if m is a non-CMT
fself 7! �Dg [ S if m is a CMT and type(�D) = hhSii

fself 7! �Dg otherwise

The exceptional case in the above concerns a peculiarity of sort constructors. The
ability to invoke the constructor of a superdomain in the body of a constructor is highly
desirable. To avoid the actual creation of an object, this invocation of the constructor is
separated by the keyword new from the actual creation of an object. An invocation of
a class constructor without ‘new’ only constructs a value of the underlying type of the
class. These considerations do not apply to sort constructors. Therefore, there is no ‘new’
for sorts. Since the ability to invoke the constructor of a superdomain in the body of a
constructor remains desirable for all domains, a sort constructor plays a dual role. To be
able to flexibly use a sort constructor in either role, the output type of a sort constructor is
not the underlying type of the sort, but the sort type itself. Moreover, the body of the sort
constructor may be of a subtype of either the sort type or its underlying type.
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4.5.6 On the implementation of a type checker

The type system of TAMARA has been described in a fashion that holds between a formal
definition and an algorithm. Some brevity has been exchanged for a description that al-
ready provides hints for a naive first implementation. The reader may worry, however, if
such a type checker would have an adequate performance for practical use. Certain aspects
of the type system, the use of type expressions in particular, imply that domain members
should be checked in the context of each subdomain. Reservations regarding an adequate
performance with specifications of reasonable size are, therefore, valid.

Unfortunately, a type checker for TAMARA has not been implemented yet, so con-
crete measurements cannot be reported here to validate or invalidate these reservations.
We can, however, attempt to extrapolate our experience with TM’s type checker. A com-
parison between TM and TAMARA provides some indication for the validity of the reser-
vations. Most importantly, we can observe that TM also supports polymorphic methods
specified using type expressions. The existing type checker for TM uses an approach that
also type checks one method multiple times. A rough comparison between the type sys-
tems of TAMARA and TM suggests that the number of type checks per method need not
be significantly higher. Taking into account the only slightly complexer type system of
TAMARA, there is no reason to believe that the performance of a comparable type checker
will be significantly different.

Furthermore, there are several apparent ways in which a naive implementation can be
optimized. For example, there are certain criteria that ensure that a domain member that is
correct for the domain of definition, is also correct for all subdomains. For example, if the
attributes of a domain are not specialized in subdomains, then a single check in the domain
of definition is sufficient for domain members with a concrete output type (i.e., queries)
and a unique name (i.e., no overloading and overriding). Other special cases may also
be identified to prevent unnecessary checks. Other imaginable measures are the reuse of
parts of the uncovered type information in subsequent checks of the same domain member
in the context of subdomains. Subexpressions of a domain member body may be identified
as non-polymorphic. These subexpressions clearly need not be re-checked.

In short, based on an extrapolation of experiences with the existing type checker of
TM and enough potential for optimization, we believe that no problems are to be expected
with an implementation of a type checker for TAMARA.

4.6 The semantics of TAMARA

The semantics of TAMARA will be defined by means of a mapping to FLORENCE. This
mapping will not be described in full. Instead, the most important notions and aspects will
be discussed separately illustrated with (sometimes partial) definitions of the semantics of
some types and expressions. After some introductory remarks, we will first concentrate
in Section 4.6.2 on the data aspect, i.e., the database structure, representation of objects
therein, and the mapping of TAMARA-types to FLORENCE, in general. After this, the se-
mantics of domain members is defined (Section 4.6.3). The semantics of their bodies is
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subsequently investigated in Section 4.6.4. This investigation assumes that the integrity of
the database is not tampered with to simplify the presentation. Maintaining the integrity
constraints is not trivial and is discussed in Section 4.6.5. Finally, we will show in Sec-
tion 4.6.6) how the semantics, which assigns concrete object-identifiers to objects, can be
adapted to abstract from these concrete assignments and treat them as ‘any object-identifier
is acceptable as long as it uniquely identifies an object.’

Although many important aspects of the definitions in this section are explained and
discussed, we frequently refer to the next chapter which is devoted to argumentations of
important design decisions. It could, therefore, be benificial for the reader to read the next
chapter as an intermezzo inserted where he feels that the lack of reading these argumen-
tations prohibits the understanding of the definitions. Note, however, that the notation in-
troduced in this section is used in the next chapter, so an immediate insertion of this inter-
mezzo is not advisable.

4.6.1 Preliminaries

In the formalization of domain types, FLORENCE’s unit types play an important role. They
provide the necessary support for the formalization of the specific ADT-related aspects of
domains. A domain declaration declares a new type. For these new types, it is desired that
two domain declarations declare two different types, even if they have the same underlying
type. Moreover, no other subtyping relationships than those declared should exist between
them. To achieve this specific behaviour in the semantics, we ‘wrap’ domain values in so-
called ‘unit-wrappers.’ For example, the sort value 2DVector(hhx=0; y=0ii) is represented
in the semantics as in�2DVector

([0; 0])1 where �2DVector is the unit type corresponding with
2DVector. With the FLORENCE-expression out, a unit-wrapper can be removed.

The support for unit types in FLORENCE is based on a set of unit types with their un-
derlying types and an ordering between them, which can be freely chosen provided that
certain conditions hold (see Postulations 3.38 and 3.43). Below, we define which specific
unit types we will use in the semantics of a certain TAMARA-specification, their underlying
types, and the subtyping relationships that should exist between them. For each domain
D declared in a TAMARA-specification, we postulate a corresponding unit type �D. Its un-
derlying type K(�D) is postulated as the semantics of type(D). Subtyping relationships
between unit types are postulated according to ISA. We also postulate a unit type �� that
is a supertype of all objects (i.e., module and class instances).

Postulate 4.29. For the definition of the semantics of TAMARA, the following choices are
made with respect to the set K, the function K, and the relation �K :

� The set K is fully defined by:
�� 2 K

D 2 D

�D 2 K

1The expression [0; 0] is not a valid FLORENCE-expression. It is shorthand for cons(0; cons(0; [ ]
int

)).
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� The function K is fully defined by:

K(�) =

8<
:
hhid :oidii if � = ��
[[type(D)]]T if 9D 2 S : � = �D
hhid :oid�D

; [[type(D)]]Tii if 9D 2 (M [C) : � = �D

([[ ]]T is the mapping of TAMARA-types to FLORENCE-types as defined in Defini-
tion 4.33; the type oid�D

denotes object-identifiers corresponding to unit type �D as
postulated in Postulate 4.30)

� The relation �K is fully defined by:

� �K �0 , ((�0 = �� ^ 9D 2 (M [C) : � = �D) _

9(D; D0) 2 ISA : � = �D ^ �
0 = �D0)

The unit type �� is the supertype of all object types. It is used to define generic operations
involving objects.

The notion of object identifiers provided by FLORENCE needs to be refined. FLO-
RENCE provides a basic type oid and not much else to support the management of object
identifiers. Unfortunately, this is not enough to express the semantics of TAMARA. We
will comment on this in Remark 4.35.

Postulate 4.30. For each� 2 K, there is a separate basic type oid�. We takeoid�
�

= oid.
Furthermore, (�0 �K �), (oid�0 � oid�). We are not interested in the exact semantics
of these types, but they should respect the following properties for being consistently us-
able in the context of FLORENCE:

� 8�; �0 2 K : � � �0 , [[oid�]] � [[oid�0 ]].

� 8�; �0 2 K : � 6= �0 ) [[oid�]] n [[oid�0 ]] is an infinite set of object identifiers.

We assume, however, that oid � int and [[oid]] = N to be able to ‘calculate’ with object
identifiers, i.e., increment them, determine a minimum, etc. The reader may verify that
this refinement does not jeopardise the properties of FLORENCE.

Postulate 4.31. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between identifiers in TAMARA

and labels and variables in FLORENCE. This correspondence is made apparent by the use
of the notation lI and xI for the label and variable, respectively, corresponding to the iden-
tifier I.

Notational convention 4.32. To increase the readability of the FLORENCE code resulting
from the mappings defined below, we use the following shorthand:

let x1 :�1 = e1; : : :; xn :�n = en in e
for

(�x1:�1 : : : : �xn:�n : e)(e1) � � � (en)
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4.6.2 Database structure and types

The database is, in the spirit of an object space, a heterogeneous set of objects. The exam-
ple of Section 3.8 uses a similar approach with the difference that here an object is repre-
sented as a unit value instead of a record. For example, the Point-object denoting the origin
is represented in the semantics as in�Point

(hhlvec=in�2DVector
([0; 0])ii). The persistent root

is also treated as an object with a special object identifier rootid of type oid�D
where D is

the top-level module (see Section 5.4 for a discussion about persistency in TAMARA).

DBtype � P��

We define the following primitive operations on a database. Several operations are
parameterized with a domain D, which is intended to define many operations, one for each
D 2 (M [C). The operationExtD determines the extension of a class or module D, i.e., all
objects in the database of type D or a subdomain thereof. The operation getObj D retrieves
an object from the database by its object-identifier. This operation is evidently partial as
it can occur that the database does not contain an object with the given objdect-identifier.
The operation putObj stores a given object in the database. If the database contains an
object with the same object-identifier, the object is replaced by the given one.

ExtD :: DBtype ! P�D

� �db:DBtype :

fo:�D j o 2 db ^ ("&�o:�D : true&�o:�� : false) � og

getObj
D

:: DBtype ! oid�D
! �D

� �db:DBtype : �i :oid� :

unique(fo:�D j o 2 ExtD(db) ^ out�
�

(o)�id = ig)

putObj :: DBtype ! �� ! DBtype

� �db:DBtype : �o:�� :

fx :�� j (out�
�

(x )�id = out�
�

(o)�id ^ x = o) _

(out�
�

(x )�id 6= out�
�

(o)�id ^ x 2 db)g

The operation below determines a ‘fresh’ object-identifier. Special provisions ensure
that the obtained object-identifier for domain D corresponds specifically with D, i.e., it is a
member of the semantics of oid�D

, but not a member of the semantics of any oid�
D0

such
that D0 � D.

unusedOid D :: DBtype ! oid�D

� �db:DBtype :minset(

fi :oid�D
j

(:9 o 2 db j out�
�

(o)�id = i) ^

:i 2 fj :oid�1 j trueg ^ : : : ^ :i 2 fj :oid�n j truegg)

where f�1; : : : ; �ng = f�D0 j (D
0; D) 2 ISAg

Below, we define a mapping of TAMARA-types to FLORENCE-types. This mapping is
straightforward, because the types FLORENCE provides are for a large part similar to the
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ones TAMARA provides. The most notable difference is that FLORENCE does not have
domain types, but instead provides basic types oid� and unit types, which are used in the
mapping of these domain types. An object can appear in two forms: in oid-form, i.e., as an
object identifier, and in object-form, i.e., as a unit value. As we are at one time interested in
the one and at another time in the other, pairs of mapping functions will be defined below.
The ones corresponding to objects in object-form are decorated with an asterisk. The first
pair of mapping functions concern the mapping of types.

Definition 4.33. The semantics of types is defined by two functions [[ ]]T 2 T! � and
[[ ]]�T 2 T! � as follows

[basic] [[BT]]T � � (� is the FLORENCE-basic type corresponding to BT)

[[BT]]�T � �

[set] [[P T]]T � P [[T]]T

[[P T]]�T � P [[T]]�T

[list] [[L T]]T � L [[T]]T

[[L T]]�T � L [[T]]�T

[record] [[hhSii]]T � hhS 0ii where S 0 = f(lI; [[S(I)]]T) j I 2 dom(S)g

[[hhSii]]�T � hhS 0ii where S 0 = f(lI; [[S(I)]]
�
T) j I 2 dom(S)g

[variant] [[[jSj]]]T � [jS 0j] where S 0 = f(lI; [[S(I)]]T) j I 2 dom(S)g

[[[jSj]]]�T � [jS 0j] where S 0 = f(lI; [[S(I)]]
�
T) j I 2 dom(S)g

[domain] [[D]]T �

�
oid�D

if D 2 (M [C)

�D if D 2 S

[[D]]�T � �D

A major pillar in an argument for the plausibility of the correctness of the semantics
of TAMARA is the property that subtyping relationships are preserved.

Theorem 4.1. 8T; T0 2 T:

T0 � T, [[T0]]T � [[T]]T
(note that the first ‘�’ is TAMARA’s subtyping relation and the second FLORENCE’s).
Proof

Simple induction on the structure of TAMARA’s ‘�’.
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4.6.3 Mapping of domain members

Earlier, we stated that domain members are formalized as overloaded functions. This is a
rather rough and inaccurate description. More accurately, each domain member is mapped
to a function with the following general form:

�rd :‘semantics of dispatch record type’ :
�rn:‘semantics of normal parameter record type’ :

let ‘variable declarations for self and the parameters’
in ‘semantics of body of domain member’

These functions are used as branches of overloaded functions. For each set of identically
named domain members, one overloaded function is constructed (rule [comb] below) with
branches corresponding to each of the individual domain members. For example, mod-
ule DrawingDatabase (see Section 4.3.3) contains two transaction declarations with name
Move, one in class Shape and one in class Composite. According to the [trans] and [comb]
rules below, an overloaded function is constructed for Move with type

fhhl p0 :oid�Shape
ii ! hhii ! oid�Shape

;

hhl p0 :oid�Composite
ii ! hhii ! oid�Composite

g

It is important to understand how late-binding is achieved with this approach. Each
overloaded function constructed for a set of identically named domain members, has the
following type:

f�1! (�01 ! �1); : : : ;�n
" � � � "| {z }

input types

! (�0n ! �n)g

where the �i and �0i (i 2 1::n) correspond with the dispatch and normal parameter record
type, respectively, of the individual domain members. Note that the �i play the role of
input types in the overloaded function (see also Section 2.2.4 or A.1). Therefore, in an
application of this overloaded function to a certain argument, that particular branch is se-
lected that has an input type that best matches with the run-time type of the argument. The
result of this application is a function of type (�0k ! �k) where k refers to the selected
branch. This function is applied to a record containing the normal parameters. In this
way, we have formalized late-binding on the dispatching parameters and (conventional)
early-binding on the normal parameters. Since each overloaded function thus constructed
represents one domain member name I, applying it to a certain argument can be viewed
as sending message I to the receiving objects (i.e., the dispatching parameters).

Since the semantics of an expression may depend on the database state, a set of identi-
cally named domain members is actually mapped to a function that takes a database state
and results in an overloaded function constructed as explained above. The variable db in-
troduced by this function is assumed to denote the ‘current database state’ and to be in
scope in the mapping of the member’s body. We will see, for example, in the semantics
of transaction concatenation, that a database context switch (e.g., a transaction expression
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is evaluated in the context of the database state produced by the preceding transaction ex-
pression) is formalized with the introduction of an additional occurrence of db partially
hiding the scope of a previous db.

Definition 4.34. The semantics of domain members is defined by two functions, one for in-
dividual members [[ ]]M 2Memb� ! E and one to combine the semantics of identically
named individual members [[ ]]fMg 2 (PMemb�)! E As explained in Definition 4.5,
a constraint can be considered as a method without parameters having output type bool,
and a constructor as a constant with the underlying type of the domain as its output type.
The functions [[ ]]TX and [[ ]]TTrX refer to the semantics of query and transaction expressions,
respectively; they will be defined in Section 4.6.4.

[const] [[Im(p
m
1:T

m
1; : : : ; p

m
n:T

m
n) : T

m
o = bodym]]M �

�rd :[[Rdm ]]T : �rn:[[R
n
m ]]T :

let xpm
1

:[[Tm1]]T = rd �l p1 ; : : :; xpmn :[[T
m
n]]T = rd �l pn

in e � [[bodym]]
T
X

where e =

8<
:
("&�x :[[Tmo]]T : x
&�x :[[type(Tmo)]]T : in�Tmo

(x ))

if Tmo 2 S and
m is a constructor

("&�x :[[Tmo]]T : x ) otherwise

[meth] [[Im(p
m
1:T

m
1; : : : ; p

m
n:T

m
n j q

m
1:U

m
1; : : : ; q

m
m:U

m
m) : T

m
o = bodym]]M �

�rd :[[Rdm ]]T : �rn:[[R
n
m ]]T :

let self :[[D]]T = rd �l p0 ;

xpm
1

:[[Tm1]]T = rd �l p1 ; : : :; xpmn :[[T
m
n]]T = rd �l pn ;

xqm
1

:[[Um1]]T = rn�l p1 ; : : :; xqmm :[[U
m
m]]T = rn�l pm

in [[bodym]]
T
X

[trans] [[Im(p
m
1:T

m
1; : : : ; p

m
n:T

m
n j q

m
1:U

m
1; : : : ; q

m
m:U

m
m) : T

m
o = bodym]]M �

�rd :[[Rdm ]]T : �rn:[[R
n
m ]]T :

let self :[[D]]T = rd �l p0 ;

xpm
1

:[[Tm1]]T = rd �l p1 ; : : :; xpmn :[[T
m
n]]T = rd �l pn ;

xqm
1

:[[Um1]]T = rn�l p1 ; : : :; xqmm :[[U
m
m]]T = rn�l pm

in [[bodym]]
T
TrX

The definitions above define the semantics of domain members as individual branches.
Below, the semantics of sets of identically named domain members are combined.

[comb] [[fm1; : : : ; mng]]fMg � �db:DBtype : "& [[m1]]M & � � �& [[mn]]M
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Since [[ ]]fMg is only used for identically named domain members, we often use the
notation [[I]]fMg for [[Memb

exp
I ]]fMg.

Remark 4.35. Objects can occur in oid- and object-form. The latter is only used when
the information inside the object (i.e., its attributes) is relevant. In the above definition,
and more clearly in the Move-example presented earlier, it can be observed that objects
are passed to domain members in oid-form. This is not only true for normal parameters,
but also for the dispatching parameters. Therefore, the selection of an appropriate branch
is based on the types of object-identifiers as opposed to being based on unit types. Without
our refinement of Postulation 4.30 that divides object-identifiers into different types, one
per unit type, all class and module types would have been mapped to one and the same type
oid. This would have resulted in an indispensable loss of late-binding. The refinement
solves this problem by allowing different object types to be mapped to different object-
identifier types with the same subtyping relationships between them. Alternatively, we
could have chosen to pass objects in object-form, but this requires cumbersome transitions
to and from oid- and object-form.

4.6.4 Mapping of expressions

Although they could have been integrated easily, two separate functions are defined for
the semantics of query and transaction expressions to emphasize the difference between
the two. The semantics of query expressions is defined by a function [[ ]]TX, which maps
a query expression of type T to a FLORENCE-expression of type [[T]]T. The semantics of
transaction expressions is defined by a function [[ ]]TTrX, which is different from [[ ]]TX in that
it produces FLORENCE-expressions with a type of the form hhdb:DBtype; res:[[T]]Tii. The
res-attribute denotes the query result and the db-attribute the (possibly modified) database
state (the effect).

In this section, we will disregard error situations. Hence, we assume there is no abort-
expression, that oreplace-expressions do not contain conflicting updates or constraint vi-
olations, etc. These error situations will be dealt with in Section 4.6.5 where the semantics
is enhanced with respect to this aspect.

The following important invariants are retained in the definitions below:

� There is a variable db in scope that denotes the ‘current’ database state.

� Objects always appear in oid-form in expressions. The actual objects these object-
identifiers refer to are retrieved from db on demand.

Notational convention 4.36. Since the record containing the query result and effect of a
transaction expression is a structure central to the semantics of transaction expressions, we
use the shorthand TRT for hhdb:DBtype; res:[[T]]Tii. Furthermore, to facilitate the switch
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from oid-form and object-form, we also define the following shorthands:

[oid-to-obj] [[E]]T �X �

(
getObj D(db)([[E]]

T
X) if T �̀D

E : D and D 2 C

[[E]]TX otherwise

[[E]]T �TrX �

8>><
>>:
hhdb=[[E]]TTrX�db;
res=getObj D

([[E]]TTrX�db)([[E]]
T
TrX�res)ii

if T �̀D
E : D

and D 2 C

[[E]]TTrX otherwise

[obj-to-oid] �(e) � out�
�

(e)�id

Below, the semantics of expressions is defined. As mentioned earlier, we will not give
a semantics to all expression forms, but only to a selected few. Clearly, we chose those
expressions related to method invocation and update operations.

Definition 4.37. The semantics of query expressions [[ ]]TX 2 EX ; E is partially defined
below. The function is evidently only defined for correctly typed expressions.

With record selection, there are three separate cases that need to be distinguished: the
result of E is an object, sort value, or a record value. The first two can be dealt with gener-
icly by using [[ ]]T �X .

[rec sel] [[E�I]]TX �

(
out�D

([[E]]T �X )�lI if T �̀D
E : D and D 2 (C [ S)

[[E]]TX�lI otherwise

An except expression on sort values requires that the unit-wrapper is removed beforehand
and re-applied afterwards.

[except] [[E except (I1 = E1; : : :; In = En)]]
T
X �8>>><

>>>:

in�D
(out�D

([[E]]TX) except (lI1 = [[E1]]
T
X;

...
lIn = [[En]]

T
X))

if T �̀D
E : D

and D 2 S

[[E]]TX except (lI1 = [[E1]]
T
X; : : : ; lIn = [[En]]

T
X) otherwise

A domain member invocation requires the construction of two records, one with the dis-
patching parameters and one with the normal parameters. The overloaded function corre-
sponding with the domain member’s name is applied to the dispatching record. It is this
application that performs late-binding with the branch corresponding to the appropriate
domain member. The resulting function is then applied to the record with the normal pa-
rameters.

[non-CMT] [[I(E1; : : : ; En)]]
T
X �

([[I]]fMg(db)) � hhl p1=[[E1]]
T
X; : : : ; l pn=[[En]]

T
Xii

where T �̀D
Ei : Ti (i 2 1::n); n = jmj

d
; m = BM:CMT

�D (I; R
arg
T1::Tn

)
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[CMT] [[E�I(E1; : : : ; En)]]
T
X � 

([[I]]fMg(db)) �

hhl p0=[[E]]
T
X; l p1=[[E1]]

T
X; : : : ; l pn=[[En]]

T
Xii

!

(hhl pk=[[Ek]]
T
X; : : : ; l pm=[[Em]]

T
Xii)

where T �̀D
E : T; T �̀D

Ei : Ti (i 2 1::n);

n = jmj
d
+ jmj

n
;m = jmj

n
; k = n�m+ 1;

m = BMCMT
�D (I; R

arg
D;T1::Tk�1

)

The semantics of the remaining query expressions is rather straightforward. Therefore,
we continue with the transaction expressions.

Definition 4.38. The semantics of transaction expressions is partially defined below by the
function [[ ]]TTrX 2 ETrX ; E . The function is evidently only defined for correctly typed
expressions.

Query expressions are special kinds of transaction expressions, namely ones that do
not change the database state.

[query expr] [[E]]TTrX � hhdb=db; res=[[E]]TXii

A transaction invocation is the same as a method invocation.

[trans] [[E�I(E1; : : : ; En)]]
T
TrX � 

([[I]]fMg(db)) �

hhl p0=[[E]]
T
X; l p1=[[E1]]

T
X; : : : ; l pn=[[En]]

T
Xii

!

(hhl p1=[[E
0
1]]
T
X; : : : ; l pm=[[E

0
m]]

T
Xii)

where T �̀D
E : D; T �̀D

Ei : Ti (i 2 1::n);

n = jmj
d
;m = jmj

n
; m = BMCMT

D (I; R
arg
D;T1::Tn

)

Similar to the except-expression, the unit-wrapper should be removed and re-applied af-
terwards. To account for object sharing, the new version of the object should replace the
one in the current database state.

[oexcept] [[E oexcept (I = E0)]]TTrX �

let o:[[D]]�T = in�D
(out�D

([[E]]T �X ) except (lI = [[E0]]TX))

in hhdb=putObj (db)(o); res= � (o)ii

where T �̀D
E : D

The effect of a transaction concatenation expression is the combined effect of its subex-
pressions. Furthermore, each subexpression should be evaluated with respect to the state
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of the database left by the preceding one. These database context switches can be clearly
recognized in the definition below.

[tr concat] [[(E1 ; : : : ; En)]]
T
TrX � (�db:DBtype : [[En]]

T
TrX)

((�db:DBtype : [[En�1]]
T
TrX�db)

...
((�db:DBtype : [[E2]]

T
TrX�db)

([[E1]]
T
TrX�db)) : : :)

A fresh object identifier is supplied by unusedOidD. This object identifier is added as at-
tribute id to the initialization record obtained by the invocation of the constructor. The cre-
ation of the object is finalized by wrapping it in the appropriate unit-wrapper and adding
it in the database.

[new] [[new ID(E1; : : : ; En)]]
T
TrX �

let o:[[D]]�T = in�D
([[ID(E1; : : : ; En)]]

T
X

except (id = unusedOidD(db)))

in hhdb=putObj (db)(o); res= � (o)ii

Section 5.3.4 explains that updates on the individual elements of collections occur within
independent threads, each producing a resulting element and a new database state. Hence,
the set Threads contains the results of the update operation E on each individual element
of E0 in the form of record values containing the transaction effect and query result (see
also Notational convention 4.36). The result of an oreplace-expression is a collection of
all query results and the resulting database state is the union of all transaction effects, i.e.,
the union of all database states produced in each individual thread. In Section 4.6.5, we
will see how conflicting updates are detected in this ‘merged’ database state and how they
can be dealt with. We refer to Section 5.3.4 for a more detailed explanation. The definition
below only applies to a set-valued E0.

[oreplace set]

[[oreplace E for I in E0 iff E00]]TTrX �

let Threads:PTRT = fo:TRT j 9 x 2 [[E0]]TX j

if (let xI:[[T0]]T = x in [[E00]]T [I7!T
0

]

X )

then o = (let xI:[[T0]]T = x in [[E]]T [I7!T
0

]

TrX )

else o = hhdb=db; res=x iig

in hhdb=fo:�� j (:o 2 db ^ 9 r 2 Threads j o 2 r �db) _ // changed objects

(o 2 db ^ 8 r 2 Threads j o 2 r �db)g; // unchanged objects

res=fo:[[T]]T j 9 r 2 Threads j r �res = ogii

where T �̀D
E0 : P T0 and T �̀D

E : T � T0
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The other major pillar in an argument for the plausibility of the correctness of the se-
mantics of TAMARA is the property that typing is preserved in the semantics of expres-
sions.

Theorem 4.2. 8E 2 E:

T �̀D
E : T)

(
T ` [[E]]TX : [[T]]T if E 2 EX

T ` [[E]]TTrX : TRT otherwise

(note that ‘T �̀D
: ’ and ‘T ` : ’ correspond with the typing relations of TAMARA

and FLORENCE, respectively)
Proof

Induction on the structure of TAMARA’s typing relation. We have omitted the proof of
this theorem, because not all expressions are defined and those that are defined, are only
defined partially. Furthermore, these definitions disregard error situations, an aspect that
is covered in the next section.

4.6.5 Integrity constraint maintenance

In the above, a constraint is treated as a special kind of method. The enforcement of these
constraints, however, is still lacking. Moreover, there are also some system constraints to
be enforced such as object identity and referential integrity.

Constraints need to be valid between transactions. An obvious approach would be to
extend the above definitions in such a way that the constraints are checked for the data-
base state resulting from the transaction. Unfortunately, it is not as simple as this. The
constraints need only be valid for persistent objects. The resulting database state may still
contain objects that are logically non-persistent (not reachable from the root object). These
need to be purged from the database before a constraint check can be initiated. This purg-
ing is simply garbage collection.

Another complication is that different threads may produce conflicting effects for cer-
tain objects during the evaluation of an oreplace-expression. Section 5.3.4 explains that
an object-identity check on the union of the database state produced by all threads can de-
tect conflicting effects.

We start with the construction of a function that performs a database-wide constraint
check. For each constraint m, we define a functionCheckm that takes an arbitrary object and
checks constraint m for this object. If the constraint does not apply to the object, it simply
evaluates to true. The database-wide constraint check ConstraintCheck is defined using
these functions.

For each domain D 2 (C [M) and each constraint m 2MembD:

Checkm � �db:DBtype : �o:�� :�
"&(�x :�� : true)& (�x :�D : [[Im]]fMg(db) � x )

�
� o
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ConstraintCheck � �db:DBtype : 8 o 2 db j

Checkm1(db)(o) ^ : : : ^ Checkmn(db)(o)

where fm1; : : : ; mng = fm 2Memb� j m is a constraintg

We continue with the system constraints RefIntegrity and ObjectIdentity . To be able
to define the former, we first define a functionOT(e)which produces for a given TAMARA-
type T a FLORENCE-expression that determines the object-identifiers referenced in the
FLORENCE-expression e. The function OT(e) is defined by induction on the structure of
T, which obviously should correspond to the structure of e.

Definition 4.39. For each T 2 T, we define the functionOT 2 E ; E by induction to the
structure of T as follows

OT(e) =

8><
>:
fi :oid j falseg if v(T)
fi :oid j i = eg if T 2 (C [M)

fi :oid j 9 o 2 e j i 2 OT0(o)g if T = P T0

etc.

With the use of this definition, a generic function can be specified that determines the
object-identifiers in an arbitrary object. The system constraintRefIntegrity can be defined
on the basis of this function. The system constraint ObjectIdentity is straightforward.

OidsIn � �o:�� :
�
"&�x :�D1 :Otype(D1)(out�D1

(x ))
...
&�x :�Dn :Otype(Dn)(out�Dn

(x ))
�
� o

where fD1; : : : ; Dng = C [M

RefIntegrity � �db:DBtype :

8 o 2 db j 8 i 2 OidsIn(o) j 9 x 2 db j �(x ) = i

ObjectIdentity � �db:DBtype :

8 o1 2 db j 8 o2 2 db j �(o1) = �(o2)) o1 = o2

Constraint maintenance and persistency are closely related. Only those objects are per-
sistent that are reachable from a persistent root. TAMARA’s persistent root is an instance
of the top-level module. Since a transaction expression may leave some objects unreach-
able from the persistent root, i.e., logically deleted, these objects need not respect the con-
straints. Below, we define a function that determines all reachable objects. This function
defines the garbage collector of TAMARA.

GetReferenced �

�db:DBtype : �S :P�� :

let RS :P�� = fo:�� j o 2 db ^

(o 2 S _ 9 x 2 db j �(o) 2 OidsIn(x ))g

in if S = RS then S else GetReferenced(db)(RS)
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GarbageCollection �

�db:DBtype : �rootid :oid :

GetReferenced(db)(fo:�D j o = getObj D(db)(rootid)g)

where D 2M

The above functions for database-wide constraint checking, both user-defined and sys-
tem, will be put to work in transactions and transaction expressions. Referential integrity
and user-defined constraints should be respected at the end of a transaction, i.e., at the end
of a begin transaction-end transaction expression. If they do not hold, the transaction
should be aborted. An abort of the transaction can also occur from within the transaction by
an explicit abort-expression or a violation of object identity which needs to be upheld also
during the transaction. Fortunately, object identity can only be violated by the oreplace-
expression, so a check for it will be built into the semantics of this expression.

An abort is rather difficult to formalize. It has the effect of reverting the database back
to its state before the transaction was initiated. Furthermore, it provides a query result
for the transaction as a whole, so that every transaction has a query result regardless of
having been aborted or not. The difficult part is that an abort does not provide a query result
for itself as subexpression (which would have been useless), but only for the surrounding
begin transaction-end transaction clause.

To facilitate this ‘cancelling’-effect of an abort, we will use a continuation technique.
This technique is often used for dealing with I/O in functional programming languages.
Figure 4.7 presents a comparison between a function calculating the sum of a list pro-
grammed in a normal and a continuation style. To show the usefulness of continuations
with aborts, the example aborts the calculation of the sum, when it encounters a zero in
the list. Notice the parts that can be identified to resemble imperative notions like state
and input. Also, observe the sequential trait of an application of cont . For example, ex-
pressing cont(0)(L) in words would be something like ‘Take zero as the new state and L
as the input and proceed with the next step in the evaluation.’

A continuation in TAMARA is a function denoting the remainder of the current trans-
action. The function [[ ]]TTrX will be redefined below in such a way that it yields a func-
tion that takes a continuation and uses it correspondingly, e.g., for a query expression, this
means applying the continuation to the result of the query expression; for an abort, it means
disposing of the continuation.

Notational convention 4.40. Continuations used in this section are FLORENCE-functions
of type (TRT ! TRT0). Because of the frequent use of this type, we use the shorthand
TRT!T0 . Furthermore, the T and T0 to be used are often dictated by the trinput and trresult
variables in the type assignment. The shorthand TR�!� stands for TRT ( trinput)!T ( trresult).

In the semantics of the begin transaction-end transaction clause below, the provi-
sions for an abort and constraint checking strike the eye. The function abort , below, is
used to abort the transaction and supply a query result for the surrounding transaction. This
query result is either the default query result as specified by the default abort-clause (the
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SumNormal � �L:L int :

if L= [ ]int
then [jsum=0j]

else if head(L) = 0

then [jfail=nilj]

else case SumNormal(tail(L)) of

sum=s : [jsum=head(L) + sj]

fail : [jfail=nilj]

SumCont � SumCont2

final continuationz }| {
(�s:int : �L:L int : [jsum=x j])

initial statez}|{
(0)

SumCont2 �

continuationz }| {
�cont :int! L int! [jsum:int; fail :Nilj] :

statez }| {
�x :int :

inputz }| {
�L:L int :

if L= [ ]int
then cont(0)(L)

else if head(L) = 0

then [jfail=nilj]

else cont(x + head(L))(tail(L))

Figure 4.7: Illustration of the concept of continuation.

default-case of the argument of abort), or another value in case of an abort E-expression
causing the abort (the value-case of the argument of abort ). The unchecked result of the
transaction is represented by the variable r and the garbage collected ‘new’ database state
by db0. If the system and user constraints hold for this new database state, it will be com-
mitted (r except (db=db0)), otherwise it will be aborted (abort([jdefault=nilj])).

[trans]

[[begin transaction E1 ; : : : ; En default abort E end transaction]]TTrX �

let abort :[[T]]T = �x :[jdefault :Nil; value:[[T]]Tj] :
case x of

default : hhdb=db; res=[[E]]TXii;
value=v : hhdb=db; res=vii

in let r :TRTn = ([[(E1 ; : : : ; En)]]
T 0

X )(�x :TRTn : x )

in let db0:DBtype = GarbageCollection(r �db)

in if RefIntegrity(db0) ^ ConstraintCheck(db0)

then r except (db=db0)

else abort([jdefault=nilj])

where T �̀D
En : Tn and T �̀D

E : T � Tn
T 0 = T [ trinput 7! Tn][ trresult 7! Tn]

As indicated earlier, this definition assumes the semantics of transaction expressions to
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be modified such that it works with continuations. Below, modified definitions are given
for the most important transaction expressions. We start with the simpler ones, namely
query expressions, abort and if.

[query] [[E]]TTrX � �cont :TR�!� : cont(hhdb=db; res=[[E]]
T
Xii)

[abort] [[abort]]TTrX � �cont :TR�!� : abort([jdefault=nilj])

[[abort E]]TTrX � �cont :TR�!� : abort([jvalue=[[E]]
T
Xj])

[if] [[oif E then E0 else E00 endif]]TTrX �

�cont :TR�!� : if [[E]]
T
X

then [[E0]]TTrX(cont)

else [[E00]]TTrX(cont)

In the semantics of sequential composition, the sequential trait can be observe quite
clearly. The continuations cont i, below, represent the semantics of (Ei ; : : : ; En). Notice
the use of these continuations, for example, the in-clause of the innermost ‘let.’ In words,
it expresses ‘do E1 and proceed with (E2 ; : : : ; En).’ Also, notice the database context
switches formalized by the ‘let db:DBtype = r �db in : : :’-expressions.

[tr concat]

[[(E1 ; : : : ; En)]]
T
TrX �

�cont :TR�!� :

let contn :TRTn�1!� = �r :TRTn�1
:

let db:DBtype = r �db in [[En]]
T [ trinput 7!Tn]

TrX (cont)

in let contn�1 :TRTn�2!� = �r :TRTn�2
:

let db:DBtype = r �db in [[En�1]]
T [ trinput7!Tn�1]

TrX (contn)

in : : :

let cont2 :TRT1!� = �r :TRT1 :

let db:DBtype = r �db in [[E2]]
T [ trinput 7!T2]

TrX (cont3)

in ([[E1]]
T [ trinput 7!T1]

TrX )(cont2)

Earlier, we have seen how the semantics of oreplace can be defined when disregard-
ing transaction aspects such as aborts. As explained in Section 5.3.4, taking aborts into
account presents us with the following complications:

� A violation of object identity in the merged database state indicates a conflict be-
tween updates in different threads, which causes an abort of the current transaction.
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� An abort can occur in one or more threads. First, these aborts should be detected
(which is not possible without proper measures) and cause the current transaction to
abort. Secondly, as each thread may contain an abort providing a query result (i.e.,
abort E), these are collected to form the query result of the aborted transaction.

Below, the definition for the semantics of oreplace is extended such that it maintains
the integrity constraints.

[oreplace set]

�cont :TR�!� :

let Threads:PThreadTR = fo:ThreadTR j 9 x 2 [[E0]]TX j

if (let xI:[[T0]]T = x in [[E00]]T [I7!T
0

]

X )

then o =
�
let xI:[[T0]]T = x ; abort :ThreadTR =

�v :[jdefault :Nil; value:[[T00]]Tj] :
hhdb=db;res=[jl failure=

case v of

default : fx :[[T00]]T j falseg;

value=w : fx :[[T00]]T j x = wgj]ii

in [[olet r = E in [j success= rj]]]T
0

TrX(�r :ThreadTR : r)
�

else o = hhdb=db; res=[jl success=x j]iig

in let db0:DBtype = fo:�� j

(:o 2 db ^ 9 r 2 Threads j o 2 r �db) _

(o 2 db ^ 8 r 2 Threads j o 2 r �db)g;

SuccessResult:P [[T0]]T =

fo:[[T0]]T j 9 r 2 Threads j

case r �res of l success=v : o = v ; l failure : falseg;

FailureResult :P [[T00]]T =

fo:[[T00]]T j 9 r 2 Threads j

case r �res of l success : false; l failure=v : o 2 vg;

Failure:bool =

9 r 2 Threads j case r �res of l success : false; l failure : trueg

in if Failure
then abort([jvalue=FailureResult j])

else if :ObjectIdentity(db0)

then abort([jdefault=nilj])

else cont(hhdb=db0; res=SuccessResultii)

where T �̀D
E0 : P T0 and T �̀D

E : T � T0

type(T ( trresult)) = P T00

FS = [jl failure:[[P T
00]]T; l success:[[T]]Tj]

T 0 = T [I 7! T0][ trinput 7! FS ][ trresult 7! FS ]

ThreadTR = hhdb:DBtype; res:FS ii

Again, the variable Threads represents the set of results of individual threads. These
results are enclosed in a variant value to indicate whether or not an abort of the thread
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has occurred (which is represented by the variable Failure). The variables SuccessResult
and FailureResult represent the result of the oreplace-expression in case of succesfull
completion or an abort in one or more threads, respectively.

4.6.6 Abstracting from object identifiers

Object-identifier assignment is controlled by the unusedOidD-function. It determines a
fresh object-identifier, i.e., one that is not in use by an object in a given database state.
The function calculates a specific object-identifier that respects this condition by choosing
the smallest of all fresh object-identifiers.

The disadvantage of this approach is that it is specific in which object-identifier is as-
signed to which object. For example, suppose we have an empty database state for our
example of Section 4.3.3 (i.e., one with only a persistent root, we assume rootid = 0):

fo:�DrawingDatabase j

o = in�DrawingDatabase
(hhid=0; lDRAWINGS=fi :oid�Shape

j falsegii)g

If the expression (new Point(0; 0) ; new Point(1; 1)) is evaluated in the context of this
database, object-identifier ‘1’ is assigned to the first point and ‘2’ to the second.

Actually, we are not interested in these specific object-identifier assignments. Any
object-identifier assignment is acceptable as long as the persistent root and both objects
are assigned different object-identifiers. A commonly used approach is to define the se-
mantics not as one program, but as a set of equivalent programs. In the case of TAMARA,
we will define the semantics of a transaction expression as a set of FLORENCE-programs
that are equivalent modulo object-identifier assignment. Clearly, this is a vague notion that
requires a more exact formal definition.

As a first step, we define the notion of object-identifier assignment function. It is a
FLORENCE-expression of type (DBtype ! oid�D

) which represents a function that maps
a given database state to a fresh object-identifier for domain D. The expressionunusedOidD

is an example of such a function.

Definition 4.41. For each D 2 D, letOIDASSD be the set of object-identifier assignment
functions defined as follows:

OIDASSD � fa 2 CCE j ; ` a : (DBtype ! oid�D
) ^ [[ea ]]; = ttg

where f�1; : : : ; �ng = f�D0 j (D
0; D) 2 ISAg;

ea = 8 db 2 fdb:DBtype j trueg j :9 o 2 db j

out�
�

(o)�id = a(db) ^0
BB@
"&�i :oid : true

&�i :oid�1 : false

: : :

&�i :oid�n : false

1
CCA � a(db)

OIDASS� � fA 2 D! CCE j 8D 2 D : A(D) 2 OIDASSDg
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We let a and A vary over OIDASSD and OIDASS� respectively.

In the above, a is an individual object-identifier assignment function for one domain.
The function A represents a collection of object-identifier assignment functions, one for
each domain. The second step in our approach is to parameterize the semantics of transac-
tion expressions withA. This redefined semantics, notation [[ ]]T ;ATrX, is the same as [[ ]]TTrX
with each occurrence of [[ ]]TTrX substituted for [[ ]]T ;ATrX and with the following modification
of the [new]-rule:

[new] [[new ID(E1; : : : ; En)]]
T ;A

TrX �

let o:[[D]]�T = in�D
([[ID(E1; : : : ; En)]]

T
X except (id = A(D)(db)))

in hhdb=putObj (db)(o); res= � (o)ii

In the above, it is hard to distinguish between FLORENCE notation and mathematical
notation on a meta-level. Note that A(D) is function application on a meta-level. It results
in an object-identifier assignment function. This FLORENCE-expression is then applied
(function application in FLORENCE) to the expression db.

Finally, we can define the semantics of transaction expressions as a set of equivalent
programs modulo object-identifier assignment as follows:

[[E]]TTrX � f[[E]]
T ;A

TrX j A 2 OIDASS�g

As a final remark, note that we have not defined the actual equivalence relation corre-
sponding with ‘modulo object-identifier assignment.’ This equivalence relation does not
make much sense for arbitrary FLORENCE-programs, only for the ones produced by the
semantics of transaction expressions. We can define this partial equivalence relation indi-
rectly as follows:

e1 ' e2 , 9E 2 E 9A1;A2 2 OIDASS� : e1 = [[E]]
T ;A1

TrX ^ e2 = [[E]]
T ;A2

TrX



Chapter 5

On the design of TAMARA

Homo Sapiens

Were I (who to my cost already am
One of those strange, prodigious creatures, man)
A spirit free to choose, for my own share,
What case of flesh and blood I pleased to wear,
I’d be a dog, a monkey, or a bear,
Or anything but that vain animal
Who is so proud of being rational.

The senses are too gross, and he’ll contrive
A sixth, to contradict the other five,
And before certain instinct, will prefer
Reason, which fifty times for one does err;
Reason, an ignis fatuus in the mind,
Which, leaving light of nature, sense, behind,
Pathless and dangerous wandering ways it takes
Through error’s fenny bogs and thorny brakes;
Whilst the misguided follower climbs with pain
Mountains of whimseys, heaped in his own brain;
Stumbling from thought to thought, falls headlong down
Into doubt’s boundless sea, where, like to drown,
Books bear him up awhile, and make him try
To swim with bladders of philosophy;
In hopes still o’ertake the escaping light,
The vapour dances in his dazzling sight
Till, spent, it leaves him to eternal night.
Then old age and experience, hand in hand,
Lead him to death, and make him understand,
After a search so painful and so long,
That all his life he has been in the wrong.
Huddled in dirt the reasoning engine lies,
Who was so proud, so witty, and so wise.

John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester (1647–1680)

5.1 Introduction

The previous chapter described the database specification language TAMARA without ex-
plaining certain design choices. In this chapter, we highlight the most important aspects of
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TAMARA and explain why TAMARA is designed like it is. The aspects that are highlighted
are overloading and overriding, typing and semantics of updates, and persistency.

The issue distinctively lacking in this list is heterogeneity. We feel, however, that more
explanation is not needed. The definition of HELEN in Section 3.5 provides insight into,
and a firm basis for, heterogeneity. This basis allows a straightforward incorporation in
TAMARA of the subtyping principle: “whenever an expression of a certain type is required,
an expression of a subtype is allowed.” Moreover, the elaborate example given in Sec-
tion 4.3 clearly illustrates its impact on TAMARA.

The discussions in this chapter do not have the ambition to be complete. They try to
convey the essence of the issues and aspects involved by illustrative examples, examina-
tions of promising alternatives, and evaluations of advantages and disadvantages of certain
approaches. Often, we step outside the boundaries of TAMARA by playing with variations
of its syntax, typing rules, and semantics. Since a language with a range like TAMARA

brings together many language aspects, sometimes the targeted objectives cannot be met
and a compromise needs to be taken. Where this was the case for TAMARA, this is care-
fully argumented.

5.2 Overloading and overriding

The main aim of this PhD research is to provide well-founded support for object-oriented
specification of database schemas. One of the pillars of object-orientation is inheritance.
The basic mechanisms of inheritance are well-understood and support for basic attribute
and method inheritance can, therefore, be provided with a formal foundation rather easily.
More advanced features like, method overloading, method overriding, late-binding, bi-
nary methods [BCC+96], abstract methods, and parametric polymorphism, are less well-
understood. With FLORENCE (see Chapter 3), we have provided the fundamental mecha-
nisms needed for the foundation of these more advanced features concerning method in-
heritance.

It is common to speak of method overloading when two methods with the same name
are defined in two different domains and there is no domain which is a subdomain of both.
Informally, overloading is the use of the same method name for two non-interferring meth-
ods. If two methods with the same name do interfere, for example, if one is defined in a
domain D0 that is a subdomain of the other, then one speaks of method overriding, more
specifically, that the one defined in D0 overrides the other. Hence, the difference between
overloading and overriding is whether or not there is interference between two method
declarations.

In TAMARA, we adopt an all-embracing approach that provides all of the advanced
features mentioned above. We will explain this approach by first summarizing the funda-
mental mechanisms FLORENCE provides. We then focus only on methods. Many prop-
erties and (typing) restrictions have an immediate influence on the properties of and re-
strictions on the specification of methods. The advanced features method overriding and
late-binding, method overloading and binary methods, and parametric polymorphism sub-
sequently pass the review. The proposed techniques and typing rules are then generalized
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to the other kinds of domain members: constants, constructors, constraints, and transac-
tions. It turns out that inheritance and scoping of variables (or, in general, identifiers) are
similar concepts. This observation makes it possible to define generic typing rules for all
domain members. Finally, abstract classes are incorporated in the above.

5.2.1 Mechanisms that FLORENCE provides

In FLORENCE, functions can be combined into overloaded functions. An overloaded func-
tion can be treated as a unit in a similar way as normal functions, i.e., using (overloaded)
function application. An overloaded function application is internally dispatched to the
best matching branch, which is then applied to the argument using normal function appli-
cation. The choice which branch matches best is based on the run-time type of the argu-
ment. In the definition of TANYA the concept of run-time type information is formalized.
The fact that the choice of branch is based on the run-time type rather than the compile-
time type, is crucial to achieving late-binding.

Another crucial aspect is, how obvious it may sound, that there is a difference between
run-time and compile-time type. In CORINE, for example, the semantics of an expres-
sion of type hha:intii is always a partial function with exactly domain fag. An extension
of CORINE with run-time type information similar to TANYA would have achieved noth-
ing substantial, because it would have resulted in a language with the property that the
compile-time type is equivalent to the run-time type:

T ` e : � , �tag([[e]]V) = G(�)

From this point-of-view, heterogeneity provides, in a sense, a useful and safe discrim-
ination between compile-time and run-time type. Type safety is based on Theorem 3.12,
which proofs that the run-time type is always a subtype of the compile-time type.

The difference between run-time type and compile-time type inherently means a differ-
ence between early-binding and late-binding. The former can be described as dispatching
based on the compile-time type of an argument as opposed to the latter, where dispatch-
ing is based on the run-time type. It is the combination of heterogeneity and run-time type
information that obtains true late-binding.

A common formalization of methods is to regard them as functions with a special pa-
rameter representing the receiver. In more detail, the mapping to FLORENCE of a method
m defined in domain D as I(p1:T1; : : : ; pn:Tn) : To is a function fm of type

[[D]]T ! [[T1]]T ! : : :! [[Tn]]T ! [[To]]T

where [[T]]T is the mapping of T. We call this the curried function formalization. In Sec-
tion 5.2.3, we introduce a formalization, called record formalization, and show how it dif-
fers from curried function formalization concerning typing rules and behaviour.

Because of heterogeneity, fm can be applied to an argument of type [[D0]]T where D0 � D.
Moreover, it may result in a value of a subtype of To. Viewed from a TAMARA-standpoint,
regarding a method as a FLORENCE-function is the same as saying that the method is inher-
ited to subdomains of the domain it is defined in. The typing rules [function] and [funcapp]
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(see Definition 3.45) have immediate implications for typing rules for basic mechanisms
like simple (i.e., non-overriding) method definition and invocation. More concretely, an
object of a certain domain can respond to methods defined in that domain or its superdo-
mains. Analogously, parameters may be passed that are of a subtype of the declared type.

5.2.2 Method overriding and late-binding

In object-oriented programming languages, message sending is often separated from
method invocation. A method is not invoked directly, but the object is sent a message and
the object itself determines how to respond to that message, i.e., which method to invoke.
Method overriding allows objects from different classes to respond differently to the same
message. Suppose a method m with name I and declared in domain D0 overrides a method
m’ with the same name declared in a superdomain D. Sending message I to an object with
compile-time type D can invoke either method. It is up to the object itself to choose which
one. It is generally accepted that method m’ is invoked if the run-time type of the object is
a subtype of D0. Otherwise, method m is invoked.

Method overriding cannot be captured by the ‘methods as functions’ idea, because
method overriding implies the existence of multiple functions with the same name. In a
formalization, one could attempt to give these functions a different name by, for example,
prefixing them with a class name. Unfortunately, this precludes late-binding, because it
would require compile-time method selection in the formalization of method invocation,
hence early-binding. This is where overloaded functions enter the scene. Functions corre-
sponding to methods with the same name can be combined into one overloaded function.
Method invocation can then naturally be formalized as overloaded function application.
In this way, the run-time type of the receiver determines which of the individual methods
(branches) should be executed, hence this formalization allows late-binding.

Again, the typing rules for overloaded functions and overloaded function application
have immediate implications for the typing rules of method overriding. Suppose, for ex-
ample, that the method m declared as in the previous section is overridden by m’ in a sub-
domain D0 of D by the following declaration:

I(p1:T
0
1; : : : ; pm:T

0
m) : T

0
o

Let us look at the type of the curried function formalization of the message I:

Let F be [[D]]T ! [[T1]]T ! : : :! [[Tn]]T
F 0 be [[D0]]T ! [[T01]]T ! : : :! [[T0m]]T

[curried function formalization] fF ! [[To]]T; F
0
! [[T0o]]Tg

Based on the direct correspondence between types in TAMARA and FLORENCE, the
typing rules for overloaded function application, well-formedness of overloaded functions,
and the desired behaviour that m’ overrides m, the following typing restrictions naturally
emerge:
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� Since D0 � D, well-formedness requires that F 0 � F , hence that m = n, Ti = T0i
for all 1 � i � n, and that T0o � To.

� In case a method is defined in two incomparable domains which have a common
subdomain which inherits both definitions (multiple inheritance), well-formedness
also requires that the method must be overridden in this subdomain.

� The mapping of a method invocation expression E�m(E1; : : : ; Ek) is an overloaded
function application. Hence, if D00 is the compile-time type of E and T00i are the types
of Ei (1 � i � k), then the following typing restrictions emerge: n = k, D00 � D,
and T00i � Ti (1 � i � k).

In short, curried function formalization results in strict rules for method overriding,
i.e., a method can only be overridden by one with exactly the same parameters. Only the
output type may be specialized.

5.2.3 Method overloading and binary methods

An alternative formalization of the above described methods m and m’, called record for-
malization, is an overloaded function with the following type:

Let R be hhl1:[[D]]T; l2:[[T1]]T; : : : ; ln+1:[[Tn]]Tii
R0 be hhl1:[[D0]]T; l2:[[T

0
1]]T; : : : ; lm+1:[[T

0
m]]Tii

[record formalization] fR! [[To]]T; R
0
! [[T0o]]Tg

In FLORENCE, branch selection in overloaded function application is based on the run-
time type of the argument. The branch that provides the best match between the input
type of the branch and the run-time type of the argument is selected. Record formalization
includes the parameters of a method into the input type of its mapping. Hence, branch
selection takes the types of parameters into account. From a TAMARA point-of-view, there
is no longer a special role for the domain a method is defined in. It is as if a message is not
sent to one particular object, but to several objects at once. These objects together decide
which method should be invoked. To put it another way, record formalization provides
late-binding on parameters as well, as opposed to curried function formalization, which
only provides late-binding on the receiver and parameters are early-bound.

Section 4.3 presents an illustrative example of a case where it is important that a mes-
sage is sent to several objects at once. The method Distance on class Shape calculates
the distance between two shapes. The specific interpretation of the concept ‘distance’ as
specified in module AbstractExample (see Section 4.3.2) prescribes a different calculation
depending on the shapes involved. The distance between two points is the distance be-
tween their centers (the vec-attribute). The distance between two circles, however, is the
distance between their centers reduced by their combined radius. Moreover, the distance
between two different shapes also has a meaning, for example, between a point and a com-
posite, which is the smallest of the distances between the point and the elements of which
the composite is composed.
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In literature, Distance is an example of a binary method [BCC+96]. The term binary
method does not mean that one can only send messages to two objects at the same time.
‘Binary’ only refers to fact that the problems associated with binary methods with two
receivers are essentially the same as those with more than two receivers. Another term
that can be found in literature for this phenomenon is multi-method.

Method overloading can be seen as a special case of binary methods. For example,
if two methods have the same name, but are defined in non-interferring domains, or they
have parameters whose types make it possible to discriminate between them at compile-
time, then record formalization produces an overloaded function that behaves as if the two
methods are overloaded. An illustration of this can be found in the example of Section 4.3,
where many constructors are given for the same class, each constructing a new object for
that class based on differently typed parameters. These parameters convey the same in-
formation, but structured in a different way. Hence method overloading enables the use of
differently structured data in a flexible way.

The typing rules and behaviour of methods formalized with record formalization are,
again, directly related to the typing rules of overloaded functions and overloaded function
application. The following can be observed:

� Method overriding occurs when R0 � R. In terms of TAMARA, if m � n, T0i � Ti

(i 2 1::n), and T0o � To.

� If R0 and R are incomparable and R u R0 does not exist, we obtain overloading
instead of overriding. No additional typing restrictions on the output type apply.

� If R0 and R are incomparable, but R u R0 exists, then well-formedness of over-
loaded function types prescribes that a branch should exist with input type R uR0.
Translated to TAMARA, this amounts to requiring additional methods to override
ambiguous cases. Ambiguity can arise when, in the context of multiple inheritance,
two methods with the same name are inherited to a common subdomain, or when
two methods defined in the same domain have parameters in corresponding posi-
tions with types that are either the same or have a common lowerbound. Suppose for
example, two methods with the same name defined in the same class, each with one
parameter: par:hha:intii and par:hhb:intii respectively. Then it is required that there
is also a method with the same name in that class with parameter par:hha:int; b:intii.
Otherwise, a method invocation with parameter hha=1; b=2ii would be ambiguous.
We refer to the typing rules in Section 4.5.5 for details.

So far, we have examined curried function formalization and record formalization as
alternatives seemingly as a preparation for a choice between the two. However, a combi-
nation of the two, called combination formalization, is also possible. As indicated earlier,
the difference between both formalizations is the status of the parameters. With record
formalization, parameters have method dispatching capabilities, in object-oriented terms,
it is as if a message is not sent to one particular object, but to the parameter-objects as
well. With curried function formalization, parameters are merely arguments passed to the
method being invoked. The combination formalization discriminates between two kinds
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of parameters, dispatching parameters and normal parameters, and use the appropriate for-
malization for each kind. Take, for example, a method m defined in domain D as

I(p1:T1; : : : ; pn:Tn j q1:T
0
1; : : : ; qm:T

0
m) : To

where pi (i 2 1::n) are the dispatching parameters and qj (j 2 1::m) are the normal param-
eters. Then, according to the combination formalization, the mapping of such a method is
a branch in an overloaded function with the following type

hhl1:[[D]]T; l2:[[T1]]T; : : : ; ln+1:[[Tn]]Tii ! [[T01]]T ! : : :! [[T0m]]T ! [[To]]T
Alternatively, one could also opt for the behaviourally equivalent

hhl1:[[D]]T; l2:[[T1]]T; : : : ; ln+1:[[Tn]]Tii ! hhl 01:[[T
0
1]]T; : : : ; l

0
m:[[T

0
m]]Tii ! [[To]]T

The Distance-method for one demonstrates the purpose of dispatching capabilities for
parameters. The question remains, is there a purpose for ‘normal’ parameters? In other
words, which should be chosen: a pure record formalization or the indicated combination
formalization?

The decisive difference between the two is that the typing restrictions derived from
curried function formalization are much stricter than those derived from record formal-
ization. It is even the case that the one subsumes the other, i.e., any specification that is
typing correct according to curried function formalization, is also typing correct according
to record formalization. If, in the perception of a specifier, a certain parameter of a method
is distinctly a normal parameter, hence is not meant to have dispatching capabilities, then
he might make a mistake overriding this method that is not caught by the type checker. If
he, for example, erroneously attaches a different type to this parameter, it makes perfectly
sense in pure record formalization as method overloading instead of method overriding. If
the specifier is able to express his distinct perception of this parameter by specifying it as a
normal parameter, then the type checker for such a language could assist him by notifying
him of mistakes of this kind.

In the scarce amount of literature that exists on the topic of binary methods, the dif-
ference between the two kinds of parameters is acknowledged [BCC+96]. It is, however,
only fruitful to make a distinction between them in a specification language like TAMARA,
if specifiers indeed model parameters with these different purposes in mind. Only then
does the detection of mistakes as sketched above have any practical significance. We have
chosen to equip TAMARA with a syntactical mechanism to distinguish both kinds of pa-
rameters. Consequently, the type system imposes the stricter typing rules on normal pa-
rameters in the context of method overriding. Practice should prove if this is justified. Oth-
erwise, record formalization with its less-forbidding consequences for the typing rules, is
the best choice.

5.2.4 Parametric polymorphism

Apart from method overriding and method overloading, which are all examples of ‘ad-
hoc’ polymorphism (see Section 2.2.4), TAMARA also provides a limited form of para-
metric polymorphism. Full-fledged parametric polymorphism has been subject to exten-
sive research in the form of higher-order type systems [CW85, CMMS94, PT94, Mit90,
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BGS95]. Theoretical aspects of ‘ad-hoc’ polymorphism have been less extensively in-
vestigated [Cas95, Cas97]. Research on the combination of the two is quite scarce. In
[Cas97], an extension of F� [CMMS94] with overloaded functions is examined. Because
of this immaturity, we have chosen not to be too ambitious in TAMARA concerning para-
metric polymorphism.

The type variable selftype can be regarded as the type of the class at hand, i.e., the ‘type
of self.’ Type expressions can be used to indicate, for example, the type of an attribute of
the class. In this way, one has more control on how domain members are inherited to sub-
classes. This form of parametric polymorphism is especially useful for the specification
of transactions (see Section 5.3.6).

Some researchers have observed that subtyping is a form of parametric polymorphism,
called inclusion polymorphism [CW85]. Since self is of type selftype, type correctness of
method inheritance can be described as ‘the method should be type correct for all possible
instantiations of selftype.’ There are two alternative attitudes towards what are considered
to be ‘possible’ instantiations:

� all theoretically possible instantiations of selftype, i.e., all (possibly future) subdo-
mains of the domain at hand, or

� all defined subdomains, i.e., the ones declared in the specification at hand.

The former is clearly more appealing from a mathematical point of view. It has, however,
some consequences that, in a matter of speaking, turn the type system against the specifier
instead of supporting him. For example, a transaction that performs the reverse operation
of Scale in class Circle:

ScaleDown(f:real) = self oexcept (radius = radius=f)

A hypothetical subclass of Circle that specializes the attribute radius to type int is the-
oretically possible. If we were to require that the transaction ScaleDown correctly inherits
to all subclasses, even this hypothetical one, the transaction cannot be retained in this form.
The subexpression radius=f is of type real regardless of the types of radius and f. Hence, the
update of the radius-attribute is type incorrect for the hypothetical subclass. As this is not
an uncommon example, a specifier may easily experience this as obstructive. Moreover,
in this case, it is unlikely that he will ever be interested in circles with an integer radius,
hence any complaint from the type system about an uninteresting hypothetical case like
this is not appreciated. Therefore, we have chosen the latter alternative. This accepts the
ScaleDown-method as it is, but will complain if the hypothetical class is actually specified.
In that case, the specifier can simply override the method.

This restriction to domains that are actually specified allows method inheritance to be
regarded as an automatic redefinition of a method for different instantiations of selftype.
Type checking of method overloading and overriding can thus be approached as (con-
ceptually) instantiating and copying methods to their subdomains, followed by a domain-
by-domain check for the typing restrictions described in the previous sections. Method
overriding complicates this otherwise rather straightforward redefinition approach. Over-
loaded functions with two or more branches with identical input types are not well-formed.
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Therefore, a redefinition of a method in a subdomain that contains another method that ex-
actly overrides it (i.e., no parameters are specialized) should be prevented. The concept of
two methods being identically dispatching is introduced to detect those situations in which
redefinition should be prevented. In this way, the domain member expansions Memb

exp
D

are constructed which contain all methods that declared in or inherited to D. Section 4.5.4
describes type checking of domain member signatures covering method overloading and
overriding.

5.2.5 Generalization to arbitrary domain members

There is a similarity between method inheritance and scoping of variables. The ‘scope’
of a method defined in a domain D can be described as all subdomains of D. Similar to
the effect of a variable hiding another if it is declared in the scope of the other, a method
m overriding another method m0 can be viewed as m0 hiding m, because m0 is declared in
the scope of m. This hiding effect can be observed clearly in the removal of identically
dispatching domain members.

With respect to methods, hiding does not only take names into account, but also types
of dispatching parameters. In this way, two methods with the same name can be over-
loaded, i.e., they both remain ‘in scope.’ This idea can be extended to the other kinds of
domain members as well:

� Transactions are inherited to subdomains in the same way as methods.

� Constraints can be regarded as methods with no parameters and with a bool-result.
They are also inherited to subdomains in the same way as methods.

� Constants are not inherited to subdomains; they have a different scope, namely the
domain in which they are declared or, in case of module constants, the entire mod-
ule with all its embedded domains. Constants can also be overloaded and overridden
in a similar way as methods. In fact, the same typing restrictions described in the
previous sections need to be respected with a different notion of scope: a constant
declaration in an embedded domain of a certain module may override a module con-
stant of that module.

� A constructor has the same name as the domain it is declared in, so no overriding
can take place between constructors of different domains. Therefore, the scope of
a constructor that is of interest for type checking is the domain the constructor is
declared in even though the actual scope of a constructor is much wider.

Type checking of member signatures and bodies is performed genericly for all kinds
of domain members by the construction of Memb

exp
D with these scopes in mind. Details

can be found in Section 4.5.4.
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5.2.6 Domain member invocation

In the above, only domain member declarations are discussed. Type checking domain
member invocations, however, is also not trivial. For example, an expression consisting
of only an identifier I can mean many things:

� It may refer to a variable.

� It may refer to an attribute of the domain-at-hand, hence the expression is shorthand
for self�I.

� It may refer to a constant or constructor in scope, that does not have any parameters.

� It may refer to a constraint, method, or transaction that does not have any parameters.
This is also a shorthand for self�I.

Consequently, detecting which of the above cases is applicable in a certain situation
is not trivial. It is common for variables to hide other identically named variables. We
assume all domain members to be implicitly encapsulated in a let-expression abbreviating
all attribute names IA as self�IA. Consequently, the attribute case can be disregarded as it
is covered by the variable case. If I does not refer to a variable in scope, it should refer to
a domain member. The typing rules for domain member declarations make sure that there
can only be one CMT and one non-CMT domain member with no parameters in scope.
As CMT domain members can also be invoked using self�I, we have decided that non-
CMT domain members take precedence over CMT domain members. In this way, there is
always a unique interpretation of the expression I.

Remember that in the semantics of a specification, all identically named domain mem-
bers are mapped to an overloaded function. A domain member invocation is obviously an
overloaded function application. The detection of identically dispatching domain mem-
bers and the typing rules (see Section 4.5.4) make sure that this overloaded function is
well-formed, hence that there is always a unique ”best matching” branch.

5.2.7 Abstract classes

The concept of abstract classes is common in object-oriented programming languages
(e.g., C++, Eiffel). An abstract class is different from a normal class in that it contains
methods without a method body, so-called abstract methods. The intention is that these
methods are overridden in subclasses of that abstract class. The abstract class in this way
specifies a common interface for all its subclasses, perhaps supplemented with common
behaviour encoded in methods (with a body) of the abstract class.

In the example of Section 4.3, the Shape-class is an abstract class, because it contains
abstract methods like Area. This method is overridden in all subclasses of Shape to pro-
vide specific calculations for the area of the different kinds of shapes. The Shape-class
also contains several normal methods such as Move. This method encodes a generic move-
operation for all kinds of shapes. In this way, operations on (heterogeneous) collections of
shapes can be specified in a uniform way. For example, in the Area-method of Composite,
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the combined area of its components is calculated by simply taking the sum of the areas
of the individual components.

Because an abstract class contains methods without method bodies, messages sent to
objects of that class cannot invoke the corresponding method. The common approach,
also taken in TAMARA, to avoid that such a message is sent, is to prohibit the creation of
objects of that class (hence the name ‘abstract class’). As a consequence, abstract sorts are
not allowed, because the creation of sort value cannot be prohibited.

Methods are mapped to overloaded functions in FLORENCE. Abstract methods need
not be an exception to this. In Chapter 3, several examples of fully undefined functions
emerged. There is no reason why these fully undefined functions cannot be part of over-
loaded functions. If it is ensured that a branch corresponding to an abstract methods is
never selected, then they can be treated as normal methods in the mapping from TAMARA

to FLORENCE. The guarantee for this is provided by declaring any class to be abstract,
that contains or inherits an abstract method, and by prohibiting the creation of objects of
these abstract classes.

5.3 Typing and semantics of updates

TAMARA is a combination of languages: it is a specification language, a database lan-
guage, and an object-oriented language. It would be naive to assume that all aspects of
these different languages can be seamlessly integrated without problems. In this section,
we will show how the characteristics of these different languages interact with respect to
update specification, what problems are caused by a free combination due to this interac-
tion, and how these problems can be solved or avoided. The design of the update facilities
of TAMARA is based on these ideas.

Object-orientation is nothing but a general framework, a concept. It is based on a vi-
sion of autonomous but cooperating objects. The anatomy of an object consists of local
state, behaviour, and an interface. The behaviour of an object is described by its meth-
ods and the reaction of an object upon receiving a message is to invoke one of its internal
methods. Methods contain a description of actions the object should perform. These ac-
tions can be internal (access to or modification of its internal state) or external (sending
messages to other objects). The evaluation of an object-oriented program, hence, can be
visualized as an object-space containing many objects between which myriad messages
are exchanged. Implementations follow this idea in varying degrees resulting in varying
degrees of faithfulness to the object-oriented idea described here. There is obviously more
to object-orientation than this, but in the following, we are specifically interested in the as-
pect of evaluation by sending messages which lies at the root of object-orientation.

Definitions of object-oriented programming languages, however, do not prescribe a
unique order in which messages are sent in each situation. For example, what is the order
in which messages are sent in an expression like o�m(o1�m1; o2�m2)? Is m1 sent to o1
beforem2 is sent to o2? A similarity with parallelism can be observed. Two messages for
which it is not prescribed in which order they are sent, can also be viewed as being sent
concurrently. This view bears much resemblance with the concept of non-determinism
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Class Person
attributes

name : string;
cash : real;
spouse : Person

constraints
HusbandWife = spouse�spouse = self

methods
GetCash : real = cash
SetCash(amount:real) = self except (cash = amount)
GiveCashToSpouse =

(spouse�SetCash(GetCash + spouse�GetCash) ; SetCash(0))
end Person

Figure 5.1: Cash registration example.

which can be defined as [Ill96]

A mode of computation in which, at certain points, there is a choice of ways to
proceed: the computation may be thought of as choosing arbitrarily between
them, or as splitting into separate copies and pursuing all choices simultane-
ously. [...] Non-determinism also arises naturally in connection with inter-
leaving and concurrency.

Since no particular order is prescribed for certain cases, a programmer cannot assume pro-
grams that depend on this order to behave reliably. His programs are, in a sense, ambigu-
ous. In functional programming, a similar freedom is present: it is not prescribed in what
order to evaluate expressions e1 and e2 in an expression like f(e1; e2). The difference,
however, is that in functional programming languages, it does not matter, because what-
ever evaluation strategy is chosen, the result is always the same. A functional program-
ming language is said to be confluent, i.e., although it is non-deterministic (in the sense
that, at certain points, there is a choice of ways to proceed), it is not ambiguous (in the
sense that the result does not depend on the choices being made).

What many programmers of object-oriented programming languages do not realize is
that object-oriented programming languages are usually not confluent, hence that their pro-
grams may be ambiguous. Often they (unconsciously) avoid ambiguous situations, but we
like to emphasize that their language does not enforce this. Let us look at a concrete ex-
ample that exhibits ambiguity due to the non-determinism of the message-sending idea.

Suppose we like to set up a cash registration system intended for monitoring cash-flow
between husband and wife. A straightforward object-oriented design of a Person-class
equipped with the necessary operations is given in Figure 5.1 (please remember throughout
this section, that, as we are giving an argument for certain design decisions w.r.t. TAMARA,
we experiment with examples in a similar, but nonetheless fictional, syntax that is often il-
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Person

name=”John”
cash=10
spouse=

name=”Mary”
cash=20
spouse=

Personoid=1 oid=2

2 1

Figure 5.2: Example database state.

legal according to the definition of TAMARA given in Chapter 4). The amount of cash a
person carries in her/his purse is kept in the cash-attribute. The marital relationship be-
tween two persons is represented by the spouse-attribute. The HusbandWife-constraint
ensures that the spouse-attributes of both husband and wife are coherent. Furthermore,
suppose we have an initial database state containing two objects of type Person: John and
Mary. John has 10 guilders in his purse and Mary 20 (see Figure 5.2). They are married,
i.e., they are each other’s spouse.

Together they have 30 guilders, i.e., John�Cash+Mary�Cash is equal to 30. In a money
exchange between John and Mary, we would expect that the overall amount of money does
not change. There is more than one way of expressing this:

1. (John�GiveCashToSpouse ; John�GetCash + Mary�Cash)

2. John�GiveCashToSpouse�GetCash + Mary�GetCash

Since the above is expressed in a hypothetical variation of TAMARA, the exact semantics
is unknown, hence the expected result 30 cannot be verified. Using commonly accepted
properties of the object-oriented programming paradigm, however, we can deduce results
for the above expressions. For example, the same messages can be identified in both al-
ternatives (no order implied):

� GiveCashToSpouse =) John, which initiates

– GetCash =) Mary

– GetCash =) John

– ySetCash =) Mary

– SetCash =) John

� GetCash =) John

� zGetCash =) Mary

A complication is that in some object-oriented languages, the ‘+’ denotes a built-in oper-
ator, whereas in others, it is a message itself. Either way, there is no reason to believe in
the second alternative, that the SetCash-message initiated by GiveCashToSpouse (marked
with y) reaches Mary before the GetCash-message marked with z. Hence, the result of the
second alternative is ambiguous, either 0 + 20 or 0 + 30.
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+

30

+

30

Person

name=”John”
cash= 0
spouse=

name=”Mary”

spouse=

Personoid=1 oid=2

2 1
cash=30

Person

name=”John”
cash=10
spouse=

name=”Mary”
cash=20
spouse=

Personoid=1 oid=2

2 1

Figure 5.3: Desired database state change.

An equivalent program for the example discussed above can be given in any object-
oriented programming language. A small experiment carried out in C++ and Java demon-
strated that this ambiguity indeed exists (no details of these experiments are given here,
as the reader can verify this rather easily). In the experiment, it turned out that different
compilers for C++ did not always agree on a unique result. On one occasion, even the op-
timization options of one particular compiler (Sun C++ 4.0) had an influence on the result
of the program.

For general-purpose programming languages, object-oriented or not, limited forms of
ambiguity due to non-determinism are commonly accepted. For example, in Pascal no par-
ticular behaviour is defined for changing the iteration variable in a for-loop. Although the
definition of Pascal does not forbid one to write a Pascal-program in which the iteration
variable of a for-loop is changed, there is no predictable result. As a rule of thumb, Pascal
programmers, therefore, refrain from changing the iteration variable of a for-loop. Pro-
gramming language often have such pragmatic rules in addition to syntactic and semantic
rules.

But, TAMARA is not a general-purpose programming language; it is a database spec-
ification language. As a specification language, TAMARA is intended for describing the
‘what’ and not the ‘how.’ More concretely, a TAMARA-specification describes what data-
base operations (i.e., queries and updates) we like to perform and not how these are per-
formed. TAMARA should, therefore, be absolutely unambiguous about what a specifica-
tion means without having to rely on pragmatic ‘rules of thumb.’ At the same time, it
should abstract away from implementation details to leave enough room for optimization
(i.e., for choosing an efficient implementation). In short, we like TAMARA to have no prag-
matic rules and to be as non-deterministic as possible while staying confluent (i.e., allow
choices as long as results do not depend on them).

In the context of our example, this means that we are looking for an expression lan-
guage that is able to specify updates such as the one depicted in Figure 5.3. All expres-
sions of this language should either have a meaning or should be rejected by a static and
preferrably simple detection mechanism. Furthermore, it should be possible to specify hy-
pothetical updates. Queries are sometimes formulated in terms of a question on a hypothe-
cially modified database state (e.g., what-if queries). In these cases, we are only interested
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in the query result and expect the database to remain unchanged, hece the term hypotheti-
cal update. We occasionally also use the term for a query containing a hypothetical update.
The John&Mary-example is an example of a hypothetical update: “What is the combined
cash of John and Mary after a cash-exchange between the two?”

The requirement of specifications to have an unambiguous meaning can be approached
from different angles. First of all, we can start with a common object-oriented expression
language as we done and try to find a criterion upon which we can statically reject am-
biguous TAMARA-expressions. Such a criterion should be strong enough to eradicate all
possible ambiguous expressions, but not be such that too many perfectly unambiguous ex-
pressions are rejected. We call this the object-oriented programming perspective, because
we begin with a common object-oriented expression language.

Functional languages are known to be suitable for specification purposes, because it
is relatively easy to proof properties of functional programs. Another logical approach
to the design of an object-oriented specification language is to attempt an integration be-
tween the functional and object-oriented programming paradigms and design a database
specification language based on this. We call this the functional programming perspective,
because we begin with a pure functional language which is enhanced with a separated fa-
cility for updates.

Finally, we can look at it from a database perspective. Possibilities for optimization
have always been important in the database area because of the volume of data involved.
Therefore, there is a wide body of experience with declarative (query and data manipula-
tion) languages. This experience can perhaps be of use.

In the following sections, we investigate the design of a specification language for
database operations from each of these three angles. Special attention will be payed to
hypothetical updates as these combine updates and queries in a way that mey result in am-
biguous specifications. After these three investigations, we look at updates performed on
collections of objects. Then, we will present the actual choices made for TAMARA in Sec-
tion 5.3.5. Finally, some complications due to other (typing) features of TAMARA are ex-
amined.

5.3.1 The object-oriented programming perspective

The ‘+’-operator clearly suggests commutativity and no particular evaluation order. This
is also the case with sending a message: there is no particular order of evaluation im-
plied between the subexpressions Ei (i 2 1::n) in E0�I(E1; : : : ; En). It is clear from our
John&Mary example that a transfer of money from John to Mary generates a side-effect
on Mary’s purse. Hence, an addition containing a mutation on Mary’s purse on one side
and an access to her purse on the other should, therefore, be prohibited as this has no de-
terministic result. If we like to define a specification language that is fully object-oriented,
hence should allow specifiers to construct expressions like this, we should also provide a
mechanism that can (statically) detect possible ambiguities generated by side-effects.

In functional programming language research similar detection mechanisms are being
developed for different reasons. First, Functional programming languages are burdened
with having poor performance. As explained earlier, a functional program cannot express
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mutation of data. Therefore, an operation on a data structure has to be programmed as
though it is constructing a new data structure based on the original. A naive implementa-
tion that strictly follows this principle is often not very efficient, because it spends valuable
time in the construction of new values, copying values, etc. Often, an original need not be
accessed afterwards, so a more efficient implementation would be to destructively update
(parts of) the original structure. Such an optimizer needs a mechanism to detect when op-
timization is possible, i.e., when a destructive update does not produce a side-effect that
changes the meaning of the program [PJW93, Wad93].

Secondly, several efforts are aimed at enhancing functional programming languages
with references and assignments [ORH93, GH90, Wri92, SRI91, Hud92, Fel88]. An as-
signment through a reference can produce a side-effect if there exist more references to
the same value and one of these is used to access that value. This problem can also be
observed in the expression sublanguages of many imperative programming languages, for
example, in this C-program:

int i; i = 0;

int example() f return (i = 1) + i; g

The result of example() is ambiguous, either 0 or 1. In functional languages, an ex-
pression denotes a single value, more exactly, one member of the semantical universe. An
expression language without assignments is similarly unambiguous. The incorporation of
assignments and references, hence, introduces a sense of impurity into the expression lan-
guage.

An attractive solution for this problem is to evaluate expressions on the basis of old
states which removes the impurity, and only execute assignments to state variables after-
wards, i.e., at statement borders. Unfortunately, expressions and statements can be arbi-
trarily intermixed. For example:

int i; i = 0;

int f() f i = 1; return i; g
int g() f return i; g
int example() f return f() + g(); g

If expressions are evaluated on the basis of old states, the result of example() is 0 (both
f and g return the contents of i which is 0 in the old state). If we look at function f, how-
ever, we encounter two sequentially composed statements (i = 1; return i;) for which we
expect that the value 1 is always returned. Clearly, we expect the assignment to i to be ex-
ecuted immediately, because it appears in a statement, regardless of the statement’s use in
an expression.

Therefore, in research aimed at enhancing functional programming languages with ref-
erences and assignments, approaches abound that attempt to respect the immediacy of as-
sigments. The side-effect problem is addressed by a mechanism that can detect all pos-
sible situations in which an update through a reference is concurrently combined with an
access to the value being referred to. Solutions are mostly sought in requiring a single
thread of execution when assignments and references are involved. Single-threadedness
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means that there is a unambiguous order in which assignments and accesses through ref-
erences take place regardless of which evaluation strategy is used. Hence, side-effects
are allowed to occur, but only if it does not introduce order-dependencies as illustrated
with the John&Mary example. Since references are much like objects, this research has
much potential for providing a solution for our ambiguity problem with respect to object-
orientation.

An analysis of the (side-)effects of mutations on values that are shared by references
can be incorporated in the type system of the language. In �st [GH90], the set of types is
partitioned into immutable, mutable, and function types. Furthermore, not only is a type
assigned to every expression, but also an abstract use is assigned to all variables occurring
in it. An abstract use is an indication of whether the variable is written to or not, whether
it is shared or not, and whether it is multi-threaded (i.e., used more than once) or single-
threaded. The abstract use ‘wm’ denotes the case of a multi-threaded variable which is
written to. When this abstract use occurs in a program, it is an indication of a potential
error and the program is subsequently dismissed.

Unfortunately, mechanisms like this one cannot be used directly for our purposes. In
�st , sharing is based on variables, while in object-orientation, it is based on (unnamed) ob-
ject identifiers. Because object identifiers are known only at run-time, they are not explicit
language constructs, hence it is not possible to assign abstract uses to them in the same way.
A generalization of the principle where abstract uses are assigned to class types, however,
is possible. Since statically it is not known which particular object is mutated, abstract
uses cannot discriminate between individual objects, and can only indicate the fact that an
object of a certain class is mutated. For example, we could construct a type system that
roughly reasons in the following way for our example John�GiveCashToSpouse�GetCash+
Mary�GetCash:

� The methods SetCash and GetCash perform a single-threaded mutation and a read-
only access, respectively, on an object of class Person.

� Since self and self�spouse are both expressions of class Person, it is, in general,
possible that they refer to the same object. Therefore, GetCash+ spouse�GetCash
performs a multi-threaded, but read-only access on Person.

� Transaction concatenation enforces an order of evaluation. The order of evaluation
of the GiveCashToSpouse-method is shown in Figure 5.4. Although there is multi-
threaded access on Person as result from the previous point, reads and writes occur
in a single-threaded manner. Therefore, the GiveCashToSpouse-method can be de-
clared to have the same update-characteristics as SetCash, i.e., single-threadedly
mutating objects of class Person.

� The John�GiveCashToSpouse�GetCash clearly suggests that GiveCashToSpouse is
sent before GetCash, because without an invocation of GiveCashToSpouse, it is
unknown which object to send GetCash to. Based on the above deduced update-
characteristics, this expression can also be declared unambiguous, because it single-
threadedly mutating objects of class Person.
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GetCash Person

PersonGetCash

SetCash Person SetCash Person

Figure 5.4: Order of messages in GiveCashToSpouse-method.

� Considering the addition expression, the left-hand side single-threadedly mutates
objects of class Person, while the right-hand side performs a read-only access on
Person. Hence, the addition expression as a whole is multi-threaded and mutates
Person. This characteristic corresponds to the wm abstract use of �st and, as this
indicates non-determinism that may lead to ambiguity, the expression should be re-
jected.

We have seen several syntactical constructs, some suggesting no particular order of
evaluation and some that do. If no order is suggested, evaluation can be regarded as occur-
ring independently or concurrently. If TAMARA is to be equipped with a detection mecha-
nism as above, its syntax should be carefully chosen such that the detection mechanism is
as effective as possible. Updates on collections of objects (e.g., the replace-expression),
however, are conceptually concurrent [LS93a]. Specifications describing such operations
are eagerly rejected by the mechanism sketched above, because it involves multi-threaded
access to and mutation of objects of the same class. Since updates on collections of objects
are of vital importance in database specification, it is unacceptable that these would be re-
jected by the type system. Only a severely restricted syntactical form for the specification
of updates can be allowed, namely one that guarantees properties like multi-threaded mu-
tation of a certain class to occur on different objects.

The presence of subtyping also weakens the mechanism’s ability to discriminate. The
problem is that an update on an object of class Person may possibly influence a concurrent
access on an object of a subclass of Person [CMM91].

As a final remark, we have assumed in the above, that the semantics of expressions
like ‘+’ does not prescribe an evaluation order, hence subexpressions can be considered
to be evaluated concurrently. A possible alternative approach would be to abandon this
assumption, introduce such a prescription, and have an optimizer analyze expressions for
possibilities of parallel execution or a different execution order [Oho90]. Although such
an approach would result in an unambiguous semantics, it thrusts a rather operational char-
acter on a specification language that is preferred to be as declarative as possible. Further-
more, as updates are usually done on large collections of objects, for the same reason that
an evaluation order for expressions is helpful, a storage order would also be desired for
objects in collections. This is clearly unacceptable.
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5.3.2 The functional programming perspective

Many of the properties of functional programming languages are consequences from their
close relationship with �-calculus. For example, the semantics of an expression is fully
determined by its subexpressions and its free variables. Hence, a closed expression, i.e.,
one that does not contain any free variables, denotes one object of the semantical universe
regardless of the context of the expression. In other words, expressions are side-effect free,
i.e. the evaluation of an expression cannot have an influence on its context other than by
its result. The often celebrated consequence of this is that a property proven for a closed
expression remains valid in whatever other expressions it is embedded. Hence, properties
for complex expressions can be gradually proved from properties of these subexpressions.

This is clearly different from the situation we encounter in object-oriented program-
ming languages. There we observed the evaluation of a left-hand side of an addition influ-
encing the result of an expression on the right-hand side. We already determined that this is
unacceptable and that we would like to have a specification language in which expressions
are side-effect free, but which still allows the specification of update operations.

In the absence of updates, no side-effects can occur, so an object-oriented query lan-
guage does not suffer from the problem discussed in this section. It is, therefore, a logical
approach to start from there and construct a separate facility for performing updates. In the
database field, this is not an uncommon approach as DBMSs often provide separate query
and data manipulation languages. We should however be careful that a separate update
facility does not re-introduce the problem we are trying to avoid.

For TAMARA, the result of an expression is not only determined by its subexpressions
and its free variables; clearly, the database state also plays a role. Therefore, the semantics
of a TAMARA-expression E can loosely be described by

[[E]]TX � �db:DBtype : ‘result’

(since we intend to ‘play around’ with the semantics of TAMARA, we simplify matters and
sometimes even disregard some incorrectness)

A side-effect is inevitably part of the semantics. Therefore, it is clear from the expres-
sion ‘result ’ that a query expression is free of side-effects. If the type of E is some domain,
hence the result of E is a certain object, then the expression ‘result’ should only include in-
formation about that particular object and not about other objects (see Section 4.6.4).

Before we can continue with an examination of the semantics of the various query
expressions, it is important to look at the difference between objects and values. An ob-
ject is often formalized as a record value with an additional id-field, the object-identifier.
These records occupy some object space and are referred to by means of their object-
identifiers. For this to function properly, the object-identifier should uniquely identify a
corresponding object in the object space and, consequently, two objects are equal if their
object-identifiers are the same. Two values, on the other hand, are only equal if their com-
ponents are equal (see Section 3.2.4; the semantics of equality in CORINE). The identity of
a value can be said to be the value itself. Also, values cannot be ‘updated.’ An expression
like hha=1ii except (a=2) does not update the value hha=1ii, but simply denotes a differ-
ent value hha=2ii in the same way as inc(oid1) does not update the object with identifier
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oid1 but simply refers to a different object (provided that there is an increment function
inc on object-identifiers).

An object space composed of record values each with an id-attribute can be formalized
with the following type

DBtype � P hhid :oidii

Note that a database state of this type is a heterogeneous set and includes more information
about objects than their object-identifier as may be suggested by the above specification. A
function can then be used to look up objects in this object space. To be able to transparently
work with objects in their record-value and oid-form, the function below accepts both and
only looks up the object if it is in oid-form. Otherwise, it does nothing and evaluates to
the record value as is.

getObj � �db:DBtype :

"&�i :oid :unique(fo:hhid :oidii j o 2 db ^ o�id = ig)

&�o:hhid :oidii : o

An initial attempt at a semantics for record projection would be

[[E�I]]TX �

(
(getObj (db) � [[E]]TX)�I if T �̀D

E : D for some D 2 D

[[E]]TX�I otherwise

Disregarding the fact that this semantics produces FLORENCE-expressions that are incor-
rectly typed, it illustrates that a transparent attribute selection like this behaves as if ob-
jects are contained in other objects resulting in a view of an object as a (possibly infinitely)
nested value.

For query expressions, this ‘objects as nested values’-approach provides a good basis
for a formalization of object-orientation. When updates enter the scene, however, this ap-
proach does not work. The reason is that ‘objects as nested values’ does not incorporate
the aspect that objects are shared values. Take, for example, the following FLORENCE-
function

f � �x :hha:hhp:intii; b:hhp:intiiii : x except (a = (x �a except (p = 2)))

Obviously, we do not expect f (hha=hhp=1ii; b=hhp=1iiii) to change the b-attribute even
though the a- and b-attributes are identically typed. The result is hha=hhp=2ii; b=hhp=1iiii.
The underlying principle behind this is again that expressions are free of side-effects:

e except (l=e 0)�l 0 =

�
e 0 if l = l 0

e�l 0 if l 6= l 0
(except property)

An initial attempt at defining the semantics of TAMARA’s except-expression would be
to define it directly in terms of FLORENCE’s except-expression:

[[E except (I = E0)]]TX �

8><
>:
getObj (db) � [[E]]TX
except (I = [[E0]]TX)

if T �̀D
E : D

for some D 2 D

[[E]]TX except (I = [[E0]]TX) otherwise
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Expression result
John�GiveCashToSpouse�id oid1
John�GiveCashToSpouse�cash 0

John�GiveCashToSpouse�spouse�id oid2
John�GiveCashToSpouse�spouse�cash 30

John�GiveCashToSpouse�spouse�spouse�id oid1
John�GiveCashToSpouse�spouse�spouse�cash 10

John�GiveCashToSpouse�spouse�spouse�spouse�id oid2
John�GiveCashToSpouse�spouse�spouse�spouse�cash 20

Table 5.1: Results of ‘functional except’ on objects in John&Mary case.

To examine if this semantics respects the except property, let us navigate through the re-
sulting object space of John�GiveCashToSpouse. The derived results can be found in Ta-
ble 5.1. By means of the circular reference in the spouse-attributes of John and Mary, we
can navigate from Mary through John to Mary again just by adding �spouse twice. Unfor-
tunately, the encountered John’s and Mary’s appear to be dissimilar.

The results of this navigation experiment are, however, in accordance with the except
property. As argued above, John and Mary can be seen as nested values, in this case they
are infinitely embedded within each other. Since the cash-attribute of Mary is changed
and not her spouse-attribute, the expression John�GiveCashToSpouse only constructs a
similar structure in which only one version of Mary is different. It is, therefore, the ex-
cept property that compromises object-identity here. The thus constructed object space is
depicted in Figure 5.5.

In the discussion of the C-program on page 160, an approach passed the review to eval-
uate expressions on the basis of old states and only execute assignments to state variables
afterwards. This approach displayed similar behaviour. Although the variable i was as-
signed to, a subsequent access to it unexpectedly yielded the contents of the variable before
the assignment as if there were two versions of i. The conclusion was that, whereas this
approach is suitable for pure expressions, it does not produce intuitive results for state-
ments embedded within expressions. Assigments occurring in a sequential composition
statement are expected to be ‘visible’ in subsequent steps.

An inspection of the use of the ‘�’-operator in the John&Mary example reveals that it
is used for domain member invocation and sequential composition. This dual purpose has
the similar effect of intermingling expression and statement. It is this intermingling that
produces the confusion between the expectance of expressions to be free of side-effects
and statements to sequentially compose those (side-)effects. Below, we discuss the sep-
aration of expression and statement in TAMARA by defining a pure expression language
(query expressions) and a separate imperative transaction language (transaction expres-
sions).

From this viewpoint it becomes clear that the except-expression is fundamentally dif-
ferent if used as expression or statement, i.e., if used in the context of values or objects, re-
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name=”John”
cash=0
spouse=
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cash=10 cash=20

John�GiveCashToSpouse

Figure 5.5: Deduced object space with ‘functional except.’

spectively. Although unnecessary because the type system can keep them apart, we use the
keyword oexcept for ‘object except’ to emphasize this. Hence, the except-expression is
a query expression that behaves in accordance with the except-property, and the oexcept-
expression is a transaction expression that behaves as an assignment.

If it is desired that oexcept implies an update, it should be taken into account that ob-
jects are shared values. Instead of Figure 5.5, we would like Figure 5.3. Consequently, the
meaning of a transaction expression is not only its result, but also a change of the database
state (its effect):

[[E]]TTrX � �db:DBtype : hhdb=‘new database state’; res=‘result’ii

The semantics for the oexcept-expression given below produces both a query result
similar to the except-expression, but also an effect.

[[E oexcept (I = E0)]]TTrX � hhdb=putObj (db)(result); res=result �idii

where result = (getObj (db) � [[E]]TX) except (I = [[E0]]TX)

putObj = �db:DBtype : �o:hhid :oidii :

fx :hhid :oidii j (x �id = o�id ^ x = o) _

(x �id 6= o�id ^ x 2 db)g

Since the order in which updates are performed is important, an imperative style of
specifying them is a natural choice. Therefore, TAMARA provides a concatenation expres-
sion (E1 ; : : : ; En). Its effect is the sequential effect of each E1 and its query result is the
query result of En. With the concatenation expression providing a form of composition
suitable for the transaction language, the use of the ‘�’-operator for sequential composi-
tion becomes superfluous. Therefore, its use is syntactically restricted to domain member
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invocation. This approach can be continued to provide an imperative style transaction lan-
guage separate from a pure expression language made up of query expressions.

5.3.3 The database perspective

Relational databases are value-based. Tuples are values because they consist of values,
relations are values because they consist of tuples, and the database is a value because it
consists of relations. One can, however, define some attributes a relation as a key. This
allows one to establish relationships between relations by including the key attributes of
another relation (foreign key). In this way, a tuple in one relation refers to a tuple in the
other. Evidently, this can only work correctly if the DBMS guarantees the uniqueness of
a key in a relation at all times.

An object-identifier is similar to a key. We could, therefore, place our John&Mary
example easily in a relational context. We would need one relationPersonwith attributes
personID, name, cash, spousewith personID the primary key of the relation and
spouse a foreign key. The corresponding initial database state would be

personID name cash spouse
1 "John" 10 2
2 "Mary" 20 1

The syntactical format of SQL update statements, however, leaves not much choice
for our hypothetical update than to program it as follows

UPDATE Person
SET cash=(SELECT SUM(cash)

FROM Person
WHERE name="John" OR name="Mary")

WHERE name="Mary"

UPDATE Person
SET cash=0
WHERE name="John"

SELECT SUM(cash)
FROM Person
WHERE name="John" OR name="Mary"

This strict format keeps the update statements themselves simple, side-effect free, and
declarative, but it forces one to sometimes divide an update into several statements which
have to be sequentially ordered.1

Even within this strict form, it is possible to program malicious updates that are stati-
cally correct. For example, the insertion of a tuple with a key-value for which there already
exists a tuple in the relation with that key-value. Another example would be to delete a tu-
ple to which other tuples refer. The standard response of a relational DBMS is to abort

1The update could have been programmed with one update statement using a UNION of the results of two
SELECT-expressions.
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the transaction (or perform compensating updates if defined). In short, key-violations are
considered to be integrity violations and are handled at transaction level.

Another aspect of relational databases also shows similarity with what we have dis-
cussed so far. We stated that the evaluation of one side of an addition expression should
be independent of the evaluation of the other and vice versa. If so, the evaluation of both
sides can also be regarded as happening concurrently. Database systems are able to handle
concurrent requests for the manipulation of data. Users are guaranteed that concurrently
issued requests are evaluated in isolation.

The similarity is not perfect, because concurrency in database systems can only occur
between user requests and not within a request. We could, however, do as if the left-hand
side of the addition is issued by one user and the right-hand side by another. The ACID-
properties of transactions guarantee, for one, that both transactions are performed entirely
or not at all (atomicity), and that they do not interfere (isolation). There is non-determinism
involved, because it is not determined which of the two goes first. The two possibilities
correspond with the two answers 0 + 20 and 0 + 30 we have seen earlier.

5.3.4 Updates on collections of objects

So far, we have looked at the specification of updates on single objects. In a database lan-
guage, one would expect extensive support for the specification of updates on collections
of objects. In the design of the database specification language BCOOL [LS93b], special
attention was paid to this aspect. BCOOL provides an operation

apply to all[upd1; : : : ; updm](fo1; : : : ; ong)

This operation applies the sequence of update operations upd
1
; : : : ; updm to each of the

objects o1; : : : ; on individually. The result is the set of updated objects. Similar to our
example above, an update operation on a certain object may influence the result of another
update operation on some other object. As this creates a dependency on the order in which
the update operations are executed, the result would be ambiguous if no special precautions
are taken.

Ideally, the sequences of update operations on the individual objects are independent.
Consequently, one may consider them to be executed concurrently in independent threads
(see Figure 5.6). Each of these threads will result in an updated object, and all updated
objects are collected to form the resulting set. To ensure that no order-dependencies exist,
it is required that threads are commutative. The requirement of commutativity of threads
can be simplified to a requirement of commutativity of individual update operations on the
individual objects. Commutativity of all combinations of elementary update operations
of BCOOL are examined in [LS93a]. Threads are also considered to be executed inside
(sub)transactions. A commutativity proof thus prevents that these (sub)transactions can
conflict or interfere with one another, hence assures confluency similar to functional lan-
guages.

A TAMARA-style version of the apply to all-operation of BCOOL would bef

oreplace � � � for I in E iff E0
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Figure 5.6: Updates on collections of objects in BCOOL.

(we use the same convention as with except to distinguish the query expression replace
from the transaction expression oreplace): The same interference between threads can
occur here too. For example

oreplace x�GiveCashToSpouse
for x in fJohn;Maryg

There are two threads; let us call them the John- and Mary-thread, respectively (see
Figure 5.7). It may seem that the above expression specifies an exchange of wallets be-
tween John and Mary. The actual specification of the GiveCashToSpouse-method, how-
ever, specifies two updates, one on the receiver object and one on the receiver’s spouse.
Since the method is used in both threads, the above expression specifies that both their wal-
lets should contain at the same time nothing and their combined cash. Therefore, this par-
ticular specification of a cash exchange (assuming that this was the intention of the speci-
fier) should be rejected. Note that this interference between threads depends on the specific
relationships between objects.

Our aim formulated at the beginning of Section 5.3, however, states that “all expres-
sions should either have a meaning or can be rejected by a static and preferrably simple
detection mechanism.” This leaves us with three alternatives:

� develop a detection mechanism that rejects this expression,

� develop a syntax that does not allow such expressions, or

� assign a meaning (semantics) to this expression.

In the context of the first alternative, an approach similar to BCOOL could be tried
with TAMARA. According to the semantics of the elementary update expressions, one
could examine under which conditions combinations of these commute. Considering all
of the facilities TAMARA provides that may influence the commutativity of update expres-
sions, this is, in general, hardly achievable. In the context of TM, research is being done
on the use of proof tools to assist a specifier in verifying a specification with respect to
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Person

name=”John”
cash=10
spouse=

name=”Mary”
cash=20
spouse=

Personoid=1 oid=2

2 1

John-thread Mary-thread

Person

name=”John”
cash=0
spouse=

name=”Mary”
cash=30
spouse=

Personoid=1 oid=2

2 1

Person

name=”John”
cash=30
spouse=

name=”Mary”
cash=0
spouse=

Personoid=1 oid=2

2 1

Figure 5.7: Example of a conflicting update on a collection of two objects.

constraint preserving properties of transactions (see Chapter 6). This research is still in a
premature stage but can perhaps be extended in the future to perform these commutativity
proofs [SB97].

Commutativity is trivial if the update operations are ‘local,’ i.e., if they only update
the object at hand. In the spirit of the second alternative, one could try to design a syn-
tax for update expressions in such a way that only the self-object is updated. In a way,
GiveCashToSpouse is already quite proper, because the actual update is left to SetCash
which only updates the self-object. It is the invocation of SetCash on a different object
than self that is causing the interference. A logical restriction would be to disallow trans-
action invocations on other objects than self. But, enforcing local updates in this way is
definitely restrictive.

A more flexible approach would be to automatically rewrite more complex update ex-
pressions to a standard form that only performs local updates. Let us assume that a generic
rewriting algorithm can be constructed. An imaginable result of such a general rewriting
process for our example would be

oreplace case x of
u1=r : r�obj�SetCash(0)
u2=r : r�obj�SetCash(r�source�GetCash +

r�source�spouse�GetCash)
endcase

for x in f[ju1=hhobj=John; source=Johniij];
[ju1=hhobj=Mary; source=Maryiij];
[ju2=hhobj=John�spouse; source=Johniij];
[ju2=hhobj=Mary�spouse; source=Maryiij]g

This standard form more clearly exhibits interference between threads. It probably suf-
fices to check that, if two obj-attributes are equal, it implies that the corresponding update
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operations and source-attributes are also equal. Again, to statically detect equivalence of
expressions is only achievable with the use of proof tools.

Figure 5.7 shows the resulting database states of both threads of our example update.
An object-identity check on the union of these states would successfully detect conflicting
updates. In relational databases (see Section 5.3.3), an update that compromises the refer-
ential integrity of the database results in an abort of the transaction. We could define the
semantics of oreplace correspondingly (the definition below is a simplification of the one
given on page 142):

[[oreplace E for I in E0 iff E00]]TTrX �

let Threads:PTRT =

fo:TRT j 9 x 2 [[E0]]TX j

if (let xI:[[T0]]T = x in [[E00]]T [I7!T
0

]

X )

then o = (let xI:[[T0]]T = x in [[E]]T [I7!T
0

]

TrX )

else o = hhdb=db; res=x iig;

UncheckedResult :[[P T0]]T =

hhdb=fo:�� j (:o 2 db ^ 9 r 2 Threads j o 2 r �db) _

(o 2 db ^ 8 r 2 Threads j o 2 r �db)g;

res=fo:[[T]]T j 9 r 2 Threads j r �res = ogii

in if ObjectIdentityCheck(UncheckedResult)
then UncheckedResult

else hhres= � � � ; db = dbii

where T �̀D
E0 : P T0 and T �̀D

E : T � T0

A semantics for transaction expressions based on the above proposal is less ambitious,
because it does not require a static verification of non-interference between threads. Such
a verification would, of course, benefit a specifier, but without it, a clear and unambiguous
meaning can be assigned to all expressions anyway. Future research must reveal if such a
verification is feasible, or if a different approach to updates on collections of objects can
be found that does allow a static detection of interference between threads while still pro-
viding a flexible and expressive language for specification of these updates.

5.3.5 The transaction expression language of TAMARA

Message-passing, which is one of the main concepts of object orientation, is inherently dy-
namic and non-deterministic. A simple example shows that this can quickly lead to expres-
sions with an ambiguous meaning. This conflicts with one of the requirements imposed on
TAMARA being a database specification language, namely that all accepted specifications
should have an unambiguous meaning.

We have investigated this problem from different angles, put forward the various as-
pects that are involved, presented promising solutions, and briefly examined their pros and
cons. An alternative that presented itself first in Section 5.3.1 is an attempt at restricting
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an initially ambiguous object-oriented language with a clever type system in such a way
that ambiguous expressions are rejected. Results summarized in this section of research on
functional programming languages that addresses similar problems, unfortunately, proved
to be not adequately applicable to an object-oriented context.

The next alternative that was examined approaches the problem from a different angle.
An object-oriented query language forms an acceptable basis for extension with transac-
tion expressions. It turns out that with query expressions, one can abstract from the object-
sharing aspect by regarding objects as being nested values and attribute selection as navi-
gating deeper into objects. With updates, however, sharing is of utmost importance. This
became apparent by the need to include the effect of a transaction expression in its seman-
tics. Therefore, for some query expressions that are important at both query and transac-
tion level, ‘object versions’ were defined. We have chosen to be as explicit as possible
about the difference between query and transaction expressions, because similar expres-
sion forms have a fundamentally different semantics for query and transaction context.
For example, the oexcept-expression implies an update being performed on the object in-
volved as opposed to the query expression except. Moreover, a separation has been made
between methods and transactions. The body of a method is a query expression whereas
the body of a transaction may also be a transaction expression. Obviously, transactions
may only be invoked from within other transactions. An imperative style of specifying
transaction expressions is supported by the introduction of a sequential concatenation ex-
pression (E1 ; : : : ; En). New objects can be created with new I(E1; : : : ; En) where I is a
constructor with an appropriate signature.

The body of a transaction has the form

begin transaction E default abort E0 end transaction

This ‘starts’ a transaction and evaluates E. In E, an occurrence of the transaction expres-
sion abort E00 will abort the transaction, which reverts to database state back to its state
before the transaction was started and assigns the query result E00 to the transaction. The
expression E00 may be omitted which causes the default-abort expression E0 to be taken
instead. If no abort-expression is encountered and all constraints are respected in the re-
sulting database state, the transaction is committed (the effect of the transaction will be the
effect of E) and the query result of the transaction is the query result of E.

Transaction expressions cannot be allowed to be used as subexpressions of query ex-
pressions, because this will introduce the very problem we are trying to avoid. Without it,
however, the possibilities for specifying hypothetical updates would be severely restricted.
Therefore, imperative versions of some query expressions are also included: olet, oif, and
ocase. More could have been included, but these are sufficient. It is important to be aware
of the fact that these expressions do suggest a sequential order of evaluation.

With updates on single objects, this works nicely. In Section 5.3.4, however, we ob-
served that updates on collections of objects are still problematic. The first few alterna-
tives that were presented either were too restricitive to be practical for our specification
purposes, or relied to heavily on proofs of semantics properties of expressions. At the end
of the section, a less ambitious approach was discussed that relied on the transaction mech-
anism to guard the integrity of the database against conflicting updates. Although this does
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Module PersonDatabase

Class Person
attributes

name : string;
cash : real;
spouse : Person

constraints
HusbandWife = spouse�spouse = self

methods
GetCash : real = cash

transactions
SetCash(amount:real) = self oexcept (cash = amount)
GiveCashToSpouse =

(spouse�SetCash(GetCash + spouse�GetCash) ; SetCash(0))
end Person

attributes
PERSONS : PPerson

transactions
TotalAmountOfCashAfterExchange : real =

begin transaction
olet John = unique for p in PERSONS iff p�name = "John";

Mary = unique for p in PERSONS iff p�name = "Mary"
in (John�GiveCashToSpouse ;

abort (John�GetCash + Mary�GetCash))
end transaction

end PersonDatabase

Figure 5.8: Final PersonDatabase example.

not fulfill our initial goal of being able to statically detect all occurring ambiguity, we have
chosen to adopt the approach nonetheless. The reasons for this are that it does detect am-
biguity at run-time and provides an unambiguous meaning to all transaction expressions
updating collections of objects. Moreover, future research may enable these expressions to
be statically verified concerning this aspect, i.e., the approach is a good starting-point for
future research on this topic without actually depending on it. Finally, the resulting trans-
action expression language provides much freedom for update specification as the example
of Section 4.3 illustrates.

Our original example together with the additionally discussed queries and transactions
can be expressed in TAMARA as in Figure 5.8.
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5.3.6 Type-safety of updates

In the previous section, we looked at the semantics of TAMARA to explain the choices for
a syntax of transaction expressions. We touched on typing to argue how type-information
could be used to detect ambiguous expressions. Instead of being helpful, some of the more
advanced typing features proposed for TAMARA may introduce additional difficulties in
making the language completely type-safe.

Many carefully designed object-oriented languages are not completely type-safe. For
example, it is often possible to write a type-correct program that changes an attribute of a
certain type in such a way that it contains a value of a supertype. It has been reported that
Eiffel [Mey92], O2C [BDK92, ES94], and Java [DFW96] suffer from this update anomaly.
The desire to make TAMARA completely type-safe requires a thorough investigation of
the exact circumstances in which the unsafe update can occur in those languages, and the
provision of an adequate solution to the problem.

A general program that will expose the above lack of type-safety can be described as
follows. Suppose we have four classes C, D, E, and F with D a subclass of C and F a sub-
class of E. Class C has an attribute a of type E. This attribute is specialized in D to be of
type F (arbitrary attribute specialization is not allowed in every object-oriented language,
but a restricted form often is. In C++, for example, only pointer-valued attributes may be
specialized). A similar example can easily be constructed using pointers. Then, suppose
we program a method with one parameter o of type E (a function with two parameters,
self:C and o:E, will do also). The body of this method will contain the necessary code to
update attribute a with the value of the parameter. Since the type of a is the same as the type
of o, the type system of these languages will accept this program as type correct. Many
languages adopt the subtyping principle, i.e., if in a certain place in a program, an expres-
sion of a certain type is required, then an expression of a subtype may be used. Moreover,
methods are inherited to subclasses allowing the invocation of a method defined in a cer-
tain class on an object of a subclass of that class. More concretely, it is allowed to call m
on an object of type D with a parameter of type E. This, however, updates the a-attribute
which is typed as F with a value of run-time type E, which undoubtedly is not a type-safe
update. Figure 5.9 contains a C++-program constructed according to the above description
which indeed successfully compiles, but executes erratically.

A (fortunately futile) attempt to recreate the update anomaly in FLORENCE sheds some
light on the necessary conditions for it to occur. Consider the following example (we take
C = hha:hhiiii, D = hha:hhb:intiiii, E = hhii, and F = hhb:intii):

m � �self :hha:hhiiii : �o:hhii : self except (a = o)

T ` m : hha:hhiiii ! hhii ! hha:hhiiii

LetDobj be hha=hhb=1iiii. The function application expressionm(Dobj )(hhii) is equiv-
alent to hha=hhiiii. It is important to observe that the run-time type of the self -variable, in
this case hha:hhb:intiiii, need not be the same as the run-time type of the result, in this case
hha:hhiiii. The except-expression can apparently result in a value of a different type than
its source.
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class E f public : void pr() f printf("Class Enn"); gg;

class F : public Ef public : int b; void pr() f printf("Class F:%dnn";b); gg;

class C f public : E �a; void change(E�o) f a = o; gg;

class D : public Cf public : F �a; g;

main() f
D �Dobj = new D; E �Eobj = new E;
Dobj�>change(Eobj);
Dobj�>a�>pr();

g

Figure 5.9: C++ illustration of update anomaly.

In an object-oriented language, an update to an object is not supposed to change the
type of the object. Therefore, our first attempt does not approximate the example of Fig-
ure 5.9 closely enough. Unit types are intended to be used in formalizations of class types.
Therefore, we will continue our attempt by introducing unit types C , D , E , and F such
that D �K C and F �K E , and K(C ) = hha:E ii, K(D) = hha:F ii, K(E ) = hhii, and
K(F ) = hhb:intii). It is necessary to change the example function accordingly:

m � �self :C : �o:E : inC (outC (self ) except (a = o))

T ` m : C ! E ! C

Again, this attempt does not approximate the example of Figure 5.9 closely enough.
Let Dobj = inD (hha=inF (hhb=1ii)ii) and Eobj = inE (hhii). The run-time type of the
result of m(Dobj )(Eobj ) is C , whereas we would have liked it be D . The explicit use of
inC (� � �) is responsible. In our final attempt, we will use an overloaded function to make
sure that the run-time type of the result is D for a self parameter with run-time type D :

m � �self :C : �o:E :�
"&�x :C : inC (outC (self ) except (a = o))

&�x :D : inD (outD (self ) except (a = o))

�
� self

T ` m : C ! E ! C

FLORENCE exposes the anomalous ‘update’ by declaring the above example type in-
correct. The inD(� � �)-expression is type incorrect as its argument does not have a type that
is a subtype of K(D). The formalization of updating an object by unwrapping its (run-
time) class type, changing the attribute, followed by wrapping the result again, clearly
shows that maintaining the object’s type while changing an attribute requires a separate
handling for subtypes of the object’s type if attribute specialization is involved. If no form
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of attribute specialization is allowed in a language, then a conventional type system is suf-
ficient for this language to acquire type-safety with respect to this aspect.

In TAMARA, both sorts and classes and mapped to unit types in FLORENCE. Conse-
quently, an except- or oexcept-expression working on a sort value or an object may ex-
hibit an update anomaly (e.g., a TAMARA-specification similar to Figure 5.9). Therefore,
to tackle this type-safety breach, we need a type system that is able to detect an update
anomaly and, not to forget, we also need language mechanisms that enable a specifier to
specify it in a type-correct way. For the latter, TAMARA offers two possibilities which
are conceptually equivalent: the change-method can be overridden in class D, or it can be
specified using type expressions:

Class C
attributes

a : E
transactions

change(o:selftype�aj) = self oexcept (a = o)
end C

Detection of update anomalies is not trivial. From the above discussion, it can be con-
cluded that in TAMARA an update anomaly can occur if the following conditions are met:

� A domain member contains an except- or oexcept-expression working on a value
of some domain (let us call this the except domain).

� An attribute that is changed,2 is specialized in some subdomain of that domain.

Additionally, a domain member may be polymorphic and the use of type expressions may
cause an except- or oexcept-expression to exhibit an update anomaly in one of the sub-
domains the domain member inherits to.

There are, therefore, two domains important here: the except domain and the domain-
at-hand, i.e., the domain of the member in which the expression occurs. The type system
of TAMARA is already different from conventional ones in that it re-checks polymorphic
domain members for each subdomain. Unfortunately, this does not completely rule out an
update anomaly, because the except domain and the domain-at-hand need not be related.
Hence, an except- or oexcept-expression should additionally be re-checked for subdo-
mains of the except domain if that subdomain specializes an attribute that is changed in
the expression.

Unfortunately, this may be too strong. Not all combinations of the except domain and
the domain-at-hand are relevant in some situations. For example, a domain member con-
taining a potential update anomaly may be overridden in the subdomain that specialized the
problematic attribute thus preventing an update anomaly from ever occurring. The above
requirement should, therefore, be relaxed.

2It is actually not correct to talk about ‘change,’ because an except-expression working on a sort value does
not ‘change’ any attribute but merely denotes a value similar to the original.
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5.4 Persistency

In the previous section, we abstracted from the aspect of storage of objects in the database.
Although, it is clearly a matter of implementation how objects are physically stored, it is
important to detail the notion of persistency. Otherwise, it is unclear when objects are to
be considered persistent or not, hence, for example, if the constraints are supposed to hold
for them.

In relational DBMSs, a tuple can be made persistent by inserting it into a relation. Note
that the persistency of a tuple value is independent of the creation of the tuple. A tuple
that is not made persistent by inserting it into some relation is simply non-presistent, but
nonetheless a legitimate value. Deletion of a tuple in a relation is the inverse operation,
i.e., it makes a persistent tuple non-persistent again. Suppose we have a relational imple-
mentation of the example of Section 4.3 with relations for each of the types Point, Line,
Rectangle, Circle, and Composite. If, for example, we would like to delete a composite
shape, not only the corresponding tuple in the Composite relation should be deleted, also
the shapes it is composed of should be deleted. To make a relational DBMS more prac-
tical for the user, mechanisms are usually provided for the automatic deletion of certain
tuples if certain other tuples are deleted (cascading deletes). Hence, one could assert that
in relational DMBSs, persistency is explicitly managed by the user, although he receives
a significant amount of assistance from the DBMS.

In TAMARA, we could approach object creation and persistency in the same way. As
we have seen in Section 3.8, we only need one collection to hold all persistent objects,
the object store. The new-expression could create a non-persistent (often called transient)
object that can be made persistent by inserting it into the object store. The removal of the
object from the object store, would make it transient again. The important notion of the
extension of a certain class is simple to incorporate in this approach: it can be derived from
the object store as can be seen in Section 3.8.

Although this is a clear and usable approach to persistency and object creation, there
are other alternatives that should be considered. Instead of creating transient objects, we
could choose the new-expression to immediately make the created object persistent (im-
plicit persistency). A separate destroy-expression would then be responsible for removing
an object from the object store and immediately making it inaccessible (i.e., destroying it).
In this way, objects are always persistent and there is no need for special measures dealing
with the case that an object is transient.

Another area of choice is using the concept of persistent root. In the object-oriented
DBMS O2 [BDK92], one can define persistent variables whose contents define what is
persistent or not. The objects referred to by these variables are persistent. Also, objects
referred to by other persistent objects are persistent. In other words, all objects directly
or indirectly reachable from these persistent variables are considered to be persistent. An
update that renders some objects unreachable has the effect of deleting these objects from
the database. In this way, one need not manage the object store explicitly, but can rely
on the DBMS to insert objects into and delete objects from the object store when appro-
priate. This approach is a natural extension to a database context of pure object-oriented
languages such as SmallTalk.
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Summarizing, there are two important choices:

� explicit vs. implicit persistency

� explicit vs. implicit management of the object store.

In the following, we will discuss the four combinations and choose one. Special attention
is paid to aspects like verification difficulties, specification overhead, and dangling object
references.

5.4.1 Explicit persistency, explicit management of the object store

This alternative corresponds to the described ‘relational DBMS’ approach. Objects that
are created with the new-expression are initially transient. Explicit management of the
object store means that the object store is explicitly present in the language in some form
(e.g., as extensions of classes) and that it can be explicitly manipulated. Therefore, ordi-
nary language constructs for manipulating sets can also be used to make objects persistent
and transient.

In the John&Mary-example (see Section 5.3), the spouse-attribute of a Person is of
type Person. In the semantics, objects are represented by values with an object-identifier
and class-valued attributes like spouse only contain an object-identifier referring to an ob-
ject held elsewhere. In this way, objects can be shared and cyclic references can be han-
dled. A question that immediately arises is: “if transient objects do not reside in the object
store, then where do they reside?” Looking at it from this perspective, it becomes clear
that two separate object stores are needed: a persistent one (the database) and a transient
(temporary) one. Another solution would be to introduce a marking of objects designating
them to be either transient or persistent.

Another related question is that of the life-time of transient objects. It is common to
‘end the life’ of a transient object at the end of the transaction. If, however, there exist
persistent objects that refer to transient objects at that time, then allowing a commit of
the transaction would result in dangling references. An obvious solution to this problem
would be to consider dangling references as a referential integrity violation, hence their
existence would result in an abort of the transaction.

The example of a deletion of a composite shape illustrates that without additional as-
sistance like cascading deletes, this alternative can result in much specification overhead.
Moreover, due to a simple mistake, one may forget to delete some objects. Such a speci-
fication is not incorrect as such, because it has a clear semantics: abort. Desired tool sup-
port would obviously be a verification for transactions that always abort. Unfortunately,
to statically detect transactions that always abort requires reasoning with the semantics of
expressions which is, unquestionably also in case of TAMARA, very hard indeed.

5.4.2 Explicit persistency, implicit management of the object store

As opposed to the previous approach where persistency is explicitly specified with inser-
tions into or deletions from an object store, reachability from a persistent root determines
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which objects are persistent and which are not. Hence, a simple change of an attribute
may involve many objects to (conceptually) move from the transient object store to the
persistent one, or vice versa.

In this approach, it would be convenient in the example of Section 3.4 to specify one
persistent root of type PComposite corresponding to a set of drawings. All shapes in these
drawings are persistent, because they are reachable from this persistent root. The opera-
tion of deleting a drawing from the database is simple: one only needs to remove on object
from this set and all related objects (the shapes it is composed of) are automatically deleted
(moved to the transient store) as well. This is clearly an advantage over the previous ap-
proach. There, the deletion of all related object needs to be explicitly specified.

The mechanism behind the automatic deletion of objects is garbage collection. The
O2 system has shown that a garbage collection mechanism is viable in a database context.
With TAMARA, we have more intentions than obtaining a mere database language. We
also like to perform complex analyses on database specifications. One of these analyses
is to proof that a certain transaction is robust, i.e., if all constraints are still respected after
performing the transaction [Spe95, SB96]. Constraints, however, need not be respected for
garbage data. Therefore, garbage collection needs to be taken into account in the proofs
which is probably not feasible with currect technology.

The problem of dangling object references is not a problem here, because a persistent
object referring to another object implies that the other object is also persistent. A separate
transient store or a marking is not necessary either. Since transient objects live until the end
of the transaction and it is not important to actually know whether or not a certain object is
persistent during a transaction, transient objects can safely be retained in the object store
until the end of the transaction.

5.4.3 Implicit persistency, explicit management of the object store

The aim of implicit persistency is to avoid transient objects altogether. In other words, here
is no transient store. This means that the new-expression, contrary to the first alternative,
also needs to insert the created object into the object store. Analogously, the deletion of
a certain object from the object store should also have the effect of rendering the object
inaccessible (which is conceptually equivalent to the destruction the object). But, what
about a specification of the form below?

let o = ‘some object’

in (delete o from ‘object store’ ;
‘access to an attribute of o’)

In other words, references can become dangling not only at the end of a transaction,
but also during the transaction. Similar to the ‘explicit persistency, explicit management
of the object store’-alternative, verification support is desired to detect malicious object-
accesses which is probably also hard. In the ‘explicit persistency, implicit management of
the object store’-alternative, retaining transient objects in the object store can be regarded
as prolonging the persistency of transient objects. This makes the alternative rather similar
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to this one with the difference that dangling references are not a problem. Therefore, the
previous alternative is preferable over this one.

5.4.4 Implicit persistency, implicit management of the object store

The idea behind this approach is to embrace the concept of persistent root while at the same
time avoiding transient objects. An immediate consequence of this aim, is that object cre-
ation should syntactically be combined with an update that makes the newly created object
reachable from the persistent root. Otherwise, the object should be considered deleted im-
mediately after its creation. Such a syntactical construct would become rather awkward.
Considering the destruction of objects, similar comments apply as the previous approach.

5.4.5 The choice

With respect to the issue of explicit vs. implicit persistency, a choice is easily made. The
concept of transient objects besides persistent is quite useful in a database context. In cases
where transient objects naturally emerge in the first two approaches, we have to resort to
clumsy syntax (with object creation) and the error-prone concept of inaccessible objects
(with object destruction) in the latter two. Moreover, explicit persistency combines well
with both explicit as well as implicit management of the object store.

Therefore, the real choice is between an explicit or an implicit management of the ob-
ject store. The introduction of garbage collection into the semantics of TAMARA makes
the verification objectives of TAMARA difficult to achieve. From a specification point-of-
view, however, an implicitly managed object store would be more practical. This is clearly
a trade-off, hence, we simply chose for an implicit management of the object store, because
we feel that the ease of specification greatly benefits from an implicit management of the
object store.

5.4.6 Object creation

Object creation is conceptually a rather simple operation. The ingredients are a class, an
object identifier, and an initialization of the attributes of the object. The latter can be pro-
vided as a record value of the underlying type of the class. The syntax for object creation
of TM exactly mimics this form: C(‘oid-expression’,record expression).

When the class hierarchy is deep, a class may acquire many attributes in the various
specializations. Hence, creation of an object of a class deep in the hierachy may involve
a rather complex record expression to initialize the object. The fact that this is indeed an
area of concern was confirmed again and again in practical applications of TM. A lan-
guage mechanism that allows one to initialize objects ‘from the ground up’ would greatly
improve the convenience of specification. ‘From the ground up’ means to specify the ini-
tialization of attributes of a superclass in that superclass and have the subclass initialize
the additional attributes. This mechanism is not uncommon in object-oriented languages.
Special methods, called constructors, are invoked to initialize newly created objects. The
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‘from the ground up’-behaviour is obtained by calling constructors of superclasses from
the constructor of a subclass.

Unfortunately, this mechanism is rather error-prone. As newly created objects are not
initialized yet, accidental accesses to still uninitialized attributes may go unnoticed. This
problem is known, but no adequate and acceptable solutions have been found, so it is left
to the programmer to ensure that object initialization proceeds correctly. Since TAMARA

is a specification language, this is unacceptable.
TAMARA does support constructors, but in a different way. Constructors do not initial-

ize an already created object, but are supposed to construct a value with which an object
to be created can be initialized. To enforce this, the output type of a constructor is not the
domain type, but the domain’s underlying type. This approach leads to a way of specifica-
tion rather similar to what one expects with constructors (see Section 4.3). In a constructor
of a certain subdomain, one would ordinarily see an invocation of the constructor of the
superdomain, the result of which is extended with additional initializations using except.
Hence, this is a convenient and safe way for object initialization.

There is a downside, however. If, for example, a class constains attributes of some
other class, the initialization of an object of that class requires the existence of an object of
the other class. Hence, the creation of deeply nested structures may require a specific order
of creation. Even worse, in the case of circular references, it is not possible to properly
initialize such an object. We have not investigated this issue any further, so TAMARA is
still equipped with object creation facilities as described above.

5.5 TAMARA in retrospect

This and the previous chapter were written with a dual goal: as an illustration how the
concepts of heterogeneity and late-binding investigated in Chapter 3 can be incorporated
in a practically usable language, and to investigate the issues involved in the design of an
object-oriented database specification language with special interest for the specification
of database operations in an object-oriented way. From the perspective of the first goal,
we will look back onto TAMARA and try to highlight the most important lessons learned
and to sketch the primary areas for improvement. With respect to the second goal, we will
review our objectives with TAMARA and evaluate if they have been met.

Heterogeneity
As explained in the introduction of this chapter, only few measures are needed to incor-

porate heterogeneity in an object-oriented language. Either a subsumption rule is added to
the type system or all typing rules are modified such that, whenever expression of a certain
type is required, an expression of a subtype may also be used. With FLORENCE, the first
approach was taken, but with TAMARA, the second. The second approach allows a defini-
tion of the type system that is closer to an implementation of a type checker by assigning
only one type to each expression, namely the minimal type. There is one exception to this
in TAMARA. The abort-expression has many types, because it does not provide a query
result for itself as a subexpression, but for the transaction is occurs in. Since a type is an
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abstraction of the result of an expression, it is obvious that without result, a type for an
expression is irrelevant.

Obviously, there is more to heterogeneity than just the addition or modification of typ-
ing rules. It has a profound impact on the meaning of a type, hence on the meaning of ex-
pressions. In Section 5.3.6, we have seen that heterogeneity is one of the causes of update
anomalies if not properly guarded with additional typing restrictions. Also, heterogene-
ity may be ‘lost’ if the semantics of expressions are not carefully defined with retaining
heterogeneity in mind. For example, the semantics of the except-expression for sorts (see
Section 4.6.4) is of the form

in�D
(out�D

([[E]]TX) except (� � �))

If the run-time type of E is a subtype of D, then this run-time type is not maintained by
the except-expression, because the result always has run-time type D as a result of the
explicit in�D

(� � �). This ‘loss of heterogeneity problem’ may occur in the semantics of
other expressions too. A promising solution would be to enhance FLORENCE with an
unitop(e; e 0)-expression that can perform operation e on unit value e0 while preserving
its the run-time type:

�
T ` e 0 : � T ` e : K(�)! K(�)

T ` unitop(e; e 0) : �

� [[unitop(e; e 0)]]V � TgK(�val([[e]]V)(�val([[e
0]]V)); �tag([[e

0]]V))

This would allow a semantics of except that does not exhibit the loss of heterogeneity
problem:

unitop(�x :hhii : x except (� � �); [[E]]TX)

Apart from this problem, TAMARA has gained much in convenience of specification
compared to TM with the advent of heterogeneity. The example of Section 4.3 illustrates
this clearly. The lack of heterogeneity, heterogeneous sets in particular, were an often
heard criticism of TM, especially because of the database context.

Overloading and overriding
As explained in Section 3.9, the full potential of heterogeneity can only be exploited

in combination with late-binding. Late-binding is provided in TAMARA in the form of
overloading and overriding of domain members.

The basis for late-binding provided by FLORENCE in the form of overloaded functions
proved successful. From the general idea of mapping identically named domain members
to one overloaded function and the typing rules and well-formedness of overloaded func-
tions, the typing rules for domain member overloading and overriding naturally emerged.
Furthermore, by incorporating the concept of binary methods, overloading and overriding
appeared to be two sides of the same medal. This allowed an approach that covers both.
Section 5.2 provides a systematic description of how the typing rules for overloading and
overriding are deduced and what the relationship between overloading and overriding is.
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One aspect of the way overloading and overriding are incorporated into TAMARA de-
serves some improvement. For example, the method m(p:Tj):T0o of class D is considered
to override m():To of the same class. Hence, T0o � To is required which is a bit awk-
ward, because a different number of parameters usually suggests overloading, hence no
requirements are needed for the output types. The reason for this behaviour can be traced
to record formalization. The dispatching record type hh p0:D; p1:Tii is a subtype of hh p0:Dii.
If the number of parameters should be determinative, a record type is not the best choice
here. A formalization based on a tuple type hh�1; : : : ; �nii with a subtyping rule

�i � �i (i 2 1::n)

hh�1; : : : ; �nii � hh�1; : : : ; �nii

would have been more accurate. Unfortunately, FLORENCE does not provide a tuple type
nor is there an encoding with the above subtyping behaviour. Another area where the type
system of TAMARA imposes restrictions related to overriding where there is non suggested
concerns CMT and non-CMT members. All identically named members are mapped to
one overloaded function in the semantics of TAMARA. It is possible that a branch corre-
sponding with a CMT member overrides another corresponding to a non-CMT member
or vice versa. In TAMARA, there is intuitively no overriding suggested between CMT and
non-CMT members; we even introduced precedence rules in method invocation expres-
sions. Therefore, the type system of TAMARA can be relaxed with respect to this point
by mapping the semantics of CMT and non-CMT members to two separate overloaded
functions. The same reasoning of Section 5.2 can be used to come to the relaxed typing
rules.

From the example of Section 4.3, a remarkable observation can be made. The abstract
version of the DrawingDatabase does not make any use of overriding. Actually, we are
so bold to state that in early design phases, a free form of overriding is not even desired.
Methods and transactions like Distance and Move are supposed to have the same effect on
arbitrary kinds of shapes as specified in the abstract example. In the spirit of true subtyp-
ing, one method overriding another should only specialize its behaviour (behavioural sub-
typing [DL96]). Only with the refinement of the abstract design that introduces different
representations for the various kinds of shapes does the need arise to specify these methods
separately for each kind of shape. Overriding also allows a form of incremental specifica-
tion, i.e., a default-method can be specified in a certain class which can be overridden in
a subclass where needed. Incremental specification usually does not respect behavioural
subtyping (e.g., the Move-method of class Composite). Therefore, we believe that the use
of overriding that goes outside the boundaries of behavioural subtyping is only advisable
later in the design process. Furthermore, in the case of the Move-method, it is the default
defined in class Shape that does not cover the full range of the abstract version, hence is
actually not a proper refinement. By overriding the default in the Composite-class, this
inadequacy is restored. Hence, we agree with the premise of behavioural subtyping that
unbounded overriding is undesired; we only deal with it in a indirect way: respect it in an
early abstract specification and see to it that a more constructive version of this specifica-
tion is a proper refinement. Within these bounds, we believe it is permittable to to deviate
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from the restrictions of behavioural subtyping. Further research should attempt to find out
exactly what use of overriding is methodologically justified.

The difference between dispatching and normal parameters is also methodological as-
pect of overloading and overriding. We already expressed our reservations towards this
distinction in Section 5.2.3. Unfortunately, there is not enough practical experience with
specifying in TAMARA to give a well-founded advice about its use or uselessness.

Operation specification
The purpose of the introduction of heterogeneity and overloading and overriding is to

assist in the specification of object-oriented databases with special attention to operation
specification. Moreover, TAMARA supports specification on a high abstraction level as
well as more detailed specification to be able to cover the wide range from abstract spec-
ification to more constructive specification.

Apart from the loss of heterogeneity problem mentioned earlier, the specification of
object-oriented queries is well supported by TAMARA. The ability to specify with (pos-
sibly infinite) predicate sets allows specification on a high abstract level as we have seen
in Section 4.3.2. In ensuing design phases in which the specification is refined to contain
more constructive definitions of the identified operations, overriding turns out to be an ef-
fective specification mechanism.

The specification of object-oriented updates proved more troublesome. Section 5.3
starts with an example that illustrates that general purpose object-oriented programming
languages leave much to be desired with respect to ambiguity of expressions containing
update operations. In a specification language such as TAMARA, ambiguity is unaccept-
able, so additional measures needed to be developed. The idea to separate the expression
language into a query and transaction layer made the problem overseeable. Moreover, the
principle of transaction expressions having a query result and an effect proved practical
as well as theoretically appropriate. The challenge was to design a transaction expression
language in which all expressions either have an unambiguous result or can be statically
rejected. Furthermore, we would not like to fix an evaluation order where there is none
suggested. For updates on individual objects, this objective was met, but concerning up-
dates on collections of objects, we had to be a little less ambitious. An update operation
on a collection of objects specified by an oreplace-expression can cause an abort of the
transaction as a result of interference between updates on individual objects. We would
have liked this interference to be statically checkable but needed to resort to the run-time
mechanism of transaction management. This solution is open to future research on ver-
ification support for TAMARA to acquire the desired static detection of the possibility of
interference between updates of individual objects in a oreplace-expression.

Another difficulty with the specification of update operations is guaranteeing type-
safety. Again, we observed that general purpose object-oriented programming language
leave much to be desired. An investing of the semantics of the except-expression pro-
vided insight into effective type restrictions. But type restrictions are just one side of the
story; the language should provide a means to express update operations that are guar-
anteed type-safe. The limited support for parametric polymorphism in combination with
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overriding provides just that.

Modularity
The persistent root of the database is a special kind of object. Unlike all other objects

which are instances of classes, the persistent root is an instance of the top-level module,
but apart from this, it is treated as a normal object. Between the definition of a module
and a class, there is also much resemblance. A module by contrast has embedded sorts
and classes and lacks a constructor section. Furthermore, the inclusion of a module into
another is quite similar to the definition of a subclass.

These similarities provoke the idea of abolishing the difference between modules and
classes altogether. Module concepts can be incorporated into the class concept, for exam-
ple, by allowing a class to have embedded domains:

TamaraSpec ::= DomainDef+

DomainDef ::= ClassDef j SortDef

ClassDef ::= Class; Ident; [ISA; IdentList]; [Constants];DomainDef�; [Attributes];
[Constructors]; [Constraints]; [Methods]; [Transactions];

end; Ident

Similar to the notion of a top-level module, we then need a notion of top-level class
to determine the persistent root. A more profound consequence of the extension of the
class concept defined above, is that it allows more levels of nesting. Since a class is a
domain itself, a class can be embedded in a another class, which, in turn, can be embedded
in yet another class, and so on. This provides an additional dimension to the notion of
scope of domain members which may complicate type checking considerably. Moreover,
as the underlying type of a class depends on the underlying types of embedded domains
and superdomains, more effort, e.g., in the form of the construction of a dependency graph,
is needed to establish an order in which the underlying types of classes can be determined.

This enhancement has not been investigated fully yet and, therefore, could not be pre-
sented in this thesis. First attempts at specifying with such a language provided several
indications of its usefulness. For example, the availability of higher levels of nesting per-
mits the division of the design of a large system into subsystems, sub-subsystems, and so
on. Looking at it bottom-up, more complex classes are more likely to be reused as mul-
tiple levels of nesting allow multiple levels of abstraction. Therefore, the presentation of
the interface of a class can be specified more to-the-point, hence easier to comprehend.
Last but not least, less concepts in the language makes the language easier to learn.

With respect to the type system, first attempts at its definition showed that this enhance-
ment is feasible. Remarkably, the semantics of TAMARA only needs minor adaptations,
because module members are already treated generically as domain members and the per-
sistent root is also treated as a normal object. Moreover, just like the embedding of sorts
and classes within modules did not introduce nesting in the semantics, no additional nest-
ing is to be expected if this embedding is only carried further.
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Concluding
The phased definition of FLORENCE already provided many indications of how to en-

hance object-oriented languages with new or improved support for heterogeneity and late-
binding. The definition of TAMARA provides additional pointers on how this enhancement
can be incorporated. Some of the encountered problems were carefully documented also
for this purpose.

All in all, TAMARA turns out to be a powerful database specification language. The
intended range from abstract to more constructive specification is well covered. The ex-
ample of Section 4.3 illustrates this clearly. Apart from a few aspects where a little less
ambitious approach was needed to fulfill the requirements, almost all of the objectives have
been met. Some possible improvements have been outlined. Especially the idea of ‘classes
as modules’ seems both promising and feasible which makes it an interesting topic of fu-
ture research. As a final remark, based on our experience with TM, we conscientiously
defined the syntax, type system, and semantics of TAMARA in a way that allows a type
checker and other vital tool support to be implemented with current technology. A logical
next step in this research is, therefore, the enhancement of the existing toolset of TM with
the additional features that TAMARA provides.



Chapter 6

The IMPRESS project
Sonnet 27

Weary with toil, I haste me to my bed,
The dear repose for limbs with travel tired,
But then begins a journey in my head
To work my mind, when body’s work’s expired.
For then my thoughts (from far where I abide)
Intend a zealous pilgrimage to thee,
And keep my drooping eyelids open wide,
Looking on darkness which the blind do see.
Save that my soul’s imaginary sight
Presents thy shadow to my sightless view,
Which like a jewel (hung in ghastly night)
Makes black night beauteous and her old face new.

Lo, thus by day my limbs, by night my mind,
For thee, and for myself, no quiet find.

William Shakespeare (1564–1616)

6.1 Introduction

Conducting research is usually an iterative process that involves the development of theory
on the basis of some new ideas. This theory is then validated with practical experiments. In
the field of computer science, this usually involves the construction of a prototype. The ex-
perience gained from the experiments provides feedback and hopefully new insight. This
insight may then initiate the development of new theory, hence a subsequent cycle of the
iterative process.

The PhD research presented in the preceding chapters only concerns development of
theory. This research, however, is the first phase of a second cycle. When the author of this
thesis started his research in 1992 with the database group at the University of Twente, a
first theoretical foundation had already been established in the form of the object-oriented
database specification language TM [BBZ93, BBB+96] and its formal foundation in the
language FM [BF91, BV91]. In the context of the ESPRIT project IMPRESS (ESPRIT
6355) in which the author of this thesis participated, the group got the opportunity to put
considerable effort into practical experimentation. One of our main tasks in the project
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concerned the construction of a CASE environment on the basis of TM called the Data-
base Design Tool (DDT) [FKS94b, FKS94a]. The experience gained with the construction
and use of the DDT provided a considerable amount of feedback. The goals of the PhD
research presented in this thesis were formulated on the basis of this feedback and new
ideas that emerged from it.

Therefore, since the IMPRESS project provided much of the motiviation and inspira-
tion of this PhD research, a description of this project is clearly appropriate. In this way,
we also manage to pay some attention to implementation aspects. This chapter evidently
tells more about TM than about TAMARA, but it does provide an accurate view of what a
toolset based on TAMARA could look like. Regarding the aforementioned scientific pro-
cess, this describes a perhaps unconventional path of conducting research as the described
cycle is out of phase: it started with the development of a prototype and finished with the
development of new theory inspired by the experience obtained from the project.

This chapter is structured as follows. We first present a general overview of the IM-
PRESS project in Section 6.2. Since one of our main tasks in the project concerned the
development of the DDT, Section 6.3 describes this aspect of IMPRESS in more detail.
Another topic in which our group had an important role is methodology (see Section 6.4).
Finally, we highlight in Section 6.5 those aspects of the project that influenced the research
in this thesis most.

6.2 An overview of the IMPRESS project

The IMPRESS project aimed at creating a low-level storage manager tailored for multi-
media applications, together with a library of efficient operators, a programming environ-
ment, high-level design tools and methodological guidelines. It started in May 1992 and
finished in September 1996. The consortium consisted of the following industrial com-
panies and research institutions: Alcatel ISR (F), Alcatel Alsthom Recherche (F), Bureau
van Dijk (B), EDS (F), Iberdrola (SP), and the University of Twente (NL).

A demonstrator application was defined to function as a platform for feedback between
the “users” of the Iberdrola company and the other partners. Moreover, it was used to eval-
uate the software produced in the project. Iberdrola is one of the largest electricity distri-
bution companies in Spain. The electrical network for which it is responsible is monitored
and controlled by operators in several dispatching centers. The demonstrator application
aims to provide support for the exploitation of the electricity generation and transport sys-
tem from the dispatching centers. The amount of technical information available to the
dispatcher is huge: electrical diagrams of the network and its components on various lev-
els of detail, the network’s actual state, maintenance information, procedures to be fol-
lowed, etc. Ideally, the dispatchers would like to have, for example, a visualisation of the
networks state at the various levels of detail, be able to simulate the effects of proposed op-
erations, have all information electronically available with support to quickly retrieve the
relevant documents, etc. In this way, the dispatchers can efficiently and effectively deal
with calamities thus reducing the damage and maintaining a continuous flow of electricity
to its customers. This type of information system was named in IMPRESS a Technical
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Figure 6.1: IMPRESS architecture.

Information System (TIS).
The demonstrator application has been implemented by Iberdrola with the IMPRESS

system (with the assistance of the other partners, obviously). A rough sketch of the archi-
tecture of the IMPRESS system is given in Figure 6.1. Geode is a distributed object-server
used in IMPRESS as a low-level storage manager. On top of it, libraries containing effi-
cient object and multi-media manipulation operators were implemented. This provided the
basis on which the programming language SPOKE (a Smalltalk-like typed object-oriented
programming language) was extended with a notion of persistency. The resulting language
is called Persistent SPOKE or just PSPOKE. Aside from this platform on which object-
oriented multi-media applications can be developed, the IMPRESS system also included
a support toolkit to aid in the development of these applications. The support toolkit con-
tains three sets of tools: a programming environment with the usual tools such as a GUI
designer, the Database Design Tool (see Section 6.3), and a set of tools to support specific
TIS tasks.

Obviously, in the three-and-a-half year duration of the project, there are many results to
be reported. As this goes beyond the scope of this chapter, we will refrain from that and fo-
cus on those aspects that are relevant to this thesis. More information about the IMPRESS
project can be obtained from the ESPRIT Networks of Excellence Information Service
(URL: http://cabernet.esprit.ec.org/).

6.3 The Database Design Tool

As mentioned earlier, one of our main tasks in the project concerned the Database De-
sign Tool. The DDT is used to design the database schema and operations on a high ab-
straction level. It is equipped with the usual editing facilities to create and modify a TM-
specification which describes the schema and operations (see Section 6.3.2). The DDT,
however, specifically aims at the application domains such as Technical Information Sys-
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Figure 6.2: Database Design Tool architecture.

tems, that impose strict reliability requirements on the schema and operations. The ver-
ification and validation tools included in the DDT can be used to meet these reliability
requirements. To be able to build advanced verification and validation tools, the formal
foundation of TM plays an important role (see Section 6.3.3).

In the architecture of the DDT (see Figure 6.2), the type checker plays a central role.
Its front-end can parse and check a TM-specification for syntactical and typing errors. A
back-end can then use the internally constructed parse-tree, which evidently also contains
uncovered typing information, to generate code for all kinds of purposes. In this way, the
type checker serves as the link between the editing facilities and the other tools and the
rest of the IMPRESS system. For example, a code generator was implemented that trans-
lates a TM specification to a hierarchy of persistent classes with attributes and methods
in PSPOKE. More details on the type checker and code generators can be found in Sec-
tions 6.3.3 and 6.3.4.
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6.3.1 The specification language TM

The TM language is an object-oriented database specification language that is formally
founded in the language FM. FM, in turn, is a language based on the ideas of Luca Cardelli
[Car88]. It can be seen as a strongly typed �-calculus that allows for subtyping. The the-
ory has been augmented [BF91, BV91] to exploit these ideas and to make it suitable for
object-oriented database specification. The language TM can be seen as a (rather heavily)
syntactically sugared version of FM. TM stands for Twente-Milano, after the two univer-
sities involved in the originating discussions, and FM stands for Formal Model.

Since TM is TAMARA’s predecessor and TAMARA has been described in depth in the
preceding chapters, TM can best be described in terms of TAMARA. Both languages are
syntactically quite similar, the approach to their formal foundations likewise: aside from a
few exceptions, FM and CORINE are the same language. Otherwise, TM can be regarded
as TAMARA without heterogeneity, late-binding, and transaction expressions. Since this
brief comparison describes TM quite accurately, we will continue our description of the
DDT with its editing facilities.

6.3.2 Editing facilities

Similar to many CASE environments, the DDT contains a diagram editor to provide con-
venient support for data modelling. Figure 6.3 contains a screen capture during an editing
session. It features the main menu and the diagram editor. The support tools for verifi-
cation, validation and code generation are invoked from the main menu. The main menu
also handles file management and configuration. The diagram editor window of Figure 6.3
displays an adapted version of the AbstractExample-module of Section 4.3. An adaptation
is necessary, because the DDT is not based on TAMARA, but on TM. This is also why
AbstractExample is chosen instead of DrawingDatabase: it does not make use of domain
member overloading and overriding. Other aspects of the example that could not be trans-
ferred from TAMARA to TM were simply omitted as the details of the specification are not
so important for our purpose of illustrating the DDT.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between a diagram and the structural part of a
TM specification. Similar to ER-diagrams, classes are represented by boxes. Moreover,
sort are represented by ovals and modules by boxes with a double border. A double arrow
represents a subclass or subsort relationship; the arrow points from the subdomain to the
superdomain. Analogously, module inclusion relationships are also represented by double
arrows. An attribute of a domain is represented by an arrow going to a representation of
its type. The attribute name is positioned under the type. To avoid messy diagrams in
which many attribute arrows intersect, there is a special notation for a reference to a class
or sort, namely a box or oval with a dotted border. A circle or square at the end of an
arrow represents a set or list type, respectively. The end of an arrow may contain a chain
of circles and squares denoting, for example, a set of lists. Not shown in the figure are
notations for record and variant types: two kinds of larger circles from which arrows may
be drawn representing the record or variant type’s attributes.

The diagram editor evidently supports basic editing and zooming facilities. Moreover,
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Figure 6.3: Main menu and diagram editor.
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selected parts of a diagram may be hidden such as all attributes, a specific module, or all
subdomains of a certain domain. A novel feature of the diagram editor is its automatic
diagram formatting. The diagram shown in Figure 6.3 is formatted using this feature.

Class, sort, module, and attribute browsers augment the editing facilities. There is a
considerable overlap between the browsers and the diagram editor. For example, chang-
ing a class name or adding an attribute to a class can be done in both. The DDT ensures
that the information shown in all windows is coherent (there may be multiple diagram ed-
itors and browsers open at the same time). Additionally, the browsers are responsible for
the creation and modification of domain members. TM supports a preamble (similar to
TAMARA’s constant section for parameterless constants only), constraints, and retrieval
and update methods (similar to TAMARA’s methods and transactions, respectively). Fig-
ure 6.4 contains a class browser displaying the class Shape. The Move transaction (an
update method in TM) is selected and shown on the bottom of the window.

Preambles, constraints, and methods can be edited as text, but also using the syntax-
directed editor (SDE) [Von95]. Figure 6.5 contains an SDE window with the Move trans-
action in a state where the method parameters and a method invocation expression in its
body are not filled in yet. The SDE basically works as follows. The domain member is
shown in a box-in-box fashion. The part of an expression that has not been filled in yet is
displayed with the name of the corresponding syntax rule. For example, the box behind
‘replace’ contains an ‘X’ meaning that the box may contain any valid expression. If that
particular box is selected, an appropriate selection of the buttons and pop-up menus in the
bottom half of the window becomes active. If an expression form is selected from these,
it appears in the domain member body in its full form with ‘empty’ boxes in places where
subexpressions are expected. In this way, a specifier unfamiliar with the exact details of
the TM language is assisted in producing syntactically correct expressions. It also aids in
the learning process.

6.3.3 Verification and validation

As mentioned earlier, the emphasis in the DDT is on verification and validation. We use the
term verification for a static analysis of a specification and validation for an analysis that
involves execution of (parts of) a specification. Hence, the type checker is a verification
tool as it analyses a specification statically for type correctness.

Another verification tool available in the DDT is the safeness detector [Ben94]. TM,
as well as TAMARA, provides support for non-constructive specification. The body of the
Center method, for example, makes use of predicatively defined sets. It is possible that a
predicative set expression denotes an infinite set as it does in case of the expression denoted
by maxdistances. The safeness detector aims at detecting unsafe expressions in a speci-
fication, i.e., ones that may involve uncalculable expressions. It does so by attempting
to rewrite non-constructive expressions into equivalent constructive ones. If it succeeds,
then it declares the expression safe upon which it hands the rewritten version to a code
generator that may subsequently be invoked. Note that it is possible that a safe expression
contains unsafe subexpressions, e.g., the expression denoted by maxdistances is unsafe,
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Figure 6.4: Class browser.

Figure 6.5: Syntax directed editor.
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but the expression hhvec=2DVector(1; 1);maxd=4ii in maxdistances is perfectly safe, be-
cause it can be rewritten to

4 = max VecDistance(2DVector(1; 1); p)for p in points

(this makes use of the equivalence between E in fx:T j E0g and the expressin obtained by
subsituting all free occurrences of x in E0 by E)

update —Figure 6.2 also shows a verification tool called constraint analyser. The tool
is part of on-going research on the use of proof tools for verification purposes. Constraint
analysis aims at (semi-)automatically proving that a certain update operation is robust, i.e.,
if it is guaranteed that the update operation will always result in a consistent database state
provided that the database was consistent beforehand. For example, the NotEmpty con-
straint of the example in Section 4.3.2 cannot be violated as a consequence of the invoca-
tion of the Move or Scale transaction. In this case, this is fairly obvious, but more intricate
examples often arise in practice which require reasoning about the semantics of expres-
sions to determine the robustness of an update operation. In this research, the proof tool
Isabelle is used to reason with the semantics of a TM specification. It is beyond the scope
of this description of the DDT to go into more detail. The reader is referred to the work of
David Spelt [Spe95, SB96, SB97].

The Database Design Tool also contains a validation tool: the Prototyping Environ-
ment (PTE)1 [Keu92]. The PTE can roughly be described as a ‘debugger’ for TM specifi-
cations. A prototype database schema is generated by augmenting the code generated by
the PSPOKE back-end with prototyping related code. The PTE supports the construction
of test data by showing a box-in-box representation of the structure of the data thus requir-
ing from the specifier only to fill in the details (see Figure 6.6). The process of creating the
desired object-object relationships is also facilitated. The prototype database system con-
taining test data can then be ‘set in motion,’ i.e., constraints and methods can be evaluated.
After such an evaluation, the constraint or method body and its result are presented in the
familiar box-in-box fashion. Figure 6.7 shows the evaluation of the IsAPoint constraint
for a Point object. The evaluation process can be thoroughly examined. In the figure, the
subexpression points is examined by selecting it upon which the bottom half of the window
shows the result of that subexpression. In this way, a specifier can check his specification
for design mistakes. Since a correction of discovered mistakes may involve changes in
the data structure yielding the constructed test data structurally invalid, the PTE provides
facilities to ‘repair’ the test data.

After the IMPRESS project, an experimental object-oriented DBMS was designed and
implemented, called the TAM: TM Abstract Machine. It not only stores objects structured
with the primitives provided by TM, it can also store and executed constraints and methods
coded in a kind of assembly language. The constraints and methods of a specification are
translated to this assembly language by a back-end of the type checker. This approach to
storage and execution is similar to Java where programs are compiled to a byte code which
is interpreted by an abstract machine on the target machine. A first version of the TAM is

1The PTE was one of the tasks the author of this thesis was responsible for during the IMPRESS project.
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Figure 6.6: Prototyping environment: construction of test database.

Figure 6.7: Prototyping environment: evaluation of constraint.
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finished and initial experiments show promise. The intention is to develop a prototyping
environment which uses the TAM as its evaluation platform.

6.3.4 Code generation

The architecture of the type checker makes it relatively easy to develop code generators for
the various target languages. Aside from the PSPOKE and prototype generators, several
other code generators were implemented over the years to varying degrees of completeness
and robustness. For example, the initial efforts concerning prototyping [Keu92] used the
logic programming language LIFE [AK91b, AKP93] as target language. Roughly during
the same period, a back-end for the type checker was developed that translated the struc-
tural part of a TM specification to a database schema for O2. Moreover, as part of efforts
on the development of the TAM, a generator for the assembler language of the TAM was
developed. Finally, as part of the research efforts on the constraint analyser, a back-end
was implemented that translates TM specifications to the HOL (Higher-Order Logic) lan-
guage of Isabelle [SB96].

It may seem that translating from one object-oriented language to the other is trivial.
Subtle differences between source and target languages, however, in the way, e.g., inher-
itance is handled, severely complicates the generation of code that behaves in all cases
exactly as specified. Especially TM’s support for attribute specialization proved hard to
translate to a target language that does not or only in a restricted manner support attribute
specialization. Back-ends have also been implemented for other purposes than code gen-
eration. For example, TM specifications can automatically be typeset in LATEX by means
of back-end that automatically generates the corresponding LATEX-macros.

6.4 Methodology

In IMPRESS, we have directed our attention concerning methodology specifically towards
the development of a Technical Information System. Clearly, to build a TIS, more is re-
quired than just an object-oriented DBMS. Therefore, we have devised a common archi-
tecture for TISs which forms the basis of the methodological guidelines and tools we pro-
vide in IMPRESS which are directed to developing the individual architectural compo-
nents [CMKB96]. The support toolkit contains an extensive array of tools ranging from
general database and design tools to TIS special purpose tools (see Figure 6.1). Because
a TIS is generally a distributed system, we have chosen for an approach where the system
is divided into a (possibly distributed) repository containing all shared data, and various
independent applications performing specific tasks making use of the shared data in the
repository.

From a design point of view, we define the Model part of a TIS as all the data and
functions needed to provide the requested functionality of the application. Typically, the
model is a representation of what is usually called the Universe of Discourse (UoD). One
of the interests of constructing an extensive model of the UoD is that it allows the devel-
opment of many different applications based on the same model. To make full use of this,
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Figure 6.8: Architecture of TIS application.

the model component is divided in two parts: a shared model reused by many applications
and managed by a DBMS, and an application-specific model which is an extension of the
shared model. In IMPRESS, we used the terms database and model view for the shared
and application-specific model, respectively.

One of the main functions of the TIS will be to allow the consultation of the model view
by the end-user. Such interaction with the end-user is handled by another TIS-component
called the man-machine interface (MMI). Its purpose is to translate end-user actions into
invocations of the model view’s functions and visualise the system’s responses as well as
relevant selections of the data in the repository (e.g., the current state of the electrical net-
work in the demonstrator application). To avoid a too tightly coupling between MMI and
model view, we impose a strict separation between both. A separate component, called the
translator, synchronizes MMI events with model view functions to ensure that the MMI
always faithfully displays the information in the repository and vice versa.

Figure 6.8 contains an example of a TIS decomposition. Two applications are defined
making use of the same database. A model view is composed of persistent objects coming
from the database and transient objects specific to the application. The presentation to the
end-user is the responsibility of the MMI, maintaining the coherency between model view
and MMI is the responsibility of the translator. The arrows in the figure represent possible
links between objects beloging to the different layers of the system.

As indicated in the previous section, the DDT is responsible for the design of the data-
base component because of its advanced support for verification and validation. By of-
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fering the specifier a high-level object-oriented language and embedding this language in
a tool set, he is to a certain degree protected from the burdens a more formal treatment
brings with it. This does not alter the fact that the gentle force imposed on the specifier to
be more exact adds to the quality of the resulting model. Practical methodological guide-
lines for database specification were formulated in the IMPRESS project (Section 3.3 of
[BBB+96]). These concerned the construction of an initial model (i.e., structural mod-
elling and constraint, behaviour, and external interface specification), refinement (elimi-
nation of unsafety, reduction of redundancy, and increase of robustness), and the usage of
the verification and validation tools.

The methodological guidelines of IMPRESS advise the use of the programming envi-
ronment of PSPOKE for the design and implementation of the model view component. To
achieve a smooth integration between the TM design of the repository and the model views
implemented in PSPOKE, the code generator that translates TM to PSPOKE respects cer-
tain practical conventions such as retaining the names of domains, attributes, and domain
members in the generated code.

MMI design can be done almost completely parallel to database and model view de-
sign. The GUI design tool CAID contained in the programming environment of PSPOKE
takes care of generating a considerable portion of the code for the MMI. As mentioned ear-
lier, much effort was put in providing a good connection between MMI and model view
while maintaining them as independent as possible. Because of the particular definition
of the translator component, its design can be automised to a high degree. A tool called
POTOMAC supports the generation of code for tasks like the automatic propagation of
changes in the MMI to the model view and vice versa. Moreover, POTOMAC is tuned to
working together with other design tools in the support toolkit, e.g., CAID and the Synop-
tic Editor, a tool for the design of diagram languages which was developed to support the
frequent use of schematical visualisations. Other TIS-specific tools included in the support
toolkit support the construction of an initial database containing (digital scans of) manu-
als, detailed schematics of electrical circuits, structure of the network, all hyperlinked and
(cross-)indexed documents.

As a final remark, we learned, while studying the different methodologies, that there
are basically two approaches to modelling. The data-driven approach focusses on a ‘nat-
ural’ data model first and then enhances it with, from the UoD’s point of view, logical
behaviour. The responsibility approach on the other hand pays attention to the responsi-
bilities (behaviour) first and the focusses on the information needed to perform the required
functionality. Although both approaches appear to exclude each other, we believe that nei-
ther has absolute preference. Since it is often unknown what future applications may use
a certain repository when it is designed, task independence is a useful property, hence the
data-driven approach is likely to work best for the design of the database component. In
the design of a particular application, however, the task to be performed is fairly clear,
so the responsibility-driven approach seems also suitable. Moreover, we have observed
that the responsibility-driven approach ordinarily yields a less extensive and more to-the-
point model, because the specific task of the application more accurately determines what
is modelled.
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6.5 Conclusions

A large part of the feedback on the TM language and the DDT originated from the Iber-
drola company. For the design of the database component of the demonstrator applica-
tion, we worked closely together with their domain experts. As reported in [KSA+95a],
we believe that modelling activities traditionally associated with computer specialists will
gradually shift to domain experts or teams composed of both. Differences in concepts and
methods between their domain and the ‘computer domain’ are often perceived as uncom-
fortable and obstructive by domain experts. From the cooperation with the domain experts
of Iberdrola, we learned that the object-oriented concepts provided by TM are domain in-
dependent enough to be succesfully used by experts in many domains. Aside from count-
less minor comments on TM and the DDT, a few fundamental questions were raised with
respect to the specification of behaviour. These questions inspired the formulation of the
subject of this PhD research to look into aspects concerning operation definition. A combi-
nation of support for heterogeneous collections and late-binding were taken as especially
important as well as better support for the specification of update operations.

A re-design and re-implementation of the DDT later in the project confirmed these
ideas. With this re-design, it was decided that the ideas on methodology could be put to
the test by viewing the DDT as a TIS, i.e., use the common architecture of Figure 6.8. The
database and model view, a repository of TM specifications in this case, was specified in
TM using the ‘old’ DDT. To allow the release of the DDT as public domain software, the
‘new’ DDT was implemented in C++. Consequently, instead of using the PSPOKE code
generator, the database and model view components were manually implemented accord-
ing to specification. This experience also contributed significantly to the ideas that initiated
this PhD research.

Not only from the limited perspective of the IMPRESS is research on operation defi-
nition important. When the structural and behavioural aspects of modelling in general are
compared, it becomes clear that the understanding of the former is much more advanced.
Especially when it comes to details, opinions differ significantly. The incorporation of a
new notion into the TM language requires understanding on a formal level. Therefore,
TM was considered to be a promising vehicle for obtaining deeper insight in the proposed
techniques for operation definition in general. In retrospect, we can confirm that it lived
up to its promise in this respect.



Chapter 7

Conclusions
Leisure

What is this life if, full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare.

No time to stand beneath the boughs
And stare as long as sheep and cows.

No time to see, when woods we pass,
Where squirrels hide their nuts in grass.

No time to see, in broad daylight,
Streams full of stars like skies at night.

No time to turn at Beauty’s glance,
And watch her feet, how they can dance.

No time to wait till her mouth can
Enrich that smile her eyes began.

A poor life this if, full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare.

William Henry Davies (1871–1940)

7.1 Introduction

This thesis describes research on query and update operation definition for object-oriented
databases. Two aspects received special attention, namely ad-hoc polymorphism and the
integration of an imperative style for the definition of update operations in an otherwise
declarative language. Especially with the first aspect, the goal was to contribute to the gen-
eral understanding of object-orientation. Also, our interest went out to the interaction be-
tween various aspects of object-orientation, which are often researched in isolation. This
chapter concludes the thesis with an assessment of the presented research. First, we will
highlight the important aspects of the research. We then evaluate these aspects in the con-
text of the goals set in Chapter 1. Finally, we discuss a few critical notes on the results and
contemplate improvements and future research.
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7.2 Summary

To prepare the research on polymorphism, a general review of the concept of typing was
given in Chapter 2, followed by a more detailed presentation of current research on the
two kinds of polymorphism, parametric and ad-hoc polymorphism, of which the latter re-
ceived the most attention. A formal investigation of ad-hoc polymorphism was given in
Chapter 3. A slightly altered version of the language FM, which stands at the root of much
of our group’s research, was used as a starting point for this formal investigation. This
‘core’ language, called CORINE, was systematically redefined and enhanced to incorpo-
rate the concepts of heterogeneity (in HELEN), run-time type information (in TANYA), and
late-binding (in FLORENCE).

With the definition of the database specification language TAMARA in Chapter 4, the
application of ad-hoc polymorphism in a user specification language was studied. Ad-
hoc polymorphism is presented to the user as domain member overloading and overriding
in combination with a type system that displays the same form of heterogeneity as FLO-
RENCE. Section 5.2 is specially devoted to an explanation and argumentation of the deci-
sions taken in TAMARA regarding this aspect. It turned out that the typing rules concern-
ing overloading and overriding could be deduced from the semantics of domain members
in terms of overloaded functions and the typing and well-formedness rules of overloaded
functions in FLORENCE.

TAMARA is also used to study other aspects of operation definition. Similarly to TM,
of which TAMARA is an enhancement, TAMARA supports a limited form of parametric
polymorphism. Subtyping, which is also a form of parametric polymorphism, is extended
with type expressions in which the type variable selftype can be used.

Furthermore, TAMARA supports an imperative style of update operation definition.
To integrate updates in an otherwise declarative language, some precautions needed to
be taken. These precautions were based on ideas found in the literature (see Section 2.3)
on the incorporation of imperative constructs in functional languages. Section 5.3 is spe-
cially devoted to a discussion of this topic and an argumentation of the decisions taken in
TAMARA with respect to it. In short, the approach is to reject those expressions for which
the syntax does not suggest a single thread of updates of and accesses to objects. The syn-
tax and semantics of TAMARA has been chosen in a way that suggests an imperative style
of specification, thus preventing a specifier to feel restricted by the rejection approach.

The interaction between ad-hoc polymorphism and updates, a combination not uncom-
mon in object-oriented languages, can have some undesired consequences. It has been
observed in the literature that in many languages, it is possible to update an attribute of
a certain type with a value of a supertype of that type. Parametric polymorphism can be
utilised to eliminate this breach of type-safety (see Section 5.3.6).

This concludes our summary of the important topics of this thesis. The presentation
of the thesis structure given in the introduction (see Section 1.3) provides a more detailed
summary.
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7.3 Achievements

One of the goals of this research as stated in Chapter 1 is to contribute to the general under-
standing of object-orientation at a formal level. One of the topics for which we have man-
aged to do so is heterogeneity. CORINE is a language without heterogeneity. The seman-
tics of a variable x of type hha:int; b:intii, for example, is always a set f(a; d); (b; d 0)g
with d ; d 0 2 [[int]]. Consequently, the semantics of a coercion of an expression to a super-
type involves a conversion to the structure of values of that supertype. In CORINE, this
principle is formalized in the theorem

8�; � 2 � : � � � ) (8d 2 [[�]] : cv��� (d) 2 [[� ]]) (Theorem 3.2)

Unfortunately, conversion in CORINE is not information-preserving. Since the expres-
sion x as hha:intii is of type hha:intii, its semantics should be of the form f(a; d)g with
d 2 [[int]]. Hence, x loses its b-attribute during coercion. The technique behind hetero-
geneity is to make coercion information-preserving. This is accomplished by a redefinition
of the semantics of types that allows conversion functions to be abolished altogether. The
example illustrates that, if x is to be usable in the context of hha:intii without conversion,
then [[hha:intii]] should include records with b-attributes. In HELEN, this is carried through
orthogonally as proven in the following theorem

8�; � 2 � : � � � ) [[�]] � [[� ]] (Theorem 3.6)

Another topic that received a formal investigation in Chapter 3 is late-binding. To al-
low a denotational semantics of late-binding, type information must be available in the
semantic domain, i.e., run-time type information. This has been realised in TANYA by
switching over to a different notion of value, called tagged value. A tagged value is a tuple
(g ; d) where d is a value in the old sense, and the tag g is the encoding of a type. Further-
more, tag construction functions Tg� were defined that determine an appropriate tag for
values in their context.

With the support for run-time type information, late-binding could be incorporated in
the language in a straightforward way. Building on Castagna’s work on ad-hoc polymor-
phism, we extended TANYA with overloaded functions. As suggested by its syntax, the
semantics of an overloaded function type could be defined as sets of ordinary functions,
and the semantics of overloaded function application as selection of an appropriate branch
followed by ordinary function application. In FLORENCE, also the notion of unit type was
introduced with the intended purpose of providing a convenient way to formalize concepts
like ADT and class. Evidently, theorems that show the consistency of CORINE were re-
examined for the resulting languages of each of the redefinitions.

To illustrate that the combination of heterogeneity and late-binding provides sufficient
support for a formalization of type-dependent queries, let us re-examine the SELECT-
FROM-WHERE-example presented in the introduction of this thesis:

SELECT �

FROM set of shape
WHERE shape is actually a line AND

some line-property holds
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First, letK be the set of unit types f�Shape; �Lineg representing the classes Line and Shape.
Moreover, let �Line �K �Shape to denote the fact that Line is a subclass of Shape. With
SetOfShape being a variable of type P�Shape, the query can be formalized as follows:

SomeLineProperty � �l :�Line : : : :

Query � fs:�Shape j s 2 SetOfShape ^�
"&(�x :�Shape : false)

& (�x :�Line :SomeLineProperty(x ))
�
� sg

The incorporation of ad-hoc polymorphism in a practical user specification language
is an entirely different matter. We have chosen for a technique well-known from object-
oriented programming languages, namely method overriding. Based on a foundation of
domain members as overloaded functions and the typing and well-formedness rules for
overloaded functions, typing rules for domain member overloading and overriding could
be deduced. Moreover, method overriding could, in this way, be generalized to support
overloading, appropriate forms of overloading and overriding for all domain members,
and binary methods. For the latter, it was important to distinguish between dispatching
and normal parameters. This approach resulted in two conditions for the correctness of
domain member overloading and overriding:

� Rdm0 � Rdm ) Rnm0 = Rnm ^ Tm
0

o � Tmo

� Rdm u Rdm0 exists ) 9m00 2Memb
exp
D : Rdm u Rdm0 = Rdm00

(for all domains D 2 D and pairs of equally named domain members m; m0 2Memb
exp
D )

Informally, the first condition states that if, for two equally named domain members
m and m0, the types of the dispatching parameters of m are subtypes of the corresponding
dispatching parameters of m, then m’ overrides m. Consequently, the types of the corre-
sponding normal parameters of both domain members should be the same. Moreover, the
output type of m0 should be a subtype of the output type of m. If m and m0 have the same
name, but do not override one another, this is a case of overloading and no restrictions are
required on the types of their normal parameters and their output types. The second con-
dition states that, if two equally named domain members inherit to a common subdomain,
then they should be overridden in this subdomain.

Aside from ad-hoc polymorphism, TAMARA is also used to study other aspects of op-
eration definition, especially update operations. Experience with TM, TAMARA’s prede-
cessor, has shown the definition of update operations in an otherwise declarative object-
oriented specification language to be a non-trivial and delicate matter. In Section 5.3, we
provide an in-depth discussion of the problem and possible approaches to solving it. This
has resulted in facilities that allow an imperative style of specification that is clear and
unambiguous, yet integrates well with the language. The limited form of parametric poly-
morphism has been effectively applied to guarantee type-safety for update operation def-
initions. Unfortunately, we had to make a concession which resulted in a not entirely sat-
isfactory language definition. With respect to update operations on collections of objects,
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not all ambiguities proved statically detectable without more advanced techniques. For
these remaining ambiguities, we had to resort to detection at run-time.

7.4 Future Research

In Sections 3.9 and 5.5, several possible improvements for FLORENCE and TAMARA are
described. First, subtyping on function and overloaded function types is more restricted
than encoutered in the literature. Moreover, the loss of information problem, a problem
common to languages with a static first-order type system, also affects FLORENCE. Known
solutions involve a transition to a second-order type system. A similar problem, which
we called the loss of heterogeneity problem, is observed in TAMARA. A solution may be
found in an improvement of the support for unit types in FLORENCE (see Section 3.9). In
the semantics of domain members in TAMARA, we used an approach called record for-
malization. This allowed a formulation of a single set of typing rules for overloading and
overriding for all kinds of domain members. As a consequence, however, a certain pair of
domain member definitions may be treated as one overriding the other, while intuitively,
overloading is expected. As indicated, a ‘tuple’ formalization should have been used in-
stead of record formalization and CMT and non-CMT members should have been mapped
to separate overloaded functions. Finally, a ‘classes as modules’ idea is briefly presented
in Section 5.5. First attempts at eliminating the distinction between modules and classes
show promise. Unfortunately, the research on this topic has not yet reached a stage defini-
tive enough to be presented in this thesis.

More prominent improvements can be mentioned than the technical ones above. As
indicated earlier, we are not completely satisfied with the final result concerning the defi-
nition of update operations. Our ambition was to provide a syntax that allowed a clear and
unambiguous definition of update operations within an otherwise declarative specification
language. Static checks, type checks in particular, would have to be able to detect all un-
desired combinations of assignments of and accesses to attributes of objects. Although we
managed to design a satisfactory means for defining updates on single objects, we failed
to come up with language primitives for update operations on collections on objects that
lived up to all our requirements and desires.

Verification of specifications at a semantic level can potentially solve this problem,
but this requires much additional research. Research on the application of proof tools for
this kind of verification is currently being conducted in the context of TM [SB96, Spe95,
SB97]. This research focuses on the verification of constraint-preserving properties of
transactions. More concretely, if one can prove that certain constraints still hold after an
update operation has been performed on a consistent database state, then an implementa-
tion of that update operation need not check these constraints. Moreover, such a verifica-
tion tool also provides valuable feedback to a specifier whether or not s/he succeeded in
her/his intention to make a transaction robust. Clearly, an adaptation of this research to the
context of TAMARA is highly desirable.

Similarly, it is desirable that the tools developed in the IMPRESS project (see Chap-
ter 6) are upgraded to supporting TAMARA. As indicated in Section 4.5.6, no insurmount-
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able difficulties are expected with an upgrade of the type checker. Moreover, many of the
other tools do not depend on the specifics of the expression language, which is the main
difference between TM and TAMARA. Evidently, this does not hold for the code genera-
tors. Although some of the target languages support heterogeneity and method overriding,
their support does not extend over the full range covered by overloading and overriding in
TAMARA. The difference between TM and TAMARA with respect to update operations
will not be as problematic, because the difference concerns primarily an elimination of
unwanted cases. Finally, as the author of this thesis participated in much of the tool de-
velopment, he was in the fortunate position to ensure that crucial parts were prepared for
anticipated changes.

The topic of future research we like to conclude with is methodology. We already ex-
pressed our reservations with respect to the methodological added value of the distinction
between dispatching and normal parameters. A more important question is the desirabil-
ity of unlimited overriding in all stages of information system design. In the example of
Section 4.3, it can be observed that no overriding is used in the abstract version. Clearly,
we do not advocate to prohibit overriding, but we do believe that overriding should be re-
stricted to the bounds of behavioural subtyping in early design phases. As all operations
obtain a proper definition in this way, ensuring that refinements of these operations remain
proper is, in our opinion, a sufficient restriction to meet the goals of behavioural subtyping
while permitting specifiers to deviate from it in subsequent design phases.



Appendix A

�&-calculus
Heaven

Fish (fly-replete, in depth of June,
Dawdling away their wat’re noon)
Ponder deep wisdom, dark or clear,
Each secret fish hope or fear.
Fish say, they have their Stream and Pond;
But is there anything Beyond?
This life cannot be All, they swear,
For how unpleasant, if it were!
One may not doubt that, somehow, Good
Shall come of Water and of Mud;
And, sure, the reverent eye must see
A Purpose in Liquidity.
We darkly know, by Faith we cry,
The future is not Wholly Dry.
Mud unto mud!—Death eddies near—
Not here the appointed End, not here!
But somewhere, beyond Space and Time,
Is wetter water, slimier slime!

And there (they trust) there swimmeth One
Who swam ere rivers were begun,
Immense, of fishy form and mind,
Squamous, omnipotent, and kind;
And under that Almighty Fin,
The littlest fish may enter in.
Oh! never fly conceals a hook,
Fish say, in the Eternal Brook,
But more than mundane weeds are there,
And mud, celestially fair;
Fat caterpillars drift around,
And Paradisal grubs are found;
Unfading moths, immortal flies,
And the worm that never dies.
And in that Heaven of all their wish,
There shall be no more land, say fish.

Rupert Brooke (1887–1915)

A.1 Description of �&-calculus

Castagna has incorporated his ideas about ad-hoc polymorphism in a calculus called �&-
calculus. Since the results of Castagna’s research influenced the research in this thesis con-
siderably, we give an extensive summary of his work with respect to �&-calculus. Full de-
tails can be found in his PhD-thesis [Cas94] (which has been published in a revised form
as a book [Cas97]).

�&-calculus is an extension of typed �-calculus [Bar84]. In �-calculus, there are only
atomic types and function types. There are also very few constructs in the calculus, ba-
sically constants, variables (which we index with their type), lambda abstraction (e.g.,
�x Int :x + 1), and function application (e.g., (�x Int :x + 1) � 2).

In�&-calculus, a subtyping relation ‘�’ on types is defined (subtyping on atomic types
is postulated). The subtyping relation between function types is defined by the contravari-
ant rule. Since Int ! Int andReal ! Int are subtypes of Int ! Int , the function below
accepts functions of both types (subtyping principle; see Section 2.2.3):

�x Int!Int :x � 0 + x � 1
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�&-calculus extends simply typed �-calculus with overloaded functions, correspond-
ing types, and rules for subtyping and reduction. An overloaded function is a term of the
form

" & M1 & : : : & Mn

An overloaded function is a concatenation of ‘normal’ functions, called branches. The ‘&’
is the overloaded function concatenation operator and " is the empty overloaded function.

An overloaded function type is a type of the form

fU1 ! V1; : : : ;Un ! Vng

The types Ui and Vi (i 2 1::n) are called input type and output type, respectively. If
an overloaded function of the above type is applied (overloaded function application) to a
termM of typeU, the ‘best matching’ branch is selected from the overloaded function and
the selected branch is applied (normal function application) to M. Which branch is ‘best
matching’ is determined by a rule that selects the branch with the least input type (with
respect to the subtyping relation ‘�’) that is still a supertype of U. Certain conditions are
given for an overloaded function type to be well-formed, that ensure that the selection can
work properly. Firstly, it must always be the case that a unique selection can be made, i.e.,

Ui uUj exists ) 9!h 2 1::n : fUhg = LB(Ui;Uj) (A.1)

(the notation LB(U;V) stands for the set of common lower bounds of U and V)
Secondly, the overloaded function type must be consistent in the sense that during com-

putation the types of terms may only decrease (see Theorem A.1 on page 211), i.e.,

Ui � Uj ) Vi � Vj (A.2)

Note that the latter rule states covariance for functions ‘inside’ an overloaded function,
while the contravariant rule for ‘isolated’ functions is still valid.

The above description is actually a simplification. The overloaded function concate-
nation operator is indexed with a type:

" &U1 M1 &
U2 : : : &Un Mn

The index V is used in the selection rule and is needed to allow reduction inside an over-
loaded function (we come back to this later).

For example, let round be a function of type Real ! Int . Suppose, one would like to
define a function that converts both Reals and Ints in such a way, that, if the function is
applied to a Real , then the argument is rounded to the nearest integer, and, if the function
is applied to an Int , then one is added to the argument. As this requires ad-hoc polymor-
phism, with simply typed �-calculus this function cannot be defined without the use of
some trickery, but in �&-calculus, this behaviour can be easily encoded in an overloaded
function of type fReal ! Int ; Int ! Intg.

convNum � " &fReal!Intg (�xReal :round � x )

&fReal!Int;Int!Intg (�x Int :x + 1)

(A.3)
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Overloaded function application ‘�’ can informally be described as branch selection
followed by normal function application. Let us illustrate this with an application of the
overloaded function of Example A.3 to the Real value 4:75:

convNum � 4:75

In this example, the branch (�xReal :round � x ) is chosen and the term is reduced to

(�xReal :round � x ) � (4:75)

which is further reduced to the Int value 5.
Before more can be said about reduction and type checking, we first have to examine

the subtyping rule for overloaded function types:

8i 2 1::n 9j 2 1::m : U00
i � U0

j ^ V0
j � V00

i

fU0
1 ! V0

1; : : : ;U
0
m ! V0

mg � fU00
1 ! V00

1 ; : : : ;U
00
n ! V00

ng
(A.4)

The careful reader may have immediately concluded: “a subtyping rule for overloaded
function types? This means that overloaded functions can be passed to other (overloaded)
functions as arguments.” Since overloaded functions are first-class values in �&-calculus,
this is indeed the case. Informally, the subtyping rule states that for each branch in the
supertype, at least one representative in the subtype must exist, and this representative
branch must have a type that is a subtype of its corresponding branch. Note the use of the
contravariant rule for function types here. Subtyping, also for overloaded function types,
is related to substitution and therefore should use a contravariant rule [Cas95]. Inside an
overloaded function type, the covariant rule is used as we have seen in Equation A.2, be-
cause this is related to branch selection and specialization. A nice example of the use of
subtyping on overloaded function types is the following function that takes an overloaded
function and an argument, and applies the overloaded function twice to the argument

twice � �mfInt!Intg:�x Int :m � (m � x ) (A.5)

This function also accepts the overloaded function convNum of Equation A.3. Applying
twice to convNum and 4:75 (i.e., twice � convNum � 4:75) displays some interesting be-
haviour. In the first application, we have already seen that the first branch of convNum
is chosen and that the result is the Int value 5. In the second application, however, the
second branch is chosen which adds one to the argument, so the result is 6:

twice � convNum � 4:75

. convNum � (convNum � 4:75)

. convNum � (round � 4:75)

. convNum � 5

. (�x Int :x + 1) � 5

. 5 + 1

. 6
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(The symbol ‘.’ denotes one reduction step; a sequence of reductions is denoted by ‘.�’)
We need to examine the reduction rules of �&-calculus in more detail to be able to

understand in detail how this behaviour is accomplished. Being an extension of�-calculus,
�&-calculus contains a �-reduction rule:

[�]
(�xU:M) �N . M[xU := N]

(A.6)

(M[xU := N] stands for the substitution of xU in M by N)
The reduction rule for overloaded function application is as follows:

[�&]

` N : U is closed and in normal form
Uj = mini21::nfUi j U � Uig

((M1 &
fU1!V1;:::;Un!Vng M2) �N) .

�
M1 �N for j < n

M2 �N for j = n

(A.7)

Two things are important to note in this rule

� The existence of a unique Uj is guaranteed by the well-formedness condition of
Equation A.1.

� N must be in normal form before the reduction can take place. The reason for this
is that, during reduction, the type of a term may decrease. Therefore, a premature
application of this reduction rule may result in the selection of a wrong branch. Let,
for example, M be an overloaded function of type fU1 ! V1;U2 ! V2g and let
N be a term of type U such that U1 � U and U � U2. A premature application of
this rule to the expression M �N may select the branch with input type U2, while
it could happen that N reduces to something of a subtype of U1 and, therefore, the
branch with input type U1 should have been chosen.

Because of the fact that the type of a term may decrease during reduction, a distinction
between compile-time type and run-time type is established. The compile-time type of a
term M is the type that can be deduced for it using the typing rules of �&-calculus. The
run-time type is determined using the same rules, but deduced for the normal form of M.
The condition in the �& rule stating that N must be in normal form, ensures that selection
is always based on the run-time type of N. This, in fact, is late-binding: a specific branch
is selected and ‘bound’ to an argument not before the argument is fully reduced.

In Section A.2, the complete definition of�&-calculus can be found. In his PhD-thesis,
Castagna investigated various important properties of �-calculus to see if they are also
respected by �&-calculus. Furthermore, he investigates several variants of �&-calculus.
We will give a summary of these investigations. Again, details can be found in his thesis
[Cas94] and book [Cas97]. Following this summary, we will say a few words on the impact
of �&-calculus.
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A.1.1 Properties of �&-calculus

Properties of �-calculus that are also of importance to �&-calculus are:

� Subject Reduction.
Let ` M : U. If M .� N then ` N : U.

� Church-Rosser.
Let .�1 and .�2 be two sequences of reductions. If M .�1 N1 and M .�2 N2, then there
exists a term N such that N1 .

� N and N2 .
� N.

� Strong normalization.
8M : “there is no infinite .-reduction starting with M”.

The Subject Reduction property is not respected by �&-calculus, because during re-
duction the type of a term may decrease. Therefore, the property is generalized to account
for this behaviour. It is proven that this property, called Generalized Subject Reduction, is
respected.

Theorem A.1. Let M : U. If M .� N then N : U0, where U0 � U.

Furthermore, it is proven that �&-calculus respects the Church-Rosser property. It is
also proven that the calculus is not strongly normalizing, because the calculus contains a
fix-point combinator. In order to reduce the parenthesis nesting level, Castagna uses ; to
denote the empty overloaded function type fg. Let EU stand for any closed term of type
f; ! Ug. Then !U as defined below is �&’s version of the untyped �-term ! � �x:xx.

!U � EU &ff;!Ug;f;!Ug!Ug (�xf;!Ug:x � x )

(` !U : ff; ! Ug; f; ! Ug ! Ug)

Note that !U � !U is correctly typed and that this application reduces to itself. Therefore,
�&-calculus is not strongly normalizing, but a stratified version of �&, called �&�, is:

Theorem A.2. Let �&� be any subsystem of �& closed by reduction and let rank be any
function associating integers with �&�-types. Assume also that, if U (syntactically) oc-
curs inV, then rank(U) � rank(V). If in �&�, for any well-typed applicationM �Nwith
` M : U and ` N : V one has rank(U) < rank(V), then �&� is Strongly Normalizing.

Another frequently occurring property is the type erasure property. This property in-
formally states that, if one removes all type information from a program (i.e., mapping
it to untyped �-calculus), then the resulting program exhibits the same behaviour as the
original. Formally: Let E be a function that transforms a program in typed �-calculus to a
program in untyped �-calculus by erasing all type information. Furthermore, let ‘.� ’ and
‘.’ be reduction relations in the typed and untyped calculus, respectively. Then, the type
erasure property states that for any program P� in the typed calculus:

P� .
�
� P

0
� ) E(P� ) .

�
E(P 0

� )

The type erasure property does not hold for �&-calculus, because the whole idea of
�&-calculus is that typing is not just a dispensable add-on, but that evaluation depends on
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A B

C D

Figure A.1: Example of multiple inheritance

type information. In fact, languages that respect the type erasure property are inherently
early-bound. It is also for this reason, that in �&-calculus there is a distinction between the
aforementioned compile-time type and run-time type. It is remarkable that the same typing
rules are used for determining compiler-time type and run-time type; it is just at what time
during reduction the type of a term is determined according to these rules. As mentioned
before, the compile-time type is determined before reduction and the run-time type when
the term is in normal form. A type can also be determined somewhere inbetween, in fact,
after each reduction step. Therefore, it is more appropriate to say that the type of a term
evolves during reduction from its compile-time type to its run-time type. Theorem A.1
states that after a reduction step, the type of a term is a subtype of the type it had before.
This is what we meant earlier by saying that the type of term may only ‘decrease’ during
reduction.

A.1.2 �&+

The first variant of �&-calculus that we will discuss is �&+. It is a modification of �& on
three accounts. First, it weakens the good formation of types:

8Ui;Uj 2 fU1; : : : ;Ung

8U maximal element of LBfUi;Ujg

9!h 2 1::n : Uh = U

(A.8)

The reason for this modification can be understood by taking a look at the following
example. Suppose we have four types A, B, C, and D, and that C and D are subtypes
of both A and B (see Figure A.1). Suppose, we would like to define an overloaded func-
tion that accepts arguments of all four types. In �&-calculus, one cannot construct such
an overloaded function, because the condition of Equation A.1 is too strong. With this
weakened rule, this is possible.

Secondly, it changes the formation of terms to make it possible to replace branches in
an overloaded function (rule [Introfg]; see Section A.2). For this purpose, a new operator
is introduced:

fU1 ! V1; : : : ;Un ! Vng � fU! Vg =8<
:
fU1 ! V1; : : : ;Ui�1 ! Vi�1;

Ui+1 ! Vi+1; : : : ;Un ! Vn;U! Vg

if U = Ui

fU1 ! V1; : : : ;Un ! Vn;U! Vg otherwise
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Thirdly, it modifies the notion of reduction to make an earlier binding possible:

[�+
&
]

` N : U closed and in normal form or fUi j Ui � Ujg = fUjg

Uj = minfUi j U � Ujg

((M1 &
fU1!V1;:::;Un!Vng M2) �N) .

�
M1 �N for j < n

M2 �N for j = n

These extensions are conservative extensions, i.e., �&` U � V, �&+ ` U � V.
No significant changes to the proofs of Generalized Subject Reduction and Church-Rosser
are needed. Moreover, �&+ is also not strongly normalizing, but a similarly stratified ver-
sion of �&+ is.

A.1.3 �&+
coerce

A more interesting extension is the one obtained by adding explicit coercions, i.e., terms
like coerceU(M) with the following typing rule:

[Coerce]
` M : U0 U0 � U

` coerceU(M) : U

The coerced term keeps all its functionalities, because the coercion disappears as soon
as we have to “use” the term (i.e., apply to it). This can be observed in the reduction rule
for coercions:

[coerce]
coerceU(M) �N .M �N

where M �N stands for either M �N or M �N.
�&+coerce is also a conservative extension. First, since there is no modification on the

level of types, all properties concerning types are directly carried over. Secondly, it is triv-
ial to check that �&+ ` M . N, �&+coerce ` M . N for two terms M and N that do not
contain coercions. Also, no significant changes with respect to the properties Generalized
Subject Reduction, Church-Rosser, and Strong Normalization.

A.1.4 �
fg

The idea behind �fg is to unify overloading and �-abstraction. A �-term in �fg is con-
sidered to be a special case of an overloaded function, namely one with only one branch.
To make this work, the syntax of overloaded functions has to be altered slightly. An over-
loaded function in �fg is a term of the form

�x (M1 : U1 ) V1; : : : ;Mn : Un ) Vn)

Instead of extensible overloaded functions with ordinary functions as branches, this syntax
is more like ordinary lambda abstraction, but with the difference that the body may contain
more than one branch. Note that only one variable is introduced for the entire overloaded
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function instead of one per branch. Also note that this variable is not indexed with its type,
because the variable can be bound to an argument for which more than one type is allowed.
Consequently, the typing rules and reduction relation depend on a type context �.

There exists a translation [[ ]]� from �fg to �&+ with the following properties

1. �` M : U, ` [[M]]� : U

2. M .� N) [[M]]� .
� [[N]]�

It is clear that the Generalized Subject Reduction of �fg follows from �&+. The proof
that �fg is Church-Rosser is significantly harder. It is odd, however, but not disturbing that
[Cas97] doesn’t say anything about the normalization properties of �fg.

A.1.5 � object

This variant is fundamentally different from the one previously discussed. It is intended
to serve as a meta-language to study the properties of object-oriented programming lan-
guages. It enriches �&-calculus with features to create new types, work on their represen-
tations, change and modify things, etc. For example:

� Tuples and tuple projection: <M1;M2> j �1(M) j �2(M)

� Recursive functions: �xU:M

� Coercion: coerceA(M) j superA(M)

� Tagged values: inA(M) j outA(M)

� Type declarations: let A � A1; : : : ;An in P j let A hide U in P

Furthermore, in � object, overloaded function types are restricted to having as input
types only atomic types (tagged values are also atomic) or tuples of atomic types. This
reduces selection based on full types to selection based on type tags. It also allows easy
manipulation of the subtyping hierarchy and selection behaviour by manipulation of the
type tags.

In the operational semantics of � object, a type constraint system C and a function
S from atomic types to types are introduced. C and S can be manipulated with the type
declaration terms.

It is proven that a notion of Generalized Subject Reduction holds for � object. Noth-
ing is said, however, about Church-Rosser or Normalization, but since there are recursive
functions in � object, the latter evidently does not hold.

A.1.6 F&
�

So far, the variations on �&-calculus all had first-order type systems. Overloaded func-
tions in the context of a second-order type system are also investigated by means of an
extension of F� [CMMS94] with overloaded functions, called F&�. The transition to a
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second-order type system was originated by a problem, called the “loss of information
problem” [Car88]. Consider the function

I � �x hhl:Intii:x

(Some notation: hh� � �ii is a record type, h� � �i a record value, and M � l record projection)
This function is an identity function for records of type hhl :Intii. Suppose, this function

is applied to a term of a subtype of hhl :Intii, for example, I � hl=1; l 0=2i. The type of this
term is hhl :Intii and, therefore, (I � hl=1; l 0=2i) � l 0 is incorrectly typed. Somehow, in the
application, the information about the existence of a l 0-field is lost. The field itself is not
lost as illustrated below (EU is again any term of type U):

(Ehhii!Int &
fhhii!Int ;hhl0:Intii!Intg (�x hhl

0

:Intii:x � l 0)) � (I � hl=1; l 0=2i)

The value in the l 0-field can still be retrieved, but doing so requires ‘code’ for arguments
that do not have a l 0-field even though it is indisputable that there is one in this case.

The problem describe above does not concern ad-hoc polymorphism, but parametric
polymorphism. A solution is to introduce type quantification (i.e., a second-order type sys-
tem). In [CW85], a less ambitious but still sufficient solution is given which uses bounded
quantification, because unbounded type variable pose severe theoretical problems. The
example can be rewritten to:

I � �� � hhl 0:Intii:�x�:x (` I : 8(� � hhl 0:Intii)�! �)

There has been a considerable amount of research on providing more parametric poly-
morphism by means of bounded quantification. Although not all problems are solved,
there is a good general understanding of the issues involved and the language F� is re-
garded to be a standard language in this research area. Castagna, therefore, extended F�
with overloaded functions, thus acquiring a language in which both parametric and ad-hoc
polymorphism are supported.

Overloaded functions in F&� are terms of the form

�� � U1:M1& : : :&�� � Un:Mn (8� (U1:V1; : : : ;Un:Vn) where ` Mi : Vi)

Clearly, similar well-formedness conditions are formulated for F&�. It has been proven
that the properties Generalized Subject Reduction and Church-Rosser are respected.

The type system of F&� is considerably more powerful than any of the other variations
on �& that were discussed. The degree of polymorphism provided, both parametric and
ad-hoc, allows a generic definition in F&� for many of the features that needed to be specif-
ically included in � object.

A.1.7 The impact of �&-calculus

The aim of the research on �&-calculus is to provide a formal foundation for ad-hoc poly-
morphism in statically typed object-oriented programming languages. The calculus is an
extension of �-calculus with overloaded functions. The concept of sending a message
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to an object can be formalized in terms of overloaded functions. The common idea be-
hind message sending is that the receiver object selects an appropriate method which is
then invoked. One ordinarily regards methods to be part of the object. In a formalization
of messages in terms of overloaded functions, the methods are included in the messages.
The difference is rather subtle, but significant. The change of view allows messages to be
sent to more than one object at once which is known as binary methods or multi-methods
[BCC+96]. Consider, for example, the functionm : (A�B)! C. With a traditional view
of object-orientation, it is unclear to which class a corresponding method should belong.
When methods are considered to be part of messages, this becomes a non-issue which
opens up a whole range of possibilities for multiple dispatching of methods.

It is remarkable that many object-oriented languages already support ad-hoc polymor-
phism, some even with multiple dispatching, without a thorough understanding of it. �&-
calculus can be used to evaluate and improve these languages on this aspect. A good static
type system should be able to guarantee that the error “message not understood” cannot oc-
cur at run-time, while still providing enough of the syntactic freedom we got used to with
object-oriented programming languages.

A.2 Formal definition

The definition of �&-calculus begins with the definition of types. In �&, there are three
kinds of types: atomic types A, function types T ! T and overloaded function types
fT0

1 ! T00
1 ; : : : ;T

0
n ! T00

ng. These types cannot be defined directly, because overloaded
function types need to conform to certain well-formedness conditions that depend on the
notion of subtyping, which in turn depends on the definition of types. Therefore, a notion
of pretypes is defined first. Subtyping is then defined on pretypes (which includes a pos-
tulated subtyping relation on atomic types). Subsequently, a subset of pretypes is chosen
according to these well-formedness rules to form the set of types. The notion of subtyping
is then adapted to become a relation on types instead of pretypes.

A.2.1 Pretypes

[PreTypes] T ::= A j T! T j fT0
1 ! T00

1 ; : : : ;T
0
n ! T00

ng

A.2.2 Subtyping

[function types] U2 � U1 V1 � V2

U1 ! V1 � U2 ! V2

[overloaded function types]
8i 2 1::n 9j 2 1::m : U00

i � U0
j ^V0

j � V00
i

fU0
1 ! V0

1; : : : ;U
0
m ! V0

mg

� fU00
1 ! V00

1 ; : : : ;U
00
n ! V00

ng
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A.2.3 Types

There are two non-trivial well-formedness conditions on overloaded function types. The
first (see (b) below) requires that functions in an overloaded function need to respect a
covariant rule. Note that this only applies to the functions inside an overloaded function.
Normal ‘isolated’ functions, as before, respect the contravariant rule. Moreover, in the
definition of subtyping between overloaded function types, a contravariant rule is used.

The second well-formedness condition (see (c) below) requires that, if for any two in-
put types a greatest lower bound exists, there is also a branch with this greatest lower bound
as input type. The condition ensures that a selection of the best matching branch can al-
ways be uniquely made.

1. A 2 Types

2. if U;V 2 Types then U! V 2 Types

3. if 8i 2 1::n 8 2 1::n:

(a) Ui;Vi 2 Types

(b) Ui � Uj ) Vi � Vj

(c) Ui uUj exists ) 9!h 2 1::n such that fUhg = LBfUi;Ujg

then fU1 ! V1; : : : ;Un ! Vng 2 Types

A.2.4 Terms

The terms of �& consist of constants and variables (both indexed with their type), func-
tions and function application, and overloaded functions and overloaded function applica-
tion. Overloaded functions are constructed using the overloaded function concatenation
operator &V which is indexed with a type. This index is used to allow reduction within
overloaded functions, while guarding against any change in branch selection behaviour.
This is achieved by having branch selection depend only on this type index and not on the
input types of the branches.

[Terms] M ::= cA j xV j �xV:M j M �M j " j M &V M j M �M

A.2.5 Type checking

Type checking of terms in �&-calculus is straightforward. Note that [fgIntro] allows more
than one typing for overloaded functions (related to the possibility of type decreasing re-
ductions inside overloaded functions that do not affect branch selection behaviour). The
[fgElim] rule determines the type of an overloaded function application on the basis of the
compile-time type of the argument. Because of the well-formedness conditions on over-
loaded function types, this type is guaranteed to be a supertype of the output types of all
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branches that can possibly be selected at run-time.

[Const]
` cA : A ` xV : V

[Taut]

[!Intro]
` M : V

` �xU:M : U! V ` " : fg
[Taut"]

[!Elim]
` M : U! V ` N : W W � U

` M �N : V

[fgIntro]

` M : W1 ` N : W2 � Vn ! Vn

W1 � fU1 ! V1; : : : ;Un�1 ! Vn�1g

` (M &fU1!V1;:::;Un!Vng N)

: fU1 ! V1; : : : ;Un ! Vng

[fgElim]

` M : fU1 ! V1; : : : ;Un ! Vng ` N : U

Uj = min1�i�nfUi j U � Uig

` M �N : Vj

A.2.6 Substitution

The extension of traditional substitution to account for overloaded functions is straightfor-
ward.

xU[xU := M] � M

yV[xU := M] � yV if yV 6= xU

"[xU := M] � "

(�yV:N)[xU := M] � �yV:N[xU := M] where yV is not free in M

(P &V Q)[xU := M] � (P[xU := M]) &V (Q[xU := M])

(P �Q)[xU := M] � (P[xU := M]) � (Q[xU := M])

A.2.7 Reduction

A traditional �-reduction rule for normal function application is supplemented with a rule
called �& for overloaded function application. This rule performs branch selection and
rewrites the redex to normal function application. The �-rule will subsequently take care
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of the substitution of the argument in the function body. The context rules enable reduc-
tions inside overloaded functions. Note that in these reductions, the type of the term in-
volved may decrease, but that the type in the index remains the same. Moreover, since
branch selection is based on these indices only, reductions inside overloaded functions are
guaranteed not to influence branch selection behaviour.

[�]
(�xU:M) �N . M[xU := N]

[�&]

` N : U is closed and in normal form
Uj = min1�i�nfUi j U � Uig

((M1 &
fU1!V1;:::;Un!Vng M2) �N) .

�
M1 �N for j < n

M2 �N for j = n

[context]
M1 . M2

M1 �N . M2 �N
M1 .M2

N �M1 . N �M2

M1 .M2

�xU:M1 . �x
U:M2

M1 .M2

M1 &
V N .M2 &

V N

M1 . M2

N &V M1 . N &V M2
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Appendix B

Proofs
Delight in Disorder

A sweet disorder in the dress
Kindles in clothes a wantonness:
A lawn about the shoulders thrown
Into a fine distraction:
An erring lace, which here and there
Enthrals the crimson stomacher:
A cuff neglectful, and thereby
Ribbands to flow confusedly:
A winning wave, deserving note,
In the tempestuous petticoat:
A careless shoe-string, in whose tie
I see a wild civility:
Do more bewitch me than when art
Is too precise in every part.

Robert Herrick (1591–1674)

Notational convention B.1. In the proofs below, steps that use the induction hypothesis
are marked with IH.

B.1 CORINE: Some lemmas

Lemma B.1. 8n 2 N : Un � Un+1

Proof
trivial

Lemma B.2. For all value assignments V , variables x , types �, and d 2 U

V[x 7! �; d ]+= (V + )[x 7! �]

Proof
Trivial consequence of Definitions 3.12 and 3.22.
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B.2 CORINE: Proof of Theorem 3.1

Theorem: 8� 2 � : [[�]] � U

The proof is structured as follows. First, we proof the lemma 8� 2 � 9n 2 N : [[�]] �

Un. Then, by definition, it follows that 8� 2 � : [[�]] � U .

Lemma B.3. 8� 2 � 9n 2 N : [[�]] � Un

Proof
By induction on the structure of � according to Definition 3.5.

Case basic

[[�]] = [h�i] (Definition 3.20)

[h�i] � B (Postulate 3.17)

B = U0 (Definition 3.19)

) [[�]] � U0

=) 9n 2 N : [[�]] � Un

Case function

[[� ! � ]] = [[�]]; [[� ]] (Definition 3.20)

9n 2 N : [[�]] � Un (IH)

9m 2 N : [[� ]] � Um (IH)

) [[�]]; [[� ]] � Umax(m;n)+1 (Lemma B.1
and Definition 3.19)

=) 9n 2 N : [[� ! � ]] � Un

Case set

[[P�]] = P [[�]] (Definition 3.20)

9n 2 N : [[�]] � Un (IH)

) P [[�]] � P Un

) P [[�]] � Un+1 (Definition 3.19)

=) 9n 2 N : [[P�]] � Un

Case list

[[L �]] � N
+ �n
; [[�]] (Definition 3.20)

9n 2 N : [[�]] � Un (IH)

N
+
� U0 (Postulate 3.17

and Definition 3.19)

) N
+ �n
; [[�]] � Umax(1;n)+1 (Lemma B.1

and Definition 3.19)

=) 9n 2 N : [[L �]] � Un
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Case record

8d 2 [[hhS ii]] : dom(d) = dom(S ) ^

ran(d) �
S
l2dom(d)[[S (l)]]

(Definition 3.20)

) 8l 2 dom(d) 9n 2 N : [[S (l)]] � Un (IH)

) 9m 2 N 8l 2 dom(d) : [[S (l)]] � Um (dom(d) finite)

) ran(d) � Um

) d � Um+1 (Definition 3.19)

) [[hhS ii]] � Um+2 (Definition 3.19)

=) 9n 2 N : [[hhS ii]] � Un

Case variant

8d 2 [[[jS j]]] : �1(d) 2 dom(S ) ^ �2(d) 2 [[�1(d)]] (Definition 3.20)

dom([[[jS j]]]) = dom(S ) ^ ran([[[jS j]]]) �
[

l2dom(S)

[[S (l)]]

) 8l 2 dom(S ) 9n 2 N : [[S (l)]] � Un (IH)

) 9m 2 N 8l 2 dom(S ) : [[S (l)]] � Um (dom(d) finite)

) [[[jS j]]] � Um+ 1 (Definition 3.19)

=) 9n 2 N : [[hhS ii]] � Un

Based on this lemma, we can now conclude that 8� 2 � : [[�]] � U .

B.3 CORINE: Proof of Theorem 3.2

Theorem: 8�0; � 2 � : �0 � � ) (8d 2 [[�0]] : cv�0��(d) 2 [[�]])

The proof is structured by induction according to Definition 3.21 as follows. For each
case, we first use Definition 3.7 to come to the induction hypothesis. This is then gradually
rewritten towards an instantiation of the theorem for the case at hand.

Case basic

There are two subcases for �0 � � according to Postulate 3.6 and Definition 3.7:

Subcase �0 = � : Trivial
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Subcase int � real

cv int�real(d) = d (Definition 3.21)

) 8d 2 Z : cv int�real(d) 2 R (Z � R)

) 8d 2 [[int]] : cv int�real(d) 2 [[real]] (Definition 3.5)

=) 8d 2 [[�0]] : cv�0��(d) 2 [[�]]

Case function

(� ! � 0) � (� ! �)) � 0 � � (Definition 3.7)

) 8d 2 [[� 0]] : cv� 0�� (d) 2 [[� ]] (IH)

) 8d 2 [[�]]; [[� 0]] : (cv� 0�� � d) 2 [[�]]; [[� ]]

=) 8d 2 [[� ! � 0]] : cv (�!� 0)�(�!�)(d) 2 [[� ! � ]] (Definitions 3.20
and 3.21)

Case set

P�0 � P� ) �0 � � (Definition 3.7)

) 8d 2 [[�0]] : cv�0��(d) 2 [[�]] (IH)

) 8d 2 P [[�0]] : fcv�0��(d
0) j d 0 2 dg 2 P [[�]]

=) 8d 2 [[P�0]] : cvP�0�P�(d) 2 [[P�]] (Definitions 3.20
and 3.21)

Case list

L �0 � L � ) �0 � � (Definition 3.7)

) 8d 2 [[�0]] : cv�0��(d) 2 [[�]] (IH) I

8d 2 [[L �0 ]] : d 2 fd 0 2 N
+ �n
; [[�0]] j

9k 2 N : dom(d 0) = 1::kg

(Definition 3.20)

) 8d 2 [[L �0 ]] : (cv�0�� � d) 2

fd 0 2 N
+ �n
; [[�]] j 9k 2 N : dom(d 0) = 1::kg

I

=) 8d 2 [[L �0 ]] : cvL�0�L�(d) 2 [[L �]] (Definitions 3.20
and 3.21)
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Case record

hhS 0ii � hhS ii ) dom(S ) � dom(S 0) ^

8l 2 dom(S ) : S 0(l) � S (l)

(Definition 3.7)

) 8l 2 dom(S ) 8d 2 [[S 0(l)]] : cvS 0(l)�S(l)(d) 2 [[S (l)]] (IH) I

d 2 [[hhS 0ii]]

) d 2 fd 0 2 L
�n
; U j dom(d 0) = dom(S 0) ^

8l 2 dom(S 0) : d 0(l) 2 [[S 0(l)]]g

(Definition 3.20) II

cv hhS 0ii�hhSii(d) = f(l ; cvS 0(l)�S(l)(d(l)) j l 2 dom(S )g (Definition 3.21)

) 8d 00 2 cv hhS 0ii�hhSii(d) :

dom(d 00) = dom(S ) ^

8l 2 dom(S ) : d 00(l) 2 [[S (l)]]

I II

=) 8d 2 [[hhS 0ii]] : cv hhS 0ii�hhSii(d) 2 [[hhS ii]] (Definition 3.20)

Case variant

[jS 0j] � [jS j]) dom(S 0) � dom(S ) ^

8l 2 dom(S 0) : S 0(l) � S (l)

(Definition 3.7)

) 8l 2 dom(S 0) 8d 2 [[S 0(l)]] : cvS 0(l)�S(l)(d) 2 [[S (l)]] (IH) I

d 2 [[[jS 0j]]]

, d 2 f(l ; d 0) j l 2 dom(S 0) ^ d 2 [[S 0(l)]]g (Definition 3.20)

, �1(d) 2 dom(S 0) ^ �2(d) 2 [[S 0(�1(d))]] II

cv [jS 0j]�[jS j](d) = (�1(d); cvS 0(�1(d))�S(�1(d))(�2(d))) (Definition 3.21)

) 8d 0 2 cv [jS 0j]�[jS j](d) :

�1(d
0) = �1(d) ^ �2(d

0) 2 [[S (�1(d))]]

I

) 8d 0 2 cv [jS 0j]�[jS j](d) :

�1(d
0) 2 dom(S ) ^ �2(d

0) 2 [[S (�1(d
0))]]

(dom(S 0) � dom(S ))

=) 8d 2 [[[jS 0j]]] : cv [jS 0j]�[jS j](d) 2 [[[jS j]]] II

B.4 CORINE: Proof of Theorem 3.3

Theorem: (V +` e : � ^ [[e]]V defined)) [[e]]V 2 [[�]]

Proof by induction on the structure of expressions according to Definition 3.11. Most
cases are quite trivial. Therefore, only the less trivial ones are shown here. We have also
omitted tedious treatments of undefined cases, because the theorem concerns only cases
where the semantics of an expression is defined.
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Case variable

V +` x : � ) x 2 dom(V + ) (Definition 3.13)

) �2(V(x )) 2 [[�1(V(x ))]] (Definition 3.22)

=) [[x ]]V 2 [[V + (x )]] (Definition 3.24)

Case function

dom([[�x :� : e]]V) � [[�]] (Definition 3.24) I

V +` e : � ) [[e]]V[x 7!�;d] 2 [[� ]] (IH)

) ran([[�x :� : e]]V) � [[� ]]

) [[�x :� : e]]V 2 [[�]]; [[� ]] I

=) [[�x :� : e]]V 2 [[� ! � ]] (Definition 3.20)

Case func app

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume both [[e]]V and
[[e 0]]V to be defined, and also that [[e 0]]V 2 dom([[e]]V) (see Definition 3.24)

V +` e 0 : � ) [[e 0]]V 2 [[�]] (IH) I

V +` e : � ! � ) [[e]]V 2 [[� ! � ]] (IH)

) [[e]]V 2 [[�]]; [[� ]] (Definition 3.20)

) [[e]]V([[e
0]]V) 2 [[� ]] I ([[e 0]]V 2 dom([[e]]V))

=) [[e(e 0)]]V 2 [[� ]] (Definitions 3.20
and 3.24)

Case cons

V +` e 0 : L � ) [[e 0]]V 2 [[L �]] (IH)

) ran([[e 0]]V) � [[�]] ^

dom([[e 0]]V) = 1::n for some n 2 N

(Definition 3.20)

) ran([[cons(e; e 0)]]V) � [[�]] ^

dom([[cons(e; e 0)]]V) = 1::(n+ 1)

(IH, Definition 3.24)

=) [[cons(e; e 0)]]V 2 [[L �]] (Definition 3.20)

Case head

V +` e 0 : L � ) [[e 0]]V 2 [[L �]] (IH)

) ran([[e 0]]V) � [[�]] (Definition 3.20)

) [[e]]V(1) 2 [[�]] (dom([[e]]V) 6= ;)

=) [[head(e)]]V 2 [[�]] (Definition 3.24)
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Case tail

V +` e 0 : L � ) [[e 0]]V 2 [[L �]] (IH)

) ran([[e 0]]V) � [[�]] ^

dom([[e 0]]V) = 1::n for some n 2 N

(Definition 3.20)

) ran([[tail(e)]]V) � [[�]] ^

dom([[tail(e)]]V) = 1::(n� 1)

(dom([[e]]V) 6= ;, Definition 3.24)

=) [[tail(e)]]V 2 [[L �]] (Definition 3.20)

Case record

V +` hhsii : hhS ii ) dom(s) = dom(S ) ^

8l 2 dom(s) : [[s(l)]]V 2 [[S (l)]]

(IH, Definition 3.13)

) f(l ; [[s(l)]]V) j l 2 dom(s)g 2 [[hhS ii]] (Definition 3.20)

=) [[hhsii]]V 2 [[hhS ii]] (Definition 3.20)

Case rec proj

V +` e : hhS ii ) [[e]]V 2 [[hhS ii]] (IH)

) dom(S ) = dom([[e]]V) ^

8l 0 2 dom(S ) : [[e]]V(l
0) 2 [[S (l 0)]]

(Definition 3.20)

l 2 dom(S ) (Definition 3.13)

) [[e]]V(l) 2 [[S (l)]]

=) [[e�l ]]V 2 [[S (l)]] (Definition 3.24)

Case rec res

V +` e : hhS ii ) [[e]]V 2 [[hhS ii]] (IH)

) dom(S ) = dom([[e]]V) ^

8l 0 2 dom(S ) : [[e]]V(l
0) 2 [[S (l 0)]]

(Definition 3.29)

dom([[e]]V � flg) = dom([[e]]V) n flg

) dom([[enl ]]V) = dom(S � flg) I

8l 0 2 dom(S � flg) : [[e]]V(l
0) 2 [[(S � flg)(l 0)]]

=) [[enl ]]V 2 [[hhS � flgii]] I

Case rec ov�
V +` e : hhS ii ) 8l 2 dom(S ) : [[e]]V(l) 2 [[S (l)]]

V +` hhsii : hhS 0ii ) 8l 2 dom(S 0) : [[s(l)]]V 2 [[S 0(l)]]
(Definition 3.20, IH) I
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Let d = [[e except (s)]]V
= ([[e]]V � dom(s)) [ f(l ; [[s(l)]]V) j l 2 dom(s)g

(Definition 3.24)

) 8l 2 dom(d) : d(l) =

�
[[s(l)]]V iff l 2 dom(s)

[[e]]V(l) otherwise

) 8l 2 dom(d) : d(l) 2

�
[[S 0(l)]] iff l 2 dom(s)

[[S (l)]] otherwise
I

=) [[e except (s)]]V 2 [[hhS [ S 0ii]]

Case as

V +` e : � ) [[e]]V 2 [[� ]] (IH)

) cv���([[e]]V) 2 [[�]] (Theorem 3.2)

=) [[e as �]]V 2 [[�]]

B.5 HELEN: Proof of Theorem 3.4

Theorem: The definition of a minimal type must respect certain properties

[soundness] T ` e :: � ) T ` e : �

[completeness] T ` e : �0 ) T ` e :: � for some � 2 �

[minimality] T ` e : �0 ^ T ` e :: � ) � � �0

The definition of the minimal type (Definition 3.28) is not constructive, which makes
the proofs of soundness and minimality quite trivial contrary to the proof of completeness.
The proof is organized as follows. We first provide generic rules for the construction of a
type � for an expression e. We then proof (by induction on the derivation of T ` e : �)
that � respects the three properties above, hence constitutes the minimal type of e. In the
proof, we make use of the observation that only two typing rules apply to each expression:
the subsumption rule and an expression specific rule (Definition 3.26).

A type � for an expression e can be constructed according to the following steps:

1. An expression is constructed from a number of subexpressions ei (Definition 3.11).
Construct types �i for each ei.

2. According to the subsumption rule, T ` ei : �i implies 8�0i � �i : T ` ei : �
0
i.

Choose the smallest �0i that still satifies the premise of the rule specific to e.

3. Determine type � of e according to the rule specific to e and the chosen �0i.
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The above formulation is generic for all expression forms. In the proof below, we will
examine its specific use for each of the different expression forms. We will now proof by
induction on the derivation of T ` e : � that � respects the three properties above, hence
constitutes the minimal type of e. Note that the types �i constructed in the first step are
indeed the minimal types of ei (IH). In step 2, it is important that there is a unique choice
for the �0i and that this choice will result (step 3) in a unique type � for e that can be proven
to be the minimal type of e.

To avoid tedious examinations of all cases (i.e., all expression forms with their expres-
sion specific typing rules), they are categorized as follows:

� Base cases (no subexpressions): [constant], [variable], [emp list].

� Fixed cases (the type of the expression does not depend on the types of its subex-
pressions): [pred set], [set memb], [equality], [forall].

� Single cases (exactly one subexpression on which the type of the expression de-
pends): [function], [unique], [head], [tail], [rec proj], [rec res], [variant].

� Multiple cases (more than one subexpression and the type of the expression depends
on the types of its subexpressions): [func app], [cons], [record], [rec ov], [case], [if].

Case Base

A constant, variable, or empty list expression does not have any subexpressions,
hence step 1 constructs no types �i. For correctly typed expressions, there is only
one unique way in which the premise of the expression specific typing rules for these
expression forms can be satisfied. Hence, step 3 obtains a unique choice for �.

It is evident that T ` e : �. Since we used the expression specific rule for determin-
ing �, other types e might have, can only be obtained by subsequently applying the
subsumption rule, which, obviously, only produces supertypes of �. More specifi-
cally, it produces all supertypes of �, hence

f� 2 � j T ` e : �g = f� 2 � j � � �g

Clearly, minf� 2 � j � � �g exists and is equal to �, hence T ` e :: �

Case Fixed

Since the determination of � does not depend on types of its subexpressions, step 3
obtains a unique choice for �. The same argumentation for T ` e : � and T ` e :: �

used above, also applies here.
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Case Single

Expression e has only one subexpression e 0. Step 1, therefore, obtains the minimal
type �0 of e 0. In each of the rules in this category, the type of e depends directly on
the type of e 0 and no further properties need to be satisfied in the premise of the rule.
Therefore, the type �0 constructed in step 2 is equal to �0. Hence, step 3 obtains a
unique choice for �. Again, the same argumentation for T ` e : � and T ` e :: �

used above, also applies here.

Case Multiple

The cases that fall in this category are more complex. We, therefore, examine them
individually.

Case func app

The type of e(e 0) only depends on the type of e. Hence, the same argumentation
given for Single applies to [funcapp] making use of the fact that (� ! � 0) � (� !

�), � � � .

Case cons

There are two subexpressions e1 and e2. Step 1 obtains the minimal types �1 and
L �2 of e1 and e2, respectively. The premise of the [cons] rule in Definition 3.26
states that cons(e1; e2) is only correctly typed, if there exists a type � such that T `

e1 : � and T ` e2 : L � . Since �1 and L �2 are the minimal types of e1 and e2,
respectively, we know that �1 � � and �2 � � (L �0 � L � , �0 � �), i.e., � is
an upper-bound of �1 and �2. The smallest choice for � is, therefore, �1 t �2.
Therefore, the type � constructed in step 3 is equal to L �1 t �2, hence uniquely
determined. Again, the argumentation for T ` cons(e1; e2) : � and T `

cons(e1; e2) :: � given in Base-case, also applies here.

Case record

There are jdom(S )j subexpressions in hhsii. Step 1 obtains the minimal types �l of
S (l) for each l 2 dom(S ). Since there are no additional restrictions on the types �l ,
the type � can be constructed in steps 2 and 3 as hhS ii with dom(S ) = dom(s) and
S (l) = �l for each l 2 dom(S ). It is not possible to construct a type for hhsii that is
smaller than hhS ii and still satisfies the premise of the [record] rule of Definition 3.26.
Again, the argumentation for T ` hhsii : � and T ` hhsii :: � given in Base-case,
also applies here.

Case rec ov

Similar to the record-case.

Case case

The type of a case expression depends on the types of the expressions in the case-
clauses in a similar way, the type of a cons(e; e 0)-expression depends on the types
of its subexpressions. Hence, the proof of this case is similar to the cons-case.
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Case if

Similar to the cons-case.

Above, we have proven that the constructed type � is indeed the minimal type of e.
Since this construction is a valid derivation of a type for e, soundness is guaranteed. As
argued in the Base-case, the set of all types of an expressions f� 2 � j T ` e : �g is equal
to f� 2 � j � � �g. Hence, it is evident that a minimal element exists if e is correctly
typed. This observation proofs both completeness and minimality.

B.6 FLORENCE: Some lemmas

Lemma B.4. Forall S � U and g 2 G

�val(TgS�(S)) = S ([basic],[record], [variant], and [ofunc])
�val(TgS�(S; g)) = S ([func],[set], [list], [unit])

Proof
Trivial

Lemma B.5. Forall d 2 U , S � U and g 2 G

d 2 S , Tg�(d) 2 TgS�(S) ([basic],[record], [variant], and [ofunc])
d 2 S , Tg�(d ; g) 2 TgS�(S; g) ([func],[set], [list], and [unit])

Proof
Trivial

Lemma B.6. Forall S; S0 � U and g 2 G

S0 � S ) TgS�(S
0) � TgS�(S) ([basic],[record], [variant], and [ofunc])

S0 � S ) TgS�(S
0; g) � TgS�(S; g) ([func],[set], [list], and [unit])

Proof
Trivial

Lemma B.7. Forall S � U , g ; g 0 2 G :

TgS�(S n f;g; g) = TgS�(S n f;g; g
0) ([func],[set], [list], and [unit])

Proof
Trivial

Lemma B.8. Forall S � U , g 2 G :

TgS�(S n f;g; g) [ fTg�(;; g)g = TgS�(S; g) ([func],[set], [list], and [unit])

Proof
Trivial
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B.7 FLORENCE: Proof of Theorem 3.8

Theorem: 8� 2 � : [[�]] � eU
The proof is structured by induction on the structure of types according to Definition 3.47.

For each case, we start with the semantics of the type at hand. Then, we argue step-by-step
that this is a subset of the universe eU .

Case basic

[[�]] = TgSB([h�i]) (Definition 3.47)

� G � [h�i] (Definition 3.46)

� G � B (Postulate 3.17)

� G � eU0 (Definition 3.34)

� eU1 (Definition 3.34)

=) [[�]] � eU (Definition 3.34)

Case func

[[� ! � ]] = TgS!(
S
n2N[[�]]

n
; [[� ]]n;G(�! �)) (Definition 3.47)

� G �
S
n2N[[�]]

n
; [[� ]]n (Definition 3.46)

� G �
S
n2N

eUn ; eUn
�
S
n2NG � ( eUn ; eUn)

�
S
n2N

eUn+1 (Definition 3.34)

=) [[� ! � ]] � eU (Definition 3.34)

Case set

[[P�]] = TgSP(
S
n2N P [[�]]n;G(P�))

[f(g ; ;) j g 2 G ^ g �G G(P�)g

(Definition 3.47)

�
�
G �

S
n2N P [[�]]n

�
[ (G � f;g) (Definition 3.46)

�

�
G �

S
n2N P (eUn)� [ eU1 (Definition 3.34)

�

�S
n2NG � P (eUn)� [ eU1

�

�S
n2N

eUn+1� [ eU1 (Definition 3.34)

=) [[P�]] � U (Definition 3.34)
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Case list

[[L �]] = TgSL(
[
n2N

fd 2 N
+ �n
; [[�]]n j

9k 2 N : dom(d) = 1::kg;G(L �))

[f(g ; ;) j g 2 G ^ g �G G(L �)g

(Definition 3.47)

�

�
G �

S
n2N N

+ �n
; [[�]]n

�
[ (G � f;g) (Definition 3.46)

�

�
G �

S
n2N B ;

eUn� [ eU1 (Definition 3.34,
Postulate 3.17)

�

�S
n2NG � eUn ; eUn� [ eU1

�

�S
n2N

eUn+1� [ eU1 (Definition 3.34)

=) [[L �]] � U (Definition 3.34)

Case record

[[hhS ii]] = TgShhii(
[
n2N

fd 2 (L
�n
;
eUn) j

dom(S ) � dom(d) ^

8l 2 dom(S ) : d(l) 2 [[S (l)]]g)

(Definition 3.47)

� G �
S
n2N L

�n
;
eUn (Definition 3.46)

�
S
n2NG � (L

�n
;
eUn)

�
S
n2N

eUn+1 (Definition 3.34)

=) [[hhS ii]] � U (Definition 3.34)

Case variant

[[[jS j]]] = TgS[jj](
[
n2N

f(l ; ed) j l 2 dom(S ) ^ed 2 [[S (l)]]ng)

(Definition 3.47)

� G �
S
n2Nf(l ;

ed) j l 2 dom(S ) ^ ed 2 eUng (Definition 3.46)

� G �
S
n2N L�

eUn
�
S
n2NG � (L� eUn)

�
S
n2N

eUn+1 (Definition 3.34)

=) [[[jS j]]] � U (Definition 3.34)
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Case ofunc

[[f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg]] =

TgS&(
[
n2N

ffed1; : : : ; edpg j ed1 2 [[�1 ! �1]]
n ^

...edp 2 [[�p ! �p]]
ng)

(Definition 3.47)

� G �
S
n2Nff

ed1; : : : ; edpg j ed1 2 eUn ^ : : : ^ edp 2 eUng (Definition 3.46)

� G �
S
n2N P ( eUn)

�
S
n2NG � P ( eUn)

�
S
n2N

eUn+1 (Definition 3.34)

=) [[f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg]] � U (Definition 3.34)

Case unit

[[�]] =
[

�0�K�

TgSK(
S
n2N[[K(�)]]

n; �0) (Definition 3.47)

�
[

�0�K�

G �
S
n2N

eUn (Definition 3.46)

� G �
S
n2N

eUn
�
S
n2NG � eUn

�
S
n2N

eUn+1 (Definition 3.34)

=) [[�]] � U (Definition 3.34)

B.8 FLORENCE: Proof of Theorem 3.9

Theorem: 8�0; � 2 � : �0 � � ) [[�0]] � [[�]]

The proof is structured by induction on the structure of types according to Definition 3.47.
For each case, we start with the semantics of the subtype at hand. Then, we argue step-by-
step that this is a subset of the semantics of the supertype at hand. In the more complex
cases, some work is done beforehand.

Case basic

[[�0]] = TgSB([h�
0
i]) (Definition 3.47)

� TgSB([h�i]) (Postulate 3.17 and Lemma B.6)

= [[�]] (Definition 3.47)

=) �0 � � ) [[�0]] � [[�]]
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Case function

Let A�!� =
S
n2N[[�]]

n
; [[� ]]n

B�!� = f(g ; ;) j g 2 G ^ g �G G(� ! �)g

(� ! � 0) � (� ! �)) � 0 � � (Definition 3.7)

) 8n 2 N : [[� 0]]n � [[� ]]n (IH)

) 8n 2 N : [[�]]n ; [[� 0]]n � [[�]]n ; [[� ]]n

) A�!� 0 � A�!�

) A�!� 0 n f;g � A�!� n f;g

) TgS!(A�!� 0 n f;g;G(�! � 0)) �

TgS!(A�!� n f;g;G(�! � 0))

(Lemma B.6)

) TgS!(A�!� 0 n f;g;G(�! � 0)) �

TgS!(A�!� n f;g;G(�! �))

(Lemma B.7) I

G(� ! � 0) �G G(� ! �) (Postulate 3.32)

) B�!� 0 � B�!� II

[[� ! � 0]] = TgS!(A�!� 0 ;G(�! � 0)) [B�!� 0 (Definition 3.47)

= TgS!(A�!� 0 n f;g;G(�! � 0))

[fTg!(;;G(�! � 0))g

[B�!� 0

(Lemma B.8)

= TgS!(A�!� 0 n f;g;G(�! � 0)) [B�!� 0

� TgS!(A�!� n f;g;G(�! �)) [B�!� I II

= TgS!(A�!� n f;g;G(�! �))

[fTg!(;;G(�! �))g

[B�!�

(Definition 3.46)

= TgS!(A�!� ;G(� ! �)) [ B�!� (Lemma B.8)

= [[� ! � ]] (Definition 3.47)

=) (� ! � 0) � (� ! �)) [[� ! � 0]] � [[� ! � ]]

Case set

Let A� =
S
n2N P [[�]]nB� = f(g ; ;) j g 2 G ^ g �G G(P�)g

8n 2 N : [[�0]]n � [[�]]n (IH)

) 8n 2 N : P [[�0]]n � P [[�]]n

) A�0 � A�

) A�0 n f;g � A� n f;g

) TgSP(A�0 n f;g;G(P�
0)) � TgSP(A� n f;g;G(P�

0)) (Lemma B.6)

) TgSP(A�0 n f;g;G(P�
0)) � TgSP(A� n f;g;G(P�)) (Lemma B.7) I
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G(P�0) �G G(P�) (Postulate 3.32)

) B�0 � B� II

[[P�0]] = TgS
P
(A�0 ;G(P�

0)) [ B�0 (Definition 3.47)

= TgS
P
(A�0 n f;g;G(P�

0))

[fTgP(;;G(P�
0))g

[B�0

(Lemma B.8)

= TgSP(A�0 n f;g;G(P�
0)) [ B�0

� TgS
P
(A� n f;g;G(P�)) [B� I II

= TgS
P
(A� n f;g;G(P�))

[fTgP(;;G(P�))g

[B�

(Definition 3.46)

= TgSP(A�;G(P�)) [ B� (Lemma B.8)

= [[P�]] (Definition 3.47)

=) P�0 � P� ) [[P�0]] � [[P�]]

Case list

Let A� =
S
n2Nfd 2 N

+ �n
; [[�]]n j 9k 2 N : dom(d) = 1::kg

B� = f(g ; ;) j g 2 G ^ g �G G(L �)g

8n 2 N : [[�0]]n � [[�]]n (IH)

) 8n 2 N : fd 2 N
+ �n
; [[�0]]n j 9k 2 N : dom(d) = 1::kg

� fd 2 N
+ �n
; [[�]]n j 9k 2 N : dom(d) = 1::kg

) A�0 � A�

) A�0 n f;g � A� n f;g

) TgSL(A�0 n f;g;G(L �
0)) � TgSL(A� n f;g;G(L �

0)) (Lemma B.6)

) TgSL(A�0 n f;g;G(L �
0)) � TgSL(A� n f;g;G(L �)) (Lemma B.7) I

G(L �0) �G G(L �) (Postulate 3.32)

) B�0 � B� II
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[[L �0 ]] = TgS
L
(A�0 ;G(L �

0)) [B�0 (Definition 3.47)

= TgSL(A�0 n f;g;G(L �
0))

[fTgL(;;G(L �
0))g

[B�0

(Lemma B.8)

= TgSL(A�0 n f;g;G(L �
0)) [B�0

� TgS
L
(A� n f;g;G(L �)) [B� I II

= TgSL(A� n f;g;G(L �))

[fTg
L
(;;G(L �))g

[B�

(Definition 3.46)

= TgS
L
(A�;G(L �)) [ B� (Lemma B.8)

= [[L �]] (Definition 3.47)

=) L �0 � L � ) [[L �0 ]] � [[L �]]

Case record

Let AS
n = fd 2 (L

�n
;
eUn) j dom(S ) � dom(d) ^ d(l) 2 [[S (l)]]g

hhS 0ii � hhS ii ) dom(S ) � dom(S 0) ^

8l 2 dom(S ) : S 0(l) � S (l)

(Definition 3.41)

) dom(S ) � dom(S 0) ^ 8l 2 dom(S ) : [[S 0(l)]] � [[S (l)]] (IH)

) 8n 2 N : AS 0

n � AS
n

)
�S

n2N A
S 0

n

�
�
�S

n2N A
S
n

�
I

[[hhS 0ii]] = TgShhii(
S
n2N A

S 0

n ) (Definition 3.47)

� TgShhii(
S
n2N A

S
n) I (Lemma B.6)

= [[hhS ii]] (Definition 3.47)

=) hhS 0ii � hhS ii ) [[hhS 0ii]] � [[hhS ii]]

Case variant

Let AS
n = f(l ; ed) j l 2 dom(S ) ^ ed 2 [[S (l)]]ng

[jS 0j] � [jS j]) dom(S 0) � dom(S ) ^

8l 2 dom(S 0) : S 0(l) � S (l)

(Definition 3.41)

) dom(S 0) � dom(S ) ^ 8l 2 dom(S 0) : [[S 0(l)]] � [[S (l)]] (IH)

) 8n 2 N : AS 0

n � AS
n

)
�S

n2N A
S 0

n

�
�
�S

n2N A
S
n

�
I
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[[[jS 0j]]] = TgS[jj](
S
n2N A

S 0

n ) (Definition 3.47)

� TgS[jj](
S
n2N A

S
n) I (Lemma B.6)

= [[[jS j]]] (Definition 3.47)

=) [jS 0j] � [jS j]) [[[jS 0j]]] � [[[jS j]]]

Case ofunc

f�1 ! � 01; : : : ; �p ! � 0pg � f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg

) 81 � i � p : �i ! � 0i � � ! � (Definition 3.41)

) 81 � i � p : [[�i ! � 0i ]] � [[� ! � ]] (IH)

) 8n 2 N : ffed1; : : : ; edpg j 81 � i � p : edi 2 [[�i ! � 0i ]]
ng

� ffed1; : : : ; edpg j 81 � i � p : edi 2 [[�i ! �i]]
ng

I

[[f�1 ! � 01; : : : ; �p ! � 0pg]] =

= TgS&
�[
n2N

ffed1; : : : ; edpg j
81 � i � p : edi 2 [[�i ! � 0i ]]

ng
� (Definition 3.47)

� TgS&
�[
n2N

ffed1; : : : ; edpg j
81 � i � p : edi 2 [[�i ! �i]]

ng
� I

= [[f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg]] (Definition 3.47)

=) f�1 ! � 01; : : : ; �p ! � 0pg � f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg )

[[f�1 ! � 01; : : : ; �p ! � 0pg]] � [[f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg]]

Case unit

[[�0]] =
[

�00�K�0

TgSK(
S
n2N[[K(�

0)]]n; �00) (Definition 3.47)

�
[

�00�K�

TgSK(
S
n2N[[K(�

0)]]n; �00)

[

[
�00�K�0

TgSK(
S
n2N[[K(�

0)]]n; �00)

=
[

�00�K�

TgSK(
S
n2N[[K(�

0)]]n; �00) (Definition 3.45)

�

[
�00�K�

TgSK(
S
n2N[[K(�)]]

n; �00) (Postulate 3.43, IH)

= [[�]]

=) �0 � �) [[�0]] � [[�]]
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B.9 FLORENCE: Proof of Theorem 3.10

Theorem: 8� 2 � : ed 2 [[�]]) �tag(ed) �G G(�)

The proof is structured by induction on the structure of types according to Definition 3.47.
For each case, we start with the assumption ed 2 [[�]]. Then, we gradually reason towards
the statement �tag(ed) �G G(�).

Case basic

ed 2 [[�]]) ed 2 TgSB([h�i]) (Definition 3.47)

) �tag(ed) = G(�0) for some �0 � � (Postulate 3.17 and Definition 3.46)

=) �tag(ed) �G G(�)

Case function

ed 2 [[� ! � ]]) ed 2 TgS!�Sn2N[[�]]
n
; [[� ]]n;G(� ! �)

�
_ed 2 f(g ; ;) j g 2 G ^ g �G G(� ! �)g

(Definition 3.36)

Subcase ed 2 TgS!�Sn2N[[�]]
n
; [[� ]]n;G(� ! �)

�
) �tag(ed) = G(� ! � 0)

where � 0 = G�1(
F
�tag(ran(�val(ed))))

(Definition 3.35)

8ed0 2 ran(�val(ed)) : ed0 2 [[� ]]n (ed 2 [[� ! � ]])

) 8ed0 2 ran(�val(ed)) : �tag(ed0) �G G(�) (IH)

)
G

�tag(ran(�val(ed))) �G G(�)

) � 0 � � (Postulate 3.32)

) �tag(ed) �G G(� ! �) (Postulate 3.32 and Definition 3.41)

Subcase ed 2 f(g ; ;) j g 2 G ^ g �G G(� ! �)g

Trivial.

=) �tag(ed) �G G(� ! �)

Case set

ed0 2 [[�]]) �tag(ed0) �G G(�) (IH) I

ed 2 [[P�]]) ed 2 TgSP(Sn2N P [[�]]n;G(P�)) _ed 2 f(g ; ;) j g 2 G ^ g �G G(P�)g

(Definition 3.47)
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Subcase ed 2 TgSP(Sn2N P [[�]]n;G(P�))

�val(ed) 2 [
n2N

P [[�]]n (Lemma B.5)

) 8ed0 2 �val(ed) : ed0 2 [[�]]

) 8ed0 2 �val(ed) : �tag(ed0) �G G(�) I

)

G
�tag(�val(ed)) �G G(�)

) �tag(ed) �G G(P�) (Definition 3.46 and Postulate 3.32)

Subcase ed 2 f(g ; ;) j g 2 G ^ g �G G(P�)g

Trivial

=) �tag(ed) �G G(P�)

Case list

Analogous to the set-case

Case record

Let ed be any member of [[hhS ii]] and let d be �val(ed).
) dom(S ) � dom(d) ^ 8l 2 dom(S ) : d(l) 2 [[S (l)]] (Definition 3.47)

) 8l 2 dom(S ) : �tag(d(l)) �G G(S (l)) (IH)

) hhS 0ii �G G(hhS ii)

where dom(S 0) = dom(d) ^ 8l 2 dom(S 0) : S 0(l) = �tag(d(l))

(Definitions 3.45 and 3.32)

) �tag(Tghhii(d)) �G G(hhS ii) (Definition 3.46)

=) �tag(ed) �G G(hhS ii)

Case variant

Analogous to the record-case

Case ofunc

ed 2 [[f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg]]

) ed 2 TgS&�[
n2N

ffed1; : : : ; edpg j
81 � i � p : edi 2 [[�i ! �i]]

ng
� (Definition 3.47)

) �val(ed) 2 [
n2N

ffed1; : : : ; edpg j
81 � i � p : edi 2 [[�i ! �i]]

ng

(Lemma B.5)

) �tag(�val(ed)) = f�tag(ed1); : : : ; �tag(edp)g
where edi 2 [[�i ! �i]] (1 � i � p)
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From (IH) follows that 81 � i � p: �tag(edi) �G G(�i ! �i)

) �tag(�val(ed)) = fG(�1 ! � 01); : : : ;G(�p ! � 0p)g

for some � 0i 2 � such that � 0i � �i (1 � i � p)

(Definition 3.41)

) �tag(ed) = G(f�1 ! � 01; : : : ; �p ! � 0pg) (Definition 3.46)

=) �tag(ed) �G G(f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg) (Postulate 3.32,
Definition 3.41)

Case unit

ed 2 [[�]]) ed 2 [
�0�K�

TgSK(
S
n2N[[K(�)]]

n; �0) (Definition 3.47)

) �tag(ed) 2 [
�0�K�

fG(�0)g (Definition 3.46 and Lemma B.5)

) �tag(ed) �G G(�) (Definition 3.41 and Postulate 3.32)

B.10 FLORENCE: Proof of Theorem 3.11

Theorem: (V +` e : � ^ [[e]]V defined)) [[e]]V 2 [[�]]

Proof by induction on the derivation of V +` e : �, i.e., for an expression e of type �
with subexpressions e 0i of types �0i, we will proof that [[e]]V 2 [[�]] based on the induction
hypothesis 8i : [[e 0i]]V 2 [[�0i]] and the premises of the typing rule at hand. We have omitted
tedious treatments of undefined cases, because the theorem only concerns cases where the
semantics of an expression is defined.

Case constant

c 2 C� ) [hci] 2 [[�]] (Postulate 3.23 and Remark 3.25)

=) [[c]]V 2 [[�]] (Definition 3.48)

Case variable

V +` x : � ) x 2 dom(V + ) (Definition 3.45)

) �2(V(x )) 2 [[�1(V(x ))]] (Definition 3.22 and Remark 3.25)

=) [[x ]]V 2 [[V + (x )]] (Definition 3.48)
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Case function

V + [x 7! �] ` e : � ) 8ed 2 [[�]] : [[e]]V[x 7!�;ed]
2 [[� ]]

(if defined)
(IH, Definition 3.22,

and Remark 3.25)

) 8n 2 N 8ed 2 [[�]]n : [[e]]
V[x 7!�;ed]

2 [[� ]]

(if defined)

) 8n 2 N : f(ed; ed0) 2 (eUn � eUn) j ed 2 [[�]] ^ ed0 = [[e]]V[x 7!�;ed]
definedg

2 [[�]]n ; [[� ]]n

)
S
n2N(f(

ed; ed0) 2 ( eUn � eUn) j ed 2 [[�]] ^ ed0 = [[e]]
V[x 7!�;ed]

definedg)
2
S
n2N[[�]]

n
; [[� ]]n

) Tg!(
S
n2Nf(

ed; ed0) 2 (eUn � eUn) j ed 2 [[�]] ^ ed0 = [[e]]V[x 7!�;ed]
definedg)

2 TgS!(
S
n2N[[�]]

n
; [[� ]]n;G(�! �)) (Lemma B.5)

=) [[�x :� : e]]V 2 [[� ! � ]] (Definitions 3.47 and 3.48)

Case func app

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume both [[e]]V and
[[e 0]]V to be defined (see Definition 3.48)

V +` e : (� ! �)) [[e]]V 2 [[� ! � ]] (IH)

) [[e]]V 2 TgS!(
S
n2N[[�]]

n
; [[� ]]n;G(� ! �)) (Definition 3.47)

) �val([[e]]V) 2
S
n2N[[�]]

n
; [[� ]]n (Lemmas B.5 and B.4) I

[[�]] � eU (Theorem 3.8)

) 9n 2 N : [[�]] � eUn (Definition 3.34)

) 9n 2 N : [[e 0]]V 2 [[�]]n (IH)

) [[e 0]]V 2 dom(
S
n2N[[�]]

n
; [[� ]]n)

) �val([[e]]V)([[e
0]]V) 2

S
n2N[[� ]]

n I

) �val([[e]]V)([[e
0]]V) 2 [[� ]] (Definition 3.34 and Theorem 3.8)

=) [[e(e 0)]]V 2 [[� ]] (Definitions 3.47 and 3.48)
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Case pred set

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume [[e]]V to be defined
(see Definition 3.48)

V + [x 7! �] ` e : � ) 8ed 2 [[�]] : [[e]]
V[x 7!�;ed]

2 [[bool]] (IH, Definition 3.22,
and Remark 3.25)

) 8ed 2 [[�]] : �val([[e]]V[x 7!�;ed]
) 2 ftt ;� g (Lemma B.5 and Definition 3.47)

)
S
n2Nf

ed 2 [[�]]n j �val([[e]]V[x 7!�;ed]
) = ttg 2

S
n2N P [[�]]n

) Tg
P
(
S
n2Nf

ed 2 [[�]]n j �val([[e]]V[x 7!�;ed]
) = ttg;G(P�))

2 TgSP(
S
n2N P [[�]]n;G(P�))

(Lemma B.5)

=) [[fx :� j eg]]V 2 [[P�]] (Definitions 3.47 and 3.48)

Case set memb

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume both [[e]]V and
[[e 0]]V to be defined (see Definition 3.48)

[[bool]] = TgSB([hbooli]) (Definition 3.47)

= TgSB(ftt ;� g) (Postulate 3.17)

= fTgB(tt);TgB(� )g (Definition 3.46)

=) [[e 2 e 0]]V 2 [[bool]] (Definitions 3.47 and 3.48)

Case unique

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume [[e]]V to be defined
(see Definition 3.48)

V +` e : P� ) [[e]]V 2 [[P�]] (IH)

) [[e]]V 2 TgSP(
S
n2N P [[�]]n; g) for some g 2 G

_[[e]]V 2 f(g ; ;) j g 2 G ^ g �G G(P�)g

(Definition 3.47)

) �val([[e]]V) 2
S
n2N P [[�]]n (Lemma B.5)

) (�val([[e]]V) = fedg ) 9n 2 N : ed 2 [[�]]n)

) (�val([[e]]V) = fedg ) ed 2 [[�]])

=) [[unique(e)]]V 2 [[�]] (Definitions 3.47 and 3.48)

Case emp list

[[[ ]�]]V = Tg
L
(;; L �) (Definition 3.48)

) [[[ ]�]]V 2 f(g ; ;) j g 2 G ^ g �G G(L �)g (Definition 3.46)

=) [[[ ]�]]V 2 [[L �]] (Definition 3.47)
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Case cons

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume both [[e]]V and
[[e 0]]V to be defined (see Definition 3.48)

V +` e : � ) [[e]]V 2 [[�]] (IH) I

V +` e 0 : L � ) [[e 0]]V 2 [[L �]] (IH)

) [[e 0]]V 2 TgSL(
[
n2N

fd 2 N
+ �n
; [[�]]n j

9k 2 N : dom(d) = 1::kg; g)

for some g 2 G

_[[e 0]]V 2 f(g ; ;) j g 2 G ^ g �G G(L �)g

(Definition 3.47)

) �val([[e
0]]V) 2

[
n2N

fd 2 N
+ �n
; [[�]]n j

9k 2 N : dom(d) = 1::kg

(Lemma B.5)

) f(i+ 1; ed) j (i; ed) 2 �val([[e 0]]V)g
2
S
n2Nfd 2 N

+ �n
; [[�]]n j 9k 2 N : dom(d) = 2::k + 1g

) f(i+ 1; ed) j (i; ed) 2 �val([[e 0]]V)g [ f(1; [[e]]V)g
2
S
n2Nfd 2 N

+ �n
; [[�]]n j 9k 2 N : dom(d) = 1::kg

I

) TgL(f(i+ 1; ed) j (i; ed) 2 �val([[e 0]]V)g [ f(1; [[e]]V)g; g)
2 TgS

L
(
S
n2Nfd 2 N

+ �n
; [[�]]n j 9k 2 N : dom(d) = 1::kg; g)

for any g 2 G

(Lemma B.5)

=) [[cons(e; e 0)]]V 2 [[L �]] (Definitions 3.47 and 3.48)

Case head

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume [[e]]V to be defined
(see Definition 3.48)

V +` e : L � ) [[e]]V 2 [[L �]] (IH)

) [[e]]V 2 TgSL(
[
n2N

fd 2 N
+ �n
; [[�]]n j 9k 2 N :

dom(d) = 1::k ^ k � 1g; g)

for some g 2 G

(Definition 3.47 and
dom(�val([[e]]V)) 6= ;)

) �val([[e]]V) 2
[
n2N

fd 2 N
+ �n
; [[�]]n j

9k 2 N : dom(d) = 1::k ^ k � 1g

(Lemma B.5)

) �val([[e]]V)(1) 2 [[�]]

=) [[head(e)]]V 2 [[�]] (Definition 3.48)
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Case tail

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume [[e]]V to be defined
(see Definition 3.48)

V +` e : L � ) [[e]]V 2 [[L �]] (IH)

) [[e]]V 2 TgSL(
[
n2N

fd 2 N
+ �n
; [[�]]n j 9k 2 N :

dom(d) = 1::k ^ k � 1g; g)

for some g 2 G

(Definition 3.47 and
dom(�val([[e]]V)) 6= ;)

) �val([[e]]V) 2
[
n2N

fd 2 N
+ �n
; [[�]]n j

9k 2 N : dom(d) = 1::k ^ k � 1g

(Lemma B.5)

) (�val([[e]]V) � f1g) � succ

2
S
n2Nfd 2 N

+ �n
; [[�]]n j 9k 2 N : dom(d) = 1::kg

I

Subcase (�val([[e]]V) � f1g) � succ = ;

V +` e : L � ) [[e]]V 2 [[L �]] (IH)

) �tag([[e]]V) �G G(L �) (Theorem 3.10)

) (�tag([[e]]V); ;) 2 f(g ; ;) j g 2 G ^ g �G G(L �)g

) TgL(;; �tag([[e]]V)) 2 [[L �]] (Definitions 3.46 and 3.47)

Subcase (�val([[e]]V) � f1g) � succ 6= ;

TgL((�val([[e]]V) � f1g) � succ; �tag([[e]]V)))

2 TgSL(
[
n2N

fd 2 N
+ �n
; [[�]]n j

9k 2 N : dom(d) = 1::kg;G(L �))

I (Lemma B.7)

=) [[tail(e)]]V 2 [[L �]] (Definitions 3.47 and 3.48)

Case record

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume [[s(l)]]V to be de-
fined for all l 2 dom(s) (see Definition 3.48)

8l 2 dom(s) : V +` s(l) : S (l)) [[s(l)]]V 2 [[S (l)]] (IH)

) f(l ; [[s(l)]]V) j l 2 dom(s)g

2
[
n2N

fd 2 (L
�n
;
eUn) j dom(S ) � dom(d) ^

8l 2 dom(S ) : d(l) 2 [[S (l)]]g

) Tghhii(f(l ; [[s(l)]]V) j l 2 dom(s)g)

2 TgShhii(
[
n2N

fd 2 (L
�n
;
eUn) j dom(S ) � dom(d) ^

8l 2 dom(S ) : d(l) 2 [[S (l)]]g)

(Lemma B.5)

=) [[hhsii]]V 2 [[hhS ii]] (Definitions 3.47 and 3.48)
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Case rec proj

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume [[e]]V to be defined
(see Definition 3.48)

V +` e : hhS ii ) [[e]]V 2 [[hhS ii]] (IH)

) [[e]]V 2 TgShhii(
[
n2N

fd 2 (L
�n
;
eUn) j

dom(S ) � dom(d) ^

8l 0 2 dom(S ) : d(l 0) 2 [[S (l 0)]]g)

(Definition 3.20)

) �val([[e]]V) 2
S
n2Nfd 2 (L

�n
;
eUn) j

dom(S ) � dom(d) ^

8l 0 2 dom(S ) : d(l 0) 2 [[S (l 0)]]g

(Lemma B.5)

) �val([[e]]V)(l) 2 [[S (l)]]

=) [[e�l ]]V 2 [[S (l)]] (Definition 3.48)

Case rec res

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume [[e]]V to be defined
(see Definition 3.48)

V +` e : hhS ii ) [[e]]V 2 [[hhS ii]] (IH)

) [[e]]V 2 TgShhii(
[
n2N

fd 2 (L
�n
;
eUn) j

dom(S ) � dom(d) ^

8l 0 2 dom(S ) : d(l 0) 2 [[S (l 0)]]g)

(Definition 3.20)

) �val([[e]]V) 2
[
n2N

fd 2 (L
�n
;
eUn) j dom(S ) � dom(d) ^

8l 0 2 dom(S ) : d(l 0) 2 [[S (l 0)]]g

(Lemma B.5)

) �val([[e]]V) � flg 2
[
n2N

fd 2 (L
�n
;
eUn) j dom(S 0) � dom(d) ^

8l 0 2 dom(S 0) : d(l 0) 2 [[S 0(l 0)]]g

where S 0 = S � flg

=) [[enl ]]V 2 [[hhS � flgii]] (Definitions 3.47 and 3.48)

Case rec ov

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume [[e]]V and [[s(l)]]V
to be defined for all l 2 dom(s) (see Definition 3.48)

Let AS =
[
n2N

fd 2 (L
�n
;
eUn) j dom(S ) � dom(d) ^

8l 2 dom(S ) : d(l) 2 [[S (l)]]g

Bs =
[
n2N

f(l ; ed) 2 L� eUn j l 2 dom(s) ^ ed = [[s(l)]]Vg
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V +` e : hhS ii ) [[e]]V 2 [[hhS ii]] (IH)

) [[e]]V 2 TgShhii(AS ) (Definition 3.20)

) �val([[e]]V) 2 AS (Lemma B.5)

) (�val([[e]]V) � dom(s)) 2 AS�dom(s)
(See also [rec res] case) I

V +` hhsii : hhS 0ii ) 8l 2 dom(s) : [[s(l)]]V 2 [[S 0(l)]] (IH, dom(S 0) = dom(s))

) Bs 2
[
n2N

fd 2 (L
�n
;
eUn) j dom(d) = dom(s) ^

8l 2 dom(s) : d(l 0) 2 [[S 0(l)]]g

)
�
(�val([[e]]V) � dom(s)) [Bs

�
2 AS 00

where S 00 = (S � dom(s)) [ S 0

I

=) [[e except (s)]]V 2 [[hhS 00ii]] (Definitions 3.47 and 3.48)

Case variant

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume [[e]]V to be defined
(see Definition 3.48)

V +` e : � ) [[e]]V 2 [[�]] (IH)

) (l ; [[e]]V) 2
S
n2Nf(l ;

ed) j l 2 dom(S ) ^ ed 2 [[S (l)]]ng

) Tg[jj]((l ; [[e]]V)) 2 TgS[jj](
[
n2N

f(l ; ed) j l 2 dom(S ) ^ed 2 [[S (l)]]ng)

(Lemma B.5)

=) [[[jl=ej]]]V 2 [[[jS j]]] (Definitions 3.47 and 3.48)

Case case

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume [[e]]V to be defined
and �1(�val([[e]]V)) = li ) [[ei]]V defined (see Definition 3.48)

V +` e : [jS j]) [[e]]V 2 [[[jS j]]] (IH)

) [[e]]V 2 TgS[jj](
[
n2N

f(l ; ed) j l 2 dom(S ) ^ ed 2 [[S (l)]]ng)(Definition 3.20)

) �val([[e]]V) 2
[
n2N

f(l ; ed) j l 2 dom(S ) ^ ed 2 [[S (l)]]ng (Lemma B.5)

) 91 � k � n : �1(�val([[e]]V)) = lk (Definition 3.45) I

81 � i � n : V +` ei : � ) [[ei]]V 2 [[�]] (IH)

) [[ek]]V 2 [[�]] I

=) [[case e of l1=x1 : e1; : : : ; ln=xn : en]]V 2 [[�]] (Definition 3.48)

Case equality

Analogous to the [set memb] case
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Case if

Analogous to the [case] case

Case quant

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume [[e]]V to be de-
fined and 8ed 2 �val([[e]]V) : [[e

0]]V[x 7!�;ed]
defined where V +` e : P� (see Defini-

tion 3.48). After this observation, the rest is analogous to the [equality] case

Case subsumption

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume [[e]]V to be defined
(see Definition 3.48)

V +` e : � ) [[e]]V 2 [[�]] (IH) I

� � � ) [[�]] � [[� ]] (Theorem 3.9)

=) [[e]]V 2 [[� ]] I

Case emp ofunc

[[f g]] = TgS&(f;g) (Definition 3.47)

= fTg&(;)g (Definition 3.46)

=) [["]]V 2 [[f g]] (Definition 3.48)

Case ofunc

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume both [[e]]V and
[[e 0]]V to be defined (see Definition 3.48)

V +` e 0 : � ! � ) [[e 0]]V 2 [[� ! � ]] (IH) I

V +` e : f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg ) [[e]]V 2 [[f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg]] (IH)

) [[e]]V 2 TgS&(
[
n2N

ffed1; : : : ; edpg j ed1 2 [[�1 ! �1]]
n ^

...edp 2 [[�p ! �p]]
ng)

(Definition 3.47)

) �val([[e]]V) 2
[
n2N

ffed1; : : : ; edpg j ed1 2 [[�1 ! �1]]
n ^

...edp 2 [[�p ! �p]]
ng

(Lemma B.5)

) (�val([[e]]V) [ f[[e
0]]Vg) 2

[
n2N

ffed1; : : : ; edp; edg j ed1 2 [[�1 ! �1]]
n ^

...edp 2 [[�p ! �p]]
n ^ed 2 [[� ! � ]]ng
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) Tg&(�val([[e]]V) [ f[[e
0]]Vg)

2 TgS&(
[
n2N

ffed1; : : : ; edp; edg j ed1 2 [[�1 ! �1]]
n ^

...edp 2 [[�p ! �p]]
n ^ed 2 [[� ! � ]]ng)

(Lemma B.5)

=) [[e & e 0]]V 2 [[f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �p; �! �g]] (Definitions 3.47 and 3.48)

Case ofunc app

Because the theorem only concerns defined cases, we may assume both [[e]]V and
[[e 0]]V to be defined (see Definition 3.48)

V +` e : f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg ) [[e]]V 2 [[f�1 ! �1; : : : ; �p ! �pg]] (IH)

) �val([[e]]V) = fed1; : : : ; edpg
where edi 2 [[�i ! �i]] for each 1 � i � p

(Definition 3.47)

) 81 � i � p : �tag(edi) �G G(�i ! �i) (Theorem 3.10)

) 81 � i � p : �tag(edi) = G(�i ! � 0i)

for some � 0i 2 � such that � 0i � �

(Definition 3.41) I

V +` e 0 : � ) [[e 0]]V 2 [[�]] (IH)

) �tag([[e
0]]V) �G G(�) (Theorem 3.10) II

91 � j � p : �j = � (Definition 3.45)

) f�i j 1 � i � p ^ �tag([[e
0]]V) �G G(�i)g 6= ; II

Let �k = minf�i j 1 � i � p ^ �tag([[e
0]]V) �G G(�i)g

f = �val([[e]]V)(G(�k ! � 0k))

I

Since f is the value-part of an ordinary function, f([[e0]]V) can be considered as or-
dinary function application. Therefore, the continuation of this proof is analogous
to the [func-app] case.

Case in

V +` e : K(�)) [[e]]V 2 [[K(�)]] (IH)

) 9n 2 N : [[e]]V 2 [[K(�)]]n (Definition 3.34)

) TgK([[e]]V ; �) 2
[

�0�K�

TgSK(
S
n2N[[K(�)]]

n; �0) (Lemma B.5)

=) [[in�(e)]]V 2 [[�]] (Definitions 3.47 and 3.48)
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Case out

V +` e : �) [[e]]V 2 [[�]] (IH)

) [[e]]V 2
[

�0�K�

TgSK(
S
n2N[[K(�)]]

n; �0) (Definition 3.47)

) �val([[e]]V) 2
S
n2N[[K(�)]]

n (Lemma B.4)

=) [[out�(e)]]V 2 [[K(�)]] (Definitions 3.47 and 3.48)
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